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Abstract

Creativity is the object of much interest in association football and is considered

essential  for  successful  performances.  However,  several  high-profile  coaches,

players, and even scholars have argued that contemporary football lacks creativity.

While the last three decades have been the most productive ever with regards to

research  on sporting creativity,  little  is  still  known about  this  complex,  multi-

dimensional construct. Furthermore, sporting creativity has been hitherto studied

from  a  largely  decontextualised,  logical  positivist  paradigm,  aimed  at  the

identification and development of intra-individual traits and skills associated with

creative performances. However, in recent years the field has witnessed a ‘socio-

cultural’ turn  that  proposes  a  re-conceptualisation  of  creativity  as  a  situated,

distributed,  and  relational  phenomenon.  Departing  from  this  perspective,  the

present thesis uses an integrative transdisciplinary approach to better understand

the perceived decline in creative expression and development  in contemporary

association  football,  with  a  focus  on  professional  football  academies.  These

performance-oriented  settings  have  singular  characteristics  (e.g.  growing

professionalisation and marketisation,  high pressure,  social  closure,  and hyper-

masculinity) that  suggest they should be studied separately from participation-

oriented environments.  Study 1 examines  conceptualisations  of creativity  from

Heads  of  Academy Coaching  and Heads  of  Academy  Recruitment  across  ten

professional  clubs  and  three  different  European  countries  (Portugal,  Italy,

England/Wales), comparing it with academic literature. Study 2  investigates the

opportunities  and  challenges  for  developing  creativity  in  a  Portuguese

professional  football  academy  across  multiple  levels.  Study  3  extends  our

knowledge  regarding  the  development  of  creativity  at  the  highest  level  of

performance through a biographical case-study of ‘super-elite’ player Bernardo

Silva.  In  conclusion,  I  propose  that more  than  a  teaching/training  process  of

natural abilities, creative development in football should be re-conceptualised as a

broader, non-linear learning process, dependent on multiple interactions between a

myriad  of  stakeholders  –  players,  coaches,  parents,  teachers  -  across  different

formal and informal, socio-cultural and material environments.
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1.1. Overview to the Thesis

Creativity  is  the  object  of  much  interest  in  association  football,  and  is

considered important for successful performances (Kempe & Memmert, 2018). In

line  with  perceptions  of  sport  as  fertile  ground  for  mythology  and  athlete

‘deification’  (Giulianotti,  1999),  in  football  the  number  10  jersey  has  been

traditionally associated with outstanding creativity usually displayed by attacking

midfielders  (Rasmussen,  Glăveanu,  & Østergaard,  2019),  e.g.  Maradona,  Pélé,

Laudrup, Neymar, Bergkamp, Del Piero, or Messi. However, several high-profile

coaches and players have argued that contemporary football lacks creativity. For

example,  AS  Monaco  and  former  Chelsea,  Arsenal,  and  Barcelona  star  Cesc

Fabregas contended that the current game prioritises physical skills over technical

prowess and “number 10s are unfortunately fading away, big time” (Fabregas, as

cited  in  Edwards,  2020).  Similarly,  Arsène  Wenger,  FIFA’s  Head of  Football

Development,  claimed that  “physique has taken over,  and the creative  players

have  been  kicked  out  (…).  You  want  to  see  players  like  Maradona,  Cruyff,

Platini, Zidane. But since we measure the physical performances, these players are

suffering” (Wenger, as cited in Smith, 2020). 

There are however alternative explanations  for such perceived decline of

creativity in association football. On the one hand, creativity has been recognised

as complex, multi-dimensional construct (Kurtzberg, 2005). Indeed, to date there

is no consensual definition of creativity. In 2010, Kampylis and Valtanen found

more  than  40  definitions  of  the  construct,  and  more  recently  Vaughan  and

colleagues (2019) termed it ‘a wicked challenge’. Rececnt conceptualisations of

creativity as a dynamic (Corazza, 2016; Tanggaard, 2019), situated, distributed,

and relational phenomenon (Glăveanu, 2010b; 2014; 2018; Glăveanu, Tanggaard

& Wegener,  2016; Lebuda & Glăveanu,  2019) imply that  creativity  can mean

different things to different people in different places and moments, and therefore

should be evaluated locally (Sternberg, 2019). 

On the other hand, association football has also dramatically changed since

its origins as an amateur game. Similarly to other areas of society, football has

become  a  global  (Giulianotti,  2012)  and  highly  commercialised  phenomenon

(Howieson & Morrow, 2014), permeable to a plethora of political, socio-cultural,

and economical influences.  Many professional football clubs “are now complex

businesses, intrinsically concerned with financial matters” (Morrow & Howieson,
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2014,  p.515),  and  focused  on  immediate  outcomes  even  at  the  youth  level

(Vaughan et al., 2019). Indeed, Sarmento and colleagues (2018) explain that talent

identification  and  development  is  becoming  increasingly  important  for  the

financial  success and survival of football  clubs (Sarmento,  Anguera, Pereira &

Araújo, 2018). Additionally, in the urban, digital society of the 21st century – and

especially in Western, industrialised countries -, there are “many obstacles that

restrain the creative potential, such as the lack of street sport, unadjusted training,

mechanization  of  play,  decrease  of  the  game  enjoyment  and  a  narrow  game

knowledge” (Santos et al., 2016, p.1). 

The perceived  decline  of  creative  expression in  association  football  may

also be related to changes in the way the game has been played over time, due to

multiple reasons. One may be phenomena of ‘blending’ caused by staff (Peeters,

Mills, Pennings, & Sung, 2019) and player migration (Lago-Penãs. Lago-Peñas,

&  Lago,  2019)  that  affected  playing  styles  that  were  traditionally  stable  and

clearly identifiable  across different nations.  Other reason could be the varying

tactical systems devised and  implemented by coaches over more than a century:

from the initial  ‘pyramid’ and ‘W-M’ systems to the more recent 4:3:3, 4:4:2,

3:4:3 and/or 3:5:2 (Wilson, 2008). Simultaneously,  the widespread adoption of

scouting systems and video analysis software by football clubs means that they

have now extensive information on positional data and typical players’ behaviours

across several seasons (Memmert & Raabe, 2018). With less time and space for

players to decide and execute, the value of adaptability and unpredictability is at a

prime in contemporary football (Torrents et al., 2016). Thus, while the dearth of

so-called ‘number 10s’ could be interpreted as a sign of a decline of creativity in

association  football,  it  could  also  be  contended  that  the  plastic  nature  of  the

construct  and  the  evolution  of  the  Game  may  actually lead  to  a  somehow

paradoxical phenomenon of democratisation. This is because due to wider role

remits, players in positions other than the traditional number 10, e.g. goalkeepers,

defenders, could benefit from more opportunities to act creatively.

Creativity has also deserved growing attention from scholars and decision-

makers. Indeed, the last three decades have been the most productive ever with

regards to research on sporting creativity (Fardilha & Allen, 2019), and national

governing bodies (NGBs) like the English FA have created content dedicated to

the topic. For example, the guide ‘how to make your team more creative’ (Pain,
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2020) and the online course ‘youth football coaching: developing creative players’

(English FA, 2017), in partnership with the University of Birmingham. 

However,  most  research  conducted  to  date  on  sporting  creativity  has

adopted generalist conceptualisations of the phenomenon, usually imported from

the  more  developed  field  of  cognitive  psychology  (Fardilha  &  Allen,  2019).

Furthermore,  the vast  majority  of  existing  studies  portray  intra-individual,

positivist-informed  perspectives  of  sporting  creativity,  largely  conducted  in

controlled settings – e.g. laboratories - that do not account for the influence of

contextual variations (Fardilha & Allen, 2019). Additionally, existing research has

very much focused on thought processes over the ability to act (creativity ‘about

sport’  instead  of  creativity  ‘in  sport’)  privileging  the  identification  and

development of traits and skills associated with creativity, like attention or pattern

recognition. 

A recent manifesto (Glăveanu et al., 2018) signed by 20 of the field’s most

prominent  researchers  invited  “the  community  of  creativity  researchers  and

practitioners  to  reflect  upon,  study,  and cultivate  creativity  as  a  socio-cultural

phenomenon (2018, p.1).  In line with these recent advances founded on socio-

cultural  psychology, authors like Rasmussen, Østergaard,  and Glăveanu (2017)

and Vaughan and colleagues (2019) proposed that creativity is affected by socio-

cultural constraints at multiple levels, which could therefore benefit from being

investigated with transdisciplinary approaches (Vaughan et al., 2019). In accepting

these  suggestions,  the  present  thesis  aims  to  better  understand  the  perceived

decline  in  creative  expression  and  development  in  contemporary  association

football reported by practitioners, i.e. coaches and players, and researchers (e.g.

Santos  et  al.,  2016).  To  do  so,  I  will  adopt  Montuori’s  (2019)  integrative

transdisciplinary approach. This will enable me to ‘weave together’ knowledge

from different disciplines (e.g. sport coaching, sport psychology, sport sociology,

and  sport  management)  and  better  capture  the  complexity  and  multi-

dimensionality of creativity in professional football academies. 

Professional  academies  are  particular  environments,  focusing  on  the

development of elite players and/or on the generation of significant revenues via

the sale of players (Relvas et al., 2010). These spaces are usually associated with

high pressure (Mills et al.,  2014) and expectations, and have low tolerance for

failure  (Reilly,  Williams,  &  Richardson,  2008).  Such  characteristics  make
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academies  different  from other  more participation-oriented pathways of  player

development,  traditionally  called  ‘grassroots’ (FIFA,  n.d.),  which  means  they

should  be  studied  separately.  Furthermore,  the  transdisciplinary  approach  will

allow me to bring closer the words of scholars and the voices of practitioners (e.g.

coaches, scouts) and other relevant stakeholders (e.g. players, parents, teachers),

observing  how  their  interactions  across  multiple  levels  (e.g.  individual,

organisational)  may promote – or hinder  – the creative development  of young

players integrated in professional academy settings, inclusively those who reach

the top of the Game, i.e. eminent, ‘super-elite’ players.  

1.2. Thesis structure

Following this introductory chapter, chapter 2 presents a literature review

of so-called ‘general creativity’, offering to the reader an historical overview of

the different paradigms that have characterised the field, and highlighting its most

pressing debates.  Then, in chapter 3 I focus on creativity in the sporting domain. I

introduce  and  reflect  critically  on  the  academic  literature  published  to  date,

identifying what is known about the topic and what are the field’s shortcomings.

Subsequently, I describe the aims of my doctoral research. Chapter 4 offers an in-

depth  contextualisation  of  talent  development  environments  and,  more

specifically, professional football academies, setting the scene for the upcoming

original  research.  Chapter  5  is  devoted  to  presenting  the  philosophical

underpinnings of my thesis, integrative transdisciplinary, and discussing how they

have influenced the research process. Chapter 6 is dedicated to study 1, in which I

explore conceptualisations of creativity from Heads of Coaching and Heads of

Recruitment pertaining to 10 professional  football  academies  in three different

countries  (Portugal,  Italy,  and  England).  Chapter  7  introduces  study  2,  an

instrumental  case-study  in  which  I  identify  and  analyse  the  challenges  and

opportunities for creative  development within a Portuguese professional football

academy,  using  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  situated  model  of  creative  learning  as  a

theoretical framework for the first time in sporting creativity research. In chapter

8, I present another case-study, in which I present and discuss the developmental

pathway of ‘super-elite’ Portuguese footballer Bernardo Silva. Once again, I use

Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model to frame my analysis of the player’s life, not

only  with  regards  to  the  sporting  domain,  but  also  considering  the  impact  of

family and educational experiences on his creative development. Chapter 9 is the
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final  chapter,  where  I  return  to  the  aims  of  the  thesis  and,  drawing  on  the

conclusions from each chapter, I reflect on the extent to which these aims have

been fulfilled. I also refer to the strengths and limitations of my work, discuss the

practical implications of my findings and propose avenues for future research. 
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Chapter Two: Creativity, stepping back to move

forward
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2.1 Introduction

In  this  chapter  I  will  present  and  critically  discuss  the  historical

background and existing research on ‘general’ creativity. Doing so is necessary

because the field of sporting creativity has been – and still is - largely influenced

by research conducted by mainstream psychologists with a positivist orientation

(Fardilha & Allen, 2019). Although systematic research on creativity only started

in the 1950s (Guilford, 1950), the topic has been discussed for many centuries

(Pope, 2005). As with any human endeavour, historical accounts contain a degree

of subjectivity that results from different positionings, beliefs, and experiences.

This, in turn, influences the interpretation of facts and events (Hampson, 1976).

Therefore,  instead of  a consensual  or  definitive history of  creativity,  there are

“multiple  ‘histories’  of  creativity  with  their  own  angles  and  perspectives”

(Glăveanu & Kaufman, 2019, p.10). 

To date, several authors have attempted to synthesise earlier research on

creativity (e.g. Vernon, 1970; Sternberg, 2003; Runco & Albert, 1990; 2010). For

the  purpose of  this  thesis,  I  will  use the  “He [sic]-I-We paradigm” coined by

Glăveanu (2010a, p.80), as a framework to describe and reflect on the different

perspectives and theories of creativity that have been proposed across time. The

paradigm divides the history of creativity and creativity research into three major

eras/approaches: the ‘He-paradigm’, associated with the predominantly male, lone

genius  myth (Montuori  & Purser,  1999),  which refers  to an individual who is

blessed with divine inspiration or unique genetic heritage; the ‘I-paradigm’, that

focuses on isolating the intra-psychic traits and skills from individuals that may be

conducive to creativity; and the ‘We-paradigm’, that on a first phase considers the

impact of socio-cultural factors in the creativeness of individuals, and on a second

stage posits that creativity emerges from the interactions between people and their

socio-material worlds. 

While it is clear that such structure (i.e., He-I-We paradigm) may be useful

and  appealing,  this  framework  should  not  be  interpreted  as  a  fully  accurate

representation of the field’s history, because “it is likely that ‘instances’ of these

paradigms coexist at different times and they are certainly intertwined in today’s

scientific landscape” (Glăveanu, 2010a, p.80).
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2.2. The ‘He Paradigm’: the creative genius

The lone genius is one of the figures most associated with creativity, with

its roots dating back to ancient Greek and Roman eras (Glăveanu, 2010a). At first,

a  theocentric  conceptualisation  of  the  world  informed  the  meaning  of  genius

(Kearney, 1988). Genius was a gift from God(s) and external to the individual

(Pope,  2005),  whose self  was “subsumed and sacrificed to  the greater  whole”

(Montuori  &  Purser,  1995,  p.72).  Although  the  idea  of  creativity  as  divine

inspiration persisted throughout the Middle Ages until the Renaissance (Glăveanu

&  Kaufman,  2019),  Montuori  and  Purser  (1995)  suggest  that  traces  of  that

narrative can still be seen in contemporary collectivist, totalitarian regimes, where

the State replaces God(s). Since the Renaissance, the source of genius is no longer

viewed as external. Instead, it is believed to reside in the individual (Pope, 2005).

At the beginning of this anthropocentric era, a cult of the self emerged and was

materialised  in  self-portraits,  biographies,  and anatomical  studies  (Montuori  &

Purser,  1995).  Creativity  was  by  then  linked  to  a  glorification  of  traditions

expressed via the imitation of the masters and nature that few dared to question.

The artist Leonardo Da Vinci and the architect Giorgio Vasari were exceptions,

highlighting the value of originality (Becker, 2014). Grounded in these historical

views, novelty and functionality are still considered central to most contemporary

conceptualisations  of  creativity  (Diedrich,  Benedek,  Jauk,  &  Neubauer,  2015;

Kampylis  &  Valtanen,  2010),  although  their  meanings  can  vary  significantly

depending on the context (Sternberg, 2018). 

The conceptualisation of creativity as novelty gained momentum during the

age of Enlightenment, when genius was re-defined as “one who was in possession

of an innate power that manifested itself in works of great imaginative creation

(…) [originated in] the rational processes of the mind” (Becker, 2014, p. 8). In

opposition to the rationalistic values promoted by the ‘enlightened’ aristocracy, at

the beginning of the 19th century the Romanticists re-enacted the mysticism and

emotion surrounding the figure of the genius (Becker, 2014), who once again was

considered  to  be  naturally  endowed,  even  if  also  pathologised  (Glăveanu  &

Kaufman,  2019).  Tormented  poets,  composers  and  painters  were  common

examples of ‘mad genius’, whose unique characteristics allowed them to excel in

their fields through superior imagination and sensitivity. However, they were also

prone to affective disorders, addiction and other types of mental illness. 
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The study of potential connections between creativity and pathology (e.g.

bipolar disorder) has been of interest to researchers for many years and persists to

this  day  (for  reviews  see  Becker,  2014;  Runco,  2014).  However,  with  the

development of modern science, the romantic perspective was again abandoned

and  replaced  by  a  more  systematic  and  rational  understanding  of  the

characteristics  of  genius.  With  the  publication  of  ‘The  Hereditary  Genius’,  in

1869, Sir Francis Galton “took genius out of the mists of the supernatural and

gave it  a  solid  basis:  human biology” (Glăveanu,  2010a,  p.  81).  In  his  work,

Galton  also  introduced  the  concepts  of  eminence,  social  reputation,  and

intellectual  ability,  which  would  end  up  being  extensively  researched  and

frequently associated with creative production (see,  for example,  Albert,  1990,

1992; Simonton, 2010; Guilford, 1962; Sternberg & Lubart, 1996). 

To  summarise,  Glăveanu  (2010a)  suggests  that  exclusivity  and

disconnection characterise  the He-paradigm. Exclusivity,  because genius – and

creative  achievement  –  are  only  within  reach  of  very  few  individuals  (being

almost  entirely  reserved  to  males,  hence  the  title  ‘He’ paradigm)  and  always

associated  with  the  highest  type  of  creativity  –  historical  –  which  refers  to

concepts and inventions that have never occurred before and may change human

practices and beliefs (Boden, 1994). Disconnection, because the ‘genius’ creates

out of nothing – ex-nihilo (Montuori & Purser, 1995), existing away from – and

often  against  –  the World.  Therefore,  the  He-paradigm results  in  a  potentially

dangerous glorification of creativity, representing it as unachievable for most and,

in  some  cases,  as  pathological  (the  ‘mad-genius’).  Curiously,  Glăveanu  and

Kaufman (2019) explain that in the Latin language madness and inspiration were

undistinguished and considered a type of demonic possession. 

Social detachment was also presented as a conditio sine qua non for creative

achievement. As such, there was an emphasis on hyper-individualism rather than

collaborative  work.  More  recently,  societies  have  evolved  towards  increasing

connectivity,  mobility,  and a generally democratic nature (Glăveanu,  2014),  so

such conceptualisation of creativity as the outstanding work of a single person has

vehement critics. However, Pickering and Negus (2004) alerted that such a sharp

conceptual  turn  could  also  be  problematic,  because  it  risked  causing  the

devaluation of extraordinary acts. Therefore, they proposed that the patriarchal,

racist, and deterministic notion of genius - “a rarefied and reified state of being”
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(p.202), could be replaced by a new one which recognised the importance of the

ordinary and the outstanding as part of the same process. 

2.3. The ‘I Paradigm’

The ‘I Paradigm’ replaced the perception that only special people can be

creative while maintaining an emphasis on the individual. Everyday creativity –

personal  (Boden,  1994),  ‘little  c’  (Simonton,  2013)  –  started  to  be  valued

alongside the usual examples of great discoveries – historical (Boden, 1994) or

‘Big C’ creativity (Simonton, 2013). Glăveanu (2010a) explains that such a shift

can be linked to  the American socio-political  context  post-Second World War,

with  rising  individualism  and  the  interest  from the  army  in  conveying  to  its

soldiers an enhanced sense of agency during the Cold War against Russia. It is

therefore  unsurprising  that  most  historical  accounts  of  creativity  are  based  on

Western views of the phenomenon (Glăveanu & Kaufman, 2019).

The 1950s are usually described as the official starting point of systematic

research on creativity, Nonetheless, earlier work such as Graham Wallas’ (1926)

model of the creative process (Pope, 2005; Sadler-Smith, 2015) is still influential

today. Wallas (1926) drew inspiration from the works of Helmholtz and Poincaré

to divide the creative process into five consecutive stages, which warrant varying

degrees of consciousness: 

 preparation  (consciously  researching  the  problem  via  experiments,

observations, and other reliable sources);

 incubation  (non-conscious,  involuntary  dwelling  on  the  problem

associated with a degree of mental relaxation);

 intimation  (a  sense  of  intuition,  under  ‘fringe  consciousness’ that  a

solution is close);

 illumination (the ‘click’ moment, focal consciousness);

 verification (conscious analysis – relative to the validity and reliability of

the solution). 

Although  recent  contributions  have  defended  the  five-stage  model  (e.g.

Saddler-Smith, 2015), it is frequent to witness representations of Wallas’ (1926)

work as a four-stage construction, with intimation being omitted. 

The inception  of  the  ‘I  paradigm’ is  closely  tied  to  Joy Paul  Guilford’s

Presidential Address at the American Psychological Association, in 1949. At the

time, Guilford described creativity as “an area in which psychologists generally,
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whether they be angels or not, have feared to tread” (Guilford, 1950, p.444). The

speech  triggered  the  systematic  study  of  the  so-called  creative  personality

(Guilford,  1950),  giving official  birth  to  a  new field  of  research (Kaufman &

Glăveanu,  2019).  In  this  individualistic  approach,  there  was  a  focus  on  the

measurement of abilities and traits in isolation – the creative personality (Sawyer,

2012) – through instruments like self-report questionnaires, laboratory or class-

based  tests  (e.g.  Torrance  Test  of  Creative  Thinking,  Remote  Associates  Test,

Alternative  Uses  Test)  and  empirical  observation  (Simonton,  2019).  The

psychometric  assessment  of  eminent  creators,  either  living  (e.g.  Roe,  1953;

Barron,  1963)  or  deceased  –  a  method  called  historiometrics  (Cox,  1926;

Simonton 2019) - also became common in this paradigm.  

Other than incentivising researchers to learn more about creativity, Guilford

contributed to advancing the field by developing the Structure of Intellect (SOI)

(1956;1967), a model that associated creativity with intelligence. The SOI model

was an evolution from Thurstone’s (1938) earlier work (Sternberg & Grigorenko,

2001)  and  proposed  that  every  mental  task  is  composed  by  an  operation,  a

content, and a product. Sternberg and Grigorenko (2001) contended that the main

difference  between Thurstone’s  (1938)  and Guilford’s  (1967)  models  was  that

while the former envisioned correlations among factors, the latter treated them as

independent. The formal distinction between divergent and convergent thinking

that emerged from the SOI model has been considered one of Guilford’s most

important contributions to the study of creativity (Runco, 2011). While convergent

thinking has been defined as “one correct or conventional idea solution” (Runco,

2011, p.400), divergent thinking relates to the ability to generate different possible

solutions  to  an  open-ended problem (Kaufman  & Glăveanu,  2019).  Divergent

thinking has four foundational dimensions (Guilford, 1956): fluency – which can

be ideational, i.e. “the ability to have ideas”, or, the most commonly considered,

expressional, i.e. “the ability to put them [the ideas generated] into words”  (1956,

p.279); flexibility – “the shift of organization of a figure, shift of set or approach

to  a  problem,  or  shift  of  category  of  responses”  (p.280);  originality  –  “the

likelihood of giving unconventional, clever, or remotely associated responses to

test items (pp.280-281); and elaboration – “an ability to provide details working

toward completion, when a part or an outline is given” (p.281). Although it has

been suggested that convergent thinking can also lead to creativity (e.g. Cropley,
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2006;  Simonton,  2015;  Dietrich,  2019),  divergent  thinking  has  been  more

frequently adopted as the foundational concept for numerous tests that evaluate

creative  ability  in  verbal  and  non-verbal  forms  -  e.g.  Alternative  Uses  Test

(Guilford,  1967),  Torrance  Test  of  Creative  Thinking  (Torrance,  1966).

Nonetheless,  Dietrich  (2019,  p.2)  recently  argued  that  “if  both  divergent  and

convergent thinking can lead to both creative and non-creative thinking, divergent

thinking is incapable of identifying the processes that turn normal thinking into

creative thinking. The treatment and the control condition cannot contain the same

variable”.

There are several other cognitive theories on creativity. Indeed, the cognitive

approach has received the most attention from researchers to date (Runco, 2014).

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to present them all (for extensive reviews see

Sawyer,  2012;  Runco,  2014).  However,  the  three  most  commonly  cited

approaches  are  described:  blind-variation  and  selective  retention  (Campbell,

1960), associative theory (Mednick, 1962), and geneplore (Finke, Ward, &Smith,

1992). 

The blind-variation and selective retention model (BVSR) of the creative

process,  proposed  by  Campbell  in  1960,  was  based  on  Darwin’s  theory  of

evolution (Sawyer, 2012). It stated that creative thinking is the result of a two-fold

sequential  process:  first,  the  brain  blindly  generates  different  options–  named

‘variations’. Then, it moves onto a stage of evaluation, where only those options

deemed most adequate – or in this case ‘creative’ - are selected. The proposal of

blind generation has received much criticism over the years as some authors claim

there  must  be  a  degree  of  directedness  involved  in  generative  processes  (e.g.

Martindale,  1999).  However,  over the past decade the BVSR has been further

developed  by  Simonton  (2011)  and  Dietrich  (2015),  who  considered  it  a

promising  avenue  for  uncovering  the  mechanisms  of  the  creative  process.

Furthermore,  Dietrich  (2015)  attributed  some of  the  criticism received  by  the

BVSR model  to  its  “difficult  or  counter-intuitive”  nature  and  to  some people

misinterpreting ‘blindness’ as ‘randomness’. 

The associative theory of creativity was proposed by Mednick in 1962. It

was inspired by claims that creativity is the result of a process of association of

different signs and/or images: “the more mutually remote the elements of the new

combination, the more creative the process or solution” (p. 221). According to
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Mednick  (1962),  there  are  three  ways  of  achieving  a  creative  outcome  –

serendipity (‘an accidental contiguity’), similarity (due to a resemblance of the

associative elements or the stimuli eliciting them), and mediation (the associative

elements  are  brought  into contiguity  with each other).  The Remote-Associates

Test (Mednick, 1967) was based on this theory. In this assessment, three stimuli

words are provided, and the person taking the test must discover a fourth word

that represents a common denominator. For example, if ‘wheel’, ‘electric’, and

‘high’ were presented, the word ‘chair’ would be a correct answer.  

While still based on a cognitive approach, the geneplore model of creative

functioning (Finke, Ward, & Smith, 1992) differs from other proposals because of

its  heuristic  nature  as  opposed  to  traditional  explanatory  frameworks  (Ward,

Smith,  &  Finke,  1999).  According  to  the  geneplore,  the  individual  alternates

between ‘pre-inventive’ idea generation and thorough exploration. Also, there is

an ongoing process of “refining the[se] structures according to the demands or

constraints  of the particular  task” (Ward, Smith,  & Finke,  1999, p.  191).  This

means the generative and exploratory processes may occur in different ways: for

example,  through  the  combination  of  known and  unknown concepts;  through

metaphors  and/or  analogies,  or  through  the  synthesis  and  reinterpretation  of

existing knowledge. While many other conceptualisations of creativity exist, the

BVSR, associative, and geneplore theories can be presented as symbolic examples

of a wider understanding shared among cognitive scientists that situates creativity

in the brain.  

The  ‘I-paradigm’ offered  a  reductionist  perspective  of  creativity,  which

implies the isolation of intra-individual skills and traits. Such approach was vital

to the identification and explanation of some foundational mental components that

have been associated with creativity (Sawyer, 2012), such as attention, perception,

memory, and information processing (Runco, 2014).  However, the ‘I-paradigm’

fails  to  fully  capture  the  complexity  of  creativity,  because  individualistic

approaches are too focused on intra-psychic characteristics and tend to ignore the

interactions  and  inter-dependencies  between  individual(s)  and  the  social  and

material worlds (Glăveanu, 2010a). Furthermore, the attribution of creativity is

largely reliant on the completion of standardised assessment tasks, which require

the accumulation of previous knowledge and experiences usually associated with

Western world views (e.g. remote associates test). Sternberg (2019) criticised such
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a counter-intuitive approach by proposing that creativity must always be evaluated

locally:  “whether  work  is  creative  in  fact  is  not  a  product  of  some  kind  of

universal evaluation, but rather will depend on the context in which creativity is

evaluated” (2019, p.395).

2.4. The ‘We Paradigm’

“There are social processes occurring even in bacteria.”

(António Damásio as cited in Cruz, 2019)

Individual-focused  explanations  of  creativity  have  largely  emphasised

cognitive thought processes with limited or no consideration for the influences of

the socio-material worlds within which individuals operate. The recognition of the

role of non-dispositional influences in the creative process (Kasof, 1995; Amabile,

1995)  resulted  in  the  creation  of  a  more  holistic,  systemic  perspective  that

Glăveanu (2010a) designated the ‘We-paradigm’. This paradigm has its roots in

the  1970s  (Lebuda  &  Glăveanu,  2019)  with  the  appearance  of  the  ‘social

psychology  of  creativity’  (Simonton,  1975;  Amabile,  1983)  and  aimed  to

overcome  the  dominant  mono-disciplinary,  mono-paradigmatic  narrative

(Montuori,  2010)  of  cognitive  psychologists.  As Hennessey claims:  “creativity

does not happen in a vacuum” (2003, p.181).

In early conceptualisations of the ‘We-paradigm’, the ‘social environment’

was viewed as a mere external factor or variable – among others – that impacted

the individual’s creativity (e.g. Simonton, 1975; Amabile, 1983; Gardner, 1993;

Kasof,  1995;  Csikszentmihalyi,  1999).  For  example,  Simonton  (1975)

investigated  the  availability  of  role  models  and political  factors  (e.g.  political

instability,  and  fragmentation)  as  predictors  of  creative  productivity.  Amabile

(1983)  studied  the  positive  or  negative  influence  of  social  environments  on

motivation. Intrinsic task motivation is one of the key areas of Amabile’s (1996)

earliest componential model of creativity, together with domain-relevant skills and

creativity-relevant processes (cognitive and personality). The confluence of these

elements results in a ‘creative intersection’ (Amabile, 1997). 

The importance of the social environment is founded on the premise that

“there  is  not  much  that  can  be  done  about  innate  abilities  and  personality

characteristics”  (Amabile,  1983,  p.viii). Consequently,  focusing  on  the

environment,  which  is  subject  to  change  and  manipulation,  could  provide

additional  insight  into  creative  development/expression. Recently,  Amabile’s
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componential model was re-conceptualised (Amabile & Pratt, 2016) to reflect a

more contemporary understanding of creativity, which proposes that creativity and

innovation are ‘dynamic’ and comprise cycles. The updated version also considers

the critical  role  of meaningful work along the creative process,  recognises the

importance of  emotions in  creativity,  and reflects  on how extrinsic  motivation

may positively impact creativity.  

Sternberg and Lubart (1991) coined an alternative explanation for creative

expression - the ‘Investment Theory’ – which posited that creativity is the result of

the “weighted sum” (1991, p.17) of six different elements/resources: intellectual

processes,  knowledge,  intellectual  style,  personality,  motivation,  and

environmental context. Furthermore, they indicated that the context is relevant for

three  reasons:  firstly,  it  may  spark  idea-generation;  secondly,  it  can  foster  or

hinder  the  development  of  creative  ideas;  and  lastly,  it  is  responsible  for  the

subjective evaluation of ideas. 

During the 1990s there were increasing claims for the development of truly

ecological frameworks for the study of creativity, based on the premise that each

human  being  is  a  unique  system.  This  system  “does  not  operate  as  a  linear

sequence of cause-effect relationships but displays, at every point in its history,

multi-causal  and reciprocally  interactive relationships,  both among the internal

elements of the system and between the organism and its external milieu” (Gruber

& Wallace, 1999, p.93).   It is thus unsurprising that  Csikszentmihalyi’s (1999)

‘systems view’ became one of the most celebrated models of creativity. It invited

researchers used to investigating ‘what’ is creativity to reflect instead on ‘where’

creativity  is.  The  systems view assumes  that  creativity  cannot  be  studied  “by

isolating individuals and their works from the social and historical milieu in which

their  actions  are  carried  out”  (2014,  p.47).  Csikszentmihalyi  proposed  that

creativity is, in fact, the product of three key forces: the field (social institutions),

the  cultural  domain (responsible  for  passing the new ideas  and forms to  later

generations), and the individual (responsible for bringing change into the domain,

that the field will evaluate in terms of creative value). In turn, even if not directly

mentioning creativity, Gardner’s (1993) theory of multiple intelligences provided

an important contribution to its advancement by serving as a springboard for a re-

conceptualisation  of  creativity  as  a  multi-faceted  construct.  Gardner  (1993)

suggested  that  instead  of  being  a  single-sided construct,  intelligence  could  be
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instead manifested across different domains: naturalistic, visuospatial, inter- and

intra-personal, linguistic, bodily-kinaesthetic, logical-mathematical, and musical. 

In summary, systems views highlighted the interconnectedness among self

and environment and clearly outlined “the contextual  and generative nature of

creativity”  (Glăveanu,  2012,  p.29).  Although  social  creativity  started  as  an

exploration  of  the  importance  of  adequate  environments  and  collaborative

initiatives for the emergence of creativity, it transformed, across decades, into “a

fundamentally epistemological reflection [on] how we create our understanding of

creativity, and how that understanding (both academic and in everyday life) in

turn ‘creates’ us,  in  a mutually  causal  process” (Montuori,  2019,  pp.407-408).

This  recognition  of  interdependency  and  mutual  causality  has  been  further

developed  by  researchers  adopting  a  sociocultural  perspective  of  psychology.

(Glăveanu, 2014;2018).

2.5. Extending the ‘We Paradigm’: the role of cultural psychology

Cultural  psychology  is  a  recent  (Cole,  1996)  yet  fast-developing  field,

which departs from the human need for meaning-making and tries to “capture the

complex and dynamic phenomena of human experiencing” (Valsiner, 2014, p.37).

The traditional dichotomy between individual and the social world is rejected, as

both are considered inseparable and interdependent. Markus and Hamedani (2007,

p.5) explained that “the option of being asocial or acultural (…) is not available.

People eat, sleep, work, and relate to one another in culture-specific ways”. An

increasing number of academics (e.g. Miettinen, 2006; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009;

Tanggaard,  2013;  Glăveanu,  2010b;  2014;  2018;  Glăveanu,  Tanggaard  &

Wegener, 2016; Lebuda & Glăveanu, 2019) are building on these foundations to

propose that creativity is distributed (between people, objects and places), situated

(it  has  a  time  and  a  place)  and  relational  (all  elements  are  interconnected).

Therefore, its dynamic nature (Corazza, 2016; Tanggaard, 2019) should lead to a

focus on the process of creating that recognises creativity as a feature of human

action (Joas, 1996; Tanggaard, 2013). Creativity should no longer be seen as a

special attribute reserved for special people but instead as a part of everyday life.

Doing so requires a reflection on the suitability of traditional research methods,

which may be insufficient to capture the inherent complexity proposed by the

sociocultural approach for the study of creativity. 
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To date, some theoretical frameworks have been proposed for the study of

creativity  under  a  sociocultural  lens,  such  as  Tanggaard’s  situated  model  of

creative learning (2014) and Glăveanu’s Five A’s framework (2013). Tanggaard’s

model  was  created  to  address  the  need  for  adaptability  and  innovation  in

vocational  learning settings  and proposes  three  pillars:  first,  immersion  in  the

topic  of  interest,  including  traditions  and  the  subject  matter,  meaning  that  an

amount  of  domain-specific  expertise,  reasonably  developed,  is  crucial  for

creativity;  second,  experimentation  and  inquiry  learning,  which  stresses  the

importance of playing, trying new things in different environments, being open-

minded, and ‘fooling around’; and third, resistance from the material of interest,

which may result  in feelings of frustration that can simultaneously be used as

opportunities  for  creative  development  – “learning by and through resistance”

(Tanggaard,  2014,  p.111).  Central  to  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  conceptualisation  of

creativity is also the relationship between people and materials. Although rarely

recognised  by  many  researchers,  materials  are  essential  for  creativity  as  they

simultaneously operate as affordances and constraints for its development.  

Along a similar line to the work of Tanggaard, Glăveanu (2013) proposed a

Five-A  framework  for  creativity,  which  aimed  to  extend  Rhodes’  (1961)

influential 4P model that divided creative expression into four strands – person

(which  investigates  how  the  physical  and  psychological  characteristics  of  an

individual impact on creativity), product (focusing on the embodiment of an idea

into a tangible form), press (which identifies the relationship between people and

the environment), and process (the study of the stages, steps and/or components

that may lead to creative outputs). The Five-A framework differs from Rhodes’

(1961)  proposal  in  that  it  uses  a  sociocultural  lens  that  considers  the

interdependency  between  strands  and  intends  to  contribute  to  “rewriting  our

current language of creativity”. (Glăveanu, 2013, p.71). Subsequently, Glăveanu’s

(2013) framework added dynamism to Rhodes’ (1961) earlier work. As a result,

Rhodes’ ‘Person’ became actor, because Glăveanu (2013) posited that the relation

between  actor  and  audience  is  fundamental  to  the  existence  of  the  former.

Similarly,  ‘Process’  was  re-conceptualised  as  action,  which  expresses  an

integrated  behavioural  and  psychological  coordination.  ‘Product’  changed  to

artefact, which is produced and evaluated within a cultural context; and ‘Press’
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was  divided  into  audiences  and  affordances,  which  represent  the  dynamic,

interactive relations between creators and the socio-material world.

In  line  with  Glăveanu’s  and  Tanggaard’s  investigations,  Montuori  and

Donnelly (2016) have claimed that the complexity of the creative phenomenon

should be addressed more adequately by researchers.  Therefore,  they proposed

(Montuori,  2019;  Montuori  &  Donnelly,  2016)  the  adoption  of  an  integrative

transdisciplinary stance – inspired by the work of Morin (2002;2008) and Bateson

(1972;2002;  Bateson & Donaldson,  1991).  Their  suggestions  do not  intend to

devalue earlier research conducted under a positivist paradigm. Instead, it seeks a

multidimensional  treatment  of  the  phenomenon  of  creativity  that  crosses

traditional disciplinary borders and integrates multiple approaches (e.g. cognitive

and socio-cultural).  So,  while  some authors argued for an increased focus and

specialisation that allows mainstream psychology to “regain control over the study

of  creativity”  (Weisberg,  2015,  p.119),  Montuori  (2019,  p.412)  advocated  the

importance  of  “weaving  together”  knowledge  from  different  areas  and  from

multiple levels of analysis, i.e. not only individual, but also at the organisational

level for example. To do so, methodological and empirical approaches like diary

methods,  life  positioning  analysis,  social  network  analysis,  or  research  in

multidisciplinary groups could be used (Lebuda & Glăveanu, 2019). 

2.6. The emergence of organisational creativity

Creativity has been defined as a priority by many chief executives around

the  globe  (Shalley,  Hitt,  &  Zhou,  2015),  and  is  considered  essential  for

contemporary organisations to thrive - or even survive – in a fast-paced, highly

demanding, ever-changing, globalised era (Mumford, Hester, & Robledo, 2012;

Anderson et  al.,  2014;  Reiter-Palmon,  Mitchell,  & Royston,  2019;  Tanggaard,

2019). Within work settings, creativity has traditionally been associated with idea

generation, and innovation with idea implementation (Reiter-Palmon et al., 2019).

However,  just  like  with  the  artificial  uncoupling  of  divergent  and  convergent

thinking (Dietrich, 2019), Anderson and colleagues (2014, p.1317) suggest that

“the  phenomena  of  creativity  and  innovation  have  such  clear  overlaps,

similarities,  and  the  potential  of  synergy  to  advance  our  comprehensive

understanding of these phenomena in organisations”. 

The  complexity  that  characterises  creativity  has  led  organisational

researchers to explore multiple topics that may contribute to its emergence. In a
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recent  review of  the  literature  on  organisational  creativity,  Reiter-Palmon  and

colleagues  (2019)  suggested  that  organisations  can  facilitate  creativity  by,  for

example, selecting creative performers or individuals with potential based on a

combinations of mediators like personality – e.g. openness to experience,  self-

efficacy,  risk-taking  –  and  motivation.  They  also  discussed  the  importance  of

promoting  training  opportunities  that  foster  idea  generation  and evaluation,  as

well as leadership that promotes psychological safety, and stimulates and supports

the creative efforts of their staff. Other studies on organisational creativity stressed

the importance of employees perceiving their work as meaningful (Hunter, Bedell,

& Mumford, 2007) and stated the value of collaborative, interdisciplinary teams

(Reiter-Palmon,  de  Vreede,  & de  Vreede,  2013).  Furthermore,  several  models

have been proposed to illustrate and make sense of organisational creativity - e.g.

componential (Amabile, 1988; Amabile & Pratt, 2016), interactionist (Woodman,

Sawyer, & Griffin, 1993; Woodman, 2013), team climate (West, 1990), collective

(Hargadon & Bechky, 2006), and even sociological (Drazin, Glynn & Kazanjian,

1999).  The  first  two –  componential  and  interactionist  –  are  by  far  the  most

popular among scholars (Anderson et al., 2014) and will therefore be presented in

further detail.

The interactionist model of organisational creativity (Woodman et al., 1993;

Woodman, 2013) was inspired by the work of Hans Eysenck and based on the

assumption that human behaviour arises from the interactions between individual

characteristics (including previous experiences and knowledge, cognitive abilities,

personality,  intrinsic  motivation)  and  contextual  variables.  These  interactions

occur not only at the individual level, but are also replicated at the team/group

level  (accounting,  for  example,  for  group  composition,  cohesiveness,  and

problem-solving  approaches)  and  the  broader  organisation.  In  that  vein,

Woodman’s  model  (2013,  p.396)  proposes  that  organisational  creativity  “is  a

function of the creative inputs of its component groups and teams and of various

contextual  influences  at  the  organizational  level  (e.g.,  organizational  culture,

reward systems, resource availability) that impact individual and group creativity”

across  time,  undergoing  (at  times  several)  feedback  loops.  Interestingly,  and

unlike many other theories of organisational creativity, the interactionist model

recognises that the external environment (outside the organisations) can influence

creativity in organisations.
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With regards to the componential theory, it was first presented in 1988 by

Teresa Amabile in response to the lack of a “comprehensive model of how the

process  of  innovation occurs  and what  influences  it  (1988,  p.124).  The initial

framework was recently updated (Amabile & Pratt, 2016) and rebranded as the

‘dynamical componential model’, especially to reflect the importance of feedback

loops  in  the  creative  process.  Amabile  and  Pratt  (2016)  made  a  distinction

between  creativity  and  innovation,  which  resulted  in  the  definition  of  two

separate, yet interacting levels of analysis: individual/small group creativity and

organisational  innovation.  Each  level  has  a  similar  structure  in  terms  of  the

representation of the creative/innovation processes, characterised by five stages

that span sequentially, from task presentation (by individuals) and agenda setting

(by leaders) to outcome assessment. Both levels of analysis are also constituted by

three  components:  motivation  to  innovate  (organisation)  or  do  a  task

(individual/group);  availability  of  resources  (organisation)  and  skill

(individual/group)  in  the  task  domain;  and  innovation  management  skill

(organisation) and creativity-relevant processes. The latter include, for example,

cognitive and perceptual styles, and personality traits that may lead to new ideas

via, for example, fostering risk-taking or the development of unusual associations

(Amabile & Pratt,  2016). Furthermore, Amabile and Pratt (2016) underline the

multiplicative nature of the model, meaning that all organisational components are

required for innovation to occur, and that the probabilities of innovation increase

in tandem with the growth of individual components. Finally, their most recent

version of the model  recognises  as  well  the importance of  a  synergy between

intrinsic  and  extrinsic  motivation  for  creativity,  affect,  and  having  a  sense  of

progress and meaningfulness with regards to the work being conducted.  

More  recently,  Tanggaard  (2019)  reflected  on  organisational  creativity

based on a number of empirical studies conducted with businesses and cultural

organisations in Denmark, and on a conceptualisation of creativity aligned with

Glăveanu’s  (2010a)  ‘We-paradigm’ i.e.  as  situated  and  distributed.  Thus,  she

contended  that  creative  organisations  require  much  more  than  just  creative

individuals,  depending  instead  “on  the  distribution  of  creativity  across

organisational  members,  their  cooperation  and  distributed  cognition,  and  their

ability to work on the edge of the existing, pointing to the temporal and material

dimensions  of  creativity”  (Tanggaard,  2019,  p.191).  Additionally,  Tanggaard
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alluded to the importance of learning and cognition for creativity and innovation,

proposing that collaborative, supportive structures in the workplace, especially if

coupled with systematised views of learning that integrate feedback from end-

users, may accelerate processes and make them more agile.   

2.7. Summary

In  this  chapter,  I  presented  a  critical  overview  of  the  evolution  of  the

conceptualisation  of  creativity  across  centuries,  dividing  it  in  three  distinct

paradigms:  ‘He’,  ‘I’,  and  ‘We’.  The  ‘He-paradigm’  refers  to  the  earliest

conceptualisations of creativity, spanning from ancient Greek and Roman eras to

the late 19th century. The lone genius emerged as the dominant symbol of this

paradigm, where creativity was believed to be transmitted by divine inspiration –

initially – or by genetic endowment – at a later stage. The genius (always a male)

distanced himself from the World – often fighting against it – and his creations

had a strong impact on society. Such conceptualisations of creativity presented it

as accessible only to few individuals, preventing many others from investing in its

cultivation, hence contributing to a lack of diversity that still persists nowadays in

some areas, like sport.

The ‘I-paradigm gained momentum in the mid-20th century and was linked

to the beginning of systematic research on creativity, particularly incentivised by

Joy  Paul  Guilford  in  1949.  This  paradigm focused  on  the  study  of  potential

relations between creativity and individual characteristics. Psychometric measures

and empirical observations were the most common research methods adopted. The

scientific study of eminent creators also developed at this stage. During the ‘I-

paradigm’, many theories and models were proposed to explain creativity, largely

influenced by developments  in  cognitive  psychology (e.g.  BVSR, Structure  of

Intellect,  geneplore).  Researchers  succeeded  in  identifying  mental  components

that are important for creativity (e.g. perception, memory, attention). However, the

focus  on  intra-psychic,  individual  characteristics  provided  only  a  limited

understanding  of  a  complex  phenomenon  like  creativity,  leading  to  the

development of a new field, the social psychology of creativity, and consequently,

of the ‘We-Paradigm’. 

In the first phase of the ‘We-paradigm’, it was assumed that creativity does

not occur in a vacuum and that there are external factors impacting on individual

creativity.  Several frameworks have been coined to illustrate such impact,  like
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Csikszentmihalyi’s (1999) systems view, which proposed that creativity emerges

from the interaction between the individual, social institutions, and the cultural

domain. It also helped paving the way for a second – more ecological - phase of

the  ‘We-paradigm’.  Inspired  by  the  developing  field  of  cultural  psychology,

authors like Glăveanu (2012; 2014; 2018), Tanggaard (2013) and Montuori (2019)

suggested that creativity should be studied in line with its distributed, situated, and

relational  nature.  Moreover,  Montuori  (2019)  suggested  that  transdisciplinary

research is  needed to address the multi-faceted,  complex characteristics  of  the

phenomenon. This requires the integration of knowledge from areas traditionally

seen as opposite, like cognitive psychology and sociology, and the combination of

quantitative, qualitative, and mixed method approaches. 

Contemporary approaches to creativity– e.g. organisational creativity - are

also  departing  from  individual  analysis  to  consider  the  phenomenon  from

multiple,  interacting  levels,  i.e.  individual,  team,  organisational.  In  the  next

chapter, I will use the He-I-We paradigms to frame a review of existing literature

on creativity  in  sport.  In  doing so,  I  will  discuss  the  implications  of  research

positioning  for  our  understanding  of  creativity  in  sport.   Furthermore,  I  will

highlight  existing  gaps  and  suggest  avenues  that  could  be  explored  to  further

develop our understanding of creative development in sport. 
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Chapter Three: Creativity in Sport
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3.1. Introduction

The  importance  of  promoting  creativity  in  sporting  environments  at  all

levels  is  widely  recognised.  From  a  broader  perspective,  Santos,  Memmert,

Sampaio and Leite (2016, p.1) explain that there are currently “many obstacles

that  restrain the creative potential,  such as the lack of  street  sport,  unadjusted

training, mechanization of play, decrease of the game enjoyment and a narrow

game  knowledge”.  Furthermore,  in  performance  environments,  the  advent  of

video  analysis  and  the  widespread  availability  of  data  on  teams  and  players’

behaviours  mean  that  creativity  in  sport  has  never  been  more  necessary.  It  is

therefore understandable that many stakeholders are trying to develop alternative

approaches that increase unpredictability in individual and collective behaviour in

order to be more ‘successful’ (Yamamoto & Yokohama, 2011 in Torrents et al.,

2016). Furthermore, research on sporting creativity has substantially increased in

the  last  two  decades  (Fardilha  &  Allen,  2019).  Notwithstanding,  Rasmussen,

Østergaard,  and  Glăveanu  (2017) have  criticised  prevailing  perspectives  of

sporting  creativity  that  over-emphasise  productivity,  in-game  benefits,  and

technical expertise, proposing that creativity should instead be re-conceptualised

as a developmental resource. 

Existing  research  on  creativity  in  sport  is  still  scarce,  but  the  field  has

started to develop more rapidly in the past two decades (Memmert, 2010). While

most  work  has  been  clearly  influenced  by  conceptualisations  of  creativity

proposed by cognitive psychologists,  introducing Glăveanu’s (2010) ‘He-I-We’

paradigm provides a useful framework to present and discuss existing research on

creativity in sport.  Just  like with research on ‘general’ creativity,  paradigmatic

distinctions  should  not  be  seen  as  chronologically  linear  or  philosophically

watertight but rather as rough schematics of core aspects that may assist readers

with  gaining  a  better  understanding  of  the  existing  perspectives  on  sporting

creativity.

3.2. The ‘sporting genius’

Although the myth of the ‘lone genius’ lost  traction in general creativity

upon the arrival of the Enlightenment, sport, and especially football, still represent

fertile ground for mythology (Giulianotti, 1999). Not rarely, athletes and players,

mostly male (Gee, 2009), are lauded as heroes or warriors (Lanfranchi, Holt, &

Mangan, 2013). Others are branded as divine figures (see figure 1) or geniuses,
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whose brilliance surpasses human ability. For example, in the 1996 film ‘Space

Jam’, the American basketball player Michael Jordan travelled to the outer space’

to help a team of alien minions, scoring a slam-dunk in the last moment that won

the decisive match.

Despite its popularity outside of academia,  the figure of the ‘genius’ has

been  scarcely  discussed  in  the  sporting  creativity  literature.  Only  three

publications have so far been devoted to the topic, and all in the field of sport

philosophy (Lacerda & Mumford, 2010; Hopsicker, 2011; Higgins, 2018). 

Lacerda  and  Mumford  (2010)  borrowed  from  the  arts  to  conceptualise  the

sporting genius as a regular, outstanding innovator, who can ignore conventions,

and whose works represent valuable aesthetic contributions. They added that other

than adding beauty, the creativity of the genius’ initiatives will tend to, although

not always, lead to success. 

Sporting genius, in this perspective, is a component of raw talent, whose

emergence  will  depend  on  the  existence  of  appropriate  coach-created

environments: “like all abilities and dispositions, genius will only display itself in

the  right  conditions”  (2010,  p.  189).  However,  Lacerda  and  Mumford  (2010)
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may Ronaldo make the difference'



conceded that  genius  may not  be  an exclusive  attribute  of  people;  it  can also

characterise individual acts performed by ‘non-geniuses’. These acts are described

as “a single such innovation but one that was so significant and so successful that

they  [‘non-geniuses’]  are  called  a  genius  just  because  of  that  single  act  or

creation” (2010, p.184). An illustrative example of the latter is Dick Fosbury’s

high-jump ‘flop’, which was named after the athlete when he became the first to

publicly perform the technique, at the 1968 Mexico City Olympics. Even though

others  may  subsequently  be  able  to  replicate  such  moves  –  the  Fosbury  flop

rapidly became, and still is today, the most common jumping technique in high-

jump - Lacerda and Mumford (2010) claim that the original act carries an added

aesthetic value, which ends up justifying a label of ‘creative’ that replication does

not deserve. Such conceptualisation of creativity with an expiry date is in line

with Boden’s (1994) definition of historical (or h-) creativity. 

Hopsicker  (2011)  characterised  the  sporting  genius  as  one  that  is  more

skilled and more actively imaginative than her/his peers: “the genius possesses

richer propositional and practical knowledge of her specific sporting activity, and

can draw from this knowledge to create and perform innovative actions winning

space and time on the field unavailable to less skilled players” (Hopsicker, 2011,

p.114). Notwithstanding, he considered that although sporting geniuses struggle to

verbally express the reasons of their perceived superiority to others, there is a path

that leads to sporting geniality. This inspired Hopsicker (2011) to move away from

Lacerda and Mumford’s (2010) illustrations of endowed figures to suggest that

“the  maturity  of  sporting  geniuses  follows  parallel  developmental  paths  and

experience comparable obstacles and challenges. He introduced three behavioural

benchmarks that characterise such pursuit: 

 preparation - “the embodying of raw, foundational material that allows

the  performer  to  experience  more  complex  and  innovative  actions”

(2011, p.116); 

 risk-taking and responsibility  – the former referring to  the ability  to

experiment,  embrace the risk of  failure and rely on the self  without

giving too much importance to the opinions of others,  and the latter

addressing  the  genius’ commitment  to  innovation  even  in  difficult

moments and to the positive advancement of her/his field. Hopsicker

(2011) argues that this  benchmark establishes “the critical distinction
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between the creative sports  genius and other  less venturous and less

successful athletes” (p. 119).

 dwelling: the fast, intuitive enactment of different possibilities imagined

using  a  thoroughly  developed  knowledge-base,  which  lesser-skilled

performers are unable to access. 

The conceptualisation  of  a  sporting  genius  that  is  developed rather  than

endowed can be explained by Hopsicker’s (2011) reliance on expertise literature,

both popular (e.g. Colvin, 2008; Coyle, 2009) and academic (e.g. Ericsson et al.,

1993), which has also been embraced and expanded by Higgins (2018). The latter

reflected  on  the  career  of  tennis  legend  Roger  Federer,  who  he  considered  a

‘Greatest Of All Times (GOAT)’. In opposition to the muscular, impetuous style

of Spanish rival Rafael Nadal, Higgins (2018) highlights how Federer “yields his

racquet like a paint brush, soundlessly floating across the court  and producing

subtly ferocious power and guile from his lissom body” (Higgins, 2018, p.297).

He proposes that sporting genius requires a combination of expertise, self-belief,

creativity, and ‘appropriate’ risk-taking, which relates to the genius’ dispositional

ability to know the right moment to try a risky move. With respect to the creativity

of sporting geniuses, Higgins (2018) concurs with Hopsicker (2011) to dismiss the

idea  of  divine  inspiration,  considering  it  is  instead  “a  consequence  of  the

cultivated manner in which one uniquely inhabits a sporting context” (p.306). 

That connection between genius and context led Higgins to coin the term

‘performative fit’, which results from the alignment of ‘biogenetic traits’, socio-

cultural  circumstances,  and “a sense of existential  belonging within a sporting

domain” (p.310). Consequently, the context and the genius tailor each other to a

perfect fit, which ultimately advances their sport. Hopsicker (2011) and Higgins

(2018) contributed to a redefinition of sporting genius as more human and less

god-like, emphasising as well the relevance of the context, something not so clear

in the conceptualisation suggested by Lacerda and Mumford (2010). Moreover,

they place an emphasis on the uniqueness of an individual who possesses certain

dispositions that, if appropriately developed, allow her/him to emerge above the

rest. Indeed, Hopsicker’s (2011, p. 123) claim that “it is ultimately the  seminal

ability of the sports genius to recognize sequences or patterns of play situations

and anticipate multiple solutions to those problems”, hints a transition to a new

reflective frame, the ‘I-paradigm’ (Glăveanu, 2010a). 
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3.3. The ‘I-paradigm’ in sporting creativity

The influence of cognitive psychology and the ‘I-paradigm’ can be seen in

much  of  the  reductionist  work  examining  creativity  in  sport  (Vaughan  et  al.,

2019).  This  extends  to  the  methodologies  employed  (e.g.  experimental,  lab-

based), correlates examined (e.g. attention, pattern recognition, working memory),

assessment  tools  developed and used (e.g.,  paper-and-pencil  tests,  video tasks,

standardised motor skill and game-based tests), and to the conceptualisation of

creativity in sport itself. However, positivist perspectives provide only a limited

understanding  of  sporting  creativity,  other  than  having  low  ‘real-world’

applicability (Vaughan et al., 2019), just as occurs with similar investigations on

‘general’ creativity. This does not mean they should be dismissed, because over

the past decades reductionist approaches have generated valuable contributions to

the identification of correlates that may help explaining sporting creativity and its

development (e.g. inattentional blindness, deliberate practice, and deliberate play).

In a recent comprehensive review of the literature on sporting creativity,

Fardilha and Allen (2019) highlighted the prevalence of quantitative, positivist-

informed  contributions:  from  the  48  publications  included  in  the  review,  29

(60.42%) were based on quantitative data, 13 were position papers (27.08%) and

only 4 (8.33%) collected qualitative data. Therefore, the following sub-sections

will  be  devoted  to  a  detailed  review of  the  conceptualisation,  correlates,  and

development strategies of creativity in sport, being for the most part a review of a

positivist  orientation  on  the  topic,  heavily  inspired  by  mainstream,  cognitive

psychology.

3.3.1. Conceptualisations of sporting creativity

Investigating  the  way  creativity  is  defined  is  essential,  because  the

conceptualisation of the term will ultimately have important implications for how

creativity  is  assessed  and  developed.  Similarly  to  ‘general’ creativity,  where

Kampylis and Valtanen (2010) found at least 42 explicit definitions, in sporting

creativity there is also no consensus on what exactly the term refers to. Brown and

Gaynor  (1967) were  the  first  to  discuss  ‘athletic  creativity’,  claiming  that  it

needed to be expressed through non-verbal motor skills (creativity  in  action as

opposed  to  creativity  about  action).  These  creative  motor  skills  could  be

expressed individually or collectively,  and the level of creative potential  of an

action depended on its complexity. For example, running 100 meters in a straight
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line had less creative potential  (i.e.,  less different possibilities  for action)  than

playing a game of basketball. This distinction is similar to the one proposed by

Harrison (2016), between ‘closed’ and ‘open’ skills. According to Harrison, closed

skills refer to self-produced stimuli which are not affected by other participants -

“usually non-creative” (2016, p. 2) -, like the serve in tennis or the free-throw in

basketball. Open skills refer to activities whose nature is mostly unstructured and

reliant  on  the  involvement  of  other  participants,  implying  external  stimuli.

Harrison  (2016)  suggests  that  “it  is  in  the  notion  of  ‘open  skills’  that

improvisatory creativity resides” (p.2).

Brown and Gaynor (1967) also argued that the creative processes in sport

operate in much the same way – preconscious incubation preceding the emergence

of  the  creative  action  -  as  those of  other  areas  which do not  require  physical

exertion. However, recent neuroscientific findings on the impact of mechanisms

of brain inhibition on creative performance suggest this may not be the case. In

their reticular-activating hypofrontality (RAH) model of acute exercise, Dietrich

and Audiffren (2011) argue that the brain uses two different cognitive systems to

acquire  and represent  information:  implicit  and explicit.  On the one hand,  the

explicit system deals with abstraction and complex problem-solving, and is linked

to  more  traditional  forms  of  creative  expression  –  e.g.  writing,  musical

composition. It is rule-based, relates to conscious awareness, and can be expressed

verbally. On the other hand, the implicit system, to which motor skills are related,

relies heavily on procedural knowledge, which cannot be verbalised, depending

therefore on task performance to be expressed. Thus, sporting creativity, in part,

may  operate  differently  to  creativity  in  some  other  domains  because  the

expression of creativity is through action rather than about action. Furthermore,

the unstructured nature of many sports, particularly team sports, demands constant

reaction and adaptation to different stimuli. Real-time creativity is then limited by

time  constraints  and  is  necessarily  spontaneous  (Harrison,  2016).  This  has

implications  for  the  conceptualisation  and assessment  of  sporting  creativity  as

well as the design of interventions to facilitate creativity in sport. 

The most used definition of sporting creativity -  tactical creativity -  was

coined by Memmert (2011) and resulted from the adaptation of Sternberg and

Lubart’s  investment  model  (1991).  Tactical  creativity refers  to  “those  varying,

rare, flexible decisions that play an important role in team ball sports like football,
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basketball, field hockey, and handball” (Memmert, 2011, p. 94). It is very much

an  adaptation  of  the  concept  of  divergent  thinking  (Guilford,  1956),  using

inclusively the same evaluative criteria of originality, fluency, and flexibility. It

differs  from  game  intelligence  or  convergent  tactical  thinking,  that  relate

exclusively to the selection of the most effective solutions for a given problem

(Memmert, 2010). Instead, tactical creativity emphasises the ability of players to

generate the highest possible number of different motor solutions for a problem.

Furthermore, it is proposed that tactical creativity can only occur in the offensive

phase of a game, and not in defence (Memmert, Baker & Bertsch, 2010; Kempe &

Memmert, 2018). 

The  focus  on  attacking  players  and  play  has  influenced  the  research

conducted. For example, as part of participant selection, Memmert et al. (2010)

asked coaches to identify the most creative attackers and least creative defenders.

Then, they studied their developmental pathways, finding that the more creative

players (attackers) had spent significantly more time (albeit only marginally) in

their  main  sport  (football)  in  comparison  their  less  creative  colleagues

(defenders), including both unstructured play and organised training activities. In

this study direct comparisons were made between players with different roles -

attackers and defenders - who occupy different areas of the pitch and perform

different actions. This may have had an impact on the results, therefore caution is

recommended  in  the  interpretation  of  findings.  In  another  study,  Kempe  and

Memmert (2018) focused on the creativity of the last eight actions leading to a

goal scored in open play in football World Cups and European Championship.

Based on their findings, they concluded that creativity is particularly important for

attackers and that creativity is “a decisive factor for success in soccer” (2018, p.4).

However,  there  is  a  lack  of  consistency  in  participant  sampling,  which  is

especially  important  in  experimental  designs,  as  it  can  impact  the  validity  of

findings.

Although there appears to be some consensus that creativity is important for

sport, there are varying conceptualisations about the term. Some focus on ideation

and  variability  (e.g.  Memmert’s  tactical  creativity),  while  others  emphasise

productivity (Brown & Gaynor, 1967) or real-time improvisation (Harrison, 2016)

as the key aspect for sporting creativity. Moreover, while most positivist-inspired

research to date has clear links to earlier conceptualisations of creativity coined by
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cognitive psychologists, recent neuroscientific findings (e.g. Dietrich & Audiffren,

2011) point towards different  mechanisms for creative actions.  Clarifying how

sporting creativity is conceptualised is important because it has implications on

how  it  is  operationalised,  assessed,  and  developed.  Therefore,  the  lack  of

consensus among researchers presents a current challenge, which could benefit

from a higher engagement of practitioners. Their in-depth knowledge of the field

may not lead to a one-size-fits-all definition – which would be undesirable – but

instead result in more ecological, impactful studies who could prove decisive in

closing the scholarly gap. 

3.3.2. Correlates of sporting creativity

Prior to the creation of the expression ‘tactical creativity’, investigations of

creativity  in  sport  focused  on  identifying  its  potential  correlates.  Research

examining  giftedness  and  creativity  has  demonstrated  that  gifted  children

(IQ>130) tend to express creative behaviour earlier than their non-gifted peers.

For example, Memmert (2006) investigated the creative performance of children

who, once a week and for six months, underwent a sports enrichment programme

which consisted mainly of diversified team ball sports practice (using feet, hands,

and a  hockey stick)  in  game forms.  Memmert  found that  while  there  was  no

significant improvement in the gifted control group, the gifted experimental group

showed a significant increase in creative performance after six months. The non-

gifted experimental group did not show a significant improvement as a result of

the intervention. However, in a different study with non-gifted children, Memmert

and Roth (2007) showed a 40% improvement in creative performance after a 15-

month  training  period.  Memmert  (2006)  explained  that  the  accelerated

improvement of the gifted group in the shorter programme was a result of “faster

automation  of  individual  thought  processes…This  frees  attention  capacity  for

other  tasks.” (p.108) Therefore,  creativity is  not a  characteristic of only gifted

children: it can be developed by others although it may take longer.

With regards to research linking creativity and attention, Brown and Gaynor

(1967) highlighted the crucial role of extreme awareness by suggesting that “the

athlete who is most creative is most aware, most in tune with reality as it exists.

Being aware of the single large problem (the game), he [sic] is able to recognise

and  to  act  on  smaller  problems  which  arise  continually”  (1967,  p.157).  It  is

therefore perhaps unsurprising that breadth of attention as a correlate of creativity
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has been the focus of most research to date (e.g., Memmert, 2007; Memmert &

Furley, 2007; Furley, Memmert & Heller, 2010; Moraru et al., 2016). This work

has focused mainly on inattentional blindness, which relates to the diversion of

attention where people fail to notice something unexpected, even when it is in

their field of view (Memmert, 2007). In a series of experiments, Memmert and

Furley (2007) examined inattentional blindness in young handball players, using a

video task.  They were interested in participants’ ability to notice an unmarked

player  that  appeared  unexpectedly  in  the  game  and  the  effect  of  different

instructions and actions of the unmarked player. They found that when there were

no other conditions,  45% of participants failed to  notice the unmarked player,

however, when one group was given closed-end instructions 83% of participants

failed to  notice  the unmarked player.  This  contrasted with only 17% of  those

participants who were not given these instructions and still failed to notice the

player.  Furthermore,  when  the  unmarked  player  waved  his  arms,  only  6% of

participants failed to notice him. 

Connecting  inattentional  blindness  with  creative  performance,  Memmert

(2011) examined the relationship between attention and experience in both general

and sporting creative performances. The study involved skilled (with a previous

degree of experience in team invasion sports) and non-skilled (with no previous

experience)  handball  players  aged  between  7  and  13  years.  He  found  that

inattentional blindness was higher in the youngest children (7 years of age) and

the performance of attention tasks improved in children between the ages of 8 and

13 years. Memmert also noted an evident plateau in the children between 10 and

13 years, which was attributed to the decrease in the “absolute number and density

of synapses as one grows older, making it harder to improve creative thinking”

(Memmert, 2011, p.93).

Adding further evidence of the relationship between attention and creative

performance,  Moraru,  Memmert,  and  van  der  Kamp  (2016)  manipulated

participants’ breadth of attention. Participants in the broad focus group were more

inclined to use different modes of locomotion (flexibility), but not invest as much

time on finding solutions within a particular mode (persistence). A broader focus

did not significantly enhance originality, which is in contrast to results of previous

studies on divergent thinking (e.g., Memmert, 2011). This can be explained by the

increased difficulty of performing a wider range of motor skills (which is largely
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limited by existing motor ability) in comparison to thinking (ideation) skills: “if

motor ability is insufficient (e.g., only a few people can walk on hands), then the

thought of action cannot be performed” (p.10).  

Furthermore,  Memmert  (2006)  demonstrated  that  a  six-month  attention-

broadening training program had a positive effect on the creative performance of

children. He compared an attention-narrowing group (with teachers giving explicit

tactical  instructions  and corrections  constantly  during  play)  with  an  attention-

broadening group (with teachers only giving general advice about the games and

their  rules,  and not providing any feedback during play).  Memmert found that

only the attention-broadening group considerably improved their general creative

performance.  An  association  between  creative  performance  and  visual  search

behaviours has also been demonstrated by Roca, Ford, and Memmert (2018) who

used  a  portable  eye-movement  registration  system  to  examine  creativity  in

decision-making and visual search behaviours of expert football players during

simulated  11-a-side  matches.  They  found  that  more  creative  players  when

compared  to  their  lesser  creative  counterparts,  displayed  a  broader  attentional

focus which included a higher number of fixations, but of shorter duration. They

were  also  able  to  perceive  earlier  the  location  of  unmarked  teammates  and

opponents. 

Other than attention and giftedness, the relationships between creativity and

a  small  number  of  other  traits  and skills  have  been  examined.  These  include

working memory, morning-eveningness personality, coping, and regulatory focus.

Researchers have examined the role of working memory in sporting creativity –

both creative thinking and creative action. However, no evidence has been found

that working memory interferes with creative ability (Furley & Memmert, 2015;

Moraru,  Memmert,  &  van  der  Kamp,  2016).  With  regards  to  morningness-

eveningness personality, Cavallera, Boari, Labbrozzi and Del Bello (2011) found

that participants with an intermediate (not morningness nor eveningness-oriented)

personality type had significant positive correlations between the number of hours

of  sport  activity  per  week  and  scores  of  elaboration  (measured  through  the

Torrance  Test  of  Creative  Thinking  -  TTCT).  Creative  thinking  performance,

however, was independent of gender and personality typology. In their study of

junior female handball players, Igorov, Predoiu, Predoiu, and Igorov (2016) found

a significant positive correlation between fluency and positive reinterpretation as a
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coping  strategy,  but  the  relationship  between  coping  and  flexibility  was  not

significant.  They  speculated  that  these  findings  relate  to  situations  in  which

athletes try to find positive aspects in undesirable situations, often through the

recollection  of  past  successful  performances.  In  relation  to  regulatory  focus,

Memmert, Hüttermann, and Orliczek (2013) found that adult male football players

with  a  promotion  (aspirational)  focus  performed  better  in  a  sport-specific

divergent thinking video task than those with a prevention (duty-oriented) focus,

which corroborates repeated claims (e.g.,  Hopsicker, 2011; Ďuriček, 1992) that

risk-taking  and  open-mindedness  enable  creative  behaviour,  and  an  avoidance

focus may constrain creative behaviour. Hüttermann, Nerb, and Memmert (2018)

have recently replicated the earlier study by Memmert, Hüttermann, and Orliczek

(2013), to investigate the relationship between regulatory focus, expectations, and

performance  among  a  more  experienced  sample.  While  promotion-focused

players displayed, once again, significantly higher values in terms of creativity,

there was no main effect for expectation or any significant interaction. 

In summary, research focused on the identification of correlates of creativity

has explored several possibilities, but only a few traits and skills appear thus far to

play  a  significant  influence  on creative performance,  i.e.  attention and pattern

recognition.  Although  most  sports  considered  were  team  sports,  researchers

appear to align with the ‘I-paradigm’ assumption that creativity is exclusively an

individual characteristic. Moreover, creativity is treated as innate, in terms of a

certain degree of pre-existing potential possessed by individuals, which can be

developed with training. 

3.3.3. Assessing correlates of sporting creativity

Researchers of sporting creativity have made considerable efforts to design

and  implement  assessment  tasks,  which  draw  mostly  from  earlier  research

inspired by cognitive traditions. Several different pencil and paper tests of creative

thinking have been used,  either in  part  or in  full.  One of the most commonly

employed measures of creative behaviour is the TTCT. It exists in two formats –

figural  and  verbal  –  and  assesses  creative  thinking  through  four  components:

fluency,  flexibility,  and  originality,  plus  elaboration,  i.e.  amount  of  detail  in

responses  (Cavallera et  al,  2011;  Veraksa & Gorovaya, 2011;  Bowers, Green,

Hemme, & Chalip, 2014; Santos et al., 2017). The main advantage of the TTCT is

that it is one of the few valid and reliable tests of divergent thinking (Kim, 2011).
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Others  tests  that  have  been  employed  include  Roco’s  (2004) Imagination  and

Creativity Test (e.g., Igorov et al., 2016), and Krampen et al.’s (1996) Divergent

Thinking Test (Memmert, 2007). However, the very small sample (n=11) and lack

of detailed information on Roco’s (2004) test result in limited generalisability of

its findings. Moreover, all tests are tests of generalist thinking expressed verbally

or through drawing, not a measurement of physical doing. 

The use of video and monitor tasks to examine the relationship between

sporting creativity and other cognitive skills  or traits  – e.g.  attention,  working

memory, visual search behaviour, regulatory focus – was proposed and adopted by

Memmert and colleagues (Memmert, 2011; Memmert, Hüttermann, & Orliczek,

2013;  Furley & Memmert,  2015;  Roca,  Ford & Memmert,  2018;  Hüttermann,

Nerb, & Memmert, 2018). Memmert (2015) suggests that video tasks are more

representative of sport  when compared to  paper-and-pencil  tests.  He adds that

although standardised video tasks are less complex, they have less confounding

variables,  and  the  selection  of  clips  shown to  participants  can  be  adjusted  to

reflect  certain  situations,  as  a  way of  increasing  the  specificity  of  assessment

tasks.  These  video  and  monitor  tasks  involve  participants  watching  videos  of

sporting gameplay and then being asked to provide possible attacking options. For

example, in a handball-specific task (Memmert, 2011), participants watched five

videos of a game involving four attackers and four defenders. After one minute,

the video would stop, and the last frame would remain on the screen. Participants

would then be asked to imagine they were an attacker and indicated all potential

opportunities  that  could lead to a goal.  The proposed options are assessed for

creativity  using  traditional  criteria  of  originality,  flexibility,  and  fluency.  A

football-specific  video  task  has  also  been  developed.  It  is  composed  of  20

different football attacking scenes from 46 Bundesliga 1 and 2 matches (Germany,

season  2010/2011),  selected  by  experienced  certified  coaches  (Memmert,

Hüttermann, & Orliczek, 2013; Furley & Memmert, 2015; Hüttermann, Nerb, &

Memmert, 2018). 

Roca,  Ford,  and  Memmert  (2018)  acknowledged  the  limited  physical

realism of  these  tasks,  which  “might  alter  the  natural  role  of  the  underlying

perceptual-cognitive  processes  underpinning  players'  creative  behaviour”  (p.2).

They proposed instead the adaptation of Furley and Memmert’s (2015) task to

life-size-video based simulations in which participants had to play an actual ball
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in addition to providing a verbal response. However, despite in different degrees,

video  tasks  still  focus  on  divergent  thinking  as  the  only  measure  of  creative

ability. Furthermore, like paper-and-pencil tests, most of these tasks do not allow

for  a  realistic  assessment  of  sporting  creativity  in  action. To  mitigate  those

limitations,  performance-based  situation  tests,  where  participants’  actual

performance is  assessed for  creativity,  have been developed and employed by

researchers (e.g., Memmert, 2007; Torrents et al., 2016). For example, Moraru,

Memmert, and van der Kamp (2016), used an agility ladder in a divergent doing

task. Participants were asked to perform the highest possible number of different

actions on the agility ladder, i.e., using their feet and hands for stepping, hopping,

skipping,  walking,  and  so  forth.  While  this  approach  is  arguably  more

representative of creativity in action compared with paper and pencil tests and

video tasks when considering its use, researchers perhaps should ask how well it

represents creativity in specific sporting contexts. 

The use of  small-sided team formats is  an alternative that  has enhanced

representativeness in comparison to the agility ladder, as it tests players in actual

game forms.  Criteria  of  originality,  flexibility,  and  fluency  are  used  to  assess

performance, with scores being averaged into a single measure of creativity. For

example,  Memmert and Roth (2003) created  game-test  situations (GTS) where

creative  performance  is  assessed  through actions  of  participants  during  small-

sided games named orienting and supporting and identifying gaps (for a detailed

description  see  Memmert, 2006).  In  Memmert  and  Roth  (2007),  children

performed with hands, feet, and a hockey stick, but in other studies, only one of

the skills was evaluated (e.g., Memmert, 2010). Along similar lines, Torrents and

colleagues  (2016) examined differences in exploratory behaviour motivated by

numerical  superiority,  equality,  or  inferiority  with  44  football  players  (22

professional and 22 amateur players) using small-sided games (4 vs. 3, 4 vs. 5,

and 4 vs. 7). An observation instrument (adapted from Owen et al.,  2014, and

Costa et al., 2011) was used to record the possible actions from attackers with the

ball  (e.g.,  run  to  the  ball,  control,  pass,  shoot)  or  without  the  ball  (e.g.  wall,

support,  unmark)  and from defenders  (e.g.  press,  delay,  dissuade).  Santos  and

colleagues (Santos et al., 2017; Santos et al., 2018) also used small-sided games

and an observation instrument (Creativity Behavior Assessment in Team Sports -

CBATS) to assess in-game individual (passing, dribbling and shooting actions)
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and collective  behaviour  (regularity  of  team movements  and distance  between

players which was assessed through GPS measurements). A creative behaviour

score was established and included attempts – defined as the effort to perform

different actions, successful or unsuccessfully -, fluency – the ability to execute

the highest possible number of successful movement actions, and versatility – the

ability to generate a diversity of actions within the same category, e.g. different

types of passing or shooting. 

The design and use of game-based situations and accompanying observation

tools to assess sporting creative behaviour is a major development with regards to

task  representativeness  and  ecological  validity,  particularly  when  it  includes

assessment of individual as well as collective behaviours (e.g., Santos et al., 2017;

2018).  Only  Torrents  and  colleagues  (2016)  included  creative  defensive

behaviour,  although  they  did  not  include  goalkeepers,  which  limits  our

understanding  of  sporting  creativity  in  all  roles  and  phases  of  the  game.

Furthermore, Santos and colleagues (2017; 2018) and Memmert and Roth (2007)

only  measured  creativity  in  situations  of  numerical  equality  or  superiority.

However, Torrents and colleagues (2016) found that numerical inferiority might

lead to higher exploratory behaviour. 

Memmert (2015; 2017) has proposed the use of game observation of real

matches as a new standard to evaluate tactical performance due to its “very high

ecological  validity”  (p.482).  These  observations  can  be  aided  by  gameplay

protocols which combine quantitative (e.g., frequency of certain behaviours) and

qualitative components (the subjective, yet knowledgeable, opinions of experts).

Finally, Memmert (2017) suggests that technology can play an essential role in

analysing creative behaviour. For example, using neural networks to categorise

action processes in team sports (e.g., Memmert & Perl, 2009). 

The efforts to make the assessment of creative performance in sport more

representative  are  clear.  From  pencil-and-paper  tasks  to  game  observations,

researchers have made efforts to increase the ecological validity of assessment

tools and tasks. However, such assessments remain limited, as the majority adopt

decontextualised views of creativity – typical of the ‘I-paradigm’ -, which ignore

the  situated,  distributed,  and  relational  nature  of  the  phenomenon  (Tanggaard,

2013). Furthermore, there is an exclusive focus on attacking players, deemed as
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creative, and there is no recognition of the potential of defenders to be creative,

nor of their ability to condition the creative expression of their opponents. 

3.3.4. Developing Creativity

Understanding how to develop creative players is one of the key ambitions

of academics and practitioners.  It  is  then unsurprising that  a growing body of

literature  on  the  topic  is  emerging  across  different  paradigms.  Most  authors

inspired  by a  cognitive approach to  creativity  have  focused on examining the

impact on creative development of strategies linked to correlates like attention and

expertise,  e.g.  comparing  deliberate  practice  and  deliberate  play.  Deliberate

practice is “the engagement in practice activities with a clear goal of improving a

specific aspect of performance beyond its current level” (Ericsson, 2017, p. 4). In

turn, deliberate play, which is usually fostered during sampling years (ages 6-13),

does  not  intentionally  focus  on  performance  improvement,  prioritising  instead

“developmental  physical  activities  that  are  intrinsically  motivating,  provide

immediate  gratification,  and are specifically  designed to maximize enjoyment”

(Berry, Abernethy, & Côté, 2008, p. 687). 

After a six-month intervention, Memmert (2006) found that deliberate play

had  a  positive  impact  on  the  tactical  creative  performance  of  gifted  children.

Similarly,  in a field study involving Brazilian youth basketball  players,  Greco,

Memmert,  and  Morales  (2010)  discovered  that  unstructured  play  significantly

improved measures of tactical creativity and tactical intelligence (i.e., finding the

most  appropriate  solution  for  a  problem).  In  contrast,  in  an  examination  of

professional  youth  football  academy  coaches  and  players’ skill-ratings  over  5

years, Hendry and colleagues (2018) found that while ratings of top players were

positively related to practice,  they were negatively related to the proportion of

play vs. practice. Hours spent in play were not correlated with ratings of any skill,

including  creativity.  The  authors  concluded  that  “there  may  be  benefits  to

participation in coach-led practice and play from an early age, potentially due to

the  need  to  accumulate  a  high  volume  of  sport-specific  activity,  as  well  as

sufficient variations in practice” (2018, p.7).

Despite  some  studies  highlighting  a  more  pronounced  influence  of

deliberate practice or deliberate play on creative development, most authors (e.g.,

Memmert,  Baker  &  Bertsch,  2010;  Bowers  et  al.,  2014)  concur  that  the

combination  of  different  strategies  may  be  essential  for  the  development  of
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sporting  creativity.  Moreover,  Bowers  and  colleagues  (2014)  suggest  that

improving creativity  does  not  require  “a  complete  re-imagining of  entrenched

youth  sport  development  models”  (p.325).  It  could  be  achieved  through  the

redistribution of  time allocated to  each activity.  While  important,  it  should be

recognised that strategies like deliberate practice or deliberate play are only partial

influences in the overall development of children. For example, in Bowers and

colleagues’ (2014) work, sporting activities accounted for only 30% of the total

leisure time of participants. No information was provided on what they did for the

remaining  70% of  the  time  and  what  impact  this  may  have  had  on  creative

development.

While much of the research on sporting creativity has hitherto focused on

isolating  traits  and  processes,  there  have  been  recent  efforts  to  design  and

introduce macro-structures (e.g., frameworks, programmes) for the development

of creativity, like the Tactical Creativity Approach (TCA) (Memmert, 2015), the

Creative  Development  Framework  (CDF)  -  which  includes  the  Skills4Genius

programme (Santos  et  al.  2016)  -,  and The  Creative  Soccer  Platform (TCSP)

(Rasmussen  &  Østergaard,  2016).  Preliminary  research,  although  limited,

suggests  these  programmes  do  contribute  to  the  development  of  sporting

creativity.  In  2015,  Memmert  coined  the  Tactical  Creativity  Approach,  which

represents the translation of his key findings into an operational framework.  The

TCA (Memmert, 2015) is composed of 6 D’s: deliberate-play, 1-dimension games,

diversification, deliberate coaching, deliberate motivation, and deliberate practice.

Memmert (2015; 2017) proposes that particular emphasis is placed on the first

four Ds during earlier  stages of player development.  Deliberate play relates to

play without instruction or feedback,  which may result  in  players  trying more

different  solutions  to  a  problem.  One-dimension games  are  basic  game forms

aimed explicitly at  improving tactical components. They are based on “clearly

defined  games  ideas,  a  fixed  number  of  players,  and  defined  rules  and

environmental conditions” (Memmert, 2015, p.51). Deliberate coaching refers to

the  avoidance  of  instructions  provided  by  coaches  or  teachers  during  1-

Dimensional games that may prevent players from keeping a broad attentional

focus.  Diversification  promotes  the  contact  with  different  sports  and  different

stimuli within the same sport (e.g., playing with balls of different sizes, shapes,

and  materials  in  football).  At  more  advanced  stages  of  player  development,
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Memmert  (2015)  highlights  the  importance  of  deliberate  motivation  and

deliberate  practice.  With  regards  to  motivation,  the  TCA favours  promotion

instructions, which, according to earlier research by Memmert, Hüttermann, and

Orliczek (2013), may favour creative expression. Finally, deliberate practice can

be developed through sport-specific, task-centred practice “to explore seldom but

adequate solutions” (p.96).  

The  Creative  Development  Framework  (CDF)  is  another  model  for  the

long-term  development  of  creative  behaviour  in  team sports.  Development  is

divided into five stages where free-play and diversification are encouraged at the

earlier stages of youth development, advocating a transition to specialisation that

is completed around the age of 16. The CDF puts an emphasis on fundamental

movement  skills  (Smith,  2014),  fundamental  game  skills  (Smith,  2014),  non-

linear  pedagogy  (Chow,  2013),  differential  learning  (Schöllhorn  et  al.,  2009),

teaching games for understanding (Tan, Chow, & Davids, 2012), and constraints-

led approach (Hristovski et al., 2011), as ways of developing creative behaviour in

sport. One of the key aspects of this model is the belief that sporting creativity

does not depend solely on skill  mastery,  but also relies on the ability to think

creatively. 

The CDF has been partially tested (‘Explorer’ phase only – Skills4Genius

programme) with Portuguese primary school children (Santos, Jimenez, Sampaio

& Leite,  2017).  Findings suggest the programme can lead to improvements in

general creative thinking, increased fluency, elaboration, and originality. Effects

on motor skills are less clear. However, improvements were demonstrated for in-

game creativity (attempts, fluency, and versatility). Another empirical study based

on the CDF (Santos et  al.,  2018) examined the impact of differential  learning,

with an emphasis on small-sided games, as an enhancement strategy for creative

behaviour in youth football. While the control groups did not alter their practice

routine, the experimental groups took part in a differential learning program, with

three 30-minute training sessions per week, taking place at the beginning of their

team’s  training  session.  The training  programme involved playing small  sided

games with a constant variation of conditions such as balanced and unbalanced

number of players, different balls, pitches with different shapes, and numerous

body constraints (e.g., visual occlusion, hands behind head). Creative performance

was assessed through the CBATS (Santos et al., 2017). The experimental group
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demonstrated a significant reduction in failed actions, while increasing attempts

and versatility. 

The Creative  Soccer  Platform (TCSP)  (Rasmussen & Østergaard,  2016),

based on Byrge and Hansen’s work (2009, 2014) in educational settings, has four

pillars:  task-focus,  parallel  thinking,  lateral  thinking,  and  no  experienced

judgement. The programme focuses on “establishing a creative environment (i.e.,

a  playful  atmosphere)  by  facilitating  creative  processes  (i.e.,  soccer-specific

creativity  exercises)  where  players  try  to  develop creative  products  (e.g.,  new

feints, dribbles or first touches) and train their creative abilities (not fearing to

make mistakes)” (p.9).  The impact of the TCSP was assessed through a focus

group  with  some  players  and  an  interview  with  the  coach.  Rasmussen  and

Østergaard (2016) identified some limitations such as initial resistance to change

and the difficulty of operating in a hybrid system (after the ‘creativity’ training in

the first  half  of the session, players resumed regular structured training).  They

found that experiencing a variety of actions with the ball during the creativity

exercises increased the chances of players trying different actions in competitive

matches. 

Richard, Abdulla, and Runco (2017) explored the influence of skill level,

experience, and hours of sport training and participation on everyday creativity

(e.g.  divergent  thinking  related  to  diary  and  distraction  management,  creative

attitude and values) on a sample of 208 Canadian athletes (21 intermediate, 73

advanced, and 114 experts, including Olympic and world-class competitors) aged

between 14 and 37, across 17 different sports. Richard and colleagues found that

expert athletes displayed significantly higher cognitive flexibility, while athletes

who engaged in a higher number of sports were significantly more creative in

comparison to  those  who only  practised  one  sport.  Thus,  they  concluded  that

diversification is key for creative development. 

More recently, a different line of research has been opened by Furley and

Memmert  (2018),  who  examined  the  impact  of  social  priming  on  creative

thinking, i.e., the use of world-class creative players as role models. This study,

with adult amateur football players, demonstrated that asking participants to write

down the characteristics of a so-called creative player (e.g., Lionel Messi) and

imagine  a  typical  situation  that  this  player  would  be  involved in  led  to  more

creative responses to attacking scenarios. Furley and Memmert (2018) concluded
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that  it  is  possible  to  prime creative thinking in  football  players,  by activating

“cognitive  representations  of  creativity  which  in  turn  can  activate  associated

mindsets, information processing modes, and response tendencies” (2018, p.7).

Notwithstanding,  despite  encouraging  initial  results,  Memmert  & Roth  (2007)

explain that this is a lengthy process. Thus, more research is needed to evaluate

the  long-term effects  of  the  programmes  and  strategies  proposed  for  in-game

creative  development.  Furthermore,  ‘creativity  training’ in  both  the  CDF  and

TCSP was  limited  to  a  small  part  of  training  sessions.  Future  research  could

explore the effects of programmes in settings that do not treat creative training as

an appendix or an isolated section of a session but instead adopt the philosophical

underpinnings  of  creative  development  as  an  orienting  matrix  for  the  whole

sporting  environment.  This  could  consequently  impact,  among  others,  session

planning, delivery, and reflection.

Research on sporting creativity arguably positioned within the ‘I-Paradigm’

has been the most prolific to date.  Investigators have been largely inspired by

earlier work of cognitive psychologists and their reductionist conceptualisations

of creativity, borrowing constructions like divergent thinking and emphasising the

role of the mind as a precursor of creative action. Therefore, the investigation of

intra-psychic correlates of creativity is not surprising. Moreover, most strategies

and programmes for creative development that have been proposed are associated

with technical skill, expertise, pattern recognition and attention. However, in the

last decade the idea of body-mind integration (Hristovski et al. 2011; Hristovski et

al., 2012; Campos, 2014; Krein & Ilundáin-Agurruza, 2017; Ilundáin-Agurruza,

2017), has gained traction. It is opposed to the traditional privileging of the mind,

which has important implications for the conceptualisation and development of

sporting  creativity.  This  shift  has  also  been  accompanied  by  Martin  and  Cox

(2016), who paved the way for the use of alternative research approaches with

regards to creativity in sport. They did so by using life positioning analysis (LPA)

to investigate the early life experiences of former NBA star Steve Nash. Moving

beyond a focus on practice habits  and attention-concentration traits  and skills,

Martin and Cox (2016) found other factors that may have contributed to Nash’s

creative development: parental influence, intrinsic motivation, peer support, and

self-determination.  Such  holistic  (e.g.  Martin  & Cox,  2016,),  integrative  (e.g.
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Hristovski et al., 2012) perspectives suggest the field – or at least part of it - is

transitioning to a ‘We-paradigm’.

3.4. Extending the ‘We-Paradigm’ to Sport

Challenging established ideas of the brain as the trigger of all action, Gibson

(1979) argued that information, i.e., spatiotemporally patterned energy flow from

the environment, is the critical element to locomotion and manipulation and that

the interaction between the individual and the environment was critical. In this

perception-action system, meaning comes from the individual’s ability to detect

information in the environment (Araújo, Hristovski, Seifert, Carvalho, & Davids,

2017). Furthermore, physical exploration of the landscape of action possibilities

may result in the discovery or emergence of a novel action. Orth, van der Kamp,

Memmert, and Savelsbergh (2017) also emphasise the importance of adaptability

to the environment in motor creativity, which they define as “new ways of acting

adaptive or acting adaptively in new situations” (p.2). As such “the emergence of

highly  novel  movement  forms  requires  a  self-organising  system which,  under

suitable boundary conditions, can create new behavioural structures” (Hristovski

et al., 2011, p. 177). These constraints offer the individual opportunities for action,

which Gibson (1979) termed  affordances. For example, Tanggaard, Laursen, &

Szulevicz (2016) showed  that  different  material  constraints  led  to  new

possibilities  for  creative  expression,  i.e.,  using  handballs  made from synthetic

polyurethane or handballs made from leather provided different affordances. The

synthetic  ball  allowed  for  an  improved  grip,  which  in  turn  increased  the

possibilities for attackers in terms of passing - e.g. making it easier to delay the

shot -, controlling - e.g. catching the ball with one hand became more likely -, and

shooting – by enhancing opportunities for variability via screw balls and delayed

shots for example (Tanggaard, Laursen, & Szulevicz, 2016).

3.4.1. Sporting creativity and the importance of the context

To  date,  little  research  on  creativity  in  sport  has  addressed  its  situated

nature.  This  is  problematic  because  while  there  may  still  be  an  overall

convergence  on  the  general  criteria  that  make  an  action  creative  (e.g.,  novel,

functional, surprising), the transition to the We-Paradigm suggests that deciding

on the appropriateness and novelty of an action or idea is invariably conditioned

by  the  context,  experiences  and  beliefs  of  those  judging  them.  Thus,  what  is

valued in a given time and location will determine whether an action is indeed
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novel,  surprising,  and appropriate  for  a  given situation  (Sternberg,  2019).  For

example,  even  the  most  common  actions  performed  by  a  handball  player  in

Germany, where the sport is widely developed, are likely to be considered original

by most of the British population, who are almost entirely unfamiliar to the sport.

The  degree  of  appropriateness  or  originality  of  an  action  depends  on  who  is

judging  it  and  on  his/her  previous  experiences.  A football  coach  that  favours

positional attacking may consider the Spanish style of playing tiki-taka (a style of

play associated with Spain and FC Barcelona that favours short passing and aims

to keep a high percentage of ball  possession) a  useful  strategy,  while  another,

favouring a direct game, may disagree. 

Furthermore,  professional football  coach José Tavares (in  Tamarit, 2016)

contends that  all  players  can be creative,  in any phase of  the game,  with and

without the ball. Therefore, if creative performance is to be evaluated it should

consider  the  requirements,  opportunities  and  limitations  associated  with  each

player’s position within a given environment. This would mean that, defenders

could produce creative actions within the specificity of their roles (e.g. centre-

backs, full-backs), while a winger would do the same, perhaps through different

strategies,  more adapted to the position’s requirements.  Such evaluation would

also be dependent on the team’s overarching game model – a specific way of

playing influenced by myriad factors, like the coach’s preferences and previous

experiences,  player  characteristics,  the  club’s  history  or  national  culture.

Furthermore, the interdependence between attackers and defenders is supported

by the  work of  Aggerholm,  Jespersen,  and Ronglan  (2011),  who performed a

contextual analysis of the feint in association football. They concluded that other

than self-awareness and the cultivation of embodied habits, to be creative “it is

also necessary to be absorbed in the other and transcend his or her expectations”

(2011,  p. 343).  Aggerholm  and  colleagues  suggest  that  in-game  creativity  is

relational, as it depends not only on individual or cooperative efforts within one

team but also from this relationship with the opposition - termed by Aggerholm

and colleagues as the duel. Thus, while developing a wide motor repertoire can be

instrumental in increasing players’ technical toolkit and augmenting their range of

possible  solutions  to  a  given  problem  posed  by  the  opposition  during  play,

variables  of  space  and  time  can  also  have  a  crucial  role  in  deceiving  or

overcoming  their  expectations  (e.g.  through  variations  in  acceleration  and
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braking). Rasmussen, Østergaard and Glăveanu (2017) question if the surprising

action should be really considered creative, suggesting that it  “might be habitual

to the actor and therefore only  appears creative for opponent(s) or observer(s)”

(p.4). 

Therefore, due to the multi-faceted constructions of creativity in sport, in the

future  researchers  should  aim  to  be  clearer  about  their  conceptualisations  of

creativity and describe the social-cultural context in which the action takes place.

This could include – although not be limited to – the domain in which a sporting

activity  is  taking  place,  e.g.  recreational,  participation,  performance;  the

importance of sport in a given culture (e.g. is sport a priority in a given country or

region?  Does  it  play  an  important  role  in  people’s  everyday  lives?);  and  the

geographical and weather conditions that may favour or hinder the practice of

certain sports (e.g. the presence of snow favouring the practice of winter sports).

Furthermore,  researchers  should  disclose  their  previous  experiences  and

assumptions, in order to increase the trustworthiness of interpretations. Finally,

exploring the relational dimension of creativity in sport implies recognising the

role – and impact - of other members of the sporting community in processes of

creative  development.  To  date,  such  recognition  has  been  very  limited.  An

exception is perhaps where coaches have been used as experts in some studies to

assess the originality of individual performances (e.g. Memmert & Roth, 2007). 

The use of experts has been proposed and widely adopted to mitigate the

relativism of evaluations, including in sporting creativity (e.g., Memmert et al.,

2013;  Torrents  et  al.,  2016;  Hendry  et  al.,  2018).  However,  this  solution  is

criticised by Runco and Chand (1994), who question why expert ratings should

deserve higher credit  than self-reported,  peer,  or teacher evaluations.  Baer and

Kaufman  (2019,  p.29)  explain  that  “if  one  assumes  that  there  is  no  absolute

objective  standard  for  determining  the  creativity  of  works  in  a  domain,  the

judgement of the experts in that domain matters more than the results of some

externally imposed rubric.” Thus, it must be recognised that coaches (and scouts)

are central  figures in  the identification and development of creativity in  sport,

having critical roles in shaping players’ experiences and opportunities. To date

however only three studies have examined their perceptions of creativity and its

development (Oh, Joung, Kim, Choi, Kim, & Sung, 2010; Leso, Dias, Ferreira &

Gama, 2017; Rasmussen, Glăveanu, & Østergaard, 2019). 
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Distributing  open-ended  questionnaires  to  Korean  football  coaches

completing  their  C  and  B  licenses,  Oh  and  colleagues  found  that  coaches

associated  “unpredictability,  adaptability,  improvisation,  and mediating”  (2010,

p.65) with football creativity and prioritised the promotion of fundamental skills

and self-determination as tools for its development. Moreover, coaches indicated a

lack of knowledge on how to teach creativity and revealed that they used personal

experiences to overcome that gap. This study also identified several challenges to

the improvement of sporting creativity, such as autocratic coaching styles, a focus

on results which put coaches under pressure to win matches, the league systems,

and a lack of appropriate training facilities. 

Leso  and  colleagues  (2017)  examined  football  coaches’ perceptions  of

creativity and game intelligence through a questionnaire completed by 34 coaches

of  a  Portuguese  club,  containing  a  set  of  closed  questions. They  established

positive  relations  between  intelligence  and  problem-solving,  anticipation,

spontaneity, inspiration, and instinct. Furthermore, creativity was associated with

feeling,  unconsciousness,  and magical thinking. In turn,  Rasmussen, Glăveanu,

and Østergaard (2019) conducted a phenomenographical analysis on the multi-

faceted role of creativity with 18 coaches belonging to a Danish elite football

academy. They found that in the context of a single club, coaches attributed 15

different  meanings  to  creativity  -  surgicality,  productivity,  navigation,

choreography,  circus,  design,  survival,  deception,  independence,  co-creation,

style,  exploration,  transgression,  magic,  and  invention  -  influenced  by  their

worldviews, beliefs, and previous experiences. 

Understanding coaches’ assumptions regarding creativity may be crucial for

its promotion because there is a “transactional relationship between conceptions

and practices.” (Rasmussen, Glăveanu, & Østergaard, 2019, p.7).  The recognition

of that interaction and its potential consequences has led these authors to criticise

perspectives  of  sporting  creativity  that  exclusively emphasise  performance,  in-

game  benefits,  and  technical  expertise.  Instead,  Rasmussen,  Østergaard  and

Glăveanu (2017) propose that creativity should be considered as a developmental

resource and argue that current performance-oriented visions may lead to missed

opportunities for taking advantage of the broader educational benefits that may

arise  from  simply  participating  in  creative  activities,  such  as  increased  self-

confidence and self-esteem.
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3.4.2. Enhancing human potential through sporting creativity

Performance, product-oriented conceptualisations of creativity, which treat

“creativity as an end (…) and/or a long-term objective” (Rasmussen, Østergaard

Glăveanu, 2017, p.2) are the most frequent across existing literature. Correlates of

sporting  creativity,  methods  for  its  assessment  and  programmes  for  its

development, also reflect this conceptualisation. Nonetheless, a new perspective is

gaining momentum in the field of sporting creativity,  inspired by the ideas of

pragmatist philosophers like John Dewey or William James, and aligned with the

works of authors closely associated with the second phase of the ‘We-paradigm’ in

‘general  creativity’ (e.g.  Glăveanu,  Tanggaard,  &  Wegener,  2016).  It  refuses

competitive obsessions and posits that creativity should be treated as a dynamic,

transactional,  context-adapted  (and  adaptable)  process,  rather  than  as  a  pre-

conceived,  static,  end  goal  (Rasmussen,  Østergaard  Glăveanu,  2017).   To

highlight  the  importance  of  the  ‘player-social  environment’  relationship  in

creative  development,  Rasmussen and colleagues  (2017)  propose  a  framework

where four different creative positionings are depicted: 

 positive  transformation:  curious  players  find  a  supportive  environment

which helps them enhance their potential and try new things;

 positive reproduction: players who rarely take risks, focusing instead on

fulfilling  and  replicating  perceived  expectations  of  coaches;  their

development  may  be  limited,  but  it  is  possible  that  creative  abilities

improve over time;

 negative transformation: players whose enthusiasm and curiosity meets a

narrow-minded,  conforming  environment,  where  risk-taking,  if  not

functional, can be perceived as irreverence or disrespect, leading them to

potential de-selection or disengagement; 

 negative  reproduction:  players  who  find  themselves  in  a  highly

controlling,  hyper-normative  environment,  closed  to  change,  which

requires full adherence to existing norms and beliefs;

The  relevance  of  the  individual-environment  interaction  for  creative

development is also at the core of Vaughan and colleagues’ (2019) work. Informed

by dynamical systems theory, non-linear pedagogy, and ecological dynamics, they

propose  that  creative  development  is  considered  as  “a  multifaceted  wicked

problem due to the countless interactions between people and environments that
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constitute human development, athletic skill, and creative moments” (2019, p.1).

In line with the suggestions of Rasmussen et al. (2017), this perspective suggests

that  concepts  that  within  the  ‘I-paradigm’  were  considered  intra-individual

characteristics - like skill or creativity -, emerge instead from the system that the

player and her/his environment are part of. These, in turn are moulded by ever-

changing  sociocultural  constraints.  Contextual  awareness  is  therefore  key  for

understanding  creativity,  but  such  a  broad  scope  is  hard  to  capture  using  the

approaches  traditionally  employed  in  sporting  creativity  research.  Therefore,

Vaughan and colleagues (2019) argue that transdisciplinarity may prove a useful

alternative towards a better understanding of the complexity inherent to creative

development, “because it foregrounds the need for a reciprocal top down, bottom

up dialectic between academics, practitioners and athletes” (2019, p.12).

3.5. Summary

In this chapter, I have presented and discussed existing literature on sporting

creativity  using,  once  again,  Glăveanu’s  (2010a)  ‘He-I-We’ paradigm  as  an

organising  framework.  Although  advances  in  cognitive  psychology  have

contributed to  the increasing dismissal of the ‘lone genius myth’,  the sporting

arena is still  fertile in mythology. Instances of player deification or the use of

bellicose  analogies,  i.e.  sporting  matches  as  battles,  players  as  warriors,  are

common. Nonetheless, in the academic literature, the figure of the sporting genius

is nowadays less identified with divine inspiration and more associated with the

extraordinary  development  of  expertise  and pattern  recognition.  Together  with

attention, these traits and skills are among the most investigated in the field of

sporting creativity, likely as a result of the evident influence of cognitive traditions

in  much  of  the  research  conducted  so  far.  Positivist-inspired  definitions  and

evaluations of creativity have privileged thought processes over the ability to act,

limiting the understanding of  doing (operationalisation) as an integral feature of

sporting  creativity.  Notwithstanding,  the  need  for  real-time  expression,  and  a

reliance on the brain’s implicit system suggest that sporting creativity should be

conceptualised as ‘in sport’ instead of ‘about’ sport. 

The  existing  literature  indicates  as  well  that  sporting  creativity  can  be

trained. It does not, however, support a single strategy for its development. So far,

a  balance  between deliberate  practice and deliberate  play appears  likely  to  be

advantageous. Social priming may also be a promising avenue for future research
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to further our understanding of how creativity is developed. Some programmes for

the enhancement of sporting creativity have been recently proposed (e.g., CDF,

TCSP)  and,  although  limited,  the  available  evidence  does  support  their

effectiveness.  However,  which  of  the  many  features  of  these  programmes  is

responsible for creative development and why remains unclear.

Most of the research conducted hitherto has employed quantitative and

experimental  or  quasi-experimental  designs  in  controlled,  decontextualised

settings, which ignore the situated nature of creativity, limiting its understanding.

These approaches are valuable, however, additional insight into and appreciation

of the complexity of creativity could be gained from complementing it with the

employment of a higher diversity of methods (e.g. in situ observations, interviews,

ethnography) and approaches. In the future, it  is important that researchers are

clearer about their worldviews and conceptualisations of creativity, describing as

well the social-cultural context in which the action takes place. 

In  line  with  recent  advances  of  socio-cultural  psychology,  an  increasing

number of researchers on sporting creativity appear to be adhering to the ‘We-

Paradigm’.  For  example,  authors  like  Rasmussen,  Østergaard,  and  Glăveanu

(2017) or Vaughan and colleagues (2019) have criticised perspectives of sporting

creativity that treat it  as an end-goal and over-emphasise competition.  Instead,

they propose that sporting creativity should be seen as a situated, transactional and

dynamic process, not exclusive to sport stars or attacking players but accessible to

everyone at all levels, i.e. a ‘developmental resource’ (Rasmussen et al., 2017). In

a similar vein, Vaughan and peers (2019) have described creativity as a  wicked

challenge, affected by socio-cultural constraints at multiple levels, which could

therefore  benefit  from  being  investigated  with  a  transdisciplinary  approach.

Moreover, Martin and Cox’s (2016) LPA of basketball star Steve Nash hints that

more holistic, integrative approaches to research on sporting creativity may prove

fruitful  in  enhancing  our  understanding  of  the  topic.  Indeed,  the  difficulties

inherent to tackling such a complex, multi-faceted construct have led to a growing

acceptance  that  academics,  coaches,  and athletes  would  benefit  from working

together across different phases of the research process. Such collaborative efforts

could  lead  to  more  diverse  and  inclusive  studies  and  to  more  impactful

contributions to the advancement of the field.
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3.6. Moving forward: research aims

In  chapter  1,  I  identified  a  perceived decline  in  creative  expression  and

development  in  contemporary  association  football  reported  by  high-profile

practitioners – i.e. professional coaches and players – and researchers (e.g. Santos

et  al.,  2016).  Chapters  2  and 3  offered  a  comprehensive  overview of  what  is

known with regards to creativity, not only in general but also in sport. Despite

moving at different paces, given that research on general creativity started much

earlier than its sporting counterpart, both fields seem to be heading into a ‘We-

paradigm’, that recognises creativity as a socio-cultural phenomenon (Glăveanu et

al., 2019). Additionally, it has been suggested that transdisciplinarity can be an

effective  approach  to  research  such  a  complex,  multi-faceted  construct  like

creativity  (Montuori,  2019),  including  in  sport  (Vaughan et  al.,  2019).  In  this

thesis, I will follow that suggestion for two reasons: (1) despite valuable, most

work conducted  to  date  on  creativity  in  sport  has  adopted  a  logical  positivist

paradigm (Fardilha & Allen, 2019), which means that there is still  a dearth of

research regarding socio-cultural factors that may impact on creative development

in sport; (2) transdisciplinarity proposes the adoption of an inclusive, inquiry-led

approach to research, based on ‘real-world’ problems, that promotes not only the

integration of knowledge from various disciplines, but also aims to bring together

the  voices  of  scholars  and practitioners.  This  is  important,  given that  relevant

stakeholders  like  coaches,  scouts,  and  players  have  hitherto  only  marginally

contributed  to  what  we  know regarding  sporting  creativity.  Thus,  the  present

thesis aims to better understand the perceived decline in creative expression and

development in contemporary association football, with a focus on professional

football academies. To fulfil that aim, I will:

1. Examine academic and practitioners’ conceptualisations of creativity and

their suggestions for its development;

2. Employ a transdisciplinary approach to investigate the opportunities and

challenges  for  developing  creativity  in  professional  football  academies  across

multiple levels (e.g. individual, organisational);

3.  Extend our  knowledge regarding the  development  of  creativity  at  the

highest  level  of  performance  in  professional  football  academy,  i.e.  among

eminent, ‘super-elite’ players (Rees et al., 2016).   
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Chapter Four: Setting the scene -

contemporary football and the ‘world’ of

professional youth academies
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4.1. Introduction

In  this  chapter,  I  will  describe  and  discuss  the  role  of  youth  football

academies  as  singular  places  of  apprenticeship  and  core  parts  of  the  talent

development  environment  that  may  benefit  from  a  focused  approach  by

researchers. Additionally, I will provide a brief overview of the existing literature

on  talent  identification  and  development,  including  the  presentation  and

discussion of the most significant models of such processes in current literature.

Although my research is not located in the talent identification and development

body of research,  providing such an overview is  important due to the existing

links between talent and creativity. For example, some talent identification models

describe creativity as a component of talent. Moreover, both areas present similar

challenges  for  researchers,  like  a  lack  of  consensus  in  conceptualisation  and

assessment. Finally, I will link the evolution of youth academies to the evolution

of football itself, explaining how the growing professionalisation, social closure,

and hyper-masculine culture of the sport have contributed to the shaping of these

organisations  and  related  stakeholders.  This  will  set  the  scene  for  a  better

understanding  of  how  creativity  may  be  promoted  or  hindered  in  such

environments.   

4.2. Association football: a game that became an industry

“The history of football is a sad voyage from beauty to duty”

(Galeano, 1998, p.2)

Despite  suggestions  that  similar  games  were  already  being  played

centuries earlier (Szymanski, 2006), it was only in 1863 that organised football

started to develop, with the creation in England of a uniform set of regulations and

an organisation to oversee them – the Football Association (Clayton, 2015). The

codification  of  football  accompanied  the  process  of  industrialisation  of  Great

Britain,  and attempted to mitigate the frequent episodes of violence associated

with  the  precursors  of  modern  association  football  –  folk  and school  football

(Vamplew, 2006). It aimed, as well,  to instil  discipline and a new moral order

promoted by Victorian middle classes, which could respond to the demands of

factory work: “a game on defined pitches with prescribed time limits and hence

suitable  for  an  urban  industrialised  environment”  (Vamplew,  2006,  p.  434).

Association football quickly expanded across the social spectrum, not only due to

the generalised adoption of the Saturday half-day leisure block (Vamplew, 2006)
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but also because of the “close-knit pattern of collective life” (Holt, 1986, p.7) in

working class neighbourhoods, where football became part of the rites of male

socialisation  and  fostered  a  sense  of  local  identity  (Holt,  1986).   Szymanski

(2006) suggests that the ingenious spirit of Charles Alcock, the first Secretary of

the FA, contributed to the popularisation of association football. The creation of

the FA Cup - a competition in which all member clubs could take part – and the

organisation  of  the  first  international  match,  between  Scotland  and  England,

resulted in “spectator interest, which led inevitably to charging for admission and

hence to the payment of players and professionalisation” (Szymanski, 2006, p.

459). 

The military, political, and commercial influence of the British Empire were

also instrumental for the dissemination of football across the World (Sugden &

Tomlinson, 1998). Since the creation in 1904 of its international governing body,

the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), football has grown

exponentially,  and FIFA has  presently more affiliated  members  (211)  than the

United Nations (193): “the sport has therefore become an important component of

our  social,  cultural,  political  and  economic  life”  (Hughson,  Moore,  Spaaij,  &

Maguire,  2016,  p.  i).  Another  sign  of  the  importance  that  football  gained  in

society is that the original code of laws, crafted in 1863, was exhibited in 2013 at

the  British  Library,  next  to  the  Magna  Carta  and  to  the  first  edition  of

Shakespeare’s works (Clayton, 2015). 

During the 20th century, with the decrease of British influence across the

world and the advent of post-colonialism, football was reshaped in accordance to

the local values, traditions, and aesthetic preferences of countries that embraced it

(Elsey, 2017). National teams became symbols of national identity and differences

were evident on the field of play, between the joyful style of the Brazilian ‘samba’

and  the  grey,  methodical  style  of  the  English  ‘kick  and  rush’ (Horak,  2017).

Although not as clearly, the association between national or regional identity traits

and styles of play is still  visible nowadays in some clubs, e.g. FC Barcelona’s

positional  game  as  an  expression  of  Catalonia’s  collectivist  values  (O’Brien,

Ginesta, & Juncà, 2020).  

Deindustrialisation  and  the  rise  of  ‘white-collar’  work  contributed  to

football’s  ‘bourgeoisification’  in  the  1970s  and  1980s,  and  in  the  1990s  an

increasing trend of commercialisation became evident, with the introduction of
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television  subscription  fees  (Giulianotti,  2012)  as  a  result  of  profitable  media

rights’  deals.  For  example,  the  English  Premier  League  sold  its  2019-2022

broadcasting rights to British and foreign operators for a total sum of 9.2 billion

pounds  (Associated  Press,  2019).  Morrow  and  Howieson  (2014)  explain  that

“many  professional  football  clubs  are  now  complex  businesses,  intrinsically

concerned with financial matters” (p.515). Furthermore, football has embraced the

trend  of  globalisation,  with  foreign  ownership  of  clubs  being  increasingly

common in countries like England (Howieson & Morow, 2014), and the voices of

local supporters losing expression (Giulianotti, 2012) as a result of strategies of

internationalisation.  Very  recently,  the  board  of  Sport  Lisboa  e  Benfica,  a

Portuguese 115 year-old club, made a controversial proposal for the change of its

historical badge. Its Chief Executive Officer justified that:

“Benfica’s badge is fine for me, but not for people in China. People say that

the word Benfica is  not  on the badge.  And there are  six  colours  on the

badge. If you notice the badges of Manchester United, City, or other clubs,

there are fewer colours. There are commercial conditions to think about a

new badge.” (Soares de Oliveira, as cited in Rádio Renascença, 2019)

Players are the central actors of the game of football, and there are records

of  full-time  professionals  in  England  dating  from the  mid-1880s  (Szymanski,

2010).  However,  Szymanski  (2010)  explains  that  although  the  game  grew

throughout  the  20th century,  there  were  mechanisms  imposed  by  leagues  that

prevented footballers from earning what were deemed excessive sums: “by 1960

the maximum wage was £20 per week, less than any respectable profession would

pay” (2010, p.32). The wage ceiling was lifted in 1961, but the most dramatic

change in  terms of  player  contractual  power  came in 1995 with the  so-called

Bosman ruling by the European Court of Justice (Morrow & Howieson, 2014;

Szymanski  2010).  The ruling,  named after  Belgian  player  Jean-Marc Bosman,

meant that players got the right to move to a different club at the end of their

contracts  without  their  old  clubs  having  to  receive  a  financial  compensation.

Additionally, players became entitled to negotiate a pre-contract with another club

within  the  final  six  months  of  their  existing  contracts  without  their  current

employers having to be paid any fee. 

Clubs were inevitably faced with rising salaries, and the wealthier were able

to recruit more experienced players from foreign leagues, which led to a decrease
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in opportunities for ‘home-grown’ talent in the biggest leagues (Riedl & Cachay,

2002). However, in countries with less financial capacity, the Bosman ruling “has

spurred talent development (…). This, in turn, has had a positive impact on their

junior and senior national teams’ performance” (Norbäck, Olsson & Person, 2018,

p.1). Between 2015 and 2018, for example, Portuguese club Benfica made £230m

from the sales of academy graduates (Clapham, 2018). In the summer of 2019,

they added £112.9 million to that tally, with the transfer of a single player – João

Félix – to Spanish neighbours Atlético Madrid. In an attempt to overturn the lack

of  ‘home grown’ talent,  the  English  Premier  League  has  launched  in  2011  a

programme to  support  the  development  of  youth  academies,  the  ‘Elite  Player

Performance Plan’ (Premier League, 2011). 

Between 2014 and 2019 the Premier League and its member clubs invested

more than £800m in improving infra-structures, the provision of staff (full-time

coaches increased from 250 in 2012 to 800 in 2019), coaching methods (with

programmes like ECAS and EHOC)  and supporting education (Ernst & Young,

2019).  Although there is still a very high percentage of foreign players in the

Premier League – 65.2% in 2019/20 (Transfermarkt, 2021a) – the first signs of

success  of  the  English  investment  have  appeared  in  2017,  with  the  country

winning the under-19 European Championship and the under-17 and under-20

World Cups. Furthermore, some players who have graduated from the EPPP have

arrived at the first teams of top clubs, e.g. Jadon Sancho currently at Borussia

Dortmund (Germany), Phil Foden at Manchester City, and Callum Hudson-Odoi

at  Chelsea.  In  summary,  while  ethical  concerns  may  arise  from  the  intense

commodification of professional football (Giulianotti,  2012) and its actors, e.g.

players, coaches, talent identification and development is becoming increasingly

important  for  the  financial  success  and  survival  of  football  clubs  (Sarmento,

Anguera, Pereira & Araújo, 2018). 

4.3. Talent: what is it? Where does it come from?

‘Talent’  is  currently  an  omnipresent  word:  while  football  clubs  and

countries  look for  talented athletes,  companies  look for  talented  employees  or

‘collaborators’.  In  many  cases,  recruiters  have  become  ‘talent  acquisition

managers’ (Redlich & Lattemann, 2019). However, despite its apparent popularity,

Sarmento and colleagues (2018) highlight that - just like with creativity – to date

there is  no consensual  definition of  talent.  Indeed,  there  are  many similarities
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between research on creativity and talent, which may be due to creativity being

considered a component of talent (see Williams & Reilly, 2000, for example).  

Baker and colleagues (2017) explain that although many resources have

been allocated to research on talent identification and development (TID) in the

last 30 years, with an emphasis on its physical aspects, “our ability to accurately

identify talent seems surprisingly low for the amount of money, time and effort

invested”. (2017, p.3). Furthermore, and once again similarly to creativity, most

research on TID has been conducted in mono-disciplinary isolation, and limited to

small  samples  from single  countries  who  belong  to  what  Henrich,  Hein,  and

Norenzayan (2010) called ‘WEIRD’ societies: Western, Educated, Industrialized,

Rich, and Democratic (Schorer, Wattie, Cobley, & Baker, 2017).

Similarly to other areas of academia and society in general, the positioning

of talent in the nature-nurture continuum has sparked enthusiastic discussions. On

the one hand, Bloom’s (1985) seminal work on talent development highlights the

importance of family, peers, and coaching support on the successful development

of elite athletes. On the other, Simonton (2017) draws from recent findings from

behavioural  genetics  to  contend that  “the  vast  majority  of  variables  on which

people  can  vary  feature  impressive  heritability  coefficients.  Those  notable

heritabilities hold for physical and cognitive abilities as well as personality traits,

interests,  and  values”  (2017,  p.13).   Moreover,  Baker  and  colleagues  (2017)

support the thesis that abilities like intelligence and coordination may be innate

and hard to change. 

Gagné  (2013)  prefers  to  label  “untrained  and  spontaneously  expressed

outstanding  natural  abilities  or  aptitudes”  as  gifts,  defining  talent  as  “the

outstanding mastery of systematically developed competencies (knowledge and

skills) in at least one field of human activity” (p.5) which positions an individual

in the upper 10% of her/his ‘learning peers’. In turn, Aggerholm (2015) proposes

a  useful  distinction  between  ‘having  a  talent’ and  ‘being  a  talent’.  While  the

former refers to “natural aptitude, disposition or skill that athletes can possess,

display and develop” (p. 27) , the latter relates to:

“the futural modality of existence as it describes a relation between present

and future and is to a large extent defined by this temporal structure. Here

the  potential  of  talent  is  not  a  cause  or  effect,  but  a  future  potential.”

(Aggerholm, 2015, p.30) 
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No matter where researchers put an emphasis on their work – if more on the

nature or nurture sides of the spectrum -, there appears to be nowadays an overall

consensus that  talent  identification and development  requires  multidimensional

approaches that account for the complexity of the interactions between physical,

technical,  psychological  and  contextual/socio-cultural  factors  that  allow  for

successful  performances  to  emerge  (Weissensteiner,  2017;  Simonton,  2017;

Schorer et al.,  2017). Furthermore, such approaches may prove instrumental in

mitigating issues of overly-simplistic selection (e.g. relative-age effect) that still

prevail in the field (Weissensteiner, 2017; Sarmento et al., 2018). 

4.4. Modelling the talent development process

Over the past four decades, a myriad of models of the talent development

process have been proposed, e.g. Gagné’s Differentiating Model of Giftedness and

Talent (DMGT, 1985) and its more recent version, the Expanded Model of Talent

Development  (EMTD,  2013),  Côté  and  colleagues’ Developmental  Model  of

Sports Participation (DMSP, Côté, 1999; Erickson, Côté & Fraser-Thomas, 2007;

Côté & Hay, 2002), Long-Term Athlete Development (LTAD, Athletics Canada,

2015). 

Gagné’s DMGT (1985) illustrated the process of progressive development

of natural abilities (gifts) - individual differences that appear spontaneously during

the  child’s  early  years  “without  the  structured  learning  and  training  activities

typical of the talent development process” (Gagné, 2013, p.13) - into talents. In

this model, the environment (i.e. family, role models, school), together with the

individual’s personality and motivation, act as ‘catalysts’ in that transformative

journey. The DMGT has been updated three times since its inception (2005, 2009,

2013), with creativity being included in all versions as a mental gift, in line with

the ‘I-paradigm’ conceptualisations of creativity as individual and intra-psychic.

Gagné’s most recent proposal, the EMTD, aims to account for developments in

the  field  of  genetics,  and includes  a  first  stage  termed ‘biological  basements’

(2013).  The  basements  (phenotypes)  undergo  developmental  processes  (e.g.

maturation, informal learning) affected by catalysts (related to the milieu and to

intrapersonal characteristics of the individual) to become natural abilities. These,

in  turn,  undergo  another  developmental  process  (described  as  ‘activities,

investment, and progress’), again affected by environmental and personal catalysts

(where provisions are now included along with the milieu and individual), which
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allow the person to develop high-level competencies which Gagné (2013) calls

‘talents’, as long as they place the performer in the top 10% of her/his peers.  

Albeit still considering creativity as an intra-psychic trait, Gagné’s EMTD

provides a balanced account of the myriad intersections between natural abilities

and training - that he describes as “a choreography unique to each individual”

(2013, p.16). Such perspective represents a useful illustration of the complexity of

human – and athletic – development.  Moreover,  Gagné’s efforts  to continually

update the model based on evolving scientific findings, enhance the credibility of

his  work,  despite  the  arbitrariness  inherent  to  the  fixation  of  a  10% value  to

distinguish between talented and non-(or not yet) talented  individuals. 

 The DMSP (Côté & Fraser-Thomas, 2007) proposes three distinct pathways

for  athlete  development:  two  through  sampling  (recreational  participation  and

elite performance) and one through early specialisation (elite performance). The

sampling pathways have the same foundation during the early years (6 to 12),

focusing  on  deliberate  play  and  enjoyment.  Then,  around  13  years,  the

recreational trajectory proposes the continuation of sampling activities, while the

elite performance pathway proposes an increasing specialisation in two stages –

the specialising years (which constitute a blend of deliberate play and deliberate

practice activities) between 13 and 15, and the investment years from the age of

16, when there is a focus on deliberate practice. With regards to the trajectory of

elite performance via early specialisation, it involves high amounts of deliberate

practice from the early years, with little sampling.  Côté,  Strachan, and Fraser-

Thomas (2008) alert that athletes that follow the early specialisation path may

“experience some negative physical and psychosocial outcomes during this period

[such as] overuse injuries, reduced sport enjoyment” (p.36) and early drop-out. 

Since  its  creation,  the  DMSP has  been  widely  adopted,  across  different

continents (Bridge & Toms, 2013). Its popularity may be due to several reasons,

such as the recognition of the importance of psychosocial aspects for long-term

athlete  performance and personal  development,  or  its  systematic  development,

which allows for testing of the assumptions that led to the theoretical framework

(Baker  & Côté,  2006).  However,  the DMSP has limited robustness,  due to its

reliance  on  retrospective  data  (Bridge  &  Toms,  2013).  Furthermore,  the

association  between  diversification  and  enjoyment  or  a  lack  of  pressure  to

perform may be described as too simplistic, and applies only to late specialisation
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sports (excluding, for example, gymnastics or figure skating). Thus, alternative

pathways  could  be  considered,  such  as  ‘early  engagement’,  which  implies

“participation in  relatively high amounts  of  play activity  in  the primary sport,

rather than through relatively high amounts of play activity in multiple sports”

(Ford et al., 2012, p.1654).  In this pathway, the amount of structured practice and

involvement of the child in competition events is usually low. In a study involving

seven  different  countries  across  three  continents  (Europe,  Africa,  and  South

America),  Ford and colleagues (2012) found support for the early engagement

pathway with regards to the successful development of elite football players at the

age of 16.

The LTAD model  was developed by Istvan Balyi  and colleagues  (Balyi,

2001;  Balyi  &  Way,  1995;  Balyi  &  Hamilton,  1996;  2003)  and  aimed  at

promoting both lifelong involvement in sport and elite performance (Balyi, 2001).

The framework was originally composed by five different stages, mostly directed

at late specialisation sports. The goal was to maximise the “the development of

general, fundamental motor and technical-tactical skills” (Balyi, 2001, p.2). The

first stage of the LTAD model – FUNdamentals (males and females, 6-10 years

old)  –  focuses  on  the  correct  execution  of  fundamental  movements  and  on

improving agility, balance, coordination and speed. Games and enjoyment are at

the heart of this stage, and participation in a wide range of sports is recommended

for 5 to 6 times a week. 

The second stage – Training to Train (males – 10 to 14 years; females – 10

to 13 years; sport-specific training 4 times/week plus participation in other sports)

– addresses the basic physical tactical and technical skills of the young athlete’s

favourite sport, while introducing what Balyi (2001) calls ‘ancillary capacities’

like warm-ups and cool-downs, nutrition or tapering.  While at this stage players

already  take  part  in  competitive  matches  (which  should  occupy  25% of  their

time),  their  focus  should  be  on  the  developmental  process  rather  than  on the

outcome.  Balyi  considers  this  stage  as  key  to  future  achievements  of  elite

performers, as it refers to “critical or sensitive periods of athlete development:

athletes  who  miss  this  stage  of  training  will  never  reach  their  full  potential,

regardless of remedial program they may participate in” (Balyi, 2001, p.3). 

The third stage – Training to Compete (males – 14 to 18 years; females: 13

to  17  years;  sport-specific  training  6-9  times/week)  –  is  characterised  by
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significant  changes  in  the  training-competition  ratio,  which  becomes  50:50.

Training becomes much more individualised and sport-specific,  tailored to  the

strengths  and  weaknesses  of  each  athlete,  to  boost,  as  much  as  possible,

competitive performance. 

The fourth stage – Training to Win (males 18 years and older; females 17

years and older; sport-specific training 9-12 times/week) – represents the end of

the  athlete’s  developmental  journey.  The  training-competition  ratio  becomes

25:75,  with  high  intensity  and high  volume training,  and  there  is  a  focus  on

achieving  good  results  in  major  competitions.  Finally,  the  fifth  stage  –

Retirement/Retraining – alludes to the post-athletic career, and to a professional

transition into sport-related careers, like coaching or officiating. 

Together with the Canadian Sport Centres LTAD Expert Group, Athletics

Canada (2015) has further developed the original LTAD model, adding two new

stages and reviewing the recommended contents and ages for each phase: Active

Start  (0-6  years,  focus  on  fun  and  making  physical  activity  a  routine),

FUNdamental (boys 6-9, girls 6-8, addressing agility, balance, coordination, and

speed,  while  continuing to  promote  daily  physical  activity),  Learning to  Train

(boys 9-12, girls 8-11, introducing physical literacy, enhancing previously learned

skills in a more structured environment, where mental and emotional components

are  introduced),  Training  to  Train  (boys  12-16,  girls  11-15,  aiming  to  build

endurance, strength and speed, while beginning to develop sport-specific skills),

Training to Compete (boys 16+, girls 15+, increasing specialisation and furthering

physical and psychological preparation and support), Learning to Win (men and

women 20+,  focusing  on ‘competing  when  it  counts’,  maximising  training  to

improve  results),  and  Active  for  Life  (at  the  end  of  the  athletes’ competitive

careers, where an adjustment to a different lifestyle is required). Both versions of

the LTAD model are testament to an increasing concern from national governing

bodies  (NGBs)  and other  sporting  organisations  regarding the  promotion  of  a

progressive, sustained development of potential elite performers. Having a LTAD

programme  in  place  has  even  become  a  governmental  requirement  in  many

countries for NGBs to receive state funding (Lang & Light, 2010) 

However, there are some downsides to this framework, like the potential for

over-training.  Balyi’s  (2001)  conceptualisation  is  largely  inspired  by  what  he

termed the ‘10,000-hour rule’. This common misinterpretation of Ericsson et al.’s
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(1993) seminal work on deliberate practice still leads researchers and practitioners

to  over-emphasise  the  quantity  of  training  over  its  quality/focused  nature.

Additionally, the LTAD may reflect an idealised path of sporting development,

which  fails  to  recognise  the  uniqueness  of  each  individual.  Its  rigidness  and

linearity may lead organisations to “‘writing off’ young athletes who, for various

reasons, do not/cannot commit to recommended training loads or who enter the

sport  late”  (Lang & Light,  2010,  p.391).  While  the  LTAD and  the  other  two

models  above  presented  are  among  the  most  cited  in  the  TID  literature,  the

existing body of research is much wider, and thus cannot be entirely covered in

this thesis. In line with the aims and objectives of the present work (see section

3.6), I will subsequently focus on football, and particularly on academies as talent

development environments.

4.5. Talent development in football

In  the  past  30  years,  there  has  been  an  increasing  interest  on  talent

identification and development in association football (Christensen et al., 2009;

Williams & Reilly, 2000), which is related to the growing economic importance of

the sport. Sarmento and colleagues (2018) explain that “the ability to identify and

nurture talented players at an early age may ensure sporting and financial success

and/or  survival”  of  clubs  and  federations  (p.908).  The  frequent  difficulties

experienced by young players labelled as ‘talented’ in their transition from youth

to adult  elite  football  mean that  clubs  may face potential  liabilities.  Therefore

Relvas  and  colleagues  (2010,  p.167)  posit  that  “it  would  appear  necessary  to

reduce the risk of investing in youth training (i.e.,  financial and time-intensive

investments)”. It is thus unsurprising that some clubs may be tempted to prefer

players in more advanced stages of physical maturity as opposed to those with

potential  (Larsen et al., 2013). Williams & Reilly (2000) explain that the early

identification of so-called football potential allows for young players to receive

specialised training that may accelerate their developmental process. Moreover,

they add that “the reliable identification of future elite players permits clubs to

focus their expenditure on developing a smaller number of players, representing a

more effective management of their resources” (2000, p. 657). Notwithstanding,

the difficulties associated with the conceptualisation of talent, due to its complex

and  multi-dimensional  nature,  extend  to  its  identification  (Christensen  et  al.,

2009) and development.  
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The  evaluation  of  player  potential  in  football  has  traditionally  been

conducted  by  coaches  in  a  subjective  manner,  influenced  by  their  individual

trajectories (Christensen et al., 2009), club philosophies and preferred styles of

play (Sarmento et al., 2018). Indeed, Christensen and colleagues (2009) posit that

“players are constructed by each coach as talented only in relation to a specific

context in which the coach holds a dominant position as the person who has both

the experience and the power to define the players as “talented” (p. 379). Clubs

have resorted to acronyms such as TABS (Technique, Attitude, Balance, Speed) or

SUPS (Speed, Understanding, Personality, Skill) to synthesise their preferences

and beliefs with regards to what constitutes a ‘talented’ player (Williams & Reilly,

2000;  Richardson,  Gilbourne,  &  Littlewood,  2004).  Nonetheless,  with  the

increasing ‘scientificism’ in sport, associated with what Aggerholm (2015) termed

‘instrumental rationality’, there have been attempts to transform TID into a more

objective  process,  which  may  be  helpful  to  assist  in  the  confirmation  of

practitioners’ intuitions in terms of player recruitment (Williams & Reilly, 2000).

However, to date no agreement has been achieved on the best scientific practices

to identify and develop talent (Sarmento et al., 2018). 

In 2000, Williams and Reilly constructed a model of potential predictors of

football talent, which was divided in four key areas: physical (e.g. height, weight,

body fat), physiological (e.g. aerobic capacity, anaerobic power and endurance),

sociological (e.g. hours in practice, coach-child interaction, parental support) and

psychological (e.g. perceptual-cognitive skills like attention and anticipation, and

personality predictors like motivation and self-confidence). The authors include

creative thinking as a predictor included in the psychological factors, embedded in

the perceptual-cognitive skills section, and linked to intelligence, which resonates

with  Guilford’s  assumptions  that  gave  origin to  the model  of  the  Structure  of

Intellect (1956; 1967). 

A recent  systematic  review  of  the  literature  on  TID  in  male  football

(Sarmento et al., 2018) confirmed that Williams and Reilly’s (2000) model has

been used as a compass for most research on TID in football conducted to date

(Reeves, McRobert, Littlewood, & Roberts, 2018). The most investigated themes

were:  specificity  and  volume  of  practice;  performers’  constraints  such  as

psychological  factors  (e.g.  resilience,  confidence,  concentration,  motivation),

technical  and  tactical  skills  (especially  technical  ability);  anthropometric  and
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physiological  factors  (e.g.  muscular  power,  speed,  agility);  and  environmental

constraints, with a strong emphasis on relative age effect – which refers to the

overall difference in age between individuals within each age group, that may lead

to  significant  differences  in  performance and to  a  selection  bias  (Helsen,  Van

Winckel,  &  Williams,  2005).  Goalkeepers,  defenders,  and  strikers  have  been

identified as the most affected by the RAE, with the tallest and heaviest young

players being commonly preferred to occupy those positions (Williams & Reilly,

2000; Beckmann & Beckmann-Waldenmayer, 2019).  

More  recently,  there  has  been  an  increasing  interest  on  socio-cultural

influences  on  talent  (e.g.  club  organisational  culture,  family  and  school

environments). For example, Reeves and colleagues (2018) conducted a scoping

review of the potential  sociological  predictors of talent in  youth elite football.

They contended that these have been scarcely addressed by researchers, which can

be  justified  with  difficulties  in  gaining  access  to  professional  football  clubs.

Nonetheless, programmes like the Elite Player Performance Plan (EPPP), initiated

by the English Premier League in 2011, have highlighted the importance of clubs

paying more attention to environmental factors such as parental (e.g. how parents

may  create  or  help  mitigating  anxiety  in  young  players,  parental-club

relationships)  and  academic  (e.g.  combining  football  training  with  academic

studies) support , and coach-athlete interactions. 

Therefore, it appears that just like the field of creativity, the study of talent

development  is  also  moving  towards  a  ‘We-paradigm’,  which  recognises  the

situated, distributed, and relational nature of the construct. This is made clear by

the  increasing  attention  devoted  to  environmental  aspects  and  socio-cultural

constraints  of  the  talent  development  process  (Côté,  Lidor,  & Hackfort,  2009;

Larsen, Alfermann & Christensen, 2012; Mills, Butt, Maynard & Harwood, 2014).

4.6. Talent development environments

The existence of adequate environments for talent development across an

athlete’s life-span is deemed instrumental for the success of the process (Bloom,

1985; Weissensteiner, 2017). This life-span includes not only the sportsperson’s

training or competitive career, but can go back to his/her early life. Indeed, Bloom

and  colleagues  (1985)  have  demonstrated  the  impact  of  parental  support  and

geographical location on the growth of top swimmers and tennis players. Such

conditions referred, for example, to the existence of adequate training facilities,
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parental  interest  for  sport  and  their  ability  to  provide  their  kids  with  tailored

coaching and financial and logistical support at different stages of their lives, from

early  years  to  the  professional,  international  stage.  Martindale,  Collins,  and

Abraham (2007) refer to the environment as “the most consistent and immediately

controllable  factor  in  the  life  of  a  developing  elite”  (p.188).  It  is  therefore

unsurprising that different models have been proposed in attempts to capture the

complex nature of athlete/player development environments. 

For example, in 2005, Martindale, Collins, and Daubney coined the model of

effective  talent  development  environments,  and  five  years  later,  Henriksen,

Stambulova and Roessler developed the Athlete Talent Development Environment

(ATDE)  framework  (Henriksen  et  al,  2010).  The  work  of  Martindale  and

colleagues (2005) resulted from an analysis of the existing literature at the time

and  claimed  the  need  for  more  systematic,  holistic,  and  integrated

conceptualisations  of developmental  processes.  The model had four key areas:

long-term  aims  and  methods,  wide-ranging  coherent  messages  and  support,

emphasis on appropriate development instead of early success, and individualised,

continuous  development.  This  framework  received  further  support  from  an

empirical study conducted by Martindale, Collins, and Abraham in 2007, which

proposed that the 2005 model should be extended to better address the importance

of formal and informal interactions between athletes and coaches, as well as the

benefits  of  individualised  programs.  Furthermore,  the  authors  highlighted  the

importance of educating “a variety of people to ensure that every influence is

coherent (…), such as parents, coaches, peer groups, other role models, teachers,

schools, and society as a whole” (Martindale et al., 2007, p.194). 

This perspective was largely aligned with that of Henriksen and colleagues

(2010), who introduced an holistic, dynamic, and ecological approach to talent

development.  They  proposed  a  move  beyond  the  traditional  athlete  ‘micro-

environment’ - coaches, peers, parents – to include, for example, socio-cultural

constraints  such  as  national  culture  and  its  associated  values  and  beliefs  or

governmental  policies  in  the  ‘talent  equation’.  Furthermore,  the  scholars

suggested that the evolution of the environment across time should be considered

too (Henriksen et al., 2010). In 2017, Henriksen and Stambulova identified eight

features  of  successful  ATDE  micro-environments:  the  existence  of  supportive

relationships  within  training  groups,  proximal  role  models,  the  support  of  the
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athletes’  sporting  pursuits  by  the  wider  environment,  incentives  for  the

development of psychosocial skills, diversification of training, focus on long-term

development, the existence of a robust and coherent organisational culture, and

the coordination and integration of efforts from all stakeholders involved in the

process.  Since  its  creation,  this  holistic  ecological  approach  has  already  been

applied in multiple settings, across different sports, such as sailing (Henriksen et

al.,  2010),   golf  (Henriksen,  Larsen  &  Christensen,  2014),  and  association

football,  with Larsen,  Alfermann, Henriksen, and Christensen (2013) exploring

the TD environment of the under-17 team of AGF, “one of the oldest and most

successful Danish soccer clubs” (p.193). 

4.7. Football academies as a core part of talent development environments

Industrialisation  and  urbanisation  processes  in  most  developed  countries

have led to  the at  least  partial  closure of what  was often considered the most

successful of ‘football schools’ - street football (Milby, 2006; Santos et al., 2016).

As  such,  alternative  spaces  and  pathways  for  player  development,  which

simultaneously mirrored the increasing professionalisation of the game, had to be

created. In the 1980s, the English Football Association (FA) took responsibility

for a more structured approach to talent development and created 147 centres of

excellence  across  the  country,  together  with  a  national  venue at  the  Lilleshall

National Sports Centre (Holt, 2002). However, some clubs had independent player

development  pathways,  which  reflected  disagreements  with  the  national

governing body. These disagreements became more evident after England’s first-

team failed to qualify for the 1994 World Cup (Holt, 2002). 

After the creation of the Premier League in 1992, a thorough review of the

youth system was overseen by Howard Wilkinson, which led to the development

of the English Football Association’s Charter for Excellence in 1997 and set the

stage for the introduction of a regulated academy system at professional clubs for

young players from the age of 9 (Richardson, Gilbourne & Littlewood, 2004).

These  talent  development  programmes  implied  that  each  academy recruited  a

combination of full and part-time coaches, and assured the provision of quality

infra-structures, curricular and coach education, and even a person responsible for

the  well-being  and  welfare  of  young  players  (Richardson,  Gilbourne  &

Littlewood,  2004).  Successful  continental  case-studies  of  clubs  like  those  of

Auxerre in France and Ajax in Holland served as inspiration for the inception of
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English academies (Holt, 2002).  Other football federations across Europe have

borrowed from the Charter for Excellence to create their own blueprints for player

development – e.g. the ‘Charte du Football Professionnel’, created in France in

2007 (Relvas et al., 2010). 

In June 2010, a modernisation of the English youth development setup was

approved by representatives from the Premier League, the Football Association,

and the Football League, with the ambition of “creating a world leading academy

system” (Premier League, 2011, p.10), which allowed for higher efficiency of the

youth development system based on six critical success factors: higher numbers

and quality  of  so-called home grown players  given professional  contracts  and

playing regularly at first-team level; more time available for players to play and

receive  coaching;  better  coaching  provision;  the  introduction  of  an  effective

system of measurement and quality assurance; the ability to influence strategic

investment in the Academy system, generating significant value for money; and

achieving significant gains in all areas of player development (Premier League,

2011). 

Additionally, the Elite Player Performance Plan introduced a pathway that

was explicitly inspired in the work of Côté (1999) and Bloom (1985) with regards

to stages of athlete development: the foundation phase from under-5 to under-11;

the youth development  phase,  from under-12 to  under-16 and the professional

development phase, from under-17 to under-21, just before players reached the

senior professional game. The contents addressed in these phases respected, on the

one hand, each club’s  philosophy and socio-cultural  background, while  on the

other  aligned  with  the  Football  Association’s  “approach  to  Long-Term Player

Development, supported by a Four Corner Model (English Football Association,

2020)  for  development  of  players  which  considers  the  interface  between

technical/tactical,  psychological,  physical  and  social  elements  of  the  players’

‟environment”.

With  professional  clubs  taking  responsibility  for  the  development  of  so-

called  talented  players  in  their  academies,  the  traditional  unified  grassroots

journey was divided in two. In its current Youth Manual, FIFA (n.d.) presents two

developmental pyramids, with some intersection points, and sharing a common

foundation from the age of 6 to 12, after which they split: 
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“on one side we have elite youth football providing high-level training for

young  professionals  and  international  players  of  tomorrow.  (…)  On  the

other side, football as a leisure activity, which is usually run by volunteers,

gives opportunities to people of all ages to play football.” (FIFA, n.d., p.6)

Thus,  it  appears  that  football  academies  are  particular  environments,

focused on the development of elite players and/or on the generation of significant

revenues via the sale of players (Relvas et al., 2010). These spaces are usually

associated  with  high  pressure  (Mills  et  al.,  2014)  and  expectations,  and  low

tolerance for failure (Reilly, Williams, & Richardson, 2008). Such characteristics

of academies make them different from other pathways of player development -

e.g.  grassroots  (FIFA,  n.d.),  which  means  they  should  be  studied  separately.

However, it must be remembered that although they represent a core organisation

in terms of equipping players  who aspire  to become professional  to deal  with

different challenges and transitions, clubs and academies are just a part of a much

wider, complex network of influences that shape the talent development process

(Larsen et al., 2013). 

Important  differences  have  been  identified  between  talent  development

environments in football and other sports. While in a study of a successful sailing

‘milieu’ Henriksen and colleagues (2010) identified the close proximity between

accomplished  elite  athletes  and  aspiring  ‘prospects’,  research  conducted  in

professional  football  across  different  European  countries  has  shown a  lack  of

communication  and  involvement  between  first-teams  and  academy  set-ups

(Relvas et al., 2010; Larsen et al., 2013; Mills et al., 2014). Such distancing may

be motivated by a “perceived requirement to ‘protect’ the first team players and to

stimulate/motivate  the  youth  players  to  ‘fight’  to  enter  into  a  professional

environment” (Larsen  et  al.,  2013,  p.  203),  which  reflects  in  part  the  socially

closed and hyper-masculine nature of professional football, often perpetuated by

the  fast-tracking of  former  players  into  coaching (Blackett,  Evans,  & Piggott,

2017).

4.8. Professional football academies as identity disruptive, hyper-masculine

spaces

Despite  episodes  of  great  wealth  and  social  status  being  frequently

displayed on traditional and social media by its biggest stars, for most players

(and  other  stakeholders)  the  world  of  professional  football  is  much  less
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glamorous. For example, Roderick and colleagues (Roderick, 2006; Roderick &

Schumacher, 2017) have described problems of permanent job insecurity, ageism,

inexistence of work-life balance, and lack of support after serious injuries, which

result  in  players  perceiving  themselves  as  ‘pieces  of  meat’,  ‘commodities’

(Roderick,  2006)  or  ‘performing  bodies’ (Brown & Potrac,  2009),  as  well  as

experiencing  difficulties  in  maintaining  a  stabilised  sense  of  self  and  identity

(Roderick, 2006; Roderick & Schumacher, 2017). This is because “when young

football players are integrated into the club they are not only taught how to play

football, but also taught the attitudes, values and norms of the club” (Christensen

& Sørensen,  2009,  p.120).  Gaining  respect  and  status  in  the  closed  world  of

football requires full commitment to the sport, often at the expense of (all) other

activities, like school (Christensen, 2009): “nothing else has serious psychological

existence for the young footballers” (Christensen & Sørensen, 2009, p.129). 

The perceived ruthlessness of academy environments is well illustrated by

Cushion  and  Jones  (2006)  who  describe  generalised  perceptions  within  the

football culture that “harsh, authoritarian, and often belligerent coaching behavior

[are] viewed as a necessary aspect of preparing young players for the rigors of the

game”  (p.148).  The  unsentimental  reality  of  academy  football  was  further

highlighted in a study conducted by Mills and colleagues (2014), where 65% of

players interviewed “agreed to some extent that developing performers are often

written off before they have had an opportunity to demonstrate their full potential”

(2014, p.1464). Furthermore, the authors pointed that players perceived a lack of

interest from academy staff in their lives beyond football, which leads them to

question if such “environments might “sow the seed” for an athletic identity and

potential identity-foreclosure for these adolescents” (Mills et al., 2014, p.1468). 

In  examining the  responses  of  professional  academy players  upon being

released at the end of their scholarship contracts, Brown and Potrac (2009) found

that  strong  athletic  identity  was  likely  responsible  for  the  “feelings  of  loss,

uncertainty,  failure  and  disorientation  that  followed  their  deselection”  (2009,

p.154). Nonetheless, the players’ dreams of reaching professional status and the

very limited number of places available at the top level of the game, promote a

culture of ‘disindividualisation’,  and obedience to a “gendered,  autocratic,  and

hierarchical discourse [that] reflects the notion of hegemonic masculinity within
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soccer  and  is  both  the  outward  manifestation  of  the  culture  and  its  primary

survival mechanism” (Cushion & Jones, 2006, p.151).  

4.9. Reflecting on talent and creativity research: similarities and differences

Although they exist as separate bodies of research, several parallels can be

drawn  between  talent  and  creativity.  Firstly,  the  two  have  been  described  as

multidimensional constructs which are hard to define precisely. ‘Nature-nurture’

debates  regarding  the  origins  of  creativity  and  talent  have  also  marked  the

evolution of both concepts. Secondly, to date no consensuses have been reached

with  regards  to  the  best  practices  for  assessing  and/or  developing  them.  This

means that the ‘subjective’ opinions of experts are still very important to decide

who is  ‘creative’ and/or  ‘talented’.  Thirdly,  there  is  a  clear  overlap  regarding

strategies proposed by researchers to develop talent and creativity – e.g. deliberate

play, deliberate practice, and non-linear pedagogy. 

There  are  also  similarities  between  the  models  of  talent  and  creative

development. For example, the LTAD (talent) and the CDF (creativity) are both

longitudinal,  multi-stage  frameworks  which  prioritise  fundamental  movement

skills  during  early  years.  Similarly,  the  DMSP concurs  with  proposals  from

researchers like  Memmert (Memmert et  al.,  2010) and Bowers (Bowers et  al.,

2014) on the importance of sampling and combining  different strategies – e.g.

deliberate practice and play – to enable sporting talent and creativity. Researchers

from both fields have also recognised the importance of cultivating appropriate

environments  (sporting  and  beyond)  for  the  fulfilment  of  talent  and  creative

potential.  With  regards  to  the  developmental  journeys  of  highly  successful

sporting  performers  Bloom  and  colleagues  (1985)  investigated  world-class

swimmers  and tennis  players,  while  Martin  and Cox (2016)  conducted  a  life-

positioning analysis of basketball legend Steve Nash. More recently, Vaughan and

colleagues (2019) departed from Henriksen and colleagues’ (2010) ATDE model

to  suggest  that  sporting  creativity  could  be  better  understood  through  a

transdisciplinary lens. In line with the assumptions of the ‘We-paradigm’, they

contend that  “creative moments, skill and more generally talent in sport, are not

traits possessed by individuals alone, but rather can be conceived as properties of

the athlete-environment system shaped by changing constraints” (Vaughan et al.,

2019, p.1). 
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The many similarities between talent and creativity – and how they have

been  researched  –  suggest  that  both  fields  could  benefit  from  more  intense

communication and debate. However, it should be recognised that talent is usually

treated  as  broader  than  creativity,  encompassing,  for  example,  physical

characteristics, like speed or strength. The concept of continuum introduced by

Brown and Gaynor (1967) to  justify  the  increased importance of  creativity  in

more complex sports does not apply to common conceptualisations of talent, i.e. a

sprinter like serial winner Usain Bolt can be considered talented without being

described as creative. Furthermore, although Vaughan and colleagues (2019) have

explained that talent and creativity both depend on athlete-environment systems,

talent is commonly used to designate a person - ‘a talented runner’. ‘a talented

writer’ -, while creativity has a wider application that goes beyond the individual,

e.g.  creative writing,  creative industries. Similarly to earlier  discussions on the

different  conceptualisations  of  creativity,  it  appears  unlikely  that  a  consensual

definition of talent will ever be reached. 

Consequently, acknowledging the situated, distributed and relational nature

of  both  talent  and  creativity  may  be  the  starting  point  for  more  targeted  and

productive dialogues between researchers,  practitioners  and other  stakeholders.

Doing so implies the recognition that there may be important differences between

studying,  for  example,  talent  or  creativity  development  in  football  within

participation-oriented,  grassroots  settings  or  performance-oriented,  professional

academy settings, as it is likely that values, goals, and stakeholders involved may

vary  between  these  environments.  That  is  why  I  have  thus  decided  to  focus

exclusively  on  professional  football  academies  for  the  purpose  of  this  thesis.

Furthermore,  although  there  may  be  many  similarities  between  creativity  and

talent,  as  explained  above,  both  constructs  are  highly  complex  and  deserve

therefore specific attention. 

I have chosen to study creativity rather than talent for two reasons: firstly,

there  is  a  perception  that  creativity  is  a  pressing,  ‘real-world  issue’,  with

practitioners claiming a decline in creativity in association football (see section

1.1 in chapter 1); the second is that although creativity has been identified as an

important factor for success in football (Kempe & Memmert, 2018), there is still

limited  research  on  the  topic  when  compared  to  talent  identification  and
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development, especially with regards to the so-called ‘We-paradigm’ (Glăveanu,

2010a).

4.10. Summary

Albeit  having started as an amateur game in the 19th century, association

football has developed into a multi-billion industry inevitably shaped by wider

socio-cultural,  political,  and economic  influences.  The advent  of  pay-per-view

television  and  globalisation  has  intensified  football’s  commercialisation,  with

players,  coaches,  and  other  stakeholders  being  considered  as  marketable

commodities.  In  this  scenario,  professional  youth  academies  have  received

significant investments, to assist in their mission of not only developing so-called

talented players that can not only resource the clubs’ first-teams, but also produce

financial  gains  that  may be  instrumental  for  the  survival  of  these  institutions.

However, just like with creativity a consensus on what talent is and how it can be

identified and developed is yet to be reached. Indeed, there are several similarities

between both concepts, including on how they have been researched to date. 

Over  the  past  four  decades,  several  different  models  of  the  talent

identification and development process have been produced, with most reflecting

a  positivist  orientation  that  separates  between  physical,  technical/tactical,  and

psychological traits and skills. More recently, increasing attention has been given

to the potential influence of socio-cultural factors on the successful development

of prospective elite athletes. Such interest has also resulted in the construction of

alternative theoretical frameworks, like Henriksen et  al.’s (2010) ATDE, which

call for more holistic and ecological approaches to talent development. Such calls

extend to sporting creativity, which was made clear by Vaughan and colleagues

(2019)  explicit  support  for  the  ATDE  as  a  useful  model  to  conceptualise  its

development. 

4.11. Rationale for thesis research

 Creativity has been described as the ‘fountainhead of our civilizations and a

defining characteristic of what makes us human’ (Dietrich & Haider, 2017, p. 1).

Indeed, since J.P. Guilford’s 1950 address at the American Psychological society,

the topic has deserved increasing attention. Sport is no exception to such interest,

and the last decades have been the most productive ever with regards to academic

research  on  sporting  creativity  (Memmert,  2010).  However,  the  majority  of

scholarly literature published to date focused on performance-oriented, positivist-
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inspired conceptualisations of the construct, aimed at identifying and developing

individual  traits  and  skills  associated  with  creative  thinking,  through  studies

conducted in controlled settings, e.g. laboratories (Fardilha & Allen, 2019). Such

research  approaches  fail  to  account  for  the  situated,  distributed,  and relational

nature  of  creativity  highlighted  by  socio-cultural  psychologists  (Glăveanu,

Tanggaard & Wegener, 2016; Lebuda & Glăveanu, 2019) aligned with Glăveanu‘s

(2010a)  so-called  ‘We-paradigm’.  Notwithstanding,  in  the  last  five  years  an

increasing number of researchers on sporting creativity have started to recognise

that  creative  development  is  affected  by  personal  biographies  (Rasmussen,

Glăveanu  & Østergaard,  2019)  and  other  socio-cultural  constraints  -  see,  for

example, Vaughan and colleagues’ (2019) adaptation of Henriksen et al.’s (2010)

ATDE model) - which may impact its conceptualisation and development. This is

in  line  with  Sternberg’s  suggestion  that  creativity  should  always  be  evaluated

‘locally’. 

In football, creativity is considered a key factor for successful performances

(Kempe  &  Memmert,  2018).  However,  numerous  high-profile  coaches  and

players (see chapter 1) have reported that within professional football there are

nowadays important challenges to creative expression, such as the prioritisation of

physical  qualities  over  decision-making  and  technical  skill.  To  increase  the

complexity of this issue, Santos and colleagues (2016) have added that “the lack

of street sport, unadjusted training, mechanization of play, decrease of the game

enjoyment and a narrow game knowledge” (p.1) pose as well important obstacles

to creative development. Although during the last two decades different strategies

(e.g. deliberate practice, deliberate play) and programmes (e.g. TCSP, CDF) have

been proposed to improve creativity in sport (Fardilha & Allen, 2019), existing

research is yet to capture the technical and socio-cultural idiosyncrasies associated

with creative development in association football, especially when considering the

important  differences  between  participation  (‘grassroots’)  and  performance-

oriented (‘professional academies’) settings (FIFA, n.d.). 

Indeed, the increasing commercialisation of football and professionalisation

of  clubs  means  that  these  have  become  complex  businesses  (Morrow  &

Howieson, 2014). The development of future professional players is nowadays an

important source of financial sustainability for clubs (Sarmento et al., 2018), and

significant investments have been made in recent years for the modernisation of
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academies (Relvas et al., 2010). Despite its popularity, football is still recognised

as  a  deep-rooted  gendered,  authoritarian  culture,  with  professional  academies

being characterised as spaces where blind obedience is expected and rewarded and

traditional  education  often  devalued  (Cushion  &  Jones,  2006;  Christensen  &

Sørensen,  2009).  Such  complex,  historical,  cultural  and  organisational

idiosyncrasies of the so-called ‘beautiful game’ and its professional developmental

structures may influence opportunities and challenges for creative development.

Thus,  in  line  with  Sternberg’s  (2019)  suggestion  of  the  importance  of  ‘local’

evaluations of creativity, it is important that these particular environments can be

studied in more detail.

Departing from the overall aim of this thesis, i.e. to investigate the perceived

decline  in  creative  expression  and  development  in  contemporary  association

football,  in chapters  6 and beyond I  will  expand our current understanding of

creativity in football, and in particular in professional academy settings. I will do

so by presenting three original studies that explore the phenomenon through an

integrative  transdisciplinary  (Montuori,  2019)  lens,  aligned  with  Glăveanu’s

(2010a)  ‘We-Paradigm’ and  Vaughan  and  colleagues’ (2019)  suggestion  that

transdisciplinary  approaches  are  suitable  for  capturing  and  addressing  the

complexity  of  sporting  environments,  characterised  by  numerous  “interactions

that are shaped by, and subject to, a continually changing dynamic of constraints

[that] transcend disciplinary boundaries, [and[ act over varied timescales” (2019,

p.12).  In  that  vein,  the  next  chapter  is  devoted  to  an  in-depth  explanation  of

transdisciplinarity, its philosphical foundations and its potential for improving our

current understanding of sporting creativity. 
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Chapter Five: The potential of integrative

transdisciplinarity for creativity in sport
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In this chapter, I will present and discuss integrative transdisciplinarity as a

potentially valuable approach for gaining a better understanding of creativity in

sport. I will then reflect on its appropriateness for my inquiry and why it may

provide a useful alternative to traditional reductionist  or purely holistic world-

views.  Its  assumptions,  ontological,  and  epistemological  foundations  will  be

described, together with my positioning as an inquirer in continuous interaction

with the inquiry.

5.1. Introduction

In  an  uncertain,  pluralistic  world  (Montuori,  2019),  the  challenges  of

complexity are increasingly more evident and at very different levels. While some

of  those  challenges  may  be  common  to  the  whole  planetary  population,  like

climate change, others may be more focused, such as the obesity epidemic in so-

called  developed  countries.  Although  traditional  reductionist  approaches  to

problem-solving may have been extremely successful in the past in advancing

areas  like  medicine,  they  are  no  longer  able,  per  se,  to  deal  with  such rising

complexity  (Streufert,  1997;  Van  Regenmortel,  2004;  Zeitoun  et  al,  2016).

Therefore,  the  need  for  more  ecological  approaches  to  tackle  21st-century

problems is being recognised worldwide (e.g.  King, Stokols, Talen, Brassington

& Killingsworth, 2002; Maldonato & Pietrobon, 2009) in several domains – e.g.

health (Kloos & Zein, 2019), engineering (Nicolescu & Ertas, 2013), education

(Senge, 2010). 

Calls for more multidisciplinary (e.g. Bellentani, Dalle Grave, Suppini &

Marchesini,  2008;  Impe,  2000;  Ko  & Chaudhry,  2002),  interdisciplinary  (e.g.

Amato  et  al,  2017;  Bimstein  &  Miskovich,  2018)  and  transdisciplinary  (e.g.

Maass & Equihua, 2015; Tetteh & Lengel, 2017; Montuori, 2019) research and

skills  are also becoming increasingly common,  and sport  is  no exception (e.g.

Buekers et al, 2016;  Piggott, Müller, Chivers, Papaluca, & Hoyne, 2017; Schary

& Cardinal, 2015; Toohey et al., 2018; Vaughan et al, 2019). In the next sections, I

will distinguish between these approaches, before focusing on transdisciplinarity.

Firstly, I will present its foundations and key influencers. Then, I will discuss how

integrative  transdisciplinarity  may  represent  a  useful  approach  to  further  our

knowledge of sporting creativity.
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5.2. Distinguishing multi-, inter- and transdisciplinarity

Although often used interchangeably, multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity,

and  transdisciplinarity  have important differences.  Just like with definitions of

creativity, there are multiple conceptualisations of each of the three terms (for a

comprehensive review see Choi & Pak, 2006), which may not only generate some

confusion but also influence their operationalisation.

Klein (2013) claims that the concept of transdisciplinarity arose from the

first-ever  conference  of  the  Organisation  for  Economic  Cooperation  and

Development  (OECD)  on  interdisciplinary  research  and  teaching,  which  took

place in France, in 1970. Based on the work of Apostel and colleagues (1972), she

reports that at the time interdisciplinarity was defined as an “interaction among

disciplines  that  may  range  from  simple  communication  of  ideas  to  mutual

integration  of  organizing  concepts,  methodology,  procedures,  epistemology,

terminology, data, and the organisation for research and education” (Klein, 2013,

p.190). 

At the first and least integrated level – multidisciplinarity –, “researchers

work in parallel, or sequentially, from their disciplinary-specific base to address a

common problem” (Rosenfield, 1992, p.1351). In turn, interdisciplinary research

leads scholars to work together to tackle a common problem, while maintaining

their disciplinary base. Finally, the third level – transdisciplinarity – means that

“researchers work jointly using a shared conceptual framework, drawing together

disciplinary-specific  theories,  concepts,  and  approaches  to  address  a  common

problem” (1992, p.1351). Therefore, transdisciplinarity is inquiry-driven, meaning

that it aims to gain a better understanding of ‘real world’ problems and highlights

their systemic, multi-level complexity. Consequently, its positioning implies being

at once “between all disciplines, across the different disciplines, and beyond all

disciplines” (Nicolescu, 2014, p.19). Although recognising that multidisciplinary

and interdisciplinary approaches  have great  potential,  Stokols (2018) considers

transdisciplinarity  as  the  most  promising,  because  by  promoting  conceptual

synthesis and innovation, it  enables investigators to formulate broader research

questions,  and to integrate different theoretical and methodological viewpoints.

Furthermore,  he  includes  transdisciplinarity  as  one  of  four  T’s  of  21st-century

research, together with ‘team-based’, ‘transcultural’, and ‘translational’. 
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The development of transdisciplinary research has led scholars to explore

different levels of depth and to propose varying definitions.  On the one hand,

Klein  (2013)  and  Rosenfield  (1992)  suggest  that  multi-,  inter-,  and

transdisciplinarity are positioned along a progressive continuum. Consequently,

albeit multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity have common

aspects,  transdisciplinarity  occupies  the  higher  end  of  the  interdisciplinary

continuum, going beyond the mono-disciplinary scope to attain an ‘overarching

synthesis’ (Klein, 2013). Nonetheless, Pohl (2010) argues that all transdisciplinary

approaches share at least two of the following four common features: “the focus

on socially relevant research, transcending and integrating disciplinary paradigms,

doing participatory  research,  and the  search  for  a  unity  of  knowledge beyond

disciplinary research” (Pohl, 2010, p.66). Adopting transdisciplinary approaches

and integrating some - or all - of these features into the research process can be

useful to help advance a currently hyper-specialised field like that of creativity

research, including sporting creativity. However, before delving deeper into how

the study of creativity in sport can benefit from transdisciplinarity, it is important

to present its philosophical foundations.

5.3. The foundations of transdisciplinarity

Whilst  there  may  be  several  conceptualisations  of  transdisciplinarity,

Nicolescu’s investment into uncovering its deeper, philosophical underpinnings is

singular, surpassing the traditional boundaries of scientific research (Augsburg,

2014).  Three  methodological  axioms  can  be  found  in  Nicolescu’s  (2014)

transdisciplinarity:  ontological,  epistemological,  and logical.  Based on findings

from quantum physics,  the ontological axiom admits the existence of different

levels of reality of both object and subject in Nature and our knowledge of it.

Max-Neef  (2005)  explains  that  philosophers  like  Husserl  and  Popper  and

scientists like John Eccles postulated throughout the 20th century the existence of

different levels of perception of reality and multi-dimensional realities. Popper

and Eccles described three worlds – one encapsulating all objects and physical

states, including the brain; a second world, which contained consciousness and

subjective  experiences;  and  a  third  world,  produced  by  human  beings,  which

included language (Max-Neef, 2005). Additionally, physicist Werner Heisenberg

coined a similar theory in 1942, in which he proposed three ‘regions of reality’:

the first pertaining to classical physics; the second to psychic phenomena, biology,
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and quantum physics; and the third to religion, philosophy, and the arts (Max-

Neef, 2005). 

Nicolescu  conceptualises  reality  as  what  may  exist  prior  to  and  beyond

experiences, verbal, numerical, and non-verbal representations (Nicolescu, 2014).

Reality refers to all things visible and non-visible, fictional and non-fictional, that

produce an effect on something else. For example, transdisciplinarity accepts the

existence  and  impact  of  social  constructions,  but  it  is  not  limited  to  them.

Therefore,  in  line  with other,  recent  paradigms proposed for  sporting  research

such as critical realism (North, 2017), reality is not exclusively external or internal

to the individual. It is flexible, as the individual has a degree of agency to shape

reality through thoughts, feelings, and actions. Nicolescu has himself devised a

model which is composed by two levels of reality (Nicolescu, 2006; 2010): the

Transdisciplinary-Subject,  which  includes  individual,  social,  historical,  and

political realities; and the Transdisciplinary-Object which covers environmental,

cosmic, and economic realities. 

Nicolescu’s model contemplates the so-called ‘Hidden Third’, which plays a

“mediating  role  of  ‘a  third’  between  external  information  and  internal

consciousness  and  perceptions”  (McGregor,  2018,  p.187),  allowing  for  a

temporary  conciliation  of  apparent  contradictions.  Moreover,  he  contends

(Nicolescu, 2014) that there is no single fundamental level, defending that each

level  is  characterised  by  incompleteness,  as  the  potential  existence  of  laws

applicable  to  one  level  does  not  mean  they  can  apply  to  another.  Finally,

Nicolescu explains that reality is not exhausted by the sum of all laws, meaning

that the interaction between Subject and Object must be taken into account: 

“the zone between two different levels and beyond all levels is a zone of

non-resistance to our experiences, representations, descriptions, images, and

mathematical formulations. Quite simply, the transparency of this zone is

due to the limitations of our bodies and of our sense organs - limitations that

apply regardless of what  measuring tools are  used to extend these sense

organs.” (2014, p.22) 

The zone of non-resistance is vital for the transdisciplinary approach, as it

simultaneously  differentiates  and  unites  Subject  and  Object.  The  notion  of

interdependence is also crucial for the epistemological axiom, which defines the

structure encapsulating all levels of reality as a complex one, where the existence
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of each level relies on the simultaneous existence of all other levels. Finally, the

logical axiom posits that it is possible to move from one level of reality to the

other through a concept titled ‘the included middle’. This implies that concepts

that  may  appear  contradictory  at  two  different  levels  can  temporarily  be

conciliated at yet another level. A pertinent example to illustrate this logical axiom

is  Niels  Bohr’s  seminal  discovery  regarding  light’s  wave-particle  duality.  The

Danish  physicist,  winner  of  the  Nobel  Prize  in  1922,  saw  in  paradoxes

opportunities for making progress (Moore, 1966). 

In a similar vein, integrative approaches, such as transdisciplinarity, are not

aimed  at  dismissing  the  importance  of  reductionism to  advancing  knowledge.

Rather,  they  recognise  its  value,  suggesting  nonetheless  that  it  should  be

complemented by other methodological proposals, to tackle complex issues such

as those emerging in sporting environments. The need to unite – and integrate –

reductionist and holistic perspectives, rather than insisting on their separation has

been highlighted by very influential thinkers, such as Edgar Morin and Gregory

Bateson, whose ideas I will introduce next. 

5.4. The influence of Edgar Morin and Gregory Bateson

Nicolescu’s  work  on  transdisciplinarity  is  largely  aligned  with  the

reflections of French philosopher and sociologist Edgar Morin (Augsburg, 2014).

Similarly, the work of Gregory Bateson mirrors many of their ideas. Indeed, both

Morin and Bateson have been heavily critical of the logical positivist paradigm

reigning  in  Western  societies  -  and  scientific  communities  -,  which  Bateson

designated  “the  paradigm  of  simplification”  (Morin,  2001,  p.16).  Morin

enumerates three principles that characterise this Cartesian simplification aimed at

the revelation of universal laws and order: disjunction, reduction, and abstraction. 

Disjunction refers to the separation between Subject and Object, social and

natural  sciences,  philosophical  reflection  and  so-called  scientific  knowledge.

Reduction is based on the idea that to know something, it is vital to reduce it to

the smallest parts, which can then be studied independently. Finally, abstraction

regards the removal of variables considered exogenous to the object, which must

be isolated prior to being analysed.  Such decontextualisation has been heavily

criticised by Morin (2001), who argues that 

“the intelligence that only knows how to separate, breaks down the world’s

complexity  into  separate  fragments,  fractionating  the  problems,
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transforming  the  multi-dimensional  in  one-dimensional.  It  hampers  the

possibilities of understanding and reflection, eliminating the opportunities of

a corrective judgement as well as of a long-term vision.” (p.14)

The distinction between closed and open systems is useful to explain why

the reductionist approach, by itself, is neither sufficient nor appropriate to fully

understand  living  organisms  in  their  complexity.  Von  Bertalanffy,  one  of  the

precursors of General System Theory (GST), posited that “a system is closed if no

material enters or leaves it: it is open if there is import and export and, therefore,

change of the components” (1950, p.23). A closed system, like a chair, is in a state

of  equilibrium,  as  there  are  no  energy/matter  exchanges  with  its  exterior.

However,  living systems are open systems, because they operate exchanges of

matter  with  the  environment,  continuously  dismantling  and  rebuilding  their

components. In humans, this means that although we may have a relatively stable

perception of self or identity, our survival depends on our body’s ability to renew

its cellular components. 

Despite  humans  –  and  particularly  the  human  brain  -  being  frequently

compared to machines, they have important differences. Morin (2001) explains

that  the  parts  of  a  machine  are  very  reliable,  made  of  long-lasting  materials,

developed specifically to resist the demands of their mission. However, the whole

machine is very fragile in comparison to its parts, as it takes only a malfunction in

a small part of an engine to keep the whole engine from working. In opposition,

the living machine that is the human body (whole) is much more resilient than its

molecules (parts).  

Living  systems  undergo  continuous  processes  of  disintegration  and  re-

organisation,  in  what  Morin calls  an “extraordinarily  complex phenomenon of

self-eco-organisation  that  produces  autonomy”  (2001,  p.21).  Therefore,  when

studying  living  organisms,  reductionism  is  not  sufficient  by  itself,  as  it  only

considers the parts  in isolation.  Montuori  (2013) argues that such an approach

deprives people of their humanity. Notwithstanding, holism is also not the answer,

as it only looks at the whole. A genuinely complex approach should identify and

reflect on relations of interdependency between the parts and the whole. Thus, it

must integrate reductionism and holism, as both provide useful lenses for a better

understanding of different levels of reality. 
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Morin  and  Bateson  have  been  heavily  critical  of  the  decontextualised,

logical  positivist  approach  prevailing  in  modern  and  contemporary  academia,

calling for its urgent reformulation. Bateson (2002) argued that:

“without context, words and actions have no meaning at all. This is true (…)

of  all  communication  whatsoever,  of  all  mental  process,  of  all  mind,

including that which tells the sea anemone how to grow and the amoeba

what he should do next.” (p.14) 

Bateson adds that although universities deal with cutting-edge topics and

techniques, the assumptions and premises on which they base their teaching are

obsolete. As such, the adoption of transdisciplinarity is urgent because:

“at  present,  there  is  no  existing  science  whose  special  interest  is  the

combining of  pieces  of  information.  (…) The evolutionary  process  must

depend upon such double increments  of  information.  Every  evolutionary

step is an addition of information to an already existing system (…), so the

combinations,  harmonies,  and  discords  between  successive  pieces  and

layers of information will present many problems of survival and determine

many directions of change.” (Bateson, 2002, p. 19)

Similarly, Morin (2002) argues that it is essential to reform the way we think

and conduct research because the phenomenon of hyper-specialisation prevents us

from having both a global perspective (due to fragmentation) and distinguishing

what is essential (due to a process of dissolution). He contends that:

“the disciplinary developments of science only brought the advantages of

the division of  labour.  However,  they  also brought  the  inconvenience  of

over-specialisation, compartmentalisation, and fragmentation of knowledge.

Not  only  have  they  produced  knowledge  and  education,  but  they  also

produced ignorance and blindness.” (Morin, 2002, p.15) 

Although it may be evident that changing the  status quo is necessary and

that  transdisciplinary  approaches  are  not  only  relevant  but  urgent,  its

implementation may be a laborious, lengthy process. 

5.5. The ‘crisis’ of creativity research

The  field  of  psychology  of  creativity  is  not  immune  to  the  problems

affecting academia. Indeed, Hennessey and Amabile (2010) have claimed that the

field is fragmented and dispersed. In 2014, Glăveanu went further and declared a

state of ‘crisis’ in the field of creativity. He justified it in with the asynchrony and
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lack of communication between researchers focusing on ‘opposing’ paradigms,

methodologies,  and  philosophical  stances.  With  regards  to  sporting  creativity,

such ‘crisis’ has not yet been declared. There is a clear prevalence of a logical

positivist approach in the literature (Fardilha & Allen, 2019) –, and evidence of

the influence of one researcher, who authored or co-authored 44% of the peer-

reviewed publications on creativity in sport between 1967 and 2018 (Fardilha &

Allen, 2019). 

Lab-based,  decontextualised  work,  with  little  ‘real-world’  applicability,

continues  to  be  conducted  (e.g.  Moraru,  Memmert,  & Van  der  Kamp,  2016).

However, in the past five years the field has witnessed a growth in researchers,

which  has  been  accompanied  by the  introduction  of  different  paradigms  (e.g.

Rasmussen  et  al.,  2017;  Tanggaard,  Laursen,  &  Szulevicz,  2016)  and  gender

diversity (e.g. Santos et al., 2016, 2017, 2018; Richards et al., 2017). Moreover,

multi-disciplinary (e.g. Santos et al., 2016) and transdisciplinary (Vaughan et al.,

2019) approaches have started to emerge. 

Despite  these  positive  signs  more  active  contributions  to  the  research

process from practitioners (Montuori, 2019) – e.g. coaches - and other relevant

stakeholders are still lacking (e.g. players, directors, and scouts). Their effective

integration in investigations related to sporting creativity may not only fulfil the

transdisciplinary features of participatory and socially relevant research, but can

also  contribute  to  more  representative  processes  of  meaning-making  and  co-

construction  of  knowledge  (Valsiner  &  Rosa,  2007).  Furthermore,

transdisciplinary approaches may be instrumental in playing the much-needed role

of weaving together what exists within disciplines (Montuori, 2019) and multiple

agents, in what Boyer, Moser, Ream, and Braxton (2015) called a scholarship of

integration.  As  a  result,  a  more  thorough  understanding  of  such  a  complex

phenomenon like sporting creativity can emerge.

5.6. The potential of integrative transdisciplinarity

Alfonso Montuori has been the strongest advocate for the transdisciplinary

movement in creativity research (see, for example, Montuori, 2010; 2013; 2014;

2019; Montuori & Donnelly, 2016). On the one hand, his work is largely inspired

by his own experience of living in different countries, while being simultaneously

a jazz musician and academic.  Similarly to Nicolescu (2014),  Montuori  draws

from  Morin  and  Bateson  to  propose  what  he  termed  Integrative
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Transdisciplinarity, an approach that “does not reject disciplinary specialisation

but seeks to complement it” (2018, p.412). Integrative Transdisciplinarity aims to

help  making  sense  of  the  informational  overload  affecting  many  citizens

worldwide –academics included -, and is aligned with definitions of creativity as

distributed,  situated,  and  relational,  proposed  by  cultural  psychologists  (e.g.

Tanggaard, 2013; Glăveanu, 2014; 2018; Glăveanu, Tanggaard & Wegener, 2016).

According  to  Montuori  (2005),  there  are  four  core  principles  guiding  this

transdisciplinary approach: transdisciplinarity is inquiry-driven instead of merely

discipline-driven; it is meta-paradigmatic rather than only intra-paradigmatic; it is

inspired  by  creative,  contextualising,  and  connective  thinking,  in  line  with

Morin’s (2001) suggestion; and finally, it encourages the combination of rigour

and imagination.

An  inquiry-driven  approach  means  that  ‘real-world’ problem-solving  is

prioritised  in  detriment  of  furthering  any  disciplinary  agenda.  As  such,  the

inquirer is not restricted to the traditional disciplinary boundaries but does not

refuse the contribution of disciplinary knowledge. While navigating the inquiry,

the  inquirer  considers  a  plurality  of  approaches,  which  interact  with  his/her

values,  beliefs,  and  experiences.  Undertaking  a  meta-paradigmatic  approach

implies  that  the  inquirer  attends  not  only  to  the  disciplinary  knowledge  of  a

plurality  of  fields  and  perspectives  but  also  to  the  underlying  assumptions

attached to them. 

As referred to above, when describing the ontological and epistemological

positioning of transdisciplinarity, the existence of different levels of reality and

their  interdependency  is  accepted.  For  example,  the  integration  of  cognitive

psychologists  (traditionally  linked  to  logical  positivism)  and  sociologists

(typically  associated  with  social  constructionism)  in  research  teams  could  be

encouraged, as it may represent an opportunity for creative advancement.  While

its  implementation  may  not  be  easy,  there  have  been  positive  examples  of

transdisciplinary  initiatives  such as  the  creation  of  the  Centres  for  Population

Health and Health Disparities (CPHHD) in the United States of America in 2003,

where  researchers  from  across  various  disciplines  collaborated  to  define  a

common model,  which considered how “multiple levels of influence, from the

molecular to the societal, interact in complex ways to produce cancer disparities”

(Gehlert, Murray, Sohmer, McClintock, Conzen, & Olopade, 2013, p.3). 
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Given  the  multifaceted,  complex  nature  of  the  phenomenon,  and  its

importance for developing human potential (Vaughan et al., 2019), the exploration

of creativity could benefit from being studied from an integrative transdisciplinary

approach.  The  ethos  of  connecting,  rather  than  opposing,  and  its  ambition  to

address ‘real world problems’ make transdisciplinarity a suitable lens for weaving

together existing thinking and research. Furthermore, it can aid in the promotion

of opportunities for other stakeholders to contribute actively to the advancement

of  knowledge.  Finally,  by  clarifying  the  role  and assumptions  of  the  inquirer,

integrative transdisciplinarity can also improve the transparency of the research

process  as  it  will  enable  the  reader(s)  to  evaluate  the  findings  against  the

inquirer’s worldview and potential biases.

5.7. Rigour and trustworthiness in transdisciplinary research

Similarly  to  the  definition  of  creativity,  the  evaluation  of  qualitative

research  is  also  a  non-consensual  topic  (Burke,  2016).  While  in  quantitative

research, commonly informed by logical positivism, criteria of validity, reliability,

and generalisability (Patton, 2002) are well-established and widely accepted, in

qualitative research there is still a debate surrounding the issue of research quality

(Smith,  Sparkes,  & Caddick,  2014).  Indeed,  Burke (2016) identifies  two main

approaches for the evaluation of qualitative work: criteriological and relativist.

The first is influenced by the seminal work of Lincoln and Guba (1985), who

proposed  the  adoption  of  universal  criteria  to  establish  trustworthiness,  which

Shenton (2004) suggests mirror those of positivism: credibility (instead of internal

validity);  transferability  (instead  of  generalisability);  dependability  (instead  of

reliability);  and  confirmability  (instead  of  objectivity).  In  accordance  to  this

approach, researchers should, for example, use multiple perspectives to analyse a

research question (i.e. triangulation), or give the transcript of an interview back to

a participant for verification (member checking).

However,  Burke  (2016,  pp.332-333)  claims  that  “applying  universal

criteria to judge research that is underpinned by an ontological position wherein

reality is considered multiple and subjective, is deemed inappropriate, [and] akin

to trying to fit a square peg into a round hole”. Therefore, while not suggesting

that ‘anything goes’, the relativist approach refuses universal, ‘one-size-fits-all’

criteria, inviting researchers to choose instead evaluative criteria that are based on

the study’s specific goals and methods, taking into account contextual variables
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(Sparkes & Smith, 2009). While used on an open-ended, ad-hoc basis, many of

the criteria proposed by the relativist approach (e.g. Smith & Caddick, 2012) are

similar to those suggested by Lincoln and Guba (1985), e.g. credibility, which

refers to the importance of the researcher spending an extended amount of time on

the field/with participants (akin to ‘prolonged engagement’); transparency, which,

similarly  to  Lincoln  and  Guba’s  (1985)  ‘confirmability’ relates  to  the  use  of

critical  friends  as  a  way  of  enhancing  the  authenticity  of  the  findings  while

mitigating potential biases of the inquirer.  

As described at  the beginning of this  chapter,  transdisciplinarity research

aims  to  respond  to  ‘real  world’ problems  and  is  not  aligned  with  ‘either-or’

perspectives (Montuori, 2019). Instead it favours the integration of philosophical

stances  and  methodological  approaches  (Stokols,  2018)  hitherto  deemed  as

incompatible (e.g. logical positivism and interpretivism). In that vein, while there

are  still  no  clear  indications  on  how  research  quality  can  be  established  in

integrative  transdisciplinary  work,  for  the  purpose  of  this  thesis  I  deemed

appropriate to adopt Montuori’s (2019) suggestion to ‘weave together’  knowledge

from different  disciplines  and  extend  it  to  my methodological  reflections  and

choices. This meant that I did not try to limit myself to the artificial boundaries of

one single paradigm or theory, and related methods and techniques of inquiry, but

focused instead on prioritising approaches that respected the characteristics of the

‘real world problem’ at hand. 

Indeed, many of the steps to enhance the trustworthiness of my research

could easily fit a criteriological or relativist approach, e.g. conducting research on

a wide number of academies with highly qualified and experienced practitioners;

inviting participants not only to check transcripts of interviews but also to discuss

preliminary findings; promoting frequent debriefs with my supervisors and critical

friends  (not  only  within  academia  but  also  practitioners  with  knowledge  and

experience of professional academy settings); using different methods to gather

data, such as individual and dyadic interviews, focus groups, observations; writing

a  reflexive  journal  along  my  field  notes;  using  an  established  theoretical

framework – Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model of creative learning – to inform

my analysis in studies 2 and 3; offering extensive quotes from participants and

field notes to support my reflections; offering ‘thick’ descriptions of the contexts
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(e.g. chapters 4, 7, and 8) and methods (e.g. chapters 3, 4, 7, 8) used throughout

my research.  

However,  the key reflection regarding research quality that oriented my

whole  research  process  could  be  condensed  into  one  simple,  yet  complex

question: how consistent were my research designs, operational procedures (‘on

the  field’)  and  reflective  analysis  with  the  characteristics  and  objectives  of

transdisciplinary  research,  i.e.  how well  did  I  represent  and  address  the  ‘real

world’ problem of creative development in youth professional academies that I set

out to investigate at the beginning of my PhD?  This while recognising that as the

inquirer my previous experiences and beliefs will have somehow shaped many of

my choices and analyses.  As Montuori suggests, “the inquirer is not transparent,

not a bystander. The reasons for the inquiry, the philosophical and methodological

approaches that are brought to bear, these are all brought by the inquirer to the

inquiry – by somebody from somewhere” (Montuori, 2013, p.205). Consequently,

it is imperative that I, the inquirer, disclose my understanding of  who I am, and

where  I come from and how that comes to bear on the work presented in this

thesis. 

5.8. Positioning the inquirer: a brief account of my background

Transdisciplinarity  does  not  attempt  to  artificially  remove  the  inquirer

from the inquiry (Montuori, 2005), in an attempt to advocate for an illusion of

objectivity,  which  constitutes  one  of  the  most  significant  challenges  for

positivism. As such, instead of seeking a pseudo-neutrality, often encouraged in

academic settings (e.g. via formal, third-person academic writing), the “inquirer’s

motivations, are explored, assessed, and contextualised” (Montuori, 2005, p.10).

This  requires  the  inquirer  to  disclose  his/her  motivations  for  conducting  the

inquiry, together with his/her personal history and academic trajectory. As posited

by Montuori (2005), the inquiry becomes self-inquiry, and the interaction between

self  and others  becomes visible  in  the  research process.  Other  methodological

philosophies,  like  constructionism  and  ‘critical’ traditions,  also  recognise  the

interference,  and  impact  of  the  researcher  in  his/her  research.  However,

Hammersley (2013, p.34) explains that in the ‘critical’ tradition, inspired by Marx,

research “should be geared to serving political goals”. 

This perspective positions the inquirer as an activist and has inspired for

example, feminist, queer, and social justice researchers. In turn, constructionists
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contend  that  perception  and  cognition  are  active  processes,  where  “anything

apparently ‘given’ is actually a product of processes of selection and construction”

(2013, p.36). Researchers are not exempt from these processes, and according to

social  constructionists,  they  are  themselves  unavoidably  implicated  “in  the

processes whereby social phenomena are constructed” (p. 37). Such engagement

also applies to transdisciplinary research(ers).  Augsburg (2014, p.233) explains

that  “transdisciplinarity  presupposes  an  individual  ethics,  a  desire  to  improve

society and to contribute to the advancement of the common good”. However,

should  that  not  be  the  motivation  of  all  researchers,  no  matter  their  beliefs,

assumptions,  and  inherent  philosophical  and  methodological  positioning?

Therefore,  in this  thesis, I  will  acknowledge my background, assumptions and

motivations, describing as well in the upcoming chapters, the context(s) in which

the elaboration of this work took place. 

Born in France, in 1986, in a family of teachers and academics, I spent the

almost entirety of my childhood and youth in the suburbs of Porto, the second-

largest  city  of  Portugal.  My  childhood  sporting  experiences  were  limited  to

physical education classes and amateur handball. At the age of 15, I joined a futsal

club, and despite my visible lack of motor skills the continuous trust and support

from my coach were instrumental for me to develop a passion for the sport and for

the  role  of  the  coach.  I  have  been  a  futsal  coach  since  the  age  of  18,  with

experiences  at  grassroots,  senior  (men  and  women),  and  international  level,

having coached in Portugal, Italy, and Scotland.  Between July 2020 and March

2021  I  worked  as  Assistant  Academy  Manager  in  LOSC  Lille,  a  French

professional club.

With  regards  to  my  academic  background,  I  took  up  Economics  as  a

specialisation in secondary school, moving on to University, where I studied four

different  disciplines:   Law  and  Journalism,  Cinema,  and  Sport  Science  and

Coaching.  Professionally,  I  have  worked  in  sports  journalism,  sports  public-

relations, and hospitality, having lived in Rome, London, the Seychelles, Scotland,

Germany and France. These experiences have allowed me to learn six different

languages and experience different cultures - Portuguese, Italian, Spanish, French,

English, and German – which, in turn, enabled me to read widely.

Having a broad life and academic experience has certainly influenced my

care  for  transdisciplinarity  and  the  importance  of  recognising  contextual
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influences: the daily lives, concerns and aspirations of Londoners and Seychellois

could not be more disparate.  Moreover,   along my coaching path I have been

influenced by the work of Professor Vitor Frade,  a former lecturer in Football

Training at the University of Porto, who in the late 1970s,  invented a coaching

methodology  called  Tactical  Periodisation  (Reis,  2018;  Tobar,  2018;  Tamarit,

2016).  Tactical  Periodisation  was  largely  inspired  by  the  ideas  of

transdisciplinarity,  systems theory,  cybernetics,  and the  work  of  Edgar  Morin,

Fritjof Capra, and neuroscientist  António Damásio. Frade,  dubbed by the New

York Times as  “soccer’s  most  magnificent  mind” (Smith,  2017) is  himself  an

example  of  a  transdisciplinary  individual,  having  studied  in  the  Faculties  of

Medicine,  Sport,  Engineering,  and  Philosophy.  He  refuses  the  traditional

separation  between  tactical,  technical,  physical,  and  psychological  ‘corners’,

typical of logical positivism: 

“Football is not a linear process. It is not a sum of things: If you do this, plus

that, you will achieve this. [Instead] the coach must consider every aspect,

of  the  individual,  of  the  team.  Football  is  not  two-dimensional.  It  is

multidimensional.” (Frade, in Smith, 2017, p.8)

Frade’s teachings,  together with my personal,  academic,  and professional

background have influenced my worldview, and I must recognise an identification

with transdisciplinarity’s ontological  and epistemological  underpinnings.  In my

perspective, the complexity of the ‘real world’ can only be understood through

systemic,  multi-level,  participatory,  and  contextualised  approaches.  Integrative

transdisciplinarity possesses those characteristics. Therefore, I trust that it may be

useful for simultaneously expanding and uniting what we know about creativity in

sport, and particularly in professional youth football academies. 

5.9. Summary

The  social,  economic,  scientific,  and  technological  developments  that

Humanity has witnessed in the past century have brought with them an increased

complexity to all areas, including sport. This complexity poses challenges that the

exclusive  adoption  of  traditional  research  approaches  has  failed  to  deal  with

adequately (Morin, 2002; 2008). On the one hand, the use of a traditional logical

positivist approach, solely based on metrics, may be appealing in providing an

illusion of control and certainty, but it has become evident that it cannot succeed

in tackling complex issues by itself (Van Regenmortel,  2004), especially those
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involving living organisms (open systems). Similarly, purely holistic approaches

are also insufficient for a better understanding of complexity (Fang & Casadevall,

2011), as they dismiss the importance of knowing the parts in detail, something

required  for  a  sound  comprehension  of  the  whole  (Morin,  2008).  These  two

approaches  ignore  relations  of  interdependency  that  a  third  way,  a

transdisciplinary  approach,  can  succeed  in  identifying.  Transdisciplinarity  is

gaining traction in different fields, and creativity and sports are no exceptions (e.g.

Vaughan et al., 2019; Toohey et al, 2018). 

Indeed,  Montuori’s  (2019)  suggestion  of  this  integrative  route  has  the

potential to become instrumental in weaving together a highly fragmented arena

like  creativity,  where  researchers  have  often  been  working  in  isolation  and

opposition. For example, while scholars like Glăveanu, Tanggaard, or Montuori

seek  to  expand  the  traditional,  disciplinary-bounded  conceptualisation  of

creativity, others, like Weisberg, are calling “psychologists to regain control over

the study of  creativity” (2015, p.119). In line with the latter, one of the main

journals  dedicated  to  creativity,  the  Creativity  Research  Journal,  decided  to

publish  exclusively  quantitative  research  (Glăveanu,  2014).  Transdisciplinarity

can  also  play  an  important  role  in  increasing  diversity  and  ‘real-world’

applicability to the work being conducted in the field of sporting creativity. While

it is still very much embedded in a single, logical positivist paradigm, the last five

years have witnessed an increasingly wider and more diverse research in the field,

which has resulted in the exploration of new research paradigms and methods. 

Other than serving its primary purpose of providing a better understanding

of complex issues, transdisciplinary research may also render the research process

more transparent. This can be achieved by refusing the pseudo-neutrality of the

inquirer and instead, inviting self-reflection and the clarification of the inquirer’s

beliefs  and  assumptions.  The  meta-paradigmatic  nature  of  integrative

transdisciplinarity (Montuori, 2019) provides researchers with a way forward – to

recognise  and  acknowledge  contributions  from  different  paradigms,  and  to

integrate these in order to deepen our understanding of creativity in general, and

in  sport,  including  football.  Indeed,  researchers  in  the  fields  of  so-called

mainstream and  sporting  creativity  are  in  a  privileged  position  for  promoting

transdisciplinarity:  if  they  really  celebrate  ‘openness  to  experience’,  then  they
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should  not  pose  barriers  “to  these  important  sources  and  to  important  larger

questions” (Montuori, 2014, p.247).

In the next chapters I will provide a transdisciplinary account of creativity in

football academies, through three different yet interdependent studies. The first

will  focus  on  the  situated  nature  of  creativity,  exploring  how  practitioners  –

coaches  and  scouts  –  within  football  academies  of  three  different  countries

(United  Kingdom,  Portugal,  and  Italy)  conceptualise  creativity,  and  how  they

relate  –  or  not  -  to  existing  definitions  and programmes  for  its  development.

Doing so, I will also contribute to answering Montuori´s (2019) call for a higher

involvement of practitioners in the research process. 

The second study results  from my experience of  being embedded in the

football academy of a professional Portuguese club, accompanying an under-13

football  team.  From  personal  observations,  field  notes,  and  interviews  with

players, coaches, other academy staff, and parents, I will discuss the interactions

between players and their social environment, using Tanggaard´s (2014) situated

model of creative learning as an analytical tool to reflect on the challenges and

opportunities for creative development in professional youth football academies.

The third study will use the same framework to compare and contrast the

findings in the academy with the developmental journey of Manchester City and

Portuguese  National  Team  player  Bernardo  Silva.  A biographical  case-study,

uniting  media  research  with  interviews  with  his  mother,  former  coaches  and

teachers and Bernardo himself, will enable a better understanding of the situated

sporting and personal growth of a player who is consistently described as ‘super-

elite’ and eminently creative and won, in 2019, ESPN’s prize for the World’s best

attacking midfielder (ESPN, 2019). Finally, I will move to a general discussion on

the importance of rethinking conceptualisations of creative development using a

transdisciplinary lens if professional youth football academies are to succeed in

their mission of developing more creative players and citizens.
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Chapter Six: Exploring perceptions of

creativity in professional football academies - a

collaborative cross-national study
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6.1. Introduction

In  previous  chapters  I  have  explained  that  most  research  on  sporting

creativity to date was inspired by earlier work from cognitive psychologists and

aligned with a reductionist paradigm, which resulted in limited ecological validity

(see chapter  3).  I  have also proposed that  such limitations  could be mitigated

through the adoption of more inclusive, participatory approaches to research like

Montuori’s  (2019)  integrative  transdisciplinarity  (see  chapter  5),  which  moves

beyond intra-individual conceptualisations of  creativity to include and reflect on

its  dynamic,  psycho-socio-cultural  and  material  nature  (Lebuda  &  Glăveanu,

2019; Tanggaard, 2013).  In making the case for the suitability of an integrative

transdisciplinary approach to creativity research, Montuori (2019) suggests that

both scholars and practitioners could benefit from establishing closer dialogue. In

that  vein,  the  present  study does  not  aim to dismiss  earlier  work  on sporting

creativity  based  on  positivist  assumptions.  Instead,  it  contributes  to  the

advancement of knowledge by complementing previous research on the topic with

a more in-depth contextualisation of creativity in professional football academies

through the voices of expert practitioners, in line with similar, recent approaches

undertaken not only on sporting creativity (e.g. Rasmussen et al., 2020), but also

in applied sport psychology (e.g. Champ, Nesti, Ronkainen, Tod, & Littlewood,

2020). 

Widely  recognised  as  central  figures  in  player  identification,  recruitment

and  development  (Larkin  & Reeves,  2018;  Sieghartsleitner,  Zuber,  Zibung,  &

Conzelmann, 2019), coaches are often used as expert raters on sporting creativity

studies  (e.g.  Memmert,  2007;  Memmert  &  Furley,  2007;  Memmert  Baker,  &

Bertsch, 2010; Greco, Memmert,  & Morales, 2010; Furley & Memmert,  2015,

2018;  Hendry,  Williams,  &  Hodges,  2018;  Roca,  Ford,  &  Memmert,  2018).

Nonetheless,  research  on their  perceptions  of  sporting  creativity  is  still  scarce

(Fardilha & Allen, 2019). This may be problematic, especially if one considers the

transactional relationships between the conceptualisations of some constructs and

their operationalisation identified in earlier chapters (e.g. creativity - see chapters

2 and 3-, and talent - see chapter 4).

6.2. Coaches’ perceptions of creativity in football

The  Thomas theorem  summarises the  importance of perceptions: “if  men

[sic] define situations as real,  they are real in their consequences” (Thomas &
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Thomas 1928, p.572).  Such perspective is  highlighted by recent approaches to

research on creativity (e.g. Montuori’s (2019) integrative transdisciplinarity) and

sport  coaching  (e.g.  North’s  (2017)  adoption  of  a  critical  realist  lens),  that

highlight the  contribution of both subjective and objective  data  for knowledge

formation, as well as their interactions. Nonetheless, only three studies have been

hitherto  devoted  to  the  investigation  of  practitioners’ perceptions  of  sporting

creativity. 

In 2010, Oh and colleagues published a conference paper based on a study

with 52 South Korean football coaches who completed open-ended questionnaires

during  a  coach  education  (B  and  C  license)  event.  They  found  that  coaches

associated creativity with unpredictability, improvisation and mediation, and that

fundamental  skills  and  self-determination  were  considered  key  for  creative

development. Moreover, coaches revealed that personal experience was their only

source of knowledge regarding creativity and that there were several challenges to

its  promotion,  e.g.  pressure  to  obtain  results,  league  organisation,  lack  of

appropriate  playing surfaces  and autocratic  coaching styles.  In  turn,  Leso and

colleagues  (2017)  examined  perceptions  of  creativity  and  game  intelligence

among 34 youth coaches (under-15 to under-19 age groups) in a single Portuguese

club. They applied close-ended questionnaires based on Roth and Raab’s (1998)

work, revealing that coaches strongly associated creativity with magical thinking,

which Leso and colleagues (2017) related to irrational behaviour. Moreover, the

authors  speculated  that  “this  magical  thinking  might  emerge  from  players’

creativity,  as  well  as  their  psychomotor  capacities,  though  it  is  not  possible,

rationally, to know how this process occurs and which variables emerge from it”

(2017, p.185). 

More  recently,  Rasmussen  and  colleagues  (2020a)  took  a

phenomenographical, pragmatic approach to explore in further depth perceptions

of  football  creativity  within  a  Danish elite  academy.  Phenomenography is  “an

empirically based approach that aims to identify the qualitatively different ways in

which  different  people  experience,  conceptualize,  perceive,  and  understand

various kinds of phenomena” (Richardson, 1999, p.53). Based on the premise that

practitioners’ conceptualisations and assessments of creativity are influenced by

their biographies, Rasmussen et al. (2020a) conducted semi-structured interviews

with 18 members of staff, including performance and grassroots coaches, a talent
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director, and one scout. They identified 15 different metaphors – e.g. invention,

magic, circus, independence, co-creation – illustrative of the diversity of creativity

conceptualisations in a single football environment. These metaphors were framed

under four general categories, which summarised practitioners’ beliefs regarding

the potential benefit of creativity(ies): helping players solve complex problems in

games,  facilitating  players’  learning  and  developing  by  sparking  curiosity,

maintaining  engagement  by  stimulating  gratification,  and  improving  winning

probabilities by developing players’ abilities to perform decisive actions.

More  importantly,  Rasmussen  et  al.’s  (2020a)  findings  showed  that

“conceptual understandings of creativity guide coaches’ interpretations of players’

behaviour and abilities, what kinds of actions they recognise as creative, which

players are believed and allowed to be creative, and how they chose to promote

creativity”  (p.  261).  This  exploratory  approach  led  to  findings  that  challenge

prevailing conceptualisations of creativity (i.e. cognitive) and support a ‘socio-

cultural  turn’  in  creativity  research  which  recognises  the  phenomenon  as

“distributed,  collective,  and  socially  embedded”  (Sawyer,  2014,  p.xiii).

Nonetheless, practitioners’ perceptions of creativity have to date been investigated

in only three countries – Denmark, Portugal, and South Korea, with the majority

of studies involving only coaches, being restricted to single club environments,

and applying narrow, focused questions. 

In line with suggestions that learning more about practitioners’ perceptions

of  creativity  “may  produce  novel  insights  to  develop  new frameworks,  refine

extant ones, or complement previous findings” (Rasmussen et al., 2019, p.3), the

present study aimed to examine perceptions of creativity in football of Heads of

Academy Coaching (HACs) and Recruitment (HARs) in three different countries

(Portugal,  Italy,  and  United  Kingdom),  with  a  particular  emphasis  on:  (1)

conceptualisations of creativity – e.g. what is creativity and how it is expressed;

(2) the origins of creativity – e.g. if creativity is a gift/innate or not and if so-

called ‘creative players’ share socio-cultural backgrounds and personality traits;

(3) how creativity can be developed, i.e. types of practice and key stakeholders

that may improve or hinder it across time. 
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6.3. Method

6.3.1. Participants

Heads of Academy Coaching (N=10) (M age=50.8 years, SD=11.3 years),

Heads of Academy Recruitment (N=7) (M age=47.4 years, SD=12.9 years) and

one Academy Manager (aged 41 years) in three European countries – Portugal,

Italy, and United Kingdom (England and Wales) agreed to participate in the study

(see  table  1  for  further  demographic  detail).  HACs  are  those  individuals

responsible  for  leading  an  academy’s  coaching  programme  (Premier  League,

2011)  and  imply  high  qualifications  (minimum UEFA A license),  along  “with

recent  and  relevant  experience  developing  players  in  the  Academy  System”

(Premier League, 2011, p.7). 

While the definition of Head of Coaching is specific to the English Premier

League, similar roles can be found in the other two countries included in this

study, albeit with different role designations: Technical Coordinator in Portugal,

and Youth Sector Responsible in Italy. In turn, HARs are those people responsible

for overseeing the recruitment of players within an academy. Similarly to HACs,

HARs usually possess  many years  of accumulated experience.  They also hold

high qualifications,  which may be specific  to  their  role  (e.g.  the English FA’s

Level 4 in Talent Identification) or more generally-related (e.g. coaching licenses

or  sport-related  academic  degrees),  depending on the  country.  Such wealth  of

knowledge and experience in academy staff is increasingly required by national

governing  bodies  for  purposes  of  quality  assessment  and  certification  of

academies  and  subsequent  funding  (van  Hoecke  et  al.,  2011).  Finally,  the

Academy Manager  is  the  overall  responsible  for  an academy’s  operations  and

strategic leadership (Premier League, 2011). 

The option for sampling senior figures in academy environments to learn

more about  perceptions  of creativity  is  related to  their  expertise  in  relation to

coaching and recruitment in performance youth contexts (Côté & Gilbert, 2009),

resembling the role of ‘Head/Master Coach’ proposed by the International Sport

Coaching Framework (ICCE, ASOIF, LMU, 2013). Moreover,  the inclusion of

recruitment  experts  relates  to  their  crucial  role  in  talent  identification  and

selection, which remains largely unregulated across the globe (EPPP, 2011). As

responsible for finding and signalling quality players to their clubs, examining
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scouts’ understandings of creativity may be equally important as exploring the

perceptions of those commonly tasked with developing it – i.e. coaches. 

Table 1: Participant demographics Study 1

Country Role 1st team’s level
Experience

(years)
Qualifications

U.K.

(England/Wales)

HAC Premier League 39 UEFA Pro

HAC Premier League 35 UEFA A & Master’s degree

HAC Championship 18 UEFA A & FA Advance Youth

HAR Premier League 19 FA Talent ID level 4

HAR Championship 11 FA Talent ID level 4

Academy

Manager
Championship 20 UEFA Pro

Italy

HAC Serie A 15 UEFA Pro & Sporting Director

HAC Serie A 35 UEFA Pro & Sporting Director

HAC Serie B 21 UEFA Pro & Sporting Director

HAR Serie B 29 None

HAR Serie B 21 UEFA Pro & Bachelor Degree

Portugal

HAC Primeira Liga 17
UEFA A & Youth Technical Director &

Master’s degree

HAC Primeira Liga 32 UEFA A & Master’s degree

HAC Primeira Liga 18 UEFA A & Youth Elite & Master’s degree

HAC Primeira Liga 18 UEFA Pro & Master’s degree

HAR Primeira Liga 12 UEFA C & Master’s degree

HAR Primeira Liga 17 Master’s degree

HAR Primeira Liga 3 UEFA B & Master’s degree

All  participants  played  a  key  role  on  conceptualising,  developing  and

implementing  coaching and recruitment  programmes  –  documents  designed to

guide  all  staff  within  an  academy  towards  achieving  its  primary  purpose  of

identifying, selecting and developing future professional players that can represent

National teams and play at first team level (Premier League, 2011). Furthermore,
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they had accumulated significant experience and education in football coaching

and  held  responsibilities  with  regards  to  in-house  staff  education.  With  the

exception of one Head of Recruitment working in a smaller Portuguese Primeira

Liga  club  (who nonetheless  held a  UEFA B license and a  Master’s  degree in

YouthSports Training), all participants were employed full-time and had at least

10  years  of  experience  (M=21.1  years,  SD=9.4  years)  in  coaching  and/or

recruitment. These criteria – performance level, years of coaching experience, and

coaching qualifications – have been commonly used in other academic studies

with so-called expert coaches (e.g. Cooper & Allen, 2018). Finally, the

option for studying three different countries is justified with potential differences

in conceptualisations of football-creativity in nations traditionally associated with

different styles of football and socio-cultural values: Italy’s cynical privileging of

defensive rigour and lethal counter-attacking, the catenaccio (Ruiz Sosa, 2015),

Britain’s  direct  and  intense  ‘energy-football’  (Tenga  &  Larsen,  2003),  and

Portugal’s ‘border-style’, “a mixture of talent and skill typical of Latin football

(…) with the  creativity  and improvisation  of  African  football”  (Coelho,  1998,

p.168). 

6.3.2. Procedure

After ethical approval was obtained, all academies of clubs participating in

the top two professional leagues in each country were contacted via e-mail with a

description of the study and a request for their collaboration (see Appendix 1).

Initially only one club replied, refusing to participate. Given the extremely low

initial response rate, a convenience sample was used, based on my pre-existing

contact network within academia and different football organisations. Participants

were contacted and invited to participate via a gatekeeper in each country (e.g.

NGB  representative,  fellow  coach,  former  player),  resulting  in  10  Heads  of

Coaching,  7  Heads  of  Recruitment  and  one  Academy  Manager  agreeing  to

participate  in  the  study.  Data  were  collected  in  face-to-face,  semi-structured

interviews  conducted  between  December  2017  and  September  2018,  at  dates,

times  and  locations  that  were  convenient  to  the  participants.  Interviews  were

conducted  in  three  separate  periods  –  first  in  Italy  (December  2017),  then  in

England and Wales (between January and March 2018), and finally in Portugal

(from April to September 2018). Where possible, HACs and HARs belonging to

the same club were interviewed as dyads, and I took the role of facilitator. 
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The format of dyadic interviews intended to create a space where views,

beliefs,  opinions,  and  perceptions  could  be  discussed  with  someone  familiar,

favouring therefore openness and confidence (Morgan, Ataie, Carder, & Hoffman,

2013).  Simultaneously,  it  aimed  to  mitigate  traditional  power  dynamics  in

academic  research.  This  is  particularly  important  in  professional  football,  an

environment  usually  characterised  as  a  relatively  closed  social  system with  a

pervasive culture of anti-intellectualism (McGillivray & McIntosh, 2016). In some

cases, due to deteriorated interpersonal relations between some HACs and HARs,

or  difficulties  in  terms  of  personal  schedules,  participants  opted  to  speak

individually. 

Interviews were audio-recorded with a hand-held digital voice recorder and

lasted  between  26  and  108  minutes.  After  each  interview,  a  pseudonym  was

attributed to each interviewee, depending on the country (GB, PT, or IT), position

(C for Heads of Coaching and S for Heads of Recruitment) and the chronological

order of the interview (ranging from one to 4). For example, the first Head of

Coaching  interviewed  in  Portugal  was  named  as  ‘PTC1’.  Conversations  were

transcribed  verbatim  and sent  to participants for checking.  After  all  transcripts

were approved, Italian transcripts  were translated to English, via a translation-

back-translation  method (Brislin,  1970)  with  the  assistance  of  a  native  Italian

speaker and sport academic. With regards to the Portuguese-English translations,

these  were  performed  by  me,  a  native  Portuguese  speaker  with  a  degree  in

Communication  Science  and  two  decades  of  English  speaking,  reading,  and

writing experience. 

6.3.3. Data collection

Playing spaces represent “laboratories of human condition” (Leclerc, 2012,

p.5). Indeed, the sporting phenomenon is considered ideal for the observation of

society, mirroring its evolution (Silva Costa, 1992). Qualitative research offers the

opportunity to investigate human meaning-making and to uncover the reasons that

underpin behaviour (Patton, 2014). In turn, interviews allow “participant(s) to tell

stories,  accounts,  reports  and/or  descriptions  about  their  perspectives,  insights,

experiences,  feelings,  emotions  and/or  behaviours  in  relation  to  the  research

question(s)”  (Smith  &  Sparkes,  2016,  p.103).  Furthermore,  they  have  been

deemed useful to explore perceptions of complex topics like sporting creativity

(Rasmussen et al., 2020a). 
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In  line  with  the  aims  of  the  study,  semi-structured  interviews  were

conducted, as the existence of a pre-set structure allowed for rough comparisons

between countries, clubs, and existing research. In turn, the open-ended nature of

questions  provided flexibility  to  ensure  that  the  generation  “in  the  process  of

novel  or  additional  insights”  (Smith  &  Sparkes,  2016,  p.108)  would  not  be

compromised.  An  interview  guide  (see  Appendix  2)  was  used  to  prompt  the

discussion, and contained four groups of questions based on a recent systematic

narrative review of the scholarly literature on creativity in sport (Fardilha & Allen,

2019):  a) characteristics of a so-called creative player; b) the development and

trainability of creativity c) creative environments; d) creativity in the Game. 

The first group of questions explored what a creative player is (and if there

is  such  a  thing  as  a  ‘creative  player’),  with  participants  being  asked  which

characteristics – if any - may distinguish creative players from their less creative

peers. The second group of questions focused on the origins of creativity – if it is

a natural or innate gift, if it can be developed and by whom. The third group of

questions  referred  to  what  constitutes  an  appropriate  environment  for  the

development of creativity in football, and what kinds of environment may hinder

it. The fourth group of questions addressed conceptualisations of creative actions

in  a  football  game,  and  moments/locations  when/where  players  are  creative

(different phases of the game vs only in attack, in possession of the ball vs without

possession of the ball). The interviews generated a total of 146 A4 pages of single-

spaced transcripts. 

6.3.4. Preliminary Data Analysis

Qualitative analysis is a process of making sense of voluminous amounts of

data, driven by a pre-set purpose (Patton, 2014). Thematic analysis, “a method for

identifying patterns (“themes”) in a dataset, and for describing and interpreting the

meaning and importance of those” (Braun, Clarke, & Weate, 2016, p.191), was

adopted  for  this  study.  Given  the  fluid,  organic  nature  of  qualitative  research

(Patton, 2014), a preliminary analysis started during data collection, with themes

and patterns becoming noticeable after the first set of interviews. Thus, while the

existence of an interview guide ensured the maintenance of a similar structure

across conversations in different countries, some questions were added based on

participants’ responses and suggestions (e.g. the importance of timing for creative

actions). Furthermore, debriefs with critical friends (e.g. doctoral supervisor, an
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Italian sport researcher and two practitioners – one English and one Portuguese),

were  conducted  after  each  set  of  interviews  and  led  to  self-reflective  texts

handwritten on a notebook in a total of 18 A5 pages.

6.3.5. Main data analysis

Thematic  analysis  is  a  flexible  method,  detached  from  strict  theoretical

frameworks  or  methodological  requirements  (Braun,  Clarke,  &  Weate,  2016).

Therefore, the primary, comparative aim of the present study led to the adoption

of an initially deductive (top-down) and subsequently inductive analysis strategy,

conducted in accordance to the six-step, reflexive and recursive model proposed

by  Braun  and  colleagues  (2016):  familiarisation,  coding,  theme  development,

refinement, naming, and finally the writing up. 

Physical copies of the transcripts were read and re-read several times, with

an initial cross-case analysis of interviews (Patton, 2014) with HARs and HACs

being conducted.  At  this  stage,  practitioners’ perceptions  of  football  creativity

were highlighted with markers and coded based on – although not limited by -

three  overarching  themes  (conceptualisations  of  creativity,  characteristics  of

creative players,  developing creativity).  These  were  generated in  line with  the

interview guide, and used to structure the initial analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2013).

Subsequent reading and re-coding of the data, this time following an inductive

approach,  allowed  for  more  refined  theme  development,  so  that  practitioners’

perceptions could be organised and reflected more faithfully. A third coding phase

resulted  in  the  generation  of  lower-order  themes  (see  Appendix  3),  which

represented distinctive, relevant nuances within themes. The first supervisor also

read random excerpts  of interviews,  comparing and commenting on the initial

coding. A draft version of the thematic analysis was then discussed with one of the

dyads interviewed in a  Portuguese club  during a  face-to-face  meeting in  their

academy,  and via telephone and e-mail with the critical friends that had assisted

with debriefings during data collection, resulting in further trimming of the coding

structure. At the end of the data analysis process, three overarching themes were

defined – ‘conceptualisations of creativity’,  ‘characteristics of ‘highly creative’

players’ and ‘fostering creativity’. These worked as “central organising concepts”

(Braun et al., 2016, p.199) for a total of 7 higher-order and 23 lower-order themes.
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6.4. Results

Despite geographical and socio-cultural differences between the countries

visited and traditional  differences in  terms of football  philosophy and style  of

play, overall perceptions of HACs and HARs regarding creativity in football were

very similar. There was more variation found across clubs than across countries

and only within a residual number of lower-order themes (e.g. ‘skill acquisition:

teaching or learning?’). The results of the analysis are presented and discussed

below, supported by illustrative evidence. 

6.4.1. Theme 1. Conceptualisations of creativity in football

This overarching theme aggregates evidence in relation to how HACs and

HARs define and identify creativity, as well as their perspectives on the evolution

of the phenomenon across time. Two higher-order themes– ‘criteria for creativity

in  football’,  and  ‘creativity  is  dynamic’,  and  five  lower-order  themes  were

identified and are summarised in table 2.

Table 2: Summary of higher and lower-order themes (Theme 1)

Higher-order theme Lower-order theme

Criteria for creativity in football

Originality and flexibility

Unpredictability

Functionality

Creativity is a dynamic construct
Creativity can occur anytime, anywhere

Creativity in football is situated

6.4.1.1. Criteria for creativity in football

This higher-order theme presents and reflects on the constitutive criteria of

creativity  in  football  from the  perspectives  of  practitioners.  Three  lower-order

themes are included: originality and flexibility, unpredictability, and functionality.

6.4.1.1.1. Originality and flexibility

Memmert (2011) defined tactical creativity as “those varying, rare, flexible

decisions that play an important role in team all sports” (p.94). He used Guilford’s

(1967) foundational dimensions  - originality (uniqueness of responses), fluency

(number  of  different  responses),  and  flexibility  (number  of  different/unusual

categories of responses) – to assess it.  HACs and HARs were, at least in part,

aligned  with  the  concept  of  tactical  creativity  in  their  conceptualisations  of
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creativity  in  football,  often  highlighting  the  importance  of  originality  and

flexibility. PTC2 mentioned that “someone [creative] does something which is not

stereotypical,  that  will  force  an  adaptation  of  the  opponent.” Moreover,  all

participants contended that the expression of creative behaviour goes far beyond

traditional  associations  of  creativity  with  individuals  dribbling  past  various

opponents:

“A lot of people associate the concept of creativity with the player who can

dribble. It’s much more than that! That could mean combining with a team-

mate  (…)  and  in  an  unexpected  way  managing  to  make  that  pass  and

varying the corridor. A pass can be a very creative option!” (PTS3)

6.4.1.1.2. Unpredictability

Another criterion frequently referred to by HACs and HARs in all countries

was unpredictability. Albeit  excluded from most of the prevalent definitions of

creativity,  which tend to  focus  on novelty and adequateness  (e.g.  Stein,  1953;

Sternberg  &  Lubart,  1999),  Boden  (2004)  and  Simonton  (2012)  suggest  that

surprise  is  also  an  important  characteristic  of  the  phenomenon.  Indeed,

participants considered that the actions of so-called creative players are capable of

surprising not only their opponents, but also their coaches, team-mates, and even

spectators. ITC1 explained that “a creative player is one (...) that finds solutions

that are not in anyone else’s mind, not even in the coach’s mind. And not even in

the minds of most players”.

Furthermore,  HACs and HARs noted that  unpredictability  does not refer

exclusively to the statistical frequency or novelty of an action, but is linked to the

timing and quality of execution of a difficult skill (e.g. a bicycle kick or a back-

heel pass) too. PTS2 claimed that “[creativity] is being able to apply the right

things at the right time. (…) And in football we have examples of players who are

not always able to bring both together. Timing is essential for creativity.”

6.4.1.1.3. Functionality

HACs and HARs referred to functionality as the most important criterion of

all. Indeed, practitioners consider that without goal-directedness and consideration

of the context, there is no value in rare or surprising actions:

“I  don’t  care  that  the  child  can  perform  10  types  of  scissor  kicks,  15

different dribbles, if the opponent is far away. If we don’t contextualise the
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ability to astonish in the game, it really does not matter that much and it

does not allow the child to grow (ITC1).”

Such perceptions highlight the importance of convergence for creativity (Dietrich

& Haider, 2017) – i.e. selecting an appropriate solution for a given problem - and

adaptability,  concurring  with  Orth,  van  der  Kamp,  and  Memmert’s  (2017)

suggestion  of  a  ‘new  approach’ to  motor  creativity  that  emphasises  not  only

variability but also adaptability. 

6.4.1.2. Creativity is a dynamic construct

This higher-order theme presents and reflects on the constitutive criteria of

creativity  in  football  from the  perspectives  of  practitioners.  It  comprises  two

lower-order themes:  creativity  can  occur  anytime,  anywhere,  and  creativity  is

situated.

6.4.1.2.1. Creativity can occur anytime, anywhere

To date, research on creativity in sport has been largely focused on attacking

players  (Rasmussen  et  al.,  2017;  Fardilha  &  Allen,  2019).  After  applying  a

questionnaire  to  six  researchers  and  17  coaches  at  a  multi-sport  congress,

Memmert, Baker, and Bertsch (2010) suggested that creativity can only occur on

the  offensive  phase  of  a  game.  Notwithstanding,  in  a  recent  exploration  of

football-creativity perceptions of Danish practitioners, Rasmussen and colleagues

(2020a) found that “coaches discerned between creativity on and off the ball, e.g.

players who design promising situations with dynamical runs, and defenders who

deceive attackers with confusing moves or by exhibiting an unorthodox style” (p.

266).  In  a  similar  vein,  HACs  and  HARs  interviewed  for  this  study  were

unanimous in arguing that “we [tend to] see creativity in a very narrow context”

(GBC3),  proposing  instead  that  it  can  occur  in  any  phase  of  the  game,

independently  of  ball  possession  and/or  player  position.  PTC3  suggested  that

attacking creativity “is easier to see (…), it is much more evident (…). Everyone

will  identify  creativity  in  that  moment.  [But]  there  are  unique  moments  of

defensive creativity”. PTC1 added that: 

“I have seen endless situations during defensive moments when the players

do not have the ball,  which  result  in  recovering or intercepting the ball,

preventing the opponent from progressing...They were able to find fantastic

solutions to solve those problems they had in front of them.”
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The  higher  propensity  for  creative  behaviour  to  occurring  in  attacking

moments is justified by Memmert (2015) with the nature of the offensive tasks

and the lower risk commonly associated with them: “attackers are more focused

on the ideal (scoring), whereas the tasks of defenders are usually more focused on

the target (prevention of scoring).” (2015, p.70) Nonetheless, HACs and HARs

contended that there are opportunities for creativity in defensive moments. 

6.4.1.2.2. Creativity in football is situated

An  increasing  number  of  scholars,  especially  within  socio-cultural

psychology, have suggested that creativity should be conceptualised as a quality

of human action (Joas, 1996) in permanent evolution (Tanggaard, 2013). As “all

human  action  occurs  in  a  given  symbolic,  social-institutional,  and  material

context” (Glăveanu et al., 2018, p.3), its conceptualisation and practice changes

across  locations  and  time.  HACs  and  HARs  agreed  that  these  varying  socio-

cultural constraints may justify why some regions may value creativity differently

and  why  National  teams  and  clubs  exhibit  diverse  game  interpretations,  i.e.

playing styles (Vaughan et al., 2019). GBC3 commented that:

“There is something about North and South. For example, Brighton is a  

bubbly  city,  it’s  multi-cultural,  it’s  fun  and  they  want  their  football  to  

be like that. If you are in the north-west (…) they are more like sort of  

organised (…) their values might be different. In Brighton they might want

players to be imaginative, creative...in the North they might want them to be

organised,  disciplined,  reliable...all  the  things  that  match  the  culture  of  

the city and of the region (…). Creativity has got to have a cultural context.”

Furthermore,  participants  suggested  that  the  conceptualisation  and

operationalisation  of  creativity  in  football  have  evolved  in  tandem  with  the

metamorphosis  of  the  game  and  society.  In  that  vein,  they  alert  that  current,

mainstream interpretations of football may be limiting creative expression, and are

also responsible for the dearth of so-called ‘number 10’s’ – attacking midfielders

which  traditionally  represented  the  pinnacle  of  creative  expression  in  football

teams:

“Number 10s no longer exist. Probably that is related to the fact that teams

are much more concerned with spaces in-between lines (…), there is not as

much space as there used to be in the central zone. The number 10s are now
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being transformed into wingers.  Creativity  changes,  the  type  of  creativity

changes throughout time, everything is related to the Game”. (PTS4)

However, while practitioners referred that there may be a lack of traditional

attacking midfielders in contemporary football, the significant changes in the way

the Game is played has meant that creativity is currently being embodied by other

players acting in different zones of the pitch, like wingers, full-backs, and even

goalkeepers. PTC4 explained that “a few years ago, the goalkeeper only did saves

and  now the  first  moment  of  attack  starts  with  the  goalkeeper  (…).  So  now

creativity must also be an option for the decision-making of the goalkeeper.”

Simultaneously,  HACs  and  HARs  proposed  that  the  development  of

creativity  in  youth  football  is  tightly  associated  with  the  evolution  of  wider

society, pointing for example to the impact of increasing scheduling, urbanisation,

and digitalisation on the phenomenon. ITS2 recalled that:

“We used to play football from morning to evening. We would play on the

street, everywhere.  That  is  no  longer  possible  because  social  life  has

changed.  There  are  no longer  spaces,  and this  has  not  been replaced by

schools. (…) If Neymar, instead of playing from morning to evening had

been put in school 8 hours a day, perhaps he wouldn’t be the player that he

is nowadays.”

Other  than impacting  imagination,  practitioners’ reported  that  changes  in

children’s lifestyles have led to increased sedentariness and significantly affected

motor skill  competency.  While one HAC mentioned that his  club even had to

implement  a  dance  workshop to  address  this  problem,  ITS3  suggested  that

“nowadays they [young players] are better with their hands but at the level of eye-

foot coordination, sensitivity...The contact with the ball has decreased and it is

difficult to recreate that in a football school.” 

Finally,  the  widespread  development  of  capitalism  that  led  to  the

marketisation of many sectors of society – e.g.  education (Tanggaard,  2014) -,

appears  to  have  also  impacted football,  with  players  being  traded  like

commodities (Roderick, 2006). Vaughan and colleagues (2019) explained that “an

over-emphasis  on  internal  and  external  competition  has  led  to  corporate

organizational  structures  and  governance  practices  being  applied  to  elite  and

grassroots  sport”  (p.10).  Practitioners  interviewed for  this  study acknowledged

that by-products of a business-like approach to player development, like a focus
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on  productivity  and  efficiency,  have  a  negative  effect  on  creativity.  GBC1

questioned:

To what extent has football evolved that it will prevent us from seeing those

players that  have  something  mystical,  something  that  fulfils  our

imagination? Because they took risks. If we added up the times they were

unsuccessful...fortunately back then there  were  not  so  many  statistics,

otherwise they would say “So, this guy got the ball, turned  20  times  and

only scored once?”. And maybe that goal he scored is the one people are

still taking about 20 years on!” 

In  resume,  practitioners’  conceptualisations  of  creativity  were  largely

aligned to those proposed by researchers, although with different priorities with

regards to the most valuable criteria, i.e. practitioners prioritised functionality over

originality.  Given  the  complex,  unpredictable  nature  of  a  team ball  sport  like

association football, HACs and HARs have highlighted the connection between

creativity  and  adaptability,  proposing  as  well  that  creativity  can  emerge  as  a

collective  behaviour  and  in  any  phase  of  a  game.  Additionally,  practitioners

suggested that creativity is an ever-evolving construct that is tightly linked to the

evolution of the game and wider society, being valued differently across clubs,

regions, and countries, due to varying socio-cultural, geographical and historical

characteristics. 

Most practitioners agreed that phenomena of industrialisation, urbanisation

and  digitalisation  have  had  a  negative  impact  on  motor  skill  development  of

young players and may endanger exploratory behaviour. Notwithstanding, while

they  considered  that  the  dearth  of  ‘number  10s’ may  be  a  consequence  of  a

prioritisation of  athletic  development  and  statistical  analysis  over  anticipating

skills  and  intuitive  decision-making,  they  have  also  explained  that  there  are

currently  more  opportunities  for  players  in  other  positions,  traditionally  more

conservative – e.g. goalkeepers, defenders - to be more creative.      

6.4.2. Theme 2. Characteristics of ‘highly creative’ players

This  overarching theme presents  HACs and HARs’ perspectives  on the

‘nature-nurture’ elements  of  creativity  in  football,  reflecting  on the  biological,

geographical,  and  socio-cultural  origins  of  players  they  perceive  as  highly

creative.  It  also  enumerates  traits  and  skills  that  practitioners  consider  to  be

commonly found in so-called highly creative players, such as technical skill, game
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understanding and self-confidence. Two higher-order themes have been defined –

origins of ‘highly creative’ players and traits and skills of ‘highly creative’ players

– which unfold into seven lower-order themes.

Table 3: Summary of higher and lower-order themes (Theme 2)

Higher-order theme Lower-order themes

Origins of ‘highly creative’ players

Creativity is partly genetic

Socio-cultural backgrounds

Geographical origins

Traits and skills of ‘highly creative’

players

Irreverence and risk-taking

Self-confidence and determination

Game understanding

Ability to execute

6.4.2.1. Origins of ‘highly creative’ players

6.4.2.1.1. Creativity is partly genetic

Based on years of accumulated practice working with hundreds of young

players, participants unanimously suggested that there may be individuals born

with higher football creative potential than others. PTS3 shared that:

“Within our scouting department, we look at players that belong to different

age groups. Looking at a player who is 5, 6, 7 years old – not one, but

several – there are very different levels. And the stimuli that they have had

up to that  age may not have been very different.  (…) If  there is  such a

difference, I believe that they may have been born like that.”

However,  HACs  and  HARs  also  agreed  that  appropriate  developmental

contexts are primordial for player genetic potential to become fully expressed; an

‘epigenetic’ conceptualisation  that  is  much  in  line  with  Gagné’s  (2005,  2008,

2013)  DMGT and  EMTD  models  of  talent  development.  ITC2  believed  that

“Mother Nature provides a genetic gift and then it’s about the inputs that value

this  baggage.  The  richest  the  baggage,  the  better  a  player  can  be”.  While

recognising  that  some  players  have  predispositions  to  be  more  creative  than

others, participants also alluded to the non-linearity of creative expression. For

example,  PTS4  suggested  that  the  ‘level  of  creativeness’ of  players  can  vary
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across the developmental pathway: “Plenty of times those players that we identify

at  one  stage  as  creative  players,  when  we  see  them  at  the  latter  stages  of

development,  they  are  not  so  creative  anymore  and  no  longer  have  those

characteristics.”

6.4.2.1.2 Socio-cultural backgrounds

Although there is, to date, no clear evidence of a link between growing up in

poverty and reaching expertise  in  football,  HACs and HARs reported that  the

majority of so-called creative players that they had worked with tended to come

from – albeit not exclusively - disfavoured economic backgrounds, where they

enjoyed more freedom of expression and accumulated more unstructured practice

than their peers:

“That creative, irreverent player who does different things is more identified

with  those  [socio-economical]  difficulties  because  the  player  wants  to

overcome difficulties that he faces in his daily life. A player that is born on a

‘golden bed’ does not have such hunger, because he doesn’t need to put so

much effort. I don’t mean that this is fixed, but the highest percentage [of

‘highly creative’ players] is related to disfavoured classes.” (PTC4)

Nonetheless,  while  recognising  that  players  who  face  challenging socio-

cultural environments may exhibit different characteristics from their peers, PTS3

casted doubt on a cause-effect connection between ‘struggle’ and creativity:

“Coming  from  a  less  favourable  social  context,  [spending]  more  time

playing on the street...maybe I relate that more to the reaction to the loss of

[ball]  possession,  [to  a  player]  being more  competitive,  more  aggressive,

more intense. In relation to creativity itself, I don’t feel secure to reach that

conclusion”. (PTS3)

HACs and HARs were unanimous in suggesting that creativity can be found

more often in liberal contexts – countries, regions, clubs, home environment -,

which, in their perspective, tend to attribute more value to creativity:

“There is certainly a stigma. If you have a Brazilian kid your subconscious

says ‘this boy could be creative’. I don’t think there is anything biological or

chemical with any part of the nervous system, of the physical system, that

says what that boy is going to be. However, I think that the systems that

produce players are going to produce a certain type of player. So, in England

it has always been quite a regimented process and is very formalised but
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obviously if you go to some of the South American countries it’s very free,

very open, so there may be more opportunities for creative thinking because

it’s not stopped.” (GBM2)

6.4.2.1.3. Geographical origins

A thorough review of available evidence on the developmental pathways of

the World’s top performers (Rees et al.,  2016) reported that top athletes in the

United Kingdom were more likely to grow up in small communities with less than

30,000 inhabitants. In line with such findings, Portuguese participants reported

that players considered highly creative often came from rural environments. For

example, PTC2 claimed that 

“those players  arriving here [at  the academy] from rural  areas  are  much

better [than their peers]. Why? Because up to that age [in which they enter

the club] they have acquired a number of skills and motor experiences that

allowed them to be eclectic and reach a different level.”

However, in Great Britain, a GBC2 explained that more than rural or urban

settings, the key factor allowing for an early development of creative learning may

be having a physical place available to play football informally, preferably in the

company of friends or siblings:

“The typical one is kids from the inner city areas. They play the cage games,

they would have found clever ways to beat their opponent...[more creative]

kids [are those] that maybe have got a big backgarden and a few brothers or

sisters and they are playing outside all the time.”

6.4.2.2. Traits and skills of ‘highly creative’ players

This  higher-order  theme focuses  on  the  traits  and  skills  that  HACs  and

HARs associated with those players commonly classified as highly creative.  It

comprises four lower-order themes: irreverence and risk-taking; self-confidence

and determination; game understanding; and ability to execute. 

6.4.2.2.1. Irreverence and risk-taking 

Most HACs and HARs commented that highly creative players are usually

those prone to taking risks, and unafraid to defy norms. This is in line with some

theories that include risk-taking as an essential component of ‘general’ creativity

(e.g. Amabile & Pratt, 2016). For example, PTS4 posited that “creativity is also

interconnected with a strong personality, audacity, not being afraid of taking risks

and doing something different in comparison to others.”
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Despite  the  consensus  on  the  importance  of  risk-taking  for  creativity  in

football,  some  participants  disagreed  on  the  extent  to  which  such  irreverence

transferred or not beyond the field of play. A number of HACs and HARs, such as

GBC1,  claimed that  creative  players  are  also different  from the  norm in  their

personal  lives:  “Usually  creative  players  are  a  bit  ‘off  the  wall’,  they  have  a

personality...they  eat  differently,  they  speak  differently,  they  do  things  a  bit

differently.” Others, like GBC3, believed some characteristics suggested that may

not be the case: “We have players who are very full of life and quite artistic off the

pitch and then on the pitch they are not. So I am not sure that there is a definitive

[creative] personality.” 

6.4.2.2.2. Self-confidence and determination

Participants  from  all  countries  coincided  in  the  importance  of  self-

confidence and determination for creative behaviour, as it allows players to thrive

under  pressure,  take risks  and persist  despite  negative feedback from peers  or

other sporting agents (e.g. coaches, opponents, spectators):

“You need to have self-belief, you need to have a vision (…), you’ve got to

be determined in your actions and believe in what you are doing and you

can’t be put off by what I call the ‘sappers’, those who want to sap your

creativity out of you, because they are jealous or they can’t do it.” (GBC1)

Self-confidence has often been correlated with successful sporting performance

(Hays,  Thomas, Maynard,  & Bawden,  2009).  However,  except  for Martin  and

Cox’s (2016) life-positioning analysis of NBA ‘creative legend’ Steve Nash, who

was described as possessing “unwavering self-confidence” (p.394), the potential

association  between  self-confidence  and  sporting  creativity  remains  under-

explored  in  scholarly  literature.  This  is  in  opposition  to  the  field  of  general

creativity, where self-confidence has been receiving growing interest (Karwowski,

Lebuda, & Beghetto, 2019). 

6.4.2.2.3. Game understanding 

Game understanding refers to “a player’s ability to interpret tactical offensive

and  defensive  problems  by  selecting  appropriate  solutions  in  different  game

situations  based  on  justifiable  arguments  for  these  solutions”  (Luhtanen,

Väntinnen, Häyrinen, & Brown, 2002, p. 275). Having established functionality as

the  most  important  criteria  for  creativity,  HACs  and  HARs,  like  GBS2,  were

unanimous on considering that “creative players generally are the ones with good
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game understanding,  a concept they also related with the notion of timing, i.e.

doing the right thing in the right moment: 

“One thing is being creative in the sense of [the variability of] my motor

repertoire, the decisions I make. Other thing is being able to apply the right

things at the right time. And in football we have examples of players who

are not always able to bring both together.” (PTS2)

Such  stance  is  in  line  with  suggestions  of  the  importance  of  domain-specific

knowledge for creative expression (e.g. Barbot & Eff, 2019) and with Dietrich’s

(2019) claim that divergence  and convergence are both essential components of

creativity and should not be considered in isolation.

6.4.2.2.4. Ability to execute

Another interesting parallel found between academic debates (e.g. Kaufman

&  Sternberg,  2007;  Runco,  2014)  on  creativity  and  the  dialogues  with

practitioners regarded the importance of successful materialisation (see chapter 3

for a discussion of creativity in sport vs creativity about sport). GBS1 argued that:

“A creative player is someone that is not only able to think of something

different to do on the pitch but is actually able to do it [as well] (…) If you

can see that they are able to do that, then I think they stand out”. 

Nonetheless,  most  interviewees  highlighted  that  at  least  during  the  early

stages  of  player  development,  ‘creative  intent’  may  be  more  valuable  than

successful execution:

“It’s about the player [development], not about the results, so it’s around

intent rather than execution, so if a player in any position has possession of

the ball – what is their intent? Was there intent going towards being correct?

Depending on what the age was, how complex the skill or decision making,

or  phase  of  play  or  scenario  is...was  their  intent  correct?  Is  their  intent

getting better?” (GBM2)

In summary, HACs and HARs were unanimous in agreeing that there is a

varying genetic  potential  across  young players that  positions  them in different

places of a creativity continuum. However, they also contended that this genetic

potential  is  a  ‘mere’ starting  point  of  a  non-linear  process  which  depends  on

adequate environments  for  its  full  expression.  As such,  practitioners  identified

liberal  socio-cultural  environments,  which  enable  freedom  of  expression,  as

favourable  for  the  creative  development  of  young  footballers.  They  also
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highlighted  the  importance  of  opportunities  for  informal,  children-led,

unstructured practice, contending that the existence of nearby peer groups and/or

siblings can be beneficial for creative development.    

6.4.3. Theme 3. Fostering creativity

This overarching  theme  describes  and  discusses  participants’  beliefs

regarding their perceived best strategies for creative development in youth players

who  integrate  professional  football academies,  namely  approaches  to  skill

acquisition or the importance of competition and street football. It also highlights

the importance of adults – especially coaches and significant others like parents –

for  children’s  creative  expression,  for  example  through  the  management  of

expectations. Additionally, this overarching theme identifies and reflects on HACs

and HARs perspectives on how organisations such as clubs, national governing

bodies  (NGBs)  and  educational  systems  play  a  significant  role  on  creating

opportunities  for  creative  development.  Three  higher-order  themes  have  been

defined – designing a curriculum for creativity;  adult  support;  and institutional

support -, comprising a total of 13 lower-order themes.  

Table 4: Summary of higher and lower-order themes (Theme 3)

Higher order theme Lower order themes

Designing a

curriculum for

creativity

The road to ‘creative’ skill acquisition: teaching or learning?

The importance of tailor-made approaches

Street football: a fundamental tool or an outdated concept?

Competition: as essential as dangerous

The potential of diversification

Adult support

Avoid over-structuring

Emphasise the process, not the result

Managing expectations

Forming relationships

Institutional support

A shared culture of creativity

Coach Education

Excessive regulations

More flexible education, more physical education
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6.4.3.1. Designing a curriculum for creativity

6.4.3.1.1. The road to ‘creative’ skill acquisition: teaching or learning?

While  in  most  other  topics  discussed  during  interviews  the  level  of

consensus was high, with regards to this theme there were clear divisions between

practitioners in all countries. On the one hand, some Italian and British HACs and

HARs  claimed  that  a  step-by-step  approach  to  motor  skill  development  is

necessary,  so  that  children  can  learn  adequate  technique  via  systematic

progression before playing the game:

“For  many  years  we  thought  that  everything  should  be  done  in  game

situations but (…) can I  play a match if  I  don’t  have a driving license?

Before that I need to provide them with the elements. So, even analytical

exercises, the shot,  the control, the pass. It’s a progression. First  without

opponent,  then I  include the team-mates, then the opponents,  then larger

spaces.” (ITS2)

Such  perspective  is  in  line  with  Fitts  and  Posner’s  (1967)  model  of  learning

phases, which posited that skill acquisition first requires cognitive activity during

which the learner becomes familiar with the desired movement pattern. This stage

is followed by an associative phase of subtle adjustments which, after extensive

practice, will allegedly lead to effortless autonomy (Wulf, 2013). 

On  the  other  hand,  some  practitioners’ suggested  that  skill  acquisition  in

football cannot be taught, but only learned. Thus, the coaches’ primary mission

should  be  creating  adequate  environments  that  enable  players  to  express  their

potential. PTC1 suggested that:

“The linearity of any process, whatever it is, is something in which I don’t

believe. It goes against the nature of human beings. (…) You won’t teach

anyone how to play football; you don’t say ‘pass the ball here and do that’.

No! But  you create  those contexts,  where  players  can  start  creating  and

adjusting, finding their own way of existing and taking part in the game.”

(PTC1) 

This perspective is in line with calls for the adoption of constraints-led approaches

(CLA) for promoting skill development and creative expression (e.g. Santos et al.,

2016;  Vaughan  et  al.,  2019).  Inspired  by  ecological  dynamics  and  non-linear

pedagogy,  the  CLA  recognises  the  inseparability of  perception,  action,  and

intention  and  sees  the  coach  taking  up  the  role  of  environmental  architect,
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selecting and manipulating task constraints (Renshaw & Chow, 2018). Moreover,

the CLA places an emphasis on representativeness of learning designs (Renshaw

& Chow, 2018) and “the emergent co-ordination patterns may not fit the optimal

movement solutions often reported as ‘classical techniques’ (…) but may be the

best fit in terms of what the individual’s intentions are at a specific point in time”

(Renshaw et al., 2019, p.42).

6.4.3.1.2. The importance of tailor-made approaches

Interviewees  also  proposed  that  player  development  pathways  should

recognise and adapt to the uniqueness and specific needs of each individual. Thus,

curricula and coaching strategies must be flexible if  creative potential is to be

fully expressed:

“Everyone is  different.  So,  for us,  we are putting out  a structure for the

development of players which is the basic fundamental, but on top of that

it’s all about what you need. So you get what you need, this person gets

what  they  need,  they  get  what  they  need...don’t  get  them  fundamental

movement skills if they don’t need them just because it says in your box.”

(GBM2)

Such suggestion of the transferability of creative abilities between sporting and

non-sporting  domains  is  at  the  heart  of  Santos  and  colleagues’  (2017)

Skill4Genius  project,  which found that  creative thinking could be successfully

articulated with in-game creative performance.   

6.4.3.1.3. Street football: a fundamental tool or an outdated concept?

Street  football  has  been  considered  fundamental  for  the  emergence  of

successful players (Uehara et al., 2018), with Lobo (2002, p.16) describing it as

“the best football school in the World”. Indeed, the perceived decline in creativity

in football has often been associated with a steady decrease in informal play on

the  streets  (Santos  et  al.,  2016;  Memmert,  2015).  However,  discussions

surrounding street football sparked interesting debates among HACs and HARs.

In some  academies the disappearance of  street  football  has  led  to  attempts  to

replicating it within their grounds, as part of the training sessions of younger age

groups:

“The first 15 minutes of each training session up to under-12s is dedicated

to street football. (…) Just like before, when kids played on the street, 3v3,
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4v4, and the coach doesn’t say anything, he is silent. The players make their

own teams, small goals, they play at ease, decide on the fouls, play as they

wish.  (…) Before,  [with  street  football]  you kept  learning  automatically

with  your  friends  and  with  yourself  by  practising,  practising,  practising,

without having someone always talking...we defend that and that is why we

use the first training session of the week to help that creativity.” (PTC4)

Despite the enthusiasm of some practitioners with the possibility of using

their  academy grounds  as  ‘in  vitro’ environments  for  the  replication  of  street

football, other interviewees argued that such goal is difficult, if not impossible to

fulfil.  They  explained  that  an  essential  element  that  made  street  football  so

successful  was  the  intrinsic  motivation  of  young players  and the  self-directed

learning that is hard to promote in supervised environments like academies, even

if coaches refrain from providing instructions:

“Street football implies that you want to compete. You have nothing to do,

what you decide to do is to play football. So, you play football because you

like it,  because you love what you do. You are not drawing, you are not

dating.  And  to  play  football  you  need  your  friends.  The  setting  is  not

important. It has to do with the community that is created. Football needs

others to develop. I will be as creative as you are. I will find things that I did

not  have depending on the problems you pose me.  And recognising that

makes street football exceptional...or made! Now, the kids go to academies

at 4 or 5 years and they are not competing, because they are brought there

[by their parents]. They don’t turn up anymore carrying the ball under the

arm.  Recreating  street  football  is  artificial  (…).  We should  stop  talking

about street football. There was a different culture that allowed that. If today

there isn’t, it makes no sense for us to keep looking behind.” (PTC1)  

6.4.3.1.4. Competition: as essential as dangerous

All  interviewees  agreed  that  competition  plays  an  instrumental  role  in

fostering creative development. In line with Vygotsky’s (1978) notion of ‘zone of

proximal development’, participants highlighted that competition is part of human

nature, adding that they consider it essential for evolution:
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“Creativity, especially with the smaller ones [players], is competitiveness.

Because I [want to] show that I am better than you, than my opponent, than

my team-mate (…). All  of us, human beings, when we play a game, we

want to be competitive; we want to be on top. But it shouldn’t be only about

that (…) or we end up blocking the learning process.” (ITC1)

Albeit  unanimous  in  endorsing  competition  as  beneficial  for  creative

development, HACs and HARs argued that its exaggerated use can be nefarious.

Such perspective is in line with Vaughan and colleagues’ stance (2019) that an

over-emphasis on competition in sporting and non-sporting contexts may have a

negative impact on players’ psychological well-being, creativeness, and learning.

For example, ITC1 commented that “stressing competitiveness too much blocks

the learning process. So it’s a very fragile balance”.

Having  recognised  the  potential  benefits  and  pitfalls  of  competition

regarding creative development, the vast majority of practitioners suggested that

the interference of adults – i.e. coaches and parents - and their obsession with

performance  outcomes  represent  the  main  sources  of  unhealthy  competitive

environments, even at the lower age groups:

“Competition is important (…), but it’s got to be managed appropriately.

(…) At times, the competition [is] too important for the coach to win, so that

the coach gets the medal rather than the kids. (…) Kids love competition, so

if you can play with competition and take the adults out of it, then I think

it’s alright.” (GBC2)

Thus, practitioners could accept Rasmussen and colleagues’ (2017) suggestion to

treat competition, just like creativity, as a developmental resource instead of an

end in itself.

6.4.3.1.5 The potential of diversification

A growing  number  of  researchers  investigating  sporting  creativity  have

made the case for the existence of skill transferability across sports (e.g. Santos et

al., 2016), namely team invasion and racket games (e.g. Memmert, 2015). In the

same vein, HACs and HARs agreed that players who experience multiple sports

may improve their technical and tactical skills:

“We  had  a  [currently  professional]  player  who  until  a  certain  moment

played roller  hockey and football,  he  would  play  both  sports.  And even

jokingly we would say that much of his body movements when trying to
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deceive opponents [in football] had been developed playing roller hockey.”

(PTC3)

One of the main risks often associated with the practice of a single sport, i.e.

early specialisation, is burnout and consequent withdrawal from sport. (DiFiori et

al, 2014) However, a significant correlation is yet to be established, with DiFiori

and colleagues (2014) indicating that “there appears to be more of a psychological

component related to burnout and attrition with adult supervised activities” (p.2).

HACs and HARs reported that in their experiences, sport diversification appears

to be beneficial for young players’ well-being, both psychologically and socially.

Some  academies  developed  several  initiatives  aimed  at  allowing  children  to

interact with other sports and players from other – sometimes even rival - clubs:

“If you start playing football at 9, if you [become] an elite player you will

probably find out 10 years later whether you are good enough, so I think

that you need to keep in love with the Game. If you do only one thing, I am

not sure that’s very helpful, hygienic, with your development.” (GBM2)

6.4.3.2. Adult support

Adults are key figures for children’s engagement with sport, with coaches

and parents playing the most important roles (Côté, 1999). If the effectiveness of

the coach-athlete relationship has been recognised as instrumental for the success

of the developmental process (Mageau & Vallerand, 2003; Jowett, 2017), parents

are also essential to enable children participation in sport (Côté, 1999; Holt et al.,

2009).  Nonetheless,  Knight  and Newport  (2020,  p.123)  explain that  “effective

sport parenting is far more complex and intricate than simply providing tangible

and emotional support” to their children. This is because parents face multiple

stressors, as a result of having to help their children navigate between sporting,

school,  and  family  commitments,  while  simultaneously  bearing  financial  and

emotional  costs  and disruptions  to  their  own personal  and professional  duties

(Harwood,  Drew,  &  Knight,  2010).  This  higher-order  theme  comprises  four

lower-order  themes:  avoiding  over-structuring;  emphasise  the  process,  not  the

result; managing expectations; and forming relationships. 

6.4.3.2.1. Avoid over-structuring

In 2007, Memmert suggested that coach or teacher instructions to players,

especially  if  close-ended,  could  limit  players’ ability  to  perceive  unexpected

stimuli in the environment - a phenomenon termed ‘inattentional blindness’ - and
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thus affect creative affordances. Similarly, HACs and HARs considered that the

perceived decline of creative behaviour is closely related to adults (i.e. coaches,

parents,  teachers)  over-instructing  young  players  and  instilling  risk-avoidance,

coupled with an excessive emphasis placed on tactical systems and performance

analysis from early ages:   

“Today the level of players is more homogeneous, because all of them start

playing under the orientation of adults. (…) Very good players may also

have their creativity stifled because for many seasons they hear ‘play one

touch, play two touches only, play with your colleague, pass the ball’. There

are maybe fewer bad players, but also fewer very good ones.” (PTS3)

6.4.3.2.2. Emphasise the process, not the result

In addition to  excessive instruction,  participants  were  also unanimous  in

suggesting  that  an  excessive  focus  on  immediate  outcomes  –  i.e. winning,

especially during youth development, may have a negative impact on creativity.

Interestingly, many HACs and HARs explained that they often came  across two

different sources of adult pressure: on the one hand,   parents who are obsessed

with  their  children’s  achievement  from very  early  ages;  on  the  other,  coaches

whose perception of job insecurity leads them to prioritise winning over long-term

development:

“Coaches want to win because they may think that their job is on the line

(…) and we have had it here (…), it’s all about winning. Sometimes they

put the pressure on themselves, I think that they may think ‘I’m winning and

he’s [a colleague within the same club] not, so I must be a better coach than

him if I am winning more than him.” (GBS1)

“Often you find parents that are all about winning. Their son is 7 and all

they are interested in is winning and not the fact that their son...football is so

much more. Football is about creating friends and having fun, staying fit

and healthy lifestyles.” (GBS2)

Such behaviours are contrary to suggestions that intrinsic motivation (Hennessey,

2019)  and  task-orientation  (Memmert,  2015)  are  important  for  creative

development. Indeed, in the neighbouring field of talent development, Gledhill,

Harwood and Forsdyke (2017) alert for the importance of creating “a parenting

climate that fosters task orientation” (p.107). With regards to coaches, it becomes

evident that self-imposed pressure and job precariousness may have a nefarious
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‘cascade’ effect on their ability to foster creative expression,  highlighting once

again the importance of organisational factors.    

6.4.3.2.3. Managing expectations

In line with the recognition that self-confidence is  important for creative

expression, HACs and HARs, like PTC1, reported that it is part of coaches and

parents’ remit  to  instil  self-belief  in  young  players,  accepting  mistakes,  and

encouraging  them to  take  risks  and  challenge  expectations:  “The  coach  must

encourage his own players to create things, to self-stimulate, to find challenges, to

go beyond the limits, to try something that they have never tried.”

Moreover, participants suggested that parents who give their children freedom and

prioritise enjoyment over results, contribute importantly for creative development:

“[The parents of highly creative players] give much more freedom to the

kids. A parent that is very rigorous, very demanding, that does not promote

social relationships of differentiated contexts and experiences for his kid,

usually will not contribute as much for the development of those skills in his

children.” (PTS2)

Another  aspect  discussed  by  HACs  and  HARs  relates  to  the  potential,

unintended  negative  consequences  of  parental  over-excitement  with  young

players’ performances, which interviewees believe have been amplified by social

media.  Moreover,  participants  reported  that  some  parents  invest  heavily  in

unnecessary  material  resources,  which  may  result  in  increased  pressure  to

perform:

“We’ve got a 7 year-old boy who...I think his parents put a tweet out of him

keeping the ball  up 75 times (…). All  of a sudden you get other people

saying “he needs to go to Manchester United, he needs to go to Manchester

City, oh, they are interested’...just because someone has tweeted this thing,

they are all saying ‘he is the next this, he is the next that’!” (GBS2)

6.4.3.2.4. Forming relationships

Deci and Ryan’s (1985) self-determination theory highlighted the benefits

of  autonomy-supportive  contexts  for  human  health  and  optimal  functioning

(Carpentier & Mageau, 2013). Coaches’ beliefs, values, and interpersonal style

are  decisive  for  the  motivational  climate  and  development  of  young  athletes

(Conroy & Coatsworth,  2007; Carpentier  & Mageau,  2013).  While  controlling

coaches  commonly  pressure  their  athletes  into  pre-determined,  externally
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controlled ways of thinking, acting, and feeling (Deci & Ryan, 2000), autonomy-

supportive coaches usually recognise the uniqueness of each individual and are

willing to “provide a rationale for tasks, inquire about and acknowledge athletes’

feelings, provide choice in training, allow athletes to take the initiative and work

independently, and create a noncontrolling environment” (Cronin & Allen, 2015,

p.63). In that vein, participants unanimously highlighted the importance of coach-

athlete relationships for creative development. They suggested that  coaches – and

also parents - should strive to become positive influences in young players’ lives

even beyond the field of play and practice environments, caring for and about

them and encouraging the development of their potential:

“Relationships are fundamental in the youth sector. (…) Learning is also

achieved  through  the  relationship  that  you  created  with  the  boy,

understanding what his problems area, how you can help him (…). Each

boy  is  an  individual,  singular,  unique,  so  the  coach  must  be  good  in

welcoming that uniqueness.” (ITC1)

6.4.3.3. Institutional support

Participants contended that while coaches are central to the development of

creativity, their agency is not unlimited, depending on how organisational culture

values – or not – creativity. Indeed, researchers have been devoting an increasing

interest to organisational creativity and innovation in sport (e.g. Smith & Green,

2020; Paek, Martyn, Oja, Kim & Larkins, 2020). Thus, this higher-order theme

relates to the perceptions of practitioners regarding the influence of organisational

environment and policies on the development of sporting creativity. It is divided

in  four  lower-order  themes:  a  shared  culture  of  creativity;  coach  education;

excessive regulations; and more flexible education, more physical education. 

6.4.3.3.1. A shared culture of creativity

HACs and HARs highlighted the importance of meta-creativity, arguing that

if  clubs  want  more  creative  players,  then  their  organisational  culture  should

embody creativity as a key, orienting value – creativity as a means instead of a

goal  (Rasmussen  et  al.,  2017)  -,  present  on  a  daily  basis  and  shared  by  all

elements composing the club’s structure:

“You have to create that culture and it’s not just one coach. It has to be the

whole building [which] has to have that culture (…) to be able to create.
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That freedom to be able to go and try stuff...and if it doesn’t work, it doesn’t

work.” (GBS2) 

Simultaneously, practitioners referred that for such culture of creativity and risk-

taking to be effectively put in place, organisations should guarantee appropriate

working conditions to their staff, namely through  adequate resources across all

age groups/developmental phases (e.g. fair salaries and long-term contracts).  

6.4.3.3.2. Coach Education

Interviewees perceived current  coach education models as  challenges for

creative development. They deemed the existing coaching licenses as too focused

on technical and tactical content, and suggested that youth coaches would benefit

more from possessing teaching qualifications instead:

“I would change the qualification structure. You don’t need to have a UEFA

B license to work [with players] between 9 and 12. You need a teaching

qualification.  You  need  to  be  a  great  facilitator,  differentiator  between

players. You need to have an unbelievable good knowledge of games and

practices that can provide the boys with opportunities to be in possession

and practice creative things (…). If you want to be a coach within under-18s

and upwards, there is some technical information that you need to have and

that’s when you need an [UEFA] A license or a B license.” (GBM2)

Furthermore, a HAC in Portugal claimed that existing coach education hinders the

creative thinking of coaches themselves, which may then influence negatively the

creative development of players via a ‘cascade effect’. Such perspective is aligned

with Piggott’s (2012) suggestion that the existing model of coach education “is

one of standardised curricula presenting a ‘tool box’ of professional knowledge

and a ‘gold standard’ model coach which learners are expected to mimic” (p.539):

“[In our academy] we are trying to avoid formatting kids, because coaches

are also taught to format, and we need to preserve the freedom of the athlete.

There is a window of opportunity for these players, but it is getting narrower

because coaching courses are increasingly formatting [coaches].” (PTC4)

6.4.3.3.3. Excessive regulations

Some participants, namely in Italy and Great Britain, perceived that there is

an excessive level of regulations in youth sport – spanning from health and safety

to the establishment  of age limits  for  competitions  -,  which they believe may

contribute to a decline in creativity:
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“When you went to the street [in the past] would you ask [another player]

‘how  old  are  you?’.  You  wouldn’t!  The  big  one  played,  the  small  one

played. Now we must evaluate the players considering if they are born in

2003, 2002, 2001. You shouldn’t play like that. We, the adults, are the ones

creating the platforms. We, the adults, create the limits. It is hard to find the

best path for them, because there are regulations that limit this.” (ITS3)

Therefore, interviewees claimed that NGBs should launch reviews of their current

policies and regulations to allow clubs more flexibility in terms of the design of

individual development plans that can better cater for the needs and characteristics

of each child.   

6.4.3.3.4. More flexible education, more physical education

In  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  situated  model  of  creative  learning,  the  scholar

highlights  the  importance  of  inquiry  learning,  adding  that  it  would  be  “more

useful to cultivate a desire among students to approach new assignments from a

more experimental perspective” (p. 113). In a similar vein, GBM2 suggested that

the creative development of young players depended not only on changes within

academies, but also in the wider schooling system: “I would change the schooling

system to allow more freedom and more principle-led stuff.”

Furthermore,  having reported  their  concern  with  a  perceived increase  of

sedentariness levels of children, coupled with a decline in street sport and motor

literacy, HACs and HARs suggested that schools should take more responsibility

for  promoting  physical  education.  In  that  sense,  a  HAR  in  Italy  proposed  a

significant  increase  in  the  amount  of  time  dedicated  to  physical  activity  in

educational settings, that should be delivered by certified teachers:

“[In Italy] our children up to 10 [years] don’t  do sporting activity (…).

There is no Physical Education teacher with a degree in sport. My daughter

is in school from 8.20 to 16.20. In the afternoon, they do the homework.

They could do physical activity, motor, coordinative [skills, because] the

kids leave school and cannot play on the street.” (ITS2)

In  resume,  participants  proposed  that  creative  development  is  not

exclusively intra-individual but a complex, long-term process that involves the

contributions of many agents at different levels, such as coaches, families, and

wider organisations like NGBs and governments. HACs and HARs posited that

schooling  methods,  physical  activity  provision,  and  sport-related  policies  and
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regulations can have a significant impact on the development of creative potential.

Thus,  they  suggested  that  creativity  should  be  seen  as  a  key  value  in  every

organisational culture. In terms of proposed strategies and curricula for fostering

creativity  across  developmental  pathways  in  academy  football,  once  again

practitioners’ perspectives  largely  mirrored  researchers’ recommendations,  e.g.

diversification,  need  for  individualised  approaches,  a  balanced  used  of

competition. 

This  overarching  theme  also  exposed  the  greatest  debates  between

participants, especially in what concerns the (un)usefulness of street football and

processes of skill acquisition – with some proposing that ‘basics’ must be initially

taught to children and others advocating for a constraints-led approach focused on

environmental design. HACs and HARs aligned with literature recommendations

regarding the importance of task-orientation and player-led activities for creative

development. Simultaneously, practitioners suggested that adults are instrumental

to  help  children  managing  expectations  relative  to  a  prospective  future  in

professional sport. Nonetheless, participants also claimed that coaches and parents

are often the biggest obstacles to healthy participation in sport and exploratory

behaviour. Thus, they should put more emphasis on forming caring relationships

with young athletes.. 

6.5. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to explore perceptions of football creativity

among HACs and HARs in three different  countries.  Additionally,  it  aimed to

compare these with existing research on the topic. Doing so was important given

that  little  is  still  known  about  the  complex,  multi-faceted  phenomenon  of

creativity in football, with most knowledge to date being academically-driven and

lab-based  (Fardilha  & Allen,  2019).  This  study answers  recent  calls  for  more

integrative, participatory research that can increase ‘real-world’ applicability (e.g.

Montuori, 2019). Furthermore, it adds to existing knowledge within elite youth

football  (FIFA, n.d.)  by identifying  and discussing perspectives  and beliefs  of

senior figures responsible for coaching and recruitment in 10 European football

academies. These institutions are usually difficult to access by researchers given

the  traditionally  closed  nature  of  professional  clubs,  suspicious  of  outsiders

(Morrow & Howieson, 2014) . 
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Despite originating from different countries and clubs, the discourses and

beliefs  of  participants  suggest  a  largely  shared  vision  regarding  creativity  in

football.  Moreover,  this  vision  is  generally  aligned  with  conceptualisations  of

creativity proposed earlier in the academic literature, with commonly used criteria

for its evaluation – originality and adequateness – being accepted by practitioners,

who simultaneously agreed with Simonton’s (2012) suggestion of adding surprise

as  a  third  meaningful  criterion.  However,  while  most  research  on  sporting

creativity  to  date  has  primarily  focused  on  originality,  i.e.  the  ability  to

perform/think of the highest possible number of different solutions for a given

problem  (Guilford,  1967),  HACs  and  HARs  gave  more  emphasis  to

adequateness/functionality. Based on their perspectives, it  could be posited that

the evaluation of creativity in football should be considered multidimensionally,

relying on the conjugation of four main pillars:

a) ‘what’, i.e.  the type of action/technical gesture;

b) ‘where’, i.e. the area of the pitch where the action is performed and/or the

conditions of the pitch (e.g. type of surface, meteorological impact);

c) ‘when’, i.e. the moment of the game in which the action is performed

(e.g. phase of play and/or chronological moment of the match);

d)  ‘who’,  i.e.  the  type/position  of  the  player  performing the  action  (e.g.

goalkeeper, winger);

A fifth, global pillar – ‘why’ – could be added, to account for the specificities of

the socio-cultural context in which the player and her/his team are inserted and its

potential impact on creativity. 

It  becomes thus evident that being creative in  football  is  not  only about

performing an unusual, statistically rare technical gesture per se. Instead, it can be

about trying an action that is overall statistically common in the attacking phase,

but not in the defensive. For example, a body feint performed by a defender in an

attempt to condition an attacker’s decision-making ability when the latter  is in

possession of the ball. Furthermore, practitioners were unanimous in recognising

the constraining role of team-mates and opponents, which players must consider

when making decisions in complex, unpredictable invasion games like football, as

suggested  by Aggerholm and colleagues  (2011).  Therefore,  HACs and HARs’

conceptualisations of creativity in football support Orth et al.’s (2017) association

between motor creativity and adaptability. 
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Given  the  apparent  importance  of  contextual  variables  for  creativity  in

football highlighted by the majority of HACs and HARs, it becomes clear that the

usefulness of pre-determined, standardised tests for the assessment of creativity in

sport  (e.g.  Memmert  &  Roth’s  (2003)  game-test  situations,  Moraru  and

colleagues’ (2016) divergent doing) may be limited.  This is  because they only

capture time-bounded ‘snippets’ of performance in a limited number of contexts

which fail to replicate the complexity and unpredictability inherent to a team ball

sport like football. If the assessment of sporting creativity is deemed important by

scholars and practitioners, it should become more ecologically valid. Some steps

towards this  direction have already been taken with the development  of  game

observations  using  performance  analysis  and  machine  learning  software  (e.g.

Memmert, 2015). Nonetheless, it is important that these methods remain flexible

enough  to  account  for  the  impact  of  variable  national/regional/club  norms

(Sternberg, 2019) on evaluative processes too. 

Although not consensual among participants,  the vast  majority supported

the adoption  of  training methodologies  that  can account  for  the  expression of

individual characteristics and cater for the varying needs of young players who

despite  being  on  the  same  team  may  be  at  different  stages  of  development.

Consequently,  a constraints-led approach (CLA) may be beneficial  for creative

development, as proposed by Vaughan and colleagues (2019). The CLA considers

skill  acquisition  as  an  evolutionary  process  (Renshaw  et  al.,  2019),  where

perception,  action  and  cognition  are  coupled  (Hristovski,  Davids,  Passos,  &

Araújo,  2012).  Furthermore,  the  CLA indicates  that  player  actions  increase  in

economy  and  stability  over  time,  following  non-linear  pathways.  Thus,

exploratory  activities  are  essential  for  children  to  find meaningful  affordances

(Vaughan et al., 2019), so “youth coaches should remember that children are not

mini-adults but they are at varying stages of development and maturation which

constrains their behaviours” (Renshaw et al., 2019, p.42). Coaches – and teachers

– should take up the role of environmental designers, allowing for learners to self-

organise  “without  the  need for  executive  micro-management  of  each  [system]

component” (2019, p. 13). 

On a different note, HACs and HARs recognised that creativity is a plastic

construct which evolves in tandem with the metamorphosis of the game across

time. Thus, while they admit that there may be less time and space for traditional
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attacking midfielders to exhibit their creative abilities, there may also be more

opportunities for creative expression in other positions not traditionally associated

with the phenomenon. Participants contended that pre-conceived ideas related to

potential for creative expression on certain roles that have also been conveyed in

the academic milieu,  e.g. that creativity can only occur on the attacking phase

(Memmert, Baker, & Bertsch, 2010), should be avoided. Otherwise, like with the

relative-age (RAE) or birth effect, where players who are born earlier in the year

and  who  mature  faster  may  benefit  from  enhanced  training  and  selection

opportunities  (Sarmento  et  al.,  2018),  if  defenders  are  led  to  refrain  from

exploratory  behaviour  and risk-taking across  the  developmental  pathway,  their

traditionally perceived lack of creativity may become a self-fulfilling prophecy.  

The present study also indicated unanimity among practitioners regarding

the interdependent relation between genetic and environmental factors for creative

development, which once again mirrors research conducted on talent development

(e.g.  Weissensteiner,  2017; Simonton, 2017; Schorer et  al.,  2017) and football.

Indeed, HACs and HARs contended that there may be a certain genetic potential

for  creativity  in  football,  which  positions  children  at  different  starting  points

across a continuum. A recent systematic review (McAuley et al., 2020) reported a

growing interest in genetic association research in football in the last four years.

103 genes have hitherto been associated with football performance but McAuley

and colleagues (2020) advise a cautious interpretation of such findings, since most

research has focused on two genes – ACTN3 and ACE – and presented important

methodological  inconsistencies  (e.g.  not  accounting  for  ethnicity  or  positional

differences). 

With  regards  to  creativity  in  sport,  Arslan  and  colleagues  (2016)

hypothesized that it could be associated with neuregulin NRG1. However, single-

gene associations with sporting creativity – which is also frequent in so-called

general creativity – may be “vain causes” (Barbot & Eff, 2019), as they tend to

ignore  that  the  multidimensional  nature  of  the  construct  requires  elaborate

phenotypes to which multiple genes contribute. These depend as well on a wide

range of environmental influences for their expression (Zabelina et al., 2016) - an

‘epigenetic  side’ -  as  showed  in  this  study.  For  example,  HACs  and  HARs

suggested that players who grew up within autonomy-supportive, liberal families,

preferentially  with  siblings  or  close  friends  who  shared  the  same  interest  in
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football  usually  displayed  higher  levels  of  creative  expression.  They  also

explained  that  geographical  locations  and  socio-cultural  backgrounds  with

frequent opportunities for informal, unstructured, player-led activities could lead

to more effective creative development. 

Thus,  the  importance  of  children  benefiting  from  autonomy-supportive

climates in sporting and non-sporting domains was made clear not only for the

development of exploratory behaviour  per se  but also of related psychological

traits and skills, like risk-taking and self-confidence. Within the sporting domain,

coaches could follow Cronin and Allen’s (2015) recommendations of “listening to

their athletes, fostering athletes’ independence, and providing choice within the

training environment [as well as] provide athletes with opportunities to develop

their personal and social skills, cognitive skills, goal setting, and initiative.” (p.

69) 

To date, most research on creativity in sport has focused on the individual

level and on training methodologies that can foster its development (Fardilha &

Allen, 2019).  The findings discussed above support this to some extent – or at

least show consistency. That is, the participants recognised the individual ‘level’

and  immediate  psycho-social  environmental  level  of  creativity.  However,  by

adopting  an  integrative  transdisciplinary  (Montuori,  2019)  lens  and  exploring

beyond the individual (‘I-paradigm’) findings also demonstrate complex, situated

nature of creativity, which is in line with Vaughan and colleagues’ characterisation

of sporting creativity as a “multifaceted wicked problem” (2019, p.1). 

HACs  and  HARs  perceived  that  societal  evolution,  characterised  by

processes  of  globalisation,  urbanisation  and  digitalisation,  together  with

decreasing  opportunities  for  physical  education  in  schools  and  restrictive

organisational  regulations  in  sport,  have  all  played  an  important  role  in  the

perceived homogenisation of young players, the increase of sedentariness and the

decline  in  creative  behaviour  in  football.  This  may  be  problematic,  given the

importance of  the development  of cortical  representations -  e.g.  of the feet  in

football  (Silva,  2008;  Maciel,  2011)  -  for  sport-specific  structural  adaptations

across time (Meier, Topka, & Hänggi, 2016), 

The  replacement  of  informal,  unstructured  practice,  usually  intrinsically

motivated  –  i.e.  street  football  -  with  organised  and  highly  regulated  football

schools and professional academies, where players can be registered from early
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ages (EPPP, 2011) and go through systematic evaluations for progression which

privilege physical factors (Baker et al., 2017), may have also contributed to the

declared lack of diversity. 

6.6. Conclusion

Fostering  creativity  in  football  is  highly  complex  and  requires  a  global

understanding of many interlinked factors  that  impact  on it.  In that  sense,  the

adoption of a ‘We-paradigm’ (Glăveanu,  2010a)  is  not  only recommended but

necessary.  While  intra-individual  traits  and  skills  and  training  methodologies

related  to  sporting  creativity  have  deserved  much  attention  for  the  past  two

decades (Fardilha & Allen, 2019) and are largely corroborated by the HACs and

HARs interviewed,  this study has also shown that creativity (at least in the view

of the participants) is situated, influenced by surrounding socio-cultural contexts.

Nonetheless, there is still much to explore with regards to the impact of wider

sporting and non-sporting environments on creative development in football, like

academy structures and cultures, parenting, and schooling. Doing so is important

to  fulfil  Montuori’s  (2019)  recommendation  of  ‘weaving  together’ knowledge

from different  areas,  agents,  and levels  of  analysis,  if  we are  to  increase  our

understanding of creativity.
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Chapter Seven: Challenges and opportunities

for creative development in youth professional

football organisations - a case-study of a

Portuguese elite academy
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7.1. Introduction

The widely recognised importance of creativity for sport – and especially

for team invasion and racket sports (Memmert, 2015), together with its perceived

decline over the last few decades (Santos et al., 2016) means that, in accordance to

the law of supply and demand (Gale, 1955), the value of creativity is currently at a

prime  (Memmert,  2015).  Thus,  it  can  be  argued  that  clubs  who  succeed  in

fostering more  creative  players  are  likely  to  reap  significant  financial  rewards

from it.  Creative development is nonetheless complex and the multidimensional

nature of the construct (Montuori & Donnelly, 2016) makes it hard to study. 

To date, most studies on sporting creativity have focused on the individual

level (Fardilha & Allen,  2019),  with scholars identifying correlates of sporting

creativity  -  e.g.  attention,  expertise  -  and  proposing  and  evaluating  training

methods and programmes to foster  it,  i.e.,  best  practice recommendations  (see

chapter 3 for a review). However, there have been recent calls for (e.g. Vaughan et

al.,  2019: Rasmussen et  al.,  2020a; 2020b) for further research that recognises

environmental  influences  and  the  impact  of  socio-cultural  constraints  on  the

emergence of creativity. Indeed, Rasmussen and colleagues (2020b) warned that

real world challenges arise may arise during attempts to implement so-called best

practices, e.g. organisational culture and lack of stakeholder ‘buy in’. 

In study 1 (see chapter 6), HACs and HARs provided not only valuable

insights  with  regards  to  the  conceptualisation  and  assessment  of  creativity  in

association football, but also identified several factors that may influence creative

development in professional academies, e.g. parental behaviour, result-orientation,

early professionalisation, job insecurity of staff, structure of competitions, socio-

cultural  and geographical  background of young players,  (lack of)  provision of

physical education classes in schools,. These may have little to do with the design

or delivery of training drills, but can equally impact creative development.  

However, interactions between stakeholders identified in study 1 as key for

the  development  of  creativity  in  football  academies  –  e.g.  players,  coaches,

parents, academy leaders - remain under-theorised. Therefore, the present study

employed Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model of creative learning as an orienting

framework to examine the challenges and opportunities for developing sporting

creativity in a Portuguese professional football academy.
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7.2. The situated model of creative learning

Similarly to what has been occurring with professional football, including at

its  youth  level  (Morrow  &  Howieson,  2014;  Christensen  &  Sørensen,  2009;

Relvas et al., 2010), Tanggaard (2014) suggests that the educational system has

been  influenced  by  growing  marketisation.  Moreover,  she  contends  that

researchers  have  focused on studying the  possible  links  between teaching and

creativity, treating learning “as a secondary concept” (Tanggaard, 2014, p.107).

The same thought  could be applied to existing research on sporting creativity,

which has largely focused on developing programmes and enhancing methods for

teaching/coaching creativity. Players’ learning has deserved less attention, as if it

would  automatically  emerge  from  these  other  developments.  Cheung  (2012)

suggested that to promote creativity in the classroom there must be a focus on the

meaning of creativity for teachers and how their practices may improve creative

expression.  In this thesis I have followed his reasoning, by exploring HACs and

HARs perceptions of creativity in football and reflecting on their suggestions for

its enhancement (see chapter 6). 

In turn, while Tanggaard (2014) recognises value in Cheung’s approach, she

posits that more importance should be paid to “what kind of learning is vital and

how learning processes  actually  lead  to  more  creativity”  (p.108).  Following a

situated,  pragmatist  approach,  inspired  by  the  earlier  work  of  Joas  (1996)  on

creativity  as human action and Lave (1999) and colleagues’ (Lave & Wenger,

1991) on learning, Tanggaard (2014) contends that:

“human cognition is based on inquiry, on the creative potentials of human

beings in a world of constant change which we try to understand, control,

handle or  change.  This  is  why creativity  is  part  of  life  in  itself  and not

something reserved for unique individuals” (p.109). 

This conceptualisation is in line with recent suggestions that sporting creativity

should be framed as a developmental resource (Rasmussen et al., 2019), essential

for  the  fulfilling  of  human  potential  (Vaughan  et  al.,  2019).  Moreover,

Tanggaard’s proposal  of a situated model of creative learning results  from her

work  with  apprentices  in  vocational  schools  (e.g.  Tanggaard,  2007;  2008).

Football academies are themselves  milieux of apprenticeship (Cushion & Jones,

2006), where young players are socialised (Christensen & Sørensen, 2009) and

submitted to intensive training in the hope of becoming full-time professionals
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(Brown & Potrac, 2009). Even if that means dismissing - or being pressured to

dismiss - traditional educational opportunities (Christensen, 2009).

The situated model of creative learning (Tanggaard, 2014) is composed by

three interdependent principles: (1) immersion in the topic of interest, traditions

and  in  the  subject  matter;  (2)  experimentation  and  inquiry  learning;  and  (3)

resistance  from  the  material  of  interest.  With  regards  to  the  first  principle  –

immersion  –  Tanggaard  (2014)  draws  from Guilford  (1950)  and Ericsson and

colleagues  (1993)  to  argue  that  creative  learning  requires  in-depth,  domain-

specific knowledge. It  can be acquired through reasonable amounts of practice

with adequate recovery, preferentially supported by experts and/or role-models:

“it is when we know something about what we do that we are best able to handle

the challenges confronting us, as long as this knowledge is not a barrier in relation

to thinking and doing something new” (Tanggaard, 2014, p.110). This is in line

with several suggestions of the importance of expertise for creative development

in sport (e.g. Memmert et al., 2010; Richard et al., 2017). 

The  second  principle  –  experimentation  and  inquiry  learning  -  mirrors

Tanggaard’s (2008) own experience observing apprentices in vocational schools,

and concours with previous research that emphasized the importance of play (e.g.

Russ,  2016;  Howard-Jones,  Taylor  & Sutton,  2002),  peer-learning (e.g.  Peters,

2010),  and  other  unstructured,  self-directed  activities  (e.g.  Memmert  & Roth,

2007) for the creative development of children and young people. Interestingly,

Tanggaard (2008) found that breaks and moonlighting – i.e. work done outside

prescribed school  teaching time – represented important  moments  of  freedom,

curiosity, and exploration. This led her to argue, more recently, that “creativity

consists of relating curiously to situations that demand we respond in new ways”

(2014, p.111). A similar perspective has been adopted by researchers advocating

for  the  potential  of  constraints-led  approaches  to  the  development  of  sporting

creativity (e.g. Torrents et al., 2016; Santos et al., 2016; Vaughan et al., 2019), in

which  the  coach  becomes  an  environmental  architect  (Renshaw  et  al.,  2019)

responsible for promoting exploratory behaviour.  However, little is still  known

about  ‘moments  of  freedom’ within  or  beyond  the  training  grounds  or  their

contributions to sporting creativity development.
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Finally, with the third principle – resistance from the material of interest –

Tanggaard (2014) draws inspiration from Ingold and Hallam (2007) to suggest

that  the  indivisible  relation  between  humans  and  their  surroundings  leads  to

creative affordances. On the one hand, we can use materials (e.g. stones, sand,

pencils, computers) to shape creations; on the other, materials (e.g. landscapes,

buildings)  also  shape  our  daily  life  and  hence  impact  our  opportunities  for

creation.  In  that  vein,  Tanggaard,  Laursen,  and  Szulevicz  (2016)  have

demonstrated  how  different  ball  materials  can  lead  to  new  affordances  for

creativity  in  handball.  Furthermore,  unlike  romantic  conceptualisations  of

creativity, Tanggaard (2014) proposes that “the experience of being lost, of being

disoriented,  of  being  held  back,  or  simply  of  being  frustrated  can  prompt  a

creative  opportunity  to  arise”  (p.111),  something  that  sporting  creativity

researchers have not yet examined.

While originally inspired by vocational learning environments, Tanggaard

(2014) explains that the situated model of creative learning is malleable, i.e. it

“can take different  forms according to  particular  settings  and social  practices”

(2014, p.108). It presents a useful way to examine and develop our understanding

of creative development within football  academies because it  proposes  general

principles/concepts  for  creative  learning – “the  basic  ingredients  of  a  learning

community”  (p.108)  –,  instead  of  a  close-ended,  prescriptive  approach.

Furthermore,  it  is  appropriate  for  multi-level  analyses,  allowing  for  a  better

examination of the interactions between different key stakeholders involved with

professional  sporting  organisations  dedicated  to  player  development  (football

academies). In resume, Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model provides an adequate

framework for examining this complex phenomenon.  Therefore, the purpose of

this  study  was to  investigate  challenges  and  opportunities  for  creative

development  in  a  Portuguese  professional  football  academy,  both  strictu -  i.e.

within the academy building and related competitive settings - and lato sensu, i.e.

considering how important stakeholders in young players’ lives, e.g. parents, may

affect creative development.

7.3. Method

Conceptualisations  of  creativity  as  situated  emphasise  the  importance  of

contextualisation for a better understanding of the phenomenon. Indeed, a recent

manifesto on creativity research incentivised scholars to move “beyond focusing
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on  the  individual  alone,  isolated  from  his/her  social,  material,  and  cultural

context”  (Glăveanu et  al.,  2018,  p.4).  Therefore,  more  qualitative,  exploratory

approaches (Glăveanu et al., 2018), characterised by flexible designs (Rasmussen

et al., 2020b) that celebrate detours (Tanggaard, 2018) and openly embrace the

messiness and human nature of the research process (Meier, Wegener, & Maslo,

2018) are needed to further our understanding of creativity in sport and in football

more specifically. In other words, there is room (and a need) for more creativity

within creativity research. Case study research is one suitable approach for the

current  interest  in  creativity  development  in  a  football  academy  and  its

surroundings.

7.3.1. Case-studies and creativity research

Case-studies are “in-depth contextual analyses of one or a few instances of a

naturalistic  phenomenon”  (Tracy,  2019,  p.61).  Albeit  infrequently  used  in

creativity research when compared to experimental approaches, case-studies, and

in particular those focused on depicting the lives of eminent people, have resulted

in some of the most cited research publications in the field – e.g.  Gruber and

Barrett (1974), Csikszentmihalyi (1996).  With regards to sporting creativity, the

use of case study designs is also limited. However, in recent years there have been

signs of change, with Martin and Cox’s (2016) life-positioning analysis of Steve

Nash,  and  Harrison’s  (2016)  autobiographical  examination.  While  Harrison’s

(2016) work provided an opportunity for reflection on the potential  of  having

multiple  interests  (e.g.  sport  and jazz)  for  creative  transferability,  Nash’s  LPA

(Martin & Cox, 2016) provided an important glimpse into what could be called

‘distributed genius’. They showed how the NBA basketball legend did not rely

solely on his persistent commitment to improvement and technical skills, but was

also shaped by the interactions with others, e.g.  father, brother, coaches, friends,

and teammates. Nonetheless, in contrast to the field of talent development where

case studies have been used to good effect (e.g. Henriksen et  al.,  2010, 2014;

Larsen et al., 2013) there are still no case-studies of sporting creativity examining

the  interactions  between  different  stakeholders  beyond  the  individual  level.

Addressing this gap is important, as groups and organisations may constrain or

facilitate  creativity,  for  example  due  to  issues  with  hierarchical  structures  and

communicational flows (Sobrinho, 2019). 
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Case-studies designs dovetail nicely with the study of creativity considered

from the ‘We-paradigm’ (see chapter 2). Indeed, one of the key characteristics of

case  studies  is  their  boundedness,  i.e.  a  delimitation  of  time,  place,  and

membership (Hodge & Sharp, 2016), which mirrors conceptualisations of situated

creativity (Lebuda & Glăveanu, 2019) and may better represent its dynamic nature

(Corazza, 2016; Tanggaard, 2019). Due to their boundedness, case-study designs

do not  aim for  strict  generalisability  of  findings.  Nonetheless,  in  instrumental

designs, the cases “are examined for their potential to enhance understanding of

an issue or phenomenon. The case per se is less emphasized than the theoretical

insight  it  might  offer  for  a  construct  or  concept”  (MacQuarrie,  2009,  p.442).

Additionally, Glăveanu and colleagues (2019, p.3) argue that “cultural patterns as

well  as  individual  regularities  in  creative  expression  do allow us  to  construct

models that are transferable to different domains of creative action and to different

contexts”. Thus, although the situated, contextual nature of this exploration may

consequently limit the generalisability of its findings, it will hopefully contribute

toward a better understanding of the complexity inherent to creative development

in hybrid organisations like professional football academies, and of the potential

of Tanggaard’s (2014) model for its examination. 

7.3.2. Contextualisation

7.3.2.1. Football in Portugal

Portugal is a peripheral European country where football plays a central role

in daily life, and boosts national identity and self-esteem, in contrast with other

social-economic  indicators.  Despite  recent  signs  of  recovery  from  a  serious

economic crisis which led the Portuguese government to request a bailout with the

International  Monetary  Fund  (IMF)  in  2011,  the  country  had a  gross  debt  of

121.5%  of  its  GDP in  2018  (Pordata,  2021)  and  still  trailed  behind  its  EU

counterparts in many areas, e.g. education, employment, productivity. In contrast,

Portuguese  football  players,  coaches,  clubs,  and  National  teams  are  widely

recognised as some of the best in the World, collecting several international titles

– e.g. 4 European/Champions League club trophies, 2 Intercontinental Cups, the

2016 European Championship. At the youth level, the Portuguese National team

has achieved several honours, winning the European Championship 9 times and
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the under-20 FIFA World Cup in 1989 and 1991. Additionally, FC Porto won the

UEFA Youth League in 2019, with Benfica being runner-up one year earlier. 

7.3.2.1.1. Academies as a pillar of financial sustainability of Portuguese clubs

Despite its peripheral location in the European continent, Portugal plays a

key role in the football ‘planet’, mainly as a talent-exporter (Tiesler & Coelho,

2007). That sense of relevance contributes to boosting national identity (Tiesler &

Coelho, 2007) and may contribute to justifying the central position that football

has achieved in Portuguese society. Football is thus a ‘national obsession’, with

broad media diffusion that not only stems from (or leads to) regular success on-

the-pitch, but also results in frequent negative episodes of violence – verbal and

physical - and criminality, like the invasion of Sporting CP’s training center by its

own  fans  in  May  2018.  As  Coelho  and  Tiesler  (2007)  summarise,  “most

Portuguese seem to regard football, and its results, involving club teams and the

national [squad], as a safe indicator of the `quality' and competence of the country

and its inhabitants” (p.580).

The  hyper-commercialisation  of  professional  football  (Morrow  &

Howieson, 2014) affects Portuguese clubs too. The Portuguese league is unable to

compete with the so-called ‘Big-5’ leagues (England/Wales, France, Spain, Italy,

and Germany) in terms of broadcast revenues and sponsorship deals. For example,

while in 2018/19 each of the 20 Premier League clubs received between £96 and

£150m related to match broadcasting rights, in Portugal the top-5 clubs (Benfica,

Porto,  Sporting  CP,  SC Braga  and  Vitoria  SC)  negotiated  each  10-year  deals

(2016-2026 or 2018-2028) that range from €90m (Vitoria SC) to €300m (Benfica)

for the whole duration of the contracts (Gonçalves, 2019). Thus, there is a heavy

reliance  on  player  development  and  transfers  to  combat  high  levels  of  debt

(Observatório do Futebol, 2019) accumulated by the majority Portuguese clubs. 

A report published by the Portuguese League in 2020 revealed that just with

the transfers of players who emerged from ‘B’ - reserve - teams, clubs earned

€973m  between  2012  and  2019,  with  Benfica  alone  receiving  €459m  (Liga

Portugal, 2020). When transfers of first-team players are included (see table 5 for

a detailed description), it becomes clear that the 10 most profitable Portuguese

clubs made more than €1500m in the last decade (Transfermarkt, 2021b). 
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7.3.2.1.2. The academy

The academy where the present investigation took place belonged to one of

the biggest Portuguese clubs, a centenary institution that counted on an annual

multi-million euro budget and several thousands of paying members. Its first team

regularly  took part  in  international  competitions  and its  academy received the

maximum grade  (5  stars)  awarded  by  the  Portuguese  FA’s  youth  certification

programme in 2019, having a history of developing and selling players to some of

the most competitive European leagues. The club’s youth sector had almost 700

players, spanning from the football schools to the under-23s team, and distributed

by different geographical locations across the country. Circa 300 players were part

of the competitive teams, with dozens living within the academy’s premises.

Table 5: Difference between earnings and expenditure (in €m) on outgoing and incoming transfers of 

Portuguese clubs (2009-2020) Source: Transfermarkt.

Club

Total amount

arrivals (million

euros)

Number

player

arrivals

Total amount

departures

(million euros)

Number

player

departures

Departures/

Arrivals

Difference

(million euros)

SL Benfica 407.66 418 1010 409 603.35

FC Porto 413.89 379 796.70 374 382.81

Sporting CP 240.96 355 451.19 344 210.23

SC Braga 56.09 358 202.52 352 146.44

Vitoria SC 18.43 259 88.97 248 70.54

Portimonense 5.22 298 51.41 302 46.19

GD Estoril

Praia
2.04 321 37.29 315 35.25

Rio Ave FC 7.33 276 40.61 279 33.28

CS Maritimo 0.925 215 28.45 222 27.52

CD Nacional 7.29 242 29.13 245 21.84
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Coaches, sports psychologists, nutritionists, medical, and other support staff

were full or part-time employed, depending on the age groups they worked with,

i.e. staff working with older age groups – from under-17 above – tended to have

full-time  contracts.  Furthermore,  the  academy’s  infra-structures  included  a

handful of football pitches – with natural and synthetic surfaces -, performance

analysis  suites,  meeting  rooms,  canteen,  several  changing  rooms,  and  a

transportation service permanently available  to drive players to  and from their

homes, school, and training/playing venues. 

7.3.2.1.3. The team

Despite proposing to undertake a holistic examination of creative learning

within  the  football  academy,  and  having  full  access  to  the  entire  academy’s

facilities and staff, I interacted more closely with the under-13s team (players born

in 2006 and 2007), including its 20 players, their parents, and staff (e.g. Head

Coach,  Assistant  Coach,  Goalkeeping  Coach,  Team  Manager,  Physiotherapist,

Sport  Scientist).  The choice of the under-13s team was motivated by this  age

group being positioned at a transition level between recreation and competition

(see,  for  example,  FIFA’s  Youth  Manual,  n.d.),  and  due  to  the  interest  it  has

received from other sporting creativity researchers (e.g. Memmert, 2010, 2011). 

In a study that explored the relationship between creativity, expertise, and

attention, Memmert (2011) recruited participants aged between 7 and 13 years,

justifying  that  “psychological  studies  have  shown that  creativity  is  developed

early  in  life  and that  the  greatest  improvements  in  creativity  can  be  expected

during this time” (p.95). The present research does not aim to further validate or

refute this claim, but to examine how interactions between different stakeholders

in  a  professional  football  academy  may  contribute  to  fostering  or  inhibiting

creative expression at this level. Additionally, in a recent action research project

with the under-17 team of an elite Danish football academy - and in line with

earlier  studies  (e.g.  Santos  et  al.,  2016)  -  Rasmussen  and  colleagues  (2020b)

advised that “clubs should preferably start to nurture creativity at younger ages to

ensure that players experience the impact of creative activities” (p.30).

7.3.3. Participants 

A total of 14 participants contributed to this study: one head coach – aged 42

years, with a degree in Physical Education, a day job as a school teacher, holding
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a UEFA B licence, and with 17 years of experience;  an assistant coach - aged 28

years, with 8 years of experience, and a Portuguese FA C coaching licence. Both

were employed on a part-time basis. Seven male players aged between 12 and 13

years, with an average 5 years of competitive experience (SD=1), belonging to the

academy’s  under-13  team,  which  played  in  the  regional  under-15  second  tier

league and coached by the participating coaches; four parents of the participating

athletes - three males and one female, aged between 41 and 56 years (M=49.3,

SD=6.40); one full-time Head Academy Psychologist (HAP) aged 33 years, with

11 years of experience, and holding a Masters in Sport Psychology; and one full-

time Head of Academy Coaching (HAC) aged 42 years, with a UEFA Pro licence,

a Sport Science degree, and 18 years of coaching experience.

7.3.4. Procedure

The opportunity for the case-study arose due to a Portuguese club’s  HAC

expressing interest in extending the collaboration initiated in study 1, in which he

took part.  Thus, this case study became a joint, participatory effort (Reilly, 2012),

and represented an opportunity “to understand not just  what a participant says

they do, but also what they do in everyday life” (Thorpe & Olive, 2016, p.125).

After ethical approval was granted,  a face-to-face meeting with the HAC took

place to define how the project would be operationalised on a day-to-day basis. It

was agreed that I would accompany all the activities of the under-13s team for an

entire month - between 1 April 2019 and 4 May 2019. Thus, I observed, in situ,

three  90-minute  training  sessions  each  week  (Mondays,  Wednesdays,  and

Thursdays),  one  competitive  match  (Sunday)  part  of  the  regional  under-15s

league, two video-analysis sessions (prior to two Thursday training sessions) and

five competitive matches played in an international tournament (under-13s) which

gathered  some  of  the  top  Portuguese,  Spanish,  and  Danish  academies,  and

including a team from Guinea-Bissau. The event took place in Lisbon, in April –

period of Easter school holidays - and lasted 5 days. During the tournament, I was

also invited to join the group for all meals outside their accommodation – lunch

and  dinner.  I  did  not  interfere  in  any  of  the  training  sessions  or  matches,

maintaining some physical distance from the participants, either by standing on

the side of the pitch during training or mixing with spectators during matches.

However,  in one match of the regional league I was invited to watch the pre-
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match preparation rituals, including the team talk in the changing room prior to

kick-off. While I attempted to maintain a professional distance, my daily presence

next  to  the  team  resulted  in  the  development  of  trust  and  friendships  with

participants, potentially influencing the group dynamics and interactions between

coaches and players, and transforming me at times into an involuntary confidant,

something that will be discussed later in this chapter.

Furthermore, I was allowed to interact freely with all players and academy

staff (e.g. coaches, team manager, sport psychologist, HAC), and had full access

to the academy’s facilities – not open to the public – outside training days/times

too.  This  allowed  me  to  collect  data  at  various  moments  and  locations  (e.g.

cafeteria,  reception hall,  coaches’ offices) and to  interact  with different actors.

Consequently,  I  could  obtain  a  more  holistic,  multi-plane  perspective  of  the

environment (MacQuarrie, 2009) and the daily functioning of the academy. Due to

the  club’s  internal  regulations  and data  protection  requirements,  the  under-13s

team manager – person mainly responsible for administrative and logistic tasks

relative to that age group - acted as a gatekeeper between myself and the parents

with regards to arranging the focus group with players and parental interviews

(see participation info sheets in Appendix 4).

7.3.5. Data collection

In their narrative systematic review of research on organisational creativity,

Anderson  and  colleagues  (2014)  encouraged  the  adoption  of  “more  bold

multilevel designs to explore factors implicated in both creativity and innovation”

(p.1302). Answering that call,  and in line with MacDonald and Allen’s (2019)

investigation of coach-created climate in canoe slalom, I used different methods

of data collection –  in situ  observations, field notes, and audio-recorded, semi-

structured  individual  and  focus  group  interviews  –  to  achieve  a  more

comprehensive  understanding  of  how  different  actors  and  artefacts  interacted

within and outside the academy and how that impacted opportunities for creative

learning.

7.3.5.1. Observations

Observations are a data collection method aimed at the systematic recording

of naturalistic human behaviour (Thorpe & Olive, 2016). They allow researchers

“to see first-hand what is going on rather than simply assume we know” (Patton,
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2014, p.499). At the start of the data collection process, I followed Schwandt and

Gates’ (2018) suggestion, entering the academy with a broad research question -

‘What  are  the  challenges  and  opportunities  for  creative  learning  in  this

environment?’ -  and using Tanggaard’s  (2014) general  principles of  a  creative

learning community as  sensitising concepts (Patton,  2014).  Thus,  I  started my

observations as a focused witness (Tracy, 2019), entering the academy with a clear

idea of the topic I wanted to study, the people I would most likely interact with,

and knowing the exact time-frame of my presence (Tracy, 2019). However, while

conducting  the  observations,  I  tried  to  keep “an  open eye  to  the  unexpected”

(Schwant & Gates, 2018, p.603), which led me, for example, to enter the academy

several hours prior to the under-13s training sessions that usually took place in the

evening. 

What  I  observed  was  certainly  not  unbiased.  Indeed,  Patton  (2014)

explains that “our culture shapes what we see; our early-childhood socialization

forms how we look at the world; and our value systems tell us how to interpret

what passes before our eyes” (p.497).  Indeed,  case-study designs are typically

characterised by empathic interactions between the researcher and those in the

researched environment,  making objectivity  and distancing difficult  to  achieve

(Tracy, 2019). Notwithstanding, I took several steps to maintain the authenticity of

the observations, like taking field notes (see Appendix 5), writing descriptively,

probing  my  perceptions  during  informal  discussions  with  insiders  (and  later,

during preliminary data  analysis),  using a theoretical  framework to  help guide

data  collection  and  generate  questions  (Creswell,  2009)  and  reflecting  on  the

strengths  and  limitations  associated  with  my  perspective  (Patton,  2014).  Data

collection during observations was limited to handwritten field notes due to child

protection legislation. I annotated descriptions of training drills, match events, and

other  occurrences  that  caught  my  attention.  Furthermore,  I  added  brief,

speculative reflections to these descriptions, to be probed later, during interviews

with  coaches  and the  focus  groups  with  players.  In  total,  observation  records

amounted to 24 double-spaced A4 pages.

7.3.5.2. Interviews with coaches

The template constructed for semi-structured interviews with coaches was

based on in situ observations and numerous informal conversations with players

and staff. Questions were open-ended, so the guide was used “to facilitate talk
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about experiences, circumstances, [and issues]” (Smith & Sparkes, 2016, p.104),

which participants were invited to elaborate on. The first section was dedicated to

coaches’ conceptualisations and beliefs regarding creativity, e.g. how they defined

it, its ‘origins’, and how they envisioned its ideal development. The other section

attempted  to  gain  further  insight  on  episodes  that  I  had  watched  during

observations  and  to  establish  how  coaches’ believed  their  work  environment

contributed  to  creative  learning  discussing,  for  example,  their  perceptions  of

organisational  climate,  leadership,  and  availability  of  resources.  The  two

interviews with coaches lasted 30 and 57 minutes and resulted in a total of 37

double-spaces A4 pages of text. After each interview, a pseudonym was attributed

to each interviewee,  based on their  position (HC for Head Coach and AC for

Assistant Coach).

7.3.5.3. Focus Group with Players

Children may perceive that  due to  their  age and dependence status their

opinions do not have the same importance or weight of those of adults. However,

article 12 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child states that

“children have the right to participate in decision-making processes that may be

relevant in their lives and to influence decisions taken in their regard” (Lawnsdon,

2019). To date, research on sporting creativity has rarely included their voices.

The  exception  is  Rasmussen  and  Østergaard’s  (2016)  work  on  ‘The  Creative

Soccer  Platform’,  in  which  a  focus  group  interview was  conducted  with  four

young amateur players. Focus groups are a form of interview which is particularly

useful to stimulate interaction between participants in a group, and suitable for

interactions between researchers and members of vulnerable groups like minors

(Adler, Salanterä, & Zumstein-Shaha, 2019). 

The  researcher plays an important role as a “moderator whose task is to

create a supportive atmosphere in which interaction occurs between participants

so that the expression of personal, multiple, and sometimes conflicting viewpoints

on the topic of focus are elicited” (Smith & Sparkes,  2016, p.104).  The focus

group conducted involved 7 players who voluntarily agreed to take part in the

interview,  and  whose  parents  consented  to  their  participation.  To  avoid  any

potential  influences  of  social  desirability  related to  the presence of  parents  or

coaches that could condition the children’s responses, I conducted the focus group

prior to a training session in a meeting room at the club’s academy, only with the
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supporting  presence  of  a  club  director  who  acted  simultaneously  as  child

protection officer. 

Similarly to the interviews with coaches, an interview guide was used to

prompt discussion. It was based not only on players’ beliefs regarding creativity,

but also on how they perceived their daily activities and the academy and school

environments  to  foster  –  or  not  –  creative  development.  A pseudonym  was

attributed  to  each interviewee,  depending on their  order  of  intervention in  the

focus group, ranging from 1 to 7, i.e. ‘Player 1’ for the player who spoke first

during the focus group. The focus group lasted 33 minutes and, at the end, one

player (Player 5) waited for all others to leave the room and asked if we could

speak  privately.  After  consulting  the  child  protection  officer,  which  agreed  to

remain in the room, Player 5 was given the opportunity to talk freely, and the

conversation lasted 15 minutes. In total,  48 minutes of interviews with players

were recorded, resulting in 28 double-spaced A4 pages of text. 

7.3.5.4. Interviews with parents

In study 1, parents were often described by HACs and HARs as inhibitors of

young players’ creativity, who often imposed excessive pressure on their children

to perform. However, similarly to young players, parents’ voices have rarely been

included in research on sporting creativity (the exception being Martin & Cox’s

(2016) retrospective, life positioning analysis of Steve Nash). Parental interviews

were organised by the team manager, who invited via e-mail all parents to take

part. Four agreed, and the interviews were conducted in a quiet area at the club’s

cafeteria, following the club’s instructions. 

Questions  were  also  based  on  my  observations  of  training  sessions  and

competitive matches  and on earlier  conversations with players  and staff.  They

were mainly aimed at gaining an understanding of parental perceptions’ of their

children’s involvement in football, the level of support that parents and children

received from the academy, and how satisfied parents were with their relationship

with the club and how they believed it could impact – or not – creative learning.

The four one-to-one interviews lasted between 23 and 34 minutes, and resulted in

a  total  of  36  double-spaced  A4  pages  of  text.   After  each  interview,  a  non-

gendered pseudonym was attributed to each interviewee, based on their role – i.e.

P for  ‘Parent’ -  and  the  order  of  the  interview  (ranging  from one  to  4).  For

example, the first parent interviewed was designated as ‘P1’.
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7.3.6. Data Analysis

Data analysis is an ongoing process, a recursive, iterative exercise, rather

than a  separate,  isolated event  that  occurs after  data  collection and before the

writing up phase (Taylor,  2014).  With regards to case studies,  they offer great

flexibility (Collins & Stockton, 2018), while remaining simultaneously an under-

developed method, e.g. at the analytical stage (Yin, 2018). In that vein, Collins

and Stockton (2018) emphasise the usefulness of theoretical frameworks for case-

study analysis, as theories help to “make sense of difficult social interactions and

phenomena,  and  articulating  a  theoretical  framework  helps  the  sense-making

process to be more explicit” (p.6). Thus, Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model of

creative learning was used as a tool to make sense and help interpret the findings

(Nelson,  Potrac,  &  Groom,  2014).  Furthermore,  it  answers  Anderson  and

colleagues’ (2014) call for more “models and theoretical propositions to explain

cross-level and multilevel innovation” to be used. 

Finally, it must be noted that in this case-study, Tanggaard’s (2014) three

principles  were  not  used  as  ends-in-themselves  but  as  ’sensitising  concepts’

(Denzin, 1978; Patton, 2014) to frame my observations and interactions with and

between  participants  and  ultimately  illuminate  how  creative  development

occurred – or not – in the academy. Patton (2014, p. 537) explains that “while the

inductive nature of qualitative inquiry emphasizes the importance of being open to

whatever one can learn, some way of organizing the complexity of experience is

virtually a prerequisite for perception itself”.

Upon ending the  period  of  immersion  at  the  academy,  I  converted  the

handwritten field notes into typed text. Then, I listened to the audio-recordings of

the  interviews  with  parents,  coaches,  and  players,  which  were  subsequently

transcribed and translated from Portuguese to English. After an initial reading and

re-reading  of  the  resulting  documents,  a  preliminary  deductive  coding  was

conducted. This implied navigating ‘back and forth’ (Yin, 2018) between the case-

study  aims  –  i.e.  to  investigate  the  challenges  and  opportunities  for  creative

development in a professional football academy strictu and  lato sensu -, printed

versions of the generated data (e.g. with different episodes from observations and

quotes  obtained  from  participants  being  underlined  and/or  highlighted  with

coloured pens), and my interpretations of these in relation to Tanggaard’s (2014)

three principles for a creative learning community (see Appendix 6), which served
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as sensitising concepts (Patton, 2014). Additionally, I used seminal research on

organisational  creativity  (e.g.  Woodman  et  al.,  1993;  Anderson  et  al.,  2014;

Amabile & Pratt, 2016) as a theoretical scaffold during the initial coding phase,

probing the  data  against  three  categories  that  could  reflect  the  three  levels  of

analysis  most  described  in  the  literature  –  individual,  team,  and  organisation

(Anderson et al.,  2014).  However,  the interdependency across levels was clear.

Therefore,  to  better  capture  the  inherent  complexity  and  stay  true  to  the

transdisciplinary approach, I focused on the emerging issues rather than the levels

themselves.

After  completing the  initial  coding phase,  the analytical  process  and the

findings that emerged from it were discussed with my supervisor and two critical

friends  (two  professional  coaches  with  experience  in  academy  settings  at  the

international level) on separate occasions. Then, I conducted two more interviews

– via telephone - with two key stakeholders in the management of the academy

physical and human resources - HAC and HAP -, which lasted 38 and 65 minutes

respectively.  During  these  conversations  I  shared,  discussed,  and  clarified

preliminary  findings,  without  referring  to  any  particular  episodes  that  could

identify the participants involved. 

Adopting such collaborative approach is important in participatory efforts,

“not only to attain a more solid base for the final research report, but sometimes

also  to  clear  up  misunderstandings,  and  ameliorate  internal  social  relations,

pointing  everyone  in  the  same  direction.”  (Schwant  &  Gates,  2018,  p.603).

Subsequent to the discussion of preliminary findings with the HAC and HAP, the

initial coding was reformulated to reflect their suggestions and clarifications. For

example, while the lack of human resources concerning the psychological support

of young players had been identified as an important issue, both the HAC and

HAP informed me that upon my departure the club had added two more sport

psychologists to the academy staff. These changes and the reformulated coding

were again discussed with my first supervisor and critical friends, until a final

structure was achieved. 

7.4. Results

As  referred  above,  results  have  been  framed  under  three  sensitising

concepts, i.e. Tanggaard’s (2014) principles for a creative learning community: (1)

immersion in the topic of interest,  in traditions,  and in  the subject matter;  (2)
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experimentation  and  inquiry  learning;  and  (3)  resistance  from the  material  of

interest. A total of 15 themes that describe and summarise emerging issues – i.e.

challenges  and  opportunities  for  creative  development  -  identified  during  my

research at the academy have been distributed across each principle for clearer

comprehension. Nonetheless, it must be referred that many – if not all – themes

associated with one principle are related/may influence other principle(s). Each

theme is accompanied by supporting evidence such as quotes from interviews and

focus groups with participants and my field notes.  

7.4.1 Concept  1.  Immersion in the topic of interest,  in  traditions and in the

subject matter

This  section  encapsulates  the  opportunities  and  challenges  for  creative

learning that relate to players’ involvement with football, i.e. their processes of

acquisition of domain-specific knowledge and experience,  and is composed by

five themes, summarised in table 6.

Table 6: Summary of themes relative to immersion in the topic of interest, in traditions and in the subject 

matter

Sensitizing concept Themes

Immersion in the topic of

interest, in traditions and in

the subject matter

Football as a cherished, omnipresent activity in

players’ lives

Immersion beyond the football pitch

Juggling football and studies: a difficult balance

Pushy parents: a barrier for creative development

The commodification of children and the illusion of

professionalisation

7.4.1.1 Football as a cherished, omnipresent activity in players’ lives

Players reported they took advantage of numerous opportunities to immerse

themselves in football. Despite their young age, the vast majority of players had

been  playing  competitive  football  for  about  six  years  but  had  started  to  play

informally even earlier: “my son has always played [football], even on the beach,

even with his little friends at  kindergarten,  For him playing always involves a

ball” (P1). The availability of free-to-use, council-financed multi-sport facilities as
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well as small community, grassroots clubs near the young players’ homes created

opportunities for such early, intensive engagement with football: 

“There  was  a  colleague  of  mine  who  coached  little  kids  [in  the

neighbourhood], and when my son was 4 years old he brought him there [to

the local club]. (…). In my area there were many kids, older and everything,

and they did a lot of...every two goals scored, one team left and other came

on. And my son spent entire afternoons playing like that. I think he grew a

lot there. It was fundamental for him.” (P4) 

Players were intrinsically motivated and highly passionate about football,

reporting  it  was  their  preferred  activity,  which  they  prioritised  over  all  other

commitments. At the club, they had three 90-minute training sessions every week

(Monday,  Wednesday,  and  Thursday),  and  a  competitive league  match  on the

weekend. On Thursdays, before the session on the pitch, there was a team video-

analysis  meeting  in  which  tactical  clips  of  the  previous  match  and  of  the

upcoming  opponents  were  shown to  the  players.  Outside  of  the  academy,  the

young athletes used school breaks  to play football  with colleagues and during

week days. At the weekend they tended to play at home – alone or with siblings -

or with team-mates and friends at free-to-use, council multi-sports facilities:

“How  many  hours  a  week  do  you  usually  play  football  outside  the

academy? [FF]

Me, maybe 10 [Player 3]

It depends...[Player 2]

During weekends the whole afternoon [Player 4]

I also play during weekends the whole afternoon [Player 2]”

Although at school all players took part in mandatory 3 hours of physical

education  classes  every  week,  where  they  tried  other  sports  like  swimming,

basketball,  or  handball,  all  players  indicated  that  football  was  their  preferred

activity.  Indeed,  they  all  dreamed  of  becoming  full-time  professionals:  “if

someone asks me if I would rather play Playstation, use my smartphone, or play

football, I prefer playing football (…). We all [focus group] do!” (Player 1).

7.4.1.2. Immersion beyond the football pitch

Besides their playing and training activities, the young athletes had several

other  opportunities  for  immersion.  For  example,  all  players  stated  that  they
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regularly watched national and international  matches that  were  broadcasted on

television, and frequently used platforms like YouTube to watch videos of their

favourite international players to look for inspiration: “when I watch a game on

TV I look at the player who plays in the same position as me, the movements he

does,  the  things  he  does  during  the  match  [Player  2]”.  Additionally,  the  club

invited a group of four to five under-13 players to take up the role of ‘ball-boys’

whenever  their  Reserves  [‘B’]  team  played  their  Portuguese  Championship

(second tier) home matches. Players eagerly engaged in this opportunity. 

All parents were supportive of their children’s involvement in football; male

parents were especially enthusiastic about the game. As a result, they provided

extra opportunities for their children to experience football, e.g. by bringing them

to watch the club’s first and youth teams playing. One of the parents, who was

also a coach with another club, was even more extreme:

“I spend entire days here [at the son’s club academy], whole afternoons,

days, I watch the under-14s, 15s, 17s, 19s (…). My wife also knows that if I

leave the house I go to watch football, I am not drinking at any coffee shop,

nothing. If I can, I will spend 12 hours here [at the academy] on Saturday,

and 12 hours on Sunday.” [P4]

7.4.1.3. Juggling football and studies: a difficult balance

Overall,  young  players  within  the  academy’s  under-13s  had  numerous

opportunities for immersion in the football domain, whether directly or remotely.

However,  at  times  it  appeared  that  immersion  could  become  excessive  and

potentially detrimental for creative learning and players’ well-being. For example,

some parents regarded the intense involvement of their children as an obstacle to

family  life.  Even  during  school  breaks  and  official  holidays,  there  would  be

training  sessions  and  friendly  matches  scheduled.  The  academy  teams  also

participated  regularly  in  national  and  international  tournaments.  Two  parents

mentioned that  their  children were so embedded in the ‘academy bubble’ that

football was their top – and only – priority. Indeed, their children showed a lack of

interest and motivation with regards to school activities: 

“From the moment he joined this club, school stopped being a priority for

my  son  (…).  I  thought  football  was  going  to  be  a  complement,  and  it

became the opposite. In my son’s mind, school became the complement in
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relation to football. And for me it was complicated because he was used to

having 98, 99, 100% scores and his grades dropped a lot and his behaviour

also got worse.” [P1]

The club seemed to be conscious of the potential impact of its young players

focusing too much on football and too little on school. Therefore, the Psychology

department established prizes for the best students of each term, and created a

study room in the academy with teachers available to support students with their

homework and/or exam preparation. However, there was little evidence that these

measures were effective. The club appeared to pay much more attention to player

disciplinary  behaviour,  and  mainly  for  reasons  of  image  and  reputation

management:

“I have been asked for my son’s grades several times, but then they [club]

keep it for themselves, we don’t know what happens.” [P3]

“When my son’s grades at school dropped dramatically, I thought the best

way to punish him was taking him out of football, because it’s the only thing

that  he  likes,  he  doesn’t  like  computer  games,  nothing.  It  wasn’t  easy

because the club did not want to accept my decision. (…) They questioned

my  approach.  (…)  In  his  previous,  smaller  club,  I  remember  that  there

would be some kids sitting on the substitutes’ bench because their grades

had dropped. (…) While he was on that [community] club, I never had any

problem” [P1]. 

The  academy’s  head  psychologist  (HAP)  admitted the  difficulties  in

monitoring  players’  school performance, which  he  justified  with  the  limited

human resources available: “it’s just me and my part-time colleague for a universe

of  200  athletes;  naturally  there  are  many  leaks  here”.  Indeed,  psychological

support was mainly available to under-19 and under-23 players, except if younger

players lived in the club’s residence away from their parents. At the end of the

season, the club planned to expand the psychology department to three full-time

psychologists. 

7.4.1.4. ‘Pushy parents’: a barrier for creative development

All participants indicated that they had met various parents – all male - who

were obsessed with their children’s football activities, imposing unhealthy levels

of pressure on them to become professional stars. The HAC admitted that in some
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cases that pressure resulted in early drop-out: “Sometimes I feel that parents want

this more than their kids, and I think that is also why many kids also lose interest

in  playing football.”  Some parents  took their  children’s  activity  too  seriously,

something that became more visible during competitive matches, for example in

the regional league:

“With  the  score  getting  tighter,  I  noticed  increased  tension  (…).  Parents

from both sides started arguing regularly,  with some insults from side to

side. The assistant referee was also not spared, mostly by parents of ‘my’

team, who seemed to ignore that  he was clearly inexperienced and very

young.  (…)  The  video  analyst  was  clearly  upset  with  this  situation,

commenting it was common during matches. Parents did not seem to be able

to control  their  emotions,  and I  felt  that  players internalised it,  with the

match becoming rougher.” (Field notes, 08/04/19)

However,  these  cases  of  excessive  parental  engagement  were  not  an

exclusive  of  the  academy  I  was  embedded  in.  Indeed,  during  an  under-13

international  tournament  that  we  attended,  there  were  “parents  of  one  of  the

Lisbon clubs  with  personalised hoodies  with  their  sons’ oversized  pictures  on

them, and scarves with their kids’ names. It made me wonder if this wasn’t too

much pressure and ‘professionalism’, too soon” (Field Notes, 18/04/19). 

In previous years, when the academy teams were still playing at a council

venue, parental behaviour had reached extreme levels. Some male parents would

openly give instructions to the pitch during training sessions – “parents would

even  shout  ‘run,  shoot,  pass’”  [Player  2]  -  and  others  resorted  to  menacing

behaviours when their children did not get frequent game time. The under-13s

Head Coach reported that he “had problems with various parents. I even received

death threats during these years! Parents who become completely altered because

they cannot accept that their son is less talented than some of his colleagues”. 

In order to reduce the pressure imposed by parents on young players and

their coaches, the club implemented two important measures: firstly, the creation

of a ‘team manager’ role across all age groups. The team manager was a person

with  no  technical  responsibilities,  whose  remit  was  ‘only’  related  to  the

communication  between  the  club  and  parents  and  other  administrative  duties.

Thus,  parents  did  not  speak  with  coaches  directly  anymore.  Secondly,  since

moving to  the  club’s  new academy,  the  board  decided to  forbid parents  from
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attending training sessions and friendly matches, which players perceived to have

a positive effect on their learning: 

“It’s better to train without parents! [Player 3]

Yeah, because we are the ones who play, not our parents! [Player 4]

And there is only one coach, there are no coaches on the stands. [Player 3]”

7.4.1.5. The ‘commodification’ of children and the illusion of professionalisation

As explained earlier  (e.g.  chapter  4),  football  academies  can be important

sources of financial  sustainability for professional clubs. Therefore,  identifying

and recruiting the best young talents is crucial for success. Parents and coaches

commented that the ferocious market competition between different professional

clubs in Portugal results in frequent attempts to lure players as young as 10 years

to join them. That means some clubs ignore ethical and safeguarding principles, as

I witnessed myself during a tournament in which the under-13s participated:

“While we were watching one of the matches, I notice an unknown older

man  approaching  two  of  the  club’s  under-13  players  on  the  stand  and

starting a conversation. After a few seconds, noticing that situation, the HC

immediately shouted to the players to come near him and to stop talking

immediately to the man. He later explained to me that the man worked for

one of the finalist teams, and was trying to get the details of some of our

team’s best players, perhaps to try and sign them” [Field notes, 21/04/2019]

Although joining another professional academy usually requires children to

move dozens or at times hundreds of miles away from their area of residence, and

lose close contact with their parents on a daily basis, participants suggested that

most clubs usually treat young players as commodities, dismissing them after only

one or a few seasons if players fail to adapt or develop as quickly as expected:

“My son already had offers from all the biggest clubs (…), but I know how

it works...I see parents...the kids sign for club X or Y, they are there 4, 5

years and then are sent back...and that process, they never recover. Those 4,

5, 6 years, parents will never get them back.” [Parent 4]

“I know examples of many clubs who receive players in their residences and

they really create there real prisons, we have some kids who have been there

and they feel that everything becomes much more difficult, and the distance

from the families becomes more accentuated.” [HAP]
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Moreover, the widespread use of social media – especially Facebook and

Instagram - among players and their desire for social approval also contributed to

amplify illusions of professionalisation that could have nefarious consequences

on immersion and, consequently, on creative learning too:   

“Players create an image, they create that idea in their own minds that they

are the greatest...they and their parents (…) Then they might leave for a

bigger club and suddenly the year after they are released and no-one else

wants them anymore.  That,  in terms of image with friends, family,  it’s a

total disappointment, there are kids who go really low, they even want to

drop out, (…) because they created an image and then they cannot deal with

it, even at school.” [HC]

In order to improve the developmental environment, the club created and

delivered  a  number  of  workshops  to  educate  parents  and  players  in  terms  of

desired behaviours within the youth football  scene.  They also run sessions for

players to discuss their use of social media. 

In resume, young players spent high amounts of time playing football  in

different environments - e.g. academy, school, home, local pitches – which were

available near them and free to use. Playing football was their favourite activity,

and they also engaged with the sport beyond the field of play, either as ‘ball-boys’

during Reserves team home matches or following professional matches on TV and

the internet. Additionally, parents – especially fathers – shared their kids’ passion

for football, often bringing them to watch live matches of other age groups at the

academy or of the club’s first team at the stadium. 

However, at times parental behaviour was described has having a negative

impact on children, given that fathers interfered with their autonomy, providing

unrequested  advice  and  displaying  rude  or  threatening  behaviour  towards

opponents, match officials and even coaches. Furthermore, some parents worried

that  their  children  spent  too  much  time  engaged  in  football.  Although  they

recognised potential  negative consequences on family life,  school performance

and identity development, there seemed to be no adequate support from the club

to mitigate these issues. Finally, the growing marketisation of the sport also led to

young players being often treated as commodities and lured away from their local

towns for high sums of money and promises of prestigious careers which were

often unfulfilled and led to disengagement with the game and early drop-out. 
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7.4.2. Concept 2. Experimentation and inquiry learning

Under  this  principle  I  describe  the  opportunities  and  limitations  for

experimentation and self-directed or peer learning found across multiple levels of

the academy’s ecosystem. A total of eight themes are included in this section and

summarised in table 7. 

7.4.2.1. Training sessions: mixing structure with flexibility

The  under-13s  training  sessions  were  usually  planned  by  the  Assistant

Coach  under  the  supervision  of  the  Head  Coach.  Furthermore,  to  ensure  the

alignment  of  the  training  process  with  the  academy’s  philosophy,  the  HAC

checked and approved weekly training plans proposed by coaches from each age

Table 7: Summary of themes relative to experimentation and inquiry learning

Sensitizing concept Themes

Experimentation and

inquiry learning

Training sessions: mixing structure and flexibility

Coaches’ support as key for experimentation

Moving outside of the ‘academy bubble’: home and school

as ‘creative havens

Parental pressure: the biggest barrier for risk-taking

The need for money and results: everyone is under pressure

Player profiling: a barrier for creative learning’

Precariousness as a source of tension among staff

Early professionalisation: the risks of maximising the

‘academy bubble’’

group. A digital database with hundreds of training tasks had been created in the

academy  and  was  nurtured  by,  and  accessible  to  all  coaches,  under  the

supervision of the HAC:

“[The database]  is  helpful  so that  we are  not  always changing what  the

player does. Players are used to a certain type of tasks; they are adapted, so

from that foundation [the database] allows us to create an adaptation or two

(…)  and  to  find  a  way  of  making  the  training  task  more  effective.”

[Assistant Coach]
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While the academy management had a clear vision of how their youth teams

should  play,  the HAC explained that  the coaches  were free to  choose  tactical

systems that they found suitable for the characteristics of their players: 

“The preferred system is the 4-3-3 but as you saw across other age groups

not  all  teams  played  in  the  same  way.  Now,  in  terms  of  the  general

principles, yes, there are common things across all teams and that for us is

the most important.”

It  was  evident  that  coaches  played  an  instrumental  role  in  promoting

experimentation and inquiry learning within the team. On the one hand, despite

being on a part-time contract like the HC, the Assistant Coach did not have other

professional activity (the HC was a P.E. teacher in a local private school). The AC

spent several hours every day at the academy focusing on match analysis and on

designing training tasks with high representativeness, aimed at promoting player

decision-making:

“We usually have the tendency to tell players what they need to do. I think

we should worry more in controlling the context instead of controlling the

players. Controlling the context, seeing what the context leads the player to

do,  and  let  the  player  decide  by  himself,  making  as  many  mistakes  as

necessary” [AC]

7.4.2.2. Coaches’ support as key for experimentation

During  training  sessions  and  match  days,  both  coaches  were  constantly

encouraging players to be confident in their abilities and take risks. The Head

Coach often resorted to  humour as  a  tool  to  mitigate  the players’ competitive

anxiety,  e.g.  offering  players  “prizes  for  the  best  nutmeg  and goal  before  the

match” [Field notes, 06/04/19]:

“One of my roles (…) is to free my players from the stress they are under on

a daily basis (…). I feel that as the years go by, the stress is increasing and

as they see the club growing they are more afraid of being released and

making mistakes. [I need to] have a more mental attention with them, talk to

them, make them feel relaxed, so that they are at ease, otherwise you cannot

extract 100% from them” [HC]

As  a  former  professional  player  with  a  wealth  of  experience,  the  Head

Coach also supported young players in finding new strategies to solve problems
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that emerged during training/game situations. During the focus group interview,

Player 3 commented that “the HC gives us freedom”, something that Player 1

agreed with: “Yeah, and he even teaches us tricks and dribbles!” Interestingly,

despite the noticeable tension between the Head Coach and his Assistant (which

will be discussed below), the combination of a ‘teacher-like’ profile - Head Coach

- with a more competitive one – Assistant Coach – appeared to work well with

regards to the promotion of experimentation.  The Head Coach served as a role

model and father figure, providing emotional support to young players. In turn,

the Assistant Coach’s attention to detail and tactical organisation skills allowed

them to feel comfortable and confident when facing challenging situations. 

“[During  the  training  session],  individual  actions  that  end  in  a  goal  are

rewarded  with  extra  points,  and  players  are  also  required  to  think  of

different ways of celebrating their achievements (…). There is high tempo

and competitiveness but players also seem to enjoy themselves, celebrating

each nutmeg enthusiastically” (Field notes, 08/04/19]

There was great harmony between coaches and players, and the close-knit,

supportive relationships, were evident at the end of each session, when players

and coaches all engaged in a mini-tournament:

“I notice the players are motivated and happy during this game. There is

healthy,  fun competition.  During the game, a player with a blue bib (the

‘HC’s  team’)  calls  the  coach,  who  was  talking  to  me,  to  tell  him  very

proudly  ‘we’ve  already  scored  twice!’.  At  the  end,  the  HC  grabs  the

smartphone and the winning team always takes a picture as a memory of the

triumph. Ending like this makes them want to come back for more.” [Field

notes, 03/04/2019]

During my stay at the academy, I noticed as well that much experimentation

and inquiry learning occurred outside of formal training drills.  Indeed, I could

often notice team-mates challenging each other to try new things while they were

waiting to take part on a training task or during transitions between drills:

“[During the training session] players take the 11v11 game really seriously,

with tackles, always claiming for ball possession when it goes out. (…) In

the meanwhile, on the side of the pitch, the other players are trying ‘no-

look’ passes.” [Field notes, 10/04/2019]
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“Even  the  players  recovering  from injury  are  outside  doing  keepy-upies

[trying  to  keep  the  ball  in  the  air  as  long  as  possible].”  [Field  notes,

11/04/2019]

7.4.2.3. Moving outside of the ‘academy bubble’: home and school as ‘creative

havens’

School  was  considered  by players  as  a  perfect  environment  for  creative

learning, on and off-the pitch. With regards to football, players felt breaks were

ideal  for  improving  skill  and  building  self-confidence,  as  they  could  try  new

things without being afraid of negative consequences. Player 1 commented that

“when I want to dribble and stuff like that, I do that more in school, even to check

if I know how to do it or not. And then I apply it [in training].” Similarly, the HC

explained that:

“At school you can get rid of that anxiety, that stress, and you try different

things, you see? You are perhaps in a more accessible context where you can

shine, but that brings you more confidence to do certain things that in an

academy context are not always successful.” 

Simultaneously, they felt that the opportunity to play other sports or dance,

and take up classes like ‘Arts and Crafts’ were also beneficial for self-expression: 

“Do you think that school, the way it works, helps you being creative? [FF]

Yes, like Arts and Crafts, we can draw. [Player 4]

We can do things that come to our mind, and we also have to be creative”.

[Player 1]

In Physical Education I even learned how to dance folk music, so… [Player

4]

We also have to do like...maybe 2 boys and 3 or 4 girls, and we have to do

dances and be creative and then the teacher evaluates us according to our

dance and to our creativity.” [Player 1]

Parent 1 also highlighted the role of Physical Education teachers, who made

the  young football  players  feel  welcome to  join  their  after-school  clubs,  even

when it  was  clear  that  they  prioritised  football:  “the  basketball  teacher...every

time...he knows my son has commitments, that he cannot go, but every time there

is a tournament he invites my son, because he know that he likes basketball (…),

my son likes everything that is sport.”
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Players’  conceptualisations  of  creativity  as  something  all  players  can

express,  in  every position,  and every  phase of  the  game,  made them keen on

experimenting. Even if they did not have anyone else to play with:

“I make some holes in a piece of cardboard. And I have to place the ball in

those holes.” [Player 2]

“[When at home] I try dribbles and stuff like that. And then I play long-

passing games with my brother. Then I and my brother also invent heading

games, and then he tries to shoot the ball over my head and then I also need

to shoot it, and so we improve a lot.” [Player 1]

7.4.2.4. Parental pressure: the biggest barrier for risk-taking

Most participants referred to parental pressure – together with social media -

as the key barrier to players taking risks and expressing themselves on the pitch.

Parent 3 gave an example of how he had upset his son quite recently:

“Before  the  tournament,  which  was  a  prestigious  one,  we  had  a  family

issue...I tried to alert my son for some...the level of intensity, I believe we

have a lower level of intensity than club X, Y, and Z. So I found myself

alerting him on that sense. And my son took it badly. He complained to his

mum that I was pressuring him”.

In  a  similar  vein,  the  Head  Coach  gave  an  example  of  the  unintended

consequences of well-intended actions, describing how the father of one player,

who also had a coaching background, seemed to be limiting the development of

his son by trying to instil in him a very professional mentality from an early age

with the hope he could succeed in a future career: 

“This year my focus was on undoing the rigid habits that I know the dad

creates on him (…).  From brushing his teeth, he has the small brush, the

little brush, the kid does not eat cake, does not eat this, and that, he is always

on time, he looks like a machine, he is formatted, and that comes from the

house. Football requires creativity, irreverence, other things. And watching

the kid playing is becoming boring. Anyone who knows him can guess what

he will do (…) He is always concerned with doing the same thing, working

well, but then the rest is missing, he is staying behind. And he was always

talented, a guy who was always ahead.”
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Curiously,  during  the  focus  group  interview  players  denied  feeling  any

parental pressure, which may have been due to a social desirability bias. In fact,

when  at  the  end  of  the  focus  group  one  player  asked  to  speak  privately,  his

perspective on the link between parental pressure and risk-taking could not have

been clearer:

“Do you think that parents put pressure on young players? [FF]

Yes, mine do. (…) When I play badly they tell me. But I get really sad when

they say it. I feel I could have done more. [Player 5]

And you feel you don’t take risks because of that? [FF]

Yes, if I make a mistake I know already that I’m going to be told off. [Player

5]

Do your parents want you to become a professional player? [FF]

Yes. My brother also used to play here and he didn’t make it. (…) I need to

give joy to my family.” [Player 5]

7.4.2.5. The need for money and results: everyone is under pressure

While some Portuguese clubs have successfully managed to transform their

academies into important sources of financial sustainability, the HAP referred that

the club’s growing reputation and budget had resulted in increased pressure on

staff  and  players  to  produce  results  on-the-pitch  and consequently  on  balance

sheets via player sales.

“To an extent we are all always under pressure (laughs). We need to send

players to the age groups above and get results” [HAC]

“Coaches feel obliged to show results and growth (…). They are all under

pressure depending on the results they obtain and this...we would enter a

long conversation but I think this is something that comes from the top of

the hierarchy, starting with the chairman.” [HAP]

“The coordinators  are  also under  pressure from the  presidents.  Our club

wants  to  be  like  the  biggest  ones  so  that  means  trying  to  win  big

tournaments.” [HC]

Such emphasis on results was visible during the international tournament in

which the team participated. Although the initial objective of the tournament was

to give an opportunity for the coaches to integrate new players who would be
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competing with the team during the next season, a heavy defeat against a local

rival suggested that the process-orientation was merely superficial:

“The match had barely finished and the HC’s phone rang. The academy

director was calling in a very angry mood about the defeat. The HC felt that

the criticism was unfair because players were fatigued and he couldn’t count

on his best centre-back.” [Field notes 19/04/2019]

The immediate demands imposed from the top of the structure appeared to

create a ‘cascade effect’ across staff: 

“Do you feel pressured to obtain results? [FF]

 I do. [AC]

But is it self-imposed? [FF]

It’s neither self-imposed nor imposed, because directly no-one has ever told

me that. But you can see it from the feedback that you get [from senior staff]

that if you win or lose the match, it is different.” [AC]

Another consequence of such pressure for immediate results, even at  the

lower age groups, were the increased opportunities given to early maturers and the

side-lining of late developers. The Head Coach revealed that:

“The coach above my age group only wants players who are already fully

matured,  he just  likes the big ones, and he doesn’t care about the small

ones. Why is he like that? Because he is afraid of losing. He is afraid of

what  may  happen  to  him during  the  league.  Do you get  it?  That’s  big

pressure.”

7.4.2.6. Player profiling as a barrier for creative learning

The HAC admitted that the club had clear expectations in terms of player

recruitment, and that metrics like height were essential criteria for some positions,

given  the  demands  from richer  markets  which  tend  to  invest  in  the  academy

players:

“Goalkeepers, centre-backs, height can be an exclusion criterium. If they

don’t reach certain [height] values they will hardly reach a different level.

So  for  them  to  reach  our  First  Team  they  will  need  to  have  those

characteristics and to be attractive for other teams they will need to have

them too.” [HAC]
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This  approach  was  not  consensual  among  staff.  For  example  the  Head

Coach commented that “if the player won’t reach 1m88, 1m90, 92, he can have

the greatest talent in the World, he will be released. I find that puzzling. But the

other clubs do the same.” 

Indeed, many participants indicated that profiling represented an important

limitation  for  experimentation.  Some  players,  like  Player  1,  commented  that

coaches’ tactical decisions sometimes limited their willingness to take risks, for

example  when  they  were  moved  away  from  a  position  in  which  they  felt

comfortable: “I was afraid of taking risks, because they put me playing as a full-

back.” On a different note, other players commented that they had few chances for

self-directed learning and confessed that they would like to try playing in different

positions from those they were commonly assigned, but coaches did not allow

them to do so:

“I would like to try playing in other positions, I don’t really enjoy being a

centre-back. [Player 5]

Then why do you do it? [FF]

I don’t know, it must be because of my height.” [Player 5]

The AC agreed that coaches were often guilty of formatting players, denying

experimentation  and  opportunities  for  inquiry  learning,  a  perception  that  was

corroborated by the HAP:

“Many times I feel that some players, many times the most creative, are a

little bit castrated in the sense that they are pre-formatted to doing a certain

type of tasks which sometimes do not really match their characteristics. And

some confess to me and tell me ‘I feel tied up, I want to do what I like doing

but I am not allowed.”

Moreover,  coaches’ beliefs  regarding the  origins  of  creativity  could  also

limit experimentation. For example, the Head Coach commented that: “You are

either born with it or not. That is why then some go to certain positions and others

don’t. Because some are born with a gift, which is different, they have a different

fragrance.”

7.4.2.7. Precariousness as a source of tension among staff

Although in terms of training activities the coaching staff seemed to be a

‘perfect fit’, during my stay at the academy I noticed a climate of tension between
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the Head Coach and his Assistant, a situation that threatened to jeopardise team

cohesion. On the one hand, the Head Coach did not choose his Assistant - he was

nominated by the HAC and Academy manager -, and did not trust him, believing

his ambition was not to stay with that age group but to move to a higher one as

soon as possible.  In turn,  the Assistant  and the Goalkeeping coach,  who were

close friends, believed that the Head Coach was not entirely committed to his role,

benefiting from having a long history in the academy and a secure day job as a

Physical Education teacher to adopt a more relaxed approach. Additionally, both

younger coaches thought it was unfair that they received a much lower salary than

the Head Coach, when in their opinion they did most of the work:

“The AC stays behind at the end of the session and we chat a bit. The HC is

not near us. He explains that the composition of the age group’s staff was

not intentional, and I can feel a certain distancing in relation to the HC. The

AC speaks openly about his wish to become a professional coach at  the

adult level and says that is the only reason why he accepts to get paid less

than the HC, when unlike him he spends most of his day in the academy.”

[Field notes, 03/04/2019]

While  not  clearly  outspoken,  it  was  clear  that  there  were  significant

differences in terms of salary across staff, not only between head and assistant

coaches but also across age groups. Those working with the younger teams were

mainly hired on a  part-time basis  and received a  fraction of the salary of  the

coaches  of  older  age  groups,  who were  often  full-time employed.  This  meant

coaches within the lower age groups, who had limited financial resources, would

be tempted to show quick results so that they could be noticed and progress to a

higher level:

“Ideally we should all be earning at least something close. (…) I won’t tell

you that the best coaches need to be down here...I don’t think it is more

important  being  the  under-6s  coach than  the  under-23s...because  in  both

sides you need to have the best coaches you see? That is why it [pay] should

be equal.” [AC]

7.4.2.8. Early professionalisation: the risks of maximising the ‘academy bubble’

The increasing professionalisation of the academy setup led the club to sign

agreements with local public schools for the club’s players – from the age of 13 -
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to  have  special  schedules  that  could  allow them to  train  during  the  afternoon

instead of evenings as was usual. This also implied the creation of ‘player-only’

classes  at  school,  which  left  the  Head Coach and HAP  somehow sceptical in

relation to the children’s ability to embrace other experiences outside of football:

“They  might  not  have  a  space  to  be  with  other  people  from  different

backgrounds, we know that football is a world where they can meet people

from different  walks of life,  cultures,  nationalities.  That is  also good for

their future lives (…), but we [psychology department] defend that it is good

for the players to go to an external school so that they don’t get tired of each

other, so that they are not dealing with the same people 24 hours a day, so

that they can develop their social competences. We don’t want to create here

imprisoned kids, unsocial kids who can only talk about football and little

more.” [HAP]

Notwithstanding, the second phase of the academy building was already on

its  way,  with  clear  plans  for  the  inclusion  of  a  school  inside  the  academy.

Nonetheless, the HAC believed that the danger of athletic identity foreclosure –

i.e. “commitment to the athlete role in the absence of exploration of occupational

or ideological alternatives” (Brewer & Petitpas, 2017, p.118) - was not that high: 

“Even if we move towards that internal [schooling] context, it will never be

exclusively for football players, because thankfully our club has other sports

and the idea is that the other sports can go in there as well. So it becomes a

much bigger universe.”

In summary, at the academy there was a well-defined coaching philosophy,

consistent across all age groups. Although there were universal principles of play

and a preferred tactical formation,  coaches had relative freedom to adapt their

sessions and the team’s way of playing to the individual characteristics of players.

Training drills were aimed at providing young players with a significant degree of

autonomy in terms of decision-making, so that they could choose the best option

based on existing contextual variables. Additionally, coaches were key figures for

promoting  experimentation,  not  only  through  the  careful  design  of  training

sessions,  but  also  due  to  the  emotional  support  they  provided to  players,  e.g.

boosting their self-confidence before matches and encouraging risk-taking during

training. However, most inquiry learning occurred during breaks and outside the

academy, i.e. at home and school, where children did not feel pressure to perform.
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Players also believed that doing other sports and taking part in different activities

beyond football, such as dance and arts and crafts, favoured the development of

their creative skills. 

Once again,  parental  pressure was mentioned as an important barrier  for

creative development, given that the fear of scolding or disapproval led children to

avoid  taking  risks  and  making  mistakes.  Similarly,  it  emerged  that  due  to

perceptions  of  job  insecurity  within  the  academy,  staff  felt  pressured  to  show

short-term results. This led some to take safer options,  giving priority to early

maturers in comparison to late developers. Player profiling based on biological

metrics  (e.g.  predicted  height)  and  early  positional  specialisation  were  also

referred  as  challenges  to  diversity  and  experimentation.  Furthermore,  early

professionalisation meant that players had very limited options to interact with

other people and realities beyond the ‘academy bubble’.

7.4.3. Concept 3. Resistance from the material of interest

This principle reflects  on the potential  benefits  and downsides that arose

from the challenges and frustrations faced by young players, as well as how their

(lack of) engagement with diverse materials – and buildings - may contribute to

(or not) creative development. A total of two themes emerged from the analytical

process and are summarised in table 8.

Table 8: Summary of themes relative to resistance from the material of interest

Sensitizing concept Themes

Resistance from the

material of interest

The impact of material and environmental constraints on

creative development

The importance of managing challenge for creative

development

7.4.3.1.  The  impact  of  material  and  environmental  constraints  on  creative

development

The club’s modern academy, set in a remote location on the outskirts of the

city, and protected by high fences and security guards, was only accessible to the

public on match days. On training days, parents were only authorised to enter the

reception area to drop off their children and use the cafeteria, which had no view
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to  the  training  area.  Adult  participants  –  inclusively  all  parents  interviewed  –

agreed that the architecture of the building provided an element of privacy that

shielded players and staff from unwanted pressure.  

Additionally, while conducting my research at the academy, I noticed how

players’ passion about football resulted in them perceiving and acting on creative

affordances with unusual materials. They did it not only at training (“I see players

getting excited about doing bicycle  kicks and start  using 33cl water  bottles to

attempt them” [Field notes 08/04/19]) before and after training sessions, but also

at home: “[my son] makes a ball with anything, with socks, with newspapers, with

papers, a can from the street. He has always kicked everything he saw [Parent 1].”

Players also benefited from having a wide range of playing areas with different

sizes and surfaces freely available at school, council facilities, near their homes

(“There’s a football pitch next to my house, made of gravel.” [Player 5]) or even

in their back-garden (“my house has a bit of land, they [sons] can play there and in

the  Summer  they  both  play  a  lot  there.”  [Parent  2])   Each  of  these  different

facilities and surfaces represented different constraints for the young players to

explore.

Curiously,  while  adult  participants  commented  on the  importance  of  the

privacy element conferred by the academy’s modern architecture to promote risk-

taking, during informal conversations with players and interviews with some adult

participants, there were suggestions that the greatness of the building could have a

negative effect on creative learning:

“I  can understand that this  building can leave young players to feel that

pressure, of being in this academy.” [HAC]

“The greatness of the academy can affect them [players] emotionally. In that

sense, I think the adaptation to the academy is not easy” [HC]

Furthermore,  although  the  building  possessed  numerous  functionalities

adapted to the requirements of modern football such as multiple pitches, offices,

meeting rooms, restaurant/cafeteria, fully equipped gyms, studying and medical

rooms,  there  were  no  spaces  where  children  could  engage  in  exploratory

behaviour with their team-mates while waiting for their training session. Some

spent hours sitting if they attended the club’s partner school. 

“Being in an academy from an early age takes away some of the skills that

were only learned on the street, the irregularity of the surface, knowing how
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to  fall,  playing with  an  irregular  ball,  the  surface,  playing  against  older

opponents (…) Today, they [the players] practice in top facilities, natural

grass pitches, artificial pitches of the latest generation, they have access to

machines,  top  changing rooms.  We gained some things  but  lost  others.”

(HAP)

Thus,  although  all  interviewees  emphasised  the  importance  of  informal

practice for creative learning and player development overall, the academy offered

no  material  opportunity  for  it.  Similarly,  while  immersed  at  the  academy  I

witnessed another type of environmental constraints on creative learning. During a

training session, a sudden storm resulted in heavy rain and freezing cold, which

made players clearly uncomfortable – some were even shaking – leading coaches

to end the session earlier than planned:

“I also notice how the weather makes a big difference on how the players

are able to express themselves and how this sunny climate is so much more

inviting for trying tricks and skills than the rain we have experienced the

other day [during a previous training session at the academy]” [Field notes,

10/04/19]

7.4.3.2. The importance of managing challenge for creative development

The academy I was embedded in was one of the best in Portugal. It managed

to  recruit  talented  players  not  only  from  all  over  the  country  but  also

internationally.  However,  until  the  age  of  14,  players  competed  in  regional

leagues, where they were generally much better than their opponents. To foster

competitive balance, the club had registered the under-13 team in the second-tier

of the regional under-15 league. The HAC explained that by registering teams in

leagues above their chronological age-groups, the club tried as much as possible

to provide players with an optimal level of challenge. All players reported that

they liked playing against older players on the regional league matches. They felt

such challenge resulted in significant improvements: 

“What do you think about playing against under-15s? [FF]

It’s good because we learn [Player 1]

It’s good because we evolve. [Player 4]

We learn faster!” [Player 3]
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Coaches agreed that overall the players benefited from having a high level

of challenge. Additionally, coaches believed that they had a key role in managing

the  level  of  challenge.  In  that  vein,  maintaining  task-focus  and  competitive

balance  were  the  main  premises  for  difficulties  to  become  opportunities  for

creative development:

“I don’t want to win the league, what I want is the players to give their best,

that we can take something out of the game. If they give it all, if they can

show what they know and everything that we work on, that’s much more

enjoyable  than  staying  on  our  age  group  and  beat  every  team by  large

margins.” [HC]

Adequate match preparation was also deemed essential to ensure players could

benefit  from challenging experiences. Fostering a process-focused mindset was

the priority:

“[The  way  players  interpret  difficult  challenges]  depends  much  on  the

feedback you give them, depends a lot on what you tell them beforehand,

before matches and before training. If we focus on what we do, I think that

[high challenge] can help them. The difficulty will be higher. Honestly, with

the  quality  that  they  have,  playing against  kids  of  their  age  here  in  the

region,  they  wouldn’t  need  to  be  very  creative,  they  would  be  creative

almost by cliché...[playing against older players] maybe forces them to be

more...not thinking about creativity as only dribbling. If creativity is about

deciding, if it is about passing the ball and getting it back ahead, if creativity

is having to tackle because I am slower, it helps. I think it does.” [AC]

Notwithstanding, parents – such as Parent 3 - revealed that at times they

considered the challenge their children faced could be excessive, especially with

regards  to  physical  differences  between the  different  teams:  “Sometimes I  am

scared because of the size differences [between players], I fear for their physical

well-being, because really at age 15 there are players who have a much higher

physical ability, they’re men.”

Having  observed  several  matches  –  regional  league  and  international

tournament – I noticed that at times the level of physical (playing against older

teams with a majority of stronger, taller players) or tactical-technical challenge

(playing  against  opponents  within  the  same  age  group  but  with  much  larger

experience,  inclusively  internationally)  was  so  high  that  the  team  ended  up
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focusing almost exclusively on defending and maintaining team shape to achieve

competitive balance. Avoiding mistakes became a priority, and there were fewer

opportunities for improvisation or risk-taking:

“Football is getting more and more physical. In youth football, normally who

has more strength usually wins the matches.” [Player 3]

“Do you think you felt pressure playing against club X? [FF]

Yes, but that’s already usual. [Player 4]

We even have a better team than them, but we started the match thinking

about their shirts [Player 3]

[We weren’t creative] because their players are much better than us.” [Player

1]

In resume, children engaged with many different materials to develop their

skills and played on numerous surfaces of varying sizes, which meant they had to

constantly  adapt  to  different  constraints,  resulting  thus  in  multiple  creative

affordances.  Weather  also  impacted  on  children’s  ability  and  willingness  to

express their  creative potential.  On a different  note,  providing children with a

balanced,  flexible  level  of  challenge  was  deemed  important  for  creative

development.  Indeed,  it  appears  that  too  little  challenge  may  result  in

complacency and limited development  of creative potential.  In  turn,  too much

challenge  may  lead  to  risk-avoidance,  frustration  and  disengagement  with  the

game.  Finally,  the  academy’s  state-of-the-art  infra-structures  provided  them

privacy to train and play, shielded from parental pressure, which enhanced risk-

taking. 

There  were  no  spaces  for  informal,  children-led  play,  which  restricted

opportunities  for  inquiry  learning  and  exploratory  behaviour.  Additionally,  the

greatness of the building appeared to represent an unintended source of pressure

for some young players to perform. This meant they focused on conforming to

immediate expectations and avoiding mistakes, which could limit their creative

development.

7.5. Discussion

The  aim  of  this  study  was  to  identify  and  investigate  challenges  and

opportunities  for  creative  development  in  a  Portuguese  professional  football

academy, including relevant stakeholders like coaches and parents. In the past two
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decades,  research  on  sporting  creativity  has  grown  exponentially  (Memmert,

2010) with  a plethora of methods, strategies, and programmes being proposed for

its development (Fardilha & Allen, 2019). While such developmental processes do

not  occur  in  neutral  environments,  little  research  has  thus  far  explored  how

environmental  and  organisational  influences  may  affect  processes  of  creative

development in sport. Such studies are necessary as the situated and distributed

nature of creativity becomes generally recognised (e.g. Glăveanu et  al.,  2019).

Thus, it is important that investigations of sporting creativity are contextualised,

admitting that it may occur differently across various domains, i.e. participation or

performance-oriented.  In  that  vein,  the  present  study focused on a  Portuguese

professional football academy, positioned in the youth elite (FIFA, n.d.) domain.

These organisations differ from grassroots setups, as unlike the latter they are not

available  to  a  wide  population  and  combine  commercial  interests  with  the

development of football talent.  

To date, no study had undertaken a multilevel approach to the investigation

of  creative  development  in  football  academies.  Therefore,  how  different

stakeholders,  at  different  levels,  may  impact  positively  or  negatively  on  the

creative development of young academy players remained unknown. The present

study  aimed  to  address  that  gap,  using  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  situated  model  of

creative  learning,  to  examine  several  challenges  and  opportunities  for

development. Indeed, the model helped to expose a complex web of interactions

and often conflicting interests within the academy wider ecosystem, i.e. including

players’ families, that appear to play important roles in the (non-)expression of

creative potential.

7.5.1. Parental involvement in football academies: problem or solution?

Despite their young age, all players of the academy’s under-13 team had

already accumulated solid and extensive domain-specific knowledge. This is one

of the premises for the acquisition of expertise (Ericsson et al., 1993), which is

considered  essential  for  creative  learning  (Tanggaard,  2014).  Players  were

passionate about football and treated it as a (or perhaps ‘the’) top priority in their

lives, with some relegating school to a secondary position. Thus, despite reports of

increasing levels of sedentariness and decreased physical activity among children

and young populations, often related to digitalisation (Santaliestra-Pasías,  Rey-
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López,  &  Moreno  Aznar,  2013),  players  were  very  engaged  with  sport,  and

football in particular. They played it in a myriad of formal and informal spaces

and  surfaces,  in  the  company  of  team-mates,  friends,  and  family.  Moreover,

players were part of a context in which football was deeply embedded, part of

daily life (Coelho & Tiesler, 2007), benefitting from parental engagement with the

sport, as well as frequent access to live and broadcasted football matches. 

However, parental behaviour was largely characterised by the involuntary

imposition  of  pressure  on  young  players  to  perform  and  achieve

professionalisation.  It  emerged  as  a  very  significant  threat  to  the  sustained

engagement  of  these players  in  their  sport,  with  the  potential  to  lead  to  their

disengagement, and even early drop-out. Although hitherto largely unaddressed in

sporting  creativity  research,  my  findings  are  very  much  aligned  with  earlier

research  on  the  impact  of  parental  involvement  in  sport  conducted  by  sport

psychology scholars (e.g. Knight, Berrow, & Harwood, 2017; Bremer, 2012). For

example,  Amado  and  colleagues  (2015)  found  that  parental  pressure  was  a

negative predictor of the satisfaction of young athletes’ basic psychological needs.

This is problematic, given that motivational orientation, and especially intrinsic

motivation  have  been  considered  fundamental  for  creativity  to  emerge

(Hennessey,  2019;  Amabile  &  Pratt,  2016).  The  Portuguese  context,  where

football is an important part of daily life - with three daily newspapers dedicated

to the sport and the biggest clubs’ training sessions reported in every news show –,

and  the  history  of  successful  player  transfers  from  national  academies,  may

contribute to parental illusions of future professionalisation of their children and

limit opportunities for risk-taking, and consequently,  for creative development.

Albeit worrying, these dramatic illustrations of parents who see their children’s

sporting  careers  as  sources  of  financial  sustainability  and  social  progression,

“represent the minority of parents [and] do untold damage to perceptions of youth

soccer parents and, most  critically,  the experiences and development  of young

players”  (Knight  &  Newport,  2020,  p.121).  Indeed,  especially  at  young  ages

parents are primary sources of support for children’s sport participation at multiple

levels  (Dorsch,  Smith,  &  Dotterer,  2016),  investing  emotional,  financial  and

logistical resources (Harwood, Drew, & Knight, 2010). 

Furthermore, in the context of professional football academies, parents may

be especially important as ‘agents of moderation’, responsible for managing and
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mitigating  the  stress  and  disappointment  of  their  children’s  ‘broken  dreams’,

associated with a likely premature release (Harwood, Drew, & Knight, 2010). This

is also relevant for creative development, for example due to the importance of

expertise  for  creative  learning  (Tanggaard,  2014)   Thus,  while  the  distancing

between academy staff and parents may be understandable due to unpleasant past

experiences, it is essential that parents are recognised as “key social agents in their

child-athlete’s  development”  (Harwood et  al.,  2010,  p.53).  In  that  vein,  future

research should explore further the parental impact on creative development in

sport,  e.g.  via  tripartite  interventions  including  club  staff,  parents,  and  young

players.  Additionally,  findings  from this  study suggest  clubs  could  attempt  to

establish  more  effective  avenues  of  collaboration  and  communication  with

parents. Indeed, instead of assuming that parents need to ‘be educated’, academies

could  create  parent  representative  roles  across  each,  or  some  age  groups,

integrating these as consultants in relevant decision-making and policy-shaping

processes.   

7.5.2. The importance of gaps for experimentation in football

After  one  year  of  fieldwork  in  a  vocational  learning  setting,  Tanggaard

(2008; 2014) found that much of student experimentation and inquiry learning

happened  during  breaks  or  in  spaces  where  they  could  play  freely.  This  was

consistent the experiences of academy players, who tended to take more risks and

try new things when they were not taking part in primary training tasks, or when

they  had  school  breaks  and  days-off.  As  Tanggaard  (2014)  suggests,  “much

learning takes place in  the context  of crossing boundaries  of moving between

spaces;  (...)  gaps  are  ideal  places  for  experimenting with that  which is  taught

during  school”  (p.111).  However,  sporting  creativity  researchers  have  thus  far

focused on formal training and competitive settings. For example,  Bowers and

colleagues’ (2014) study on the  relationship  between youth sport  participation

settings  and creativity  in  adulthood was based on the analysis  of participants’

sporting  activities,  which  accounted  for  only  30% of  the  total  leisure  time of

participants. No information was provided on what they did during the remaining

70% of the time and what impact this may have had on creativity development. 

 With regards to practitioners, although academies play a fundamental role

in allowing young players to become immersed in domain-relevant knowledge
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and develop football expertise, organisational leaders should resist the capitalist-

inspired tendency to pursue maximum efficiencies (Rasmussen et al., 2020b), path

dependency,  and precise performance monitoring (Vaughan et  al.,  2019).  They

should  instead  encourage  young  players  to  seek  less  judgemental,  more

collaborative  environments  (Vaughan  et  al.,  2019)  outside  the  academy

boundaries, where they can try new things and create without the fear of making

mistakes.

In a similar vein, the notion that gaps may be more effective for creative

learning than ‘creativity on command’ (Tanggaard, 2014; Levin, 2008), i.e. when

children are invited ‘to be creative’, presents an opportunity for practitioners and

scholars to reflect. In a recent action research project conducted with an under-17

Danish  elite  football  academy  team,  Rasmussen  and  colleagues  (2020b)

introduced over the course of several weeks a variety of purposefully-designed

creativity exercises that were delivered during training sessions. They reported

that the intervention had limited success, which they attributed to the resistance of

players and coach to embrace opportunities to lose control and suspend judgement

during  these  tasks:  “coaching  for  creativity  is  an  ambiguous  task  which  may

require doing the opposite of what is normally done to enhance performance.”

(2020b, p.27) However, considering the responses from participants in this study,

it  could  be  argued  that  so-called  ‘creativity  training’ may  itself  be  a  form of

‘creativity on command’. Thus, it may offer limited value to academy settings,

where creativity is generally not yet be perceived as a developmental resource

(Rasmussen  et  al.,  2019),  and  where  players  describe  feeling  limited

psychological safety and autonomy to explore. 

7.5.3. The importance of leadership for creative development

Leadership  and  management  are  essential  features  of  organisational

creativity.  Indeed,  Mumford  and  colleagues  (2019)  explain  that  “the  complex

nature of creativity and innovation in real-world settings has an important, albeit

often overlooked, implication – creativity in the “real-world” requires leadership”

(p.546).  Reiter-Palmon  and  colleagues  (2019)  suggested  that  “a  leader  who

constructs a psychologically safe environment is genuinely supportive of creative

efforts,  and  safe  expectations  for  employees  to  be  creative,  is  the  leader  an

organization  should  consider  for  a  creative  role”  (p.  520).  However,  in  the
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academy  investigated  in  this  study,  senior  leadership  members  –  i.e.  club

chairman, academy director - were often pointed as sources of pressure and stress.

Consequently, staff perceived their jobs were permanently in danger, which led

them to avoid risk-taking and mastery goal-orientation. This is problematic given

that  mastery-orientation has  been found to have a positive effect  on creativity

(Anderson et al., 2014). 

The adoption of an integrative transdisciplinary approach (Montuori, 2019)

allowed me to explore the multilevel complex situated nature of creativity and its

development. Findings were consistent with perceptions of HACs and HARs in

study 1, reinforcing that creativity, at least in football academies, is much more

than a simple training matter, as may be suggested by the development of training

programmes (e.g. Santos et al.,  2016). Instead, in line with Tanggaard’s (2014)

suggestions,  while  teachers  and  role  models  are  valuable  for  creative

development, the enhancement of creative potential and its expression should be

conceptualised as a broader,  non-linear learning process. This process emerges

from the interactions between multiple stakeholders and the material  resources

that  compose  that  ecosystem,  and  is  permeable  to  external  influences  like

economic  policies/orientations.  In  that  sense,  the  perceived  short-term,  result-

oriented approach of senior leaders may well not be voluntary, but a consequence

of them being trapped “in the clubs’ rat race to increase salaries and transfer fees

and thus to improve club competitiveness” (Rohde & Breuer, 2017, p.284) that

characterises  contemporary  professional  football.  Future  research  should

investigate in more detail the effects of various leadership approaches on creative

development in sport.

The highly pressurised environment that characterised the academy resulted

in  a  focus  on  immediate  outcomes  and  ready-made  solutions.  For  example,

players that were already fully matured were regularly preferred to late developers

who struggled to express their potential against more athletic opponents. This is in

line with a growing body of research on the prevalence of relative-age effect in

talent  identification  and  development  in  youth  elite  football  (Sarmento  et  al.,

2018). Furthermore, the existence of pre-defined profiles, i.e. strict guidelines of

how a player ‘must look’ in order to be marketable (e.g. in relation to height)

contrasts with dynamic conceptualisations of creativity (Glăveanu et al., 2019). It

is a symptom of short-term thinking, given that the whole developmental process
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oriented for the satisfaction of the wants and needs of current buyers, ignores the

difficulties  associated with predicting how football – and creativity – will look

like in 10 years’ time, and thus which ‘type’ of players may be required by then. 

The adoption of exclusionary policies at young ages seemed to ignore not

only the multidimensionality, but also the non-linearity and discontinuity of talent

(Baker  et  al.,  2017)  and creative  development  processes  (He & Wong,  2015).

Ironically,  these  profiling  practices  may  contribute  importantly  to  the  report

phenomenon of homogeneisation and consequent decrease of creativity in youth

football  that  the  vast  majority  of  study  1  participants  lamented.  Longitudinal

studies could shed more light on this issue. In more practical terms, the adoption

of  constraints-led  approaches  (Renshaw  et  al.,  2019),  inspired  by  ecological

dynamics  (Araújo,  Davids,  &  Hristovski,  2006)  could  provide  a  viable

contribution  to  a  much-needed  celebration  of  individual  and  environmental

uniqueness. Not only inspiring the coaching methodology but as a more global,

systemic  way  of  thinking   that  could  encapsulate  the  whole  organisation  and

related stakeholders.

7.5.4. Resistance and emotions

The  third  principle  for  creative  learning  proposed  by  Tanggaard  (2014)

dismisses  traditional  romanticised  conceptualisations  of  creativity,  emphasising

instead the importance of human-material interactions and negative experiences

for  growth.  With  regards  to  materiality,  young players  appeared  to  take  every

possible  opportunity  to  develop  their  football  skills,  not  being  restricted  to

official-sized pitches or balls. Instead they played in different surfaces (e.g. multi-

use  and  gravel  pitches)  and  used  plastic  bottles,  socks,  or  scrap  paper  as

replacements  for  footballs.  Such  engagement  is  in  line  with  suggestions  that

changes in material constraints open new possibilities for creative expression in

sport  (Tanggaard,  Laursen,  & Szulevicz,  2016).  It  also  exposes  the  relational,

interdependent  nature  of  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  creative  learning  principles:  “the

resistance is only felt if one dares to engage in immersion in the material, and if an

experimenting kind of inquiry is allowed” (p.112).  

However, the present investigation also revealed that for some players the

brand  new,  state-of-the-art  academy  building  limited  their  ability  for  creative

expression,  generating  negative  emotions,  e.g.  stress  and  anxiety.  Although
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research on the impact of physical environments on creativity is still limited, Dul’s

(2019)  ‘triple  path  framework’ establishes  a  relationship  between the  physical

environment  and  creativity,  mediated  by  functionality  (i.e.  instrumentality,

adaptability, and prevention of distractions), meaning (i.e. freedom, inspiration,

interaction,  privacy,  and  relaxation),  and  mood  (positive  and/or  negative

activation). In the case of the club’s academy, the building met most functional

elements  –  namely  instrumentality,  and  prevention  of  distractions  -,  but  with

regards to meaning it  appeared that young players associated it  more with the

pressure of early professionalisation than with freedom or privacy.  

In  relation  to  the  importance  of  difficulties  for  creative  learning,  all

participants admitted that a high level of challenge was necessary and desirable

for  player  development,  but  accepted  that  in  some  circumstances  excessive

difficulty could result in player demotivation and disengagement. Therefore, in

line with Ericsson and colleagues’ (1993) findings regarding the acquisition of

expertise and Vygotsky’s (1978) notion of ‘zone of proximal development’ for

more  effective  learning,  my  investigation  in  the  Portuguese  football  academy

found that a balanced approach to the use of challenge and competition is essential

to promote successful creative development. 

7.6. Conclusion

The  present  study,  in  which  I  was  immersed  in  a  professional  football

academy, provided support to many of the findings of study 1, e.g. suggestions

that  creative  development  is  dependent  on  a  web  of  interactions  between

numerous stakeholders. Thus, while professional academies and researchers are

still  very  much  focused  on  the  development  of  individual  traits  and  skills

(Fardilha  & Allen,  2019),  it  is  clear  that  the  adoption  of  a  ‘We-paradigm’ to

conceptualise and promote creativity in football is very useful if we are to address

the complex nature of the construct. In that vein, creative development should not

be treated as a teaching or coaching process but instead as a broader, non-linear

learning  process,  dependant  on  multiple  interactions  between  a  myriad  of

stakeholders  and  across  different  formal,  informal,  socio-cultural  and  material

environments. 

Additionally, this study showed that integrative transdisciplinary approaches

can lead to more inclusive research, e.g. through the inclusion of young players’
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perspectives.  Such  inclusion  may  contribute  to  a  more  accurate  evaluation  of

interventions  or  programmes  dedicated  to  the  enhancement  of  creative

development,  since  it  allows  for  the  comparison  of  coaches/researchers  and

players’ perceptions.  Furthermore,  the  simultaneous  contemplation  of  multiple

levels of analysis allowed for a better understanding of interdependencies that can

impact creative development, e.g. how unequal salary structures and perceptions

of  job  insecurity  of  academy  staff  can  lead  to  risk  avoidance  and  to  limited

opportunities for late developers. 

Finally,  the  promise  of  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  situated  model  of  creative

learning for investigations of sporting creativity was confirmed. Indeed, the use of

its  principles  as  sensitizing  concepts  provided  a  meaningful  platform  for  the

identification  and  discussion  of  challenges  and  opportunities  for  creative

development in the professional academy.
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Chapter Eight: ‘Life is not only about football,

right?’ A biographical case-study of Bernardo

Silva’s developmental journey
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8.1. Introduction

“And one fine day the goddess of the wind kisses the foot of the man,

that mistreated, scorned foot, and from that kiss the football idol is born”

(Galeano, 1998, p.5)

In the previous chapter, I proposed that creative development should move

beyond  training/coaching  strategies  to  be  conceptualised  instead  as  a  wider

learning process. This suggestion was based on evidence gathered in a Portuguese

professional academy,  and built  upon earlier  work on perceptions of creativity

from HACs  and  HARs  across  10  academies  in  three  different  countries.  The

present  study  aims  to  further  our  understanding  of  creative  development  by

moving away from the conceptual, prospective study of sporting creativity and

applying a retrospective lens to analyse and discuss it. Approaching the construct

from various  angles  is  important,  given that  creativity  has  been recognised as

complex, and multi-dimensional (Kurtzberg, 2005). Furthermore, in opposition to

seminal research on talent development (e.g. Bloom, 1985), research on eminently

creative sporting figures is almost inexistent – except for Martin and Cox’s (2016)

work. 

In that vein,  studying the developmental path of Bernardo Silva across an

extended  amount  of  time  (throughout  childhood,  adolescence,  and  early

adulthood), from a socio-cultural perspective, that frames creativity as a dynamic,

situated, distributed, and relational phenomenon (Lebuda & Glăveanu, 2019) is

important. This is because it may lead not only to a mitigation of the ‘lone genius

myth’ (Montuori & Purser, 1999), but also to a better understanding of how the

interactions between different stakeholders across various environments (sporting

and non-sporting) can result in consistent, highly effective expression of creative

potential in football. 

Similarly  to  study  2  (chapter  7),  I  will  use  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  situated

model of creative learning in my investigation of Bernardo Silva’s developmental

journey as a theoretical framework to support my analysis. In brief, this model

posits  that  there  are  three  central  principles  for  creative  learning  in  any

community. These are immersion in the topic of interest, in traditions, and in the

subject matter, which emphasise the importance of domain-specific knowledge,

activities, and culture for creative learning; experimentation and inquiry learning,

which reflects on the benefits of curiosity, intrinsic motivation, and risk-taking for
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creativity,  simultaneously  highlighting  the  key  role  of  breaks  and  gaps;  and

resistance from the material of interest, a principle that refers to the interactions

between  humans  and  their  environment,  and  how experiencing  resistance  and

engaging with it can contribute to the emergence of creativity. If study 2 (chapter

7) confirmed the usefulness of the Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model to study

creative development in  live, academy settings, the current study will probe its

capacity  to  adequately  explain  retrospective  sporting  creativity  at  its  highest,

eminent level.

8.2. Genius, creativity, and eminence

‘Genius’ is a word often used in the football milieu to distinguish its most

creative  stars:  players  like  Johann  Cruyff  (Lechner,  2007),  Paul  Gascoigne

(Giulianotti  &  Gerrard,  2001),  Ruud  Gullitt  (Harris,  1997),  Lionel  Messi

(Balagué, 2013) or even coaches like Sir Alex Ferguson (Taylor, 2011) and Pep

Guardiola (Ferdinand, as cited in Lea, 2019) have been given that distinction. A

recent addition to such selective group is Portuguese international and Manchester

City player Bernardo Silva. 

Defined  as  an  unusual  combination  of  “guile  and  creativity”  (Edwards,

2019), Silva is recognised not only by his coaches and team-mates but also by

opponents  and  independent  observers  across  the  globe.  Manchester  City’s

manager Pep Guardiola described him as the best English Premier League (EPL)

player  of  2018-19,  explaining  that  “Bernardo  can  play  incredibly  well

everywhere,  (...)  he does everything with the ball”  (Guardiola,  2019).  In turn,

team-mate  and  French  international  Benjamin  Mendy  described  Bernardo  as

football’s “Pablo Picasso, that's how good you are” (Mendy, as cited in Augustus,

2019).  UEFA technical  advisors  elected  Bernardo  Silva  as  the  2019  Nations

League Player of the Tournament, ahead of high-profile stars like his compatriot

Cristiano Ronaldo. Moreover,  Sky Sports pundit  and former Liverpool FC star

Jamie Carragher named the Portuguese as “one of the top players in Europe (…)”

(as cited in Bate, 2019). In 2018, the multi-national sports clothing brand Adidas

chose Bernardo as the protagonist of its commercial campaign titled ‘Creativity

unites us’. 

As  discussed  in  chapter  2,  genius  was  commonly  attributed  to  external,

divine influences until the Renaissance. (Montuori & Purser, 1999) However, after

that period it started to be associated with intra-individual properties and genetic
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endowment  (Becker,  2014).  No  matter  its  source,  genius  was  considered  an

exclusive characteristic of the individual – the ‘lone genius’ (Montuori & Purser,

1999)  -,  who  was  almost  always  male  and  created  in  isolation  (Glăveanu &

Kaufman, 2019). Scholarly interest on eminent creators in different areas can be

traced back to ancient civilisations (Glăveanu, 2010a), but it has become more

systematically  studied  after  Francis  Galton’s  (1869)  publication  of Hereditary

Genius  (Simonton,  2019).  Since  then,  the  lives  of  creative  individuals  across

different historical periods have merited significant attention from scholars (e.g.

Freud, 1910; Cox, 1926; Erikson, 1958; Gruber & Barrett, 1974; Gardner, 1993).

Research on genius and eminence has traditionally focused on a reduced number

of domains, e.g. science, philosophy, and the arts. (Simonton, 2019) 

In 1993, Gardner’s work on multiple intelligences (1993a) – i.e. naturalistic,

visuospatial,  inter-  and  intra-personal,  linguistic,  bodily-kinaesthetic,  logical-

mathematical, and musical – was coupled with the publication of ‘Creating minds’

(Garden, 1993b). The book included the biography of acclaimed American dancer

and  choreographer  Marta  Graham  among  more  traditional  figures  like  Albert

Einstein, T.S. Elliott, or Pablo Picasso. Simonton (2019) justifies the limited study

of  the  lives  of  people  who  excelled  within  the  so-called  bodily-kinaesthetic

domain (Gardner, 1993a) with the ‘ephemeral’ nature of their products: “even if

creators  in  these  areas  can  become highly  eminent  in  their  own lifetime  that

eminence dissipates quickly with the passage of time.” (Simonton, 2019, p.657)

Such  perspective  would  position  football  players  as  producers  of  ephemeral

creativity, since the sport is mostly associated with real-time improvisation and

problem-solving  (Harrison,  2016)  during  training  sessions  and  matches.

Notwithstanding, it could be argued that the immense popularity and impact of

football across the planet (Hughson, Moore, Spaaij & Maguire, 2016), together

with phenomena of mythologisation of its biggest stars (Giulianotti, 1999), may

lead  football  players  and their  creations  to  sustain  Simonton’s  (2019)  ‘test  of

time’.  

8.3. Creativity and the ‘sporting genius’

During the last four decades some scholars have attempted to gain a better

understanding  of  the  developmental  journeys  of  top  sporting  performers  (e.g.

Bloom et al., 1985; Hornig, Aust & Güllich, 2014). However, the number of in-

depth studies conducted with world-class, ‘super-elite’  performers is still limited
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(Rees et  al.,  2016). ‘Super-elite’ athletes are described by Rees and colleagues

(2016) as those who achieve the pinnacle of their sports, winning medals and/or

trophies  at  the  most  important  competitions  on  a  global  scale  (e.g.  World

championships, Olympic Games). 

Curiously,  in  a  study  with  World  and  Olympic  champions  almost  two

decades  ago,  Durand-Bush  and  Salmela  (2002)  found  that  creativity  was  a

common characteristic among these top-level athletes. They posited that “research

should  examine  the  role  of  creativity  and  innovation  in  the  development  and

maintenance  of  expert  performance,  and  their  potential  contribution  to  flow

experiences”  (p.166).  However,  while  some  studies  have  made  reference  to

exceptional creative moments in high level sport – e.g. Aggerholm, Jespersen and

Ronglan’s  (2011)  contextual  analysis  of  Diego  Milito’s  ‘man-of-the-match’

performance  during  the  2010  football  Champions  League  final  –,  to  my

knowledge only two investigations examining creativity and the developmental

pathways of super-elite  athletes have thus far been conducted (Martin & Cox,

2016; Richard, Abdulla, & Runco, 2017).  

In  a  study which aimed to explore how sport  skill  level,  diversification,

experience, and number of accumulated hours of training impacted on measures

of  everyday  creativity,  Richard  and colleagues  (2017)  asked  a  sample  of  208

athletes from 17 different sports (including 114 world-class and Olympic athletes)

to complete a number of tasks belonging to Runco’s (2011) Creative Assessment

Battery. These included measures of divergent thinking, creative attitude values

and creative  personality,  as  well  as  the  completion  of  a  ‘creative  activity  and

accomplishment’ checklist.   The authors found that those athletes positioned at

the  highest  level  of  the  expertise  continuum,  i.e.  world-class  and  Olympians,

significantly outperformed intermediate and non-experts, especially with regards

to measures of cognitive flexibility. 

In turn, Martin and Cox (2016) investigated the childhood and adolescence

experiences of Steve Nash, a Canadian basketball legend, by conducting a life-

positioning analysis involving the examination of primary (interviews with Nash

himself,  his  father  and brother,  former coaches and teammates) and secondary

sources (print and online articles). As a result, they found that much of Nash’s

creative achievements could be related to opportunities for self-expression and

self-determination,  goal-setting,  resilience,  and  passion  that  he  was  able  to
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develop throughout his early years through interactions with significant others.

Thus, more than simply a result of exceptional intra-individual skills, Martin and

Cox (2016) argued that “when these interactions and exchanges are set within the

broader context of the sociocultural values, practices, and traditions of personhood

and athleticism in which they unfolded, a developmental trajectory emerges that

provides a plausible explanatory account of some important aspects of Steve’s

athletic creativity and drive” (Martin & Cox, 2016, p.397). 

Such  perspective  of  creative  eminence  as  a  result  of  a  distributed,

developmental process is in line with Pickering and Negus’ (2004) suggestion that

whilst  celebrating  outstanding  achievements  remains  important,  deterministic

notions of genius as something reserved to special individuals are outdated. Thus,

as demonstrated by Nash’s LPA, there is potential for the concept of ‘genius’ to be

reframed in line with more recent conceptualisations of creativity informed by

(socio-)cultural  psychology,  which  emphasise  its  distributed,  situated,  and

relational nature (Glăveanu, Tanggaard & Wegener, 2016). In that vein, the current

study aims to contribute to that effort of re-conceptualisation by presenting and

discussing  Bernardo  Silva’s  developmental  path,  using  Tanggaard’s  (2014)

situated model of creative learning (see chapter 7) as an analytical lens.

8.4. Method

8.4.1. Research design

It  has  been  suggested  that  analysing  the  lives  of  eminent  creators  may

provide  useful  insights  into  creative  ‘greatness’ (Kaufman & Beghetto,  2009).

Different methods have been proposed for the study of genius and eminence, like

historiometrics (Simonton, 1990) and psychobiography (e.g. Freud, 1910), which

mirrored contrasting philosophical paradigms. On the one hand, historiometrics is

a  “scientific  discipline  in  which  nomothetic  hypotheses  (i.e.  relative  to  the

discovery  of  general  scientific  laws)  about  human  behaviour are  tested  by

applying  quantitative  analyses  to  data  concerning  historical  individuals”

(Simonton,  1990,  p.  3).  Examples  of  historiometric  works  are  Cox’s  (1926)

investigation of 300 eminent personalities from varied areas like art,  literature,

and music, and Simonton’s (1992) examination of the social contexts surrounding

2,026 successful scientists and inventors. 

On  the  other  hand,  psychobiography  can  be  defined  as  the  critical

application of psychological theory to the study of individual lives (du Plessis,
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2017; Simonton, 2019).  Its goal is to “shed light on motives, emotional dynamics,

relational strategies, or unconscious gestalts of thought and feeling, on the inner,

subjective origins  – often obscure to  creators  themselves  – of  publicly  shared

products or life events” (Schultz, 2014, p.20). Furthermore, psycho-biographical

investigations recognise the impact of interactions with socio-cultural, historical,

and  other  contextual  factors  on  individual  personality.  Among  the  most  cited

psycho-biographical works are, for example, Freud’s (1910/1964) analysis of Da

Vinci’s childhood and Runyan’s (2005) examination of the reasons underpinning

Van Gogh’s decision to cut his own ear off. 

During the greater part of the 20th century, psycho-biographies were often

considered of limited scientific value, due to its links to Freud and psychoanalysis

(Kőváry, 2011; du Plessis, 2017). Some scholars continue nowadays to privilege

nomothetic - e.g. historiometric – approaches over psycho-biographies, arguing

that the latter’s “exclusive reliance on qualitative and idiographic methods raises

issues  of  both  scientific  replicability  and  generalisability”  (Simonton,  2019,

p.656). Notwithstanding, Schultz (2005, p.5) claims that “if we wish to discover

why someone did what she did or how she became what she became, or what

drives her, then what we need to do is step out of the lab and into an existential

context”. 

Similarly  to  psycho-biographies,  case-studies  have  also  earned  a  bad

reputation with regards to reliability and rigour (Yin, 2018). This is because they

too  carry  an  interpretative  element,  which  necessarily  entails  subjectivity.

Nonetheless,  Yin  (2018)  explains  that  case-studies  are  becoming  increasingly

popular within and outside academia, due to their flexibility and proximity to the

‘real-world’. Researchers conducting case-studies, and especially holistic designs,

must follow a methodic, systematic, and transparent process, being clear about

their  procedures  (Yin,  2018;  MacQuarrie,  2009),  so  that  their  work  becomes

“worthy of the audience’s attention” (MacQuarrie, 2009, p.443). 

Whilst still limited within the field of sporting creativity, biographical case

studies are “likely to add both shared and unique insights into the multifaceted and

highly  complex  patterns  of  development  and  learning  associated  with  the

attainment of athletic accomplishment at the highest levels” (Martin & Cox, 2016,

p.397). After adopting an instrumental case-study approach in study 2 (see chapter

7) to investigate creativity from a multi-level perspective within an organisational
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setting over one month, the present study also adopts a case-study design, albeit

now using a holistic (MacQuarrie, 2009), intrinsic (Stake, 2005; Hodge & Sharp,

2016) approach to examine the developmental path of ‘super-elite’ football player

Bernardo  Silva,  from  childhood  until  his  international  club  debut  with  AS

Monaco. The holistic approach within the intrinsic frame is represented by the

adoption of a social ecological approach to study a particular case, “wherein the

person is  the focus  but  also the person’s  relationships  with family,  with  other

organizations, and with other institutions of  culture” (MacQuarrie, 2009, p.442),

e.g.  school,  club.  This  in  line  with  earlier  work  on  talent  development  (e.g.

Bloom, 1985; Henriksen, Stambulova & Roessler, 2010) and sporting creativity

(Martin & Cox, 2016). Moreover, holism is especially important for single-case,

intrinsic  studies,  since  it  “contributes  to  the  overall  coherence  of  the

understanding that emerges from the triangulation of diverse perspectives on the

particular case” (MacQuarrie, 2009, p.442).

Since the present study aims to examine a single life – that of super-elite

footballer  Bernardo  Silva  –,  while  exploring  the  influence  of  socio-cultural

surroundings on his creative development, I have deemed appropriate to borrow

partially  from du  Plessis’ (2017)  step-wise  approach  to  conducting  a  psycho-

biography as a guide for the data collection,  analysis, and verification stages of

my case-study. This approach is constituted by 12 steps: (1) select a subject; (2)

identify primary and secondary sources relating to the subject. Critically evaluate

the  potential  usefulness  of  these  source;  (3)  identify  the  context  in  which  the

subject lived, and determine the amount of contextual data that is needed for the

psychobiography.  Access  this  data;  (4)  select  an  appropriate  psychological

theory/theories; (5) allow the data to reveal itself by using Schultz’s markers of

psychological salience; (6) ask the data specific questions relating to the subject

being studied; (7) develop coding strategies and code the data accordingly; (8)

select  display  formats  (9)  integrate  coding  with  display;  (10)  write  up  of

psychobiography;  (11)  revision  of  psychobiography  in  relation  to  specific

questions developed previously; (12) evaluation of research process. 

Although the current study is not a psychobiography, I argue that du Plessis’

(2017) work  still  holds  value  for  broader  biographical  case-study research  for

three  reasons:  firstly,  it  is  purposefully-designed  for  biographical  research;

secondly, it places emphasis on “quality, rigour, and ethics” (2017, p.219); and
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thirdly, it is flexible, accounting for the non-linearity of the research process: in

reality  the steps may overlap or occur  in  a  different  order,  with each  specific

project crafted in a unique manner (p. 217). In that vein, I have adapted the step-

wise approach by removing step 5, which is only relevant for traditional psycho-

biographies.    

8.4.2. Participants

8.4.2.1. Bernardo Silva: the player

Born in Lisbon, Portugal, on the 10th August 1994, Bernardo Mota Veiga de

Carvalho  e  Silva  (BS)  is  a  Portuguese  international  football  player,  currently

contracted by Manchester City, an English club competing at the country’s top-

tier, the Premier League. Bernardo joined SL Benfica’s football school at 7 years

of age, in 2001, before moving to the club’s competitive setup during the season

2002/2003. Until being promoted to the club’s ‘B’ team, which competed in the

Portuguese  second  professional  tier,  in  2012/13,  Bernardo  won  three  national

trophies with Benfica’s youth teams, with the under-15s (2008/09), 17s (2010/11),

and 19s  (2012/13).  After  his  debut  with  the  ‘B’ team,  on  the  day of  his  19 th

birthday  (10  August  2013)  against  Trofense,  Bernardo  went  on  to  play  38

matches,  scoring  7  goals,  and  being  elected  the  league’s  ‘2013/14  Best

Newcomer’ He won twice the overall ‘Player of the Month’ distinction. Bernardo

was also called to the first team for three occasions, playing a total of 31 minutes

under manager Jorge Jesus, before signing a loan agreement with French Ligue 1

club  AS Monaco  at  the  end  of  the  season.  During  his  first  season  in  France

(2014/15), Bernardo took part in 45 matches (3015 minutes) across four different

competitions – Ligue 1, Champions League, French Cup, and League Cup – and

scored 10 goals. His performances convinced the sporting director Luís Campos

to pay €15.75M to Benfica to sign Bernardo on a permanent deal. 

After achieving two third-places with AS Monaco in 2014/15 and 2015/16,

Bernardo’s third season with the club was the most successful: he took part in 58

matches, scored 11 goals, and was a key contributor to Monaco’s league title and

to the club’s excellent Champions League campaign, losing only in the semi-final

against  Italian  champions Juventus.  Bernardo’s  energetic  and creative  displays

caught the attention of Manchester City and manager Pep Guardiola, leading the

English club to invest €50M to sign the Portuguese player on a permanent contract
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from  2017/18.  Since  then,  Bernardo  has  played  with  the  ‘citizens’ for  three

seasons, taking part  in 146 matches (as of the 23rd June 2020) and scoring 29

goals.  He has won two Premier  League titles (2017/18 and 2018/19)  and was

elected 2019 Player of the Year at Manchester City. In the same year, he was also

selected for the Professional Footballers’ Association (PFA) Premier League Team

of the Year, voted by the league’s players.

With regards to the Portuguese National Team, Bernardo was first called up

to the under-19s team in February 2013, making his debut in a 1-1 draw with

Sweden at the La Manga Tournament in Spain. He went on to play in the 2013

Under-19 Euro Championship in Lithuania, being selected for the tournament’s

Best XI. An accolade that he received once again two years later, in the Under-21

Euro  Championship  played  in  the  Czech  Republic.  After  13  caps  with  the

Portugal’s under-19s and 14 with the under-21s, Bernardo Silva made it to the first

team at the end of August 2017, playing against the Faroe Islands in the 2018

Russia World Cup qualifier. He was part of the Portuguese squad that reached the

last 16 stage in Russia and also took part in the 2019 UEFA Nations league final-

four  tournament,  played  in  Portugal.  Bernardo’s  decisive  contribution  to  the

Portuguese triumph on home soil was recognised by UEFA, which awarded him

the trophy for the Best Player of the Tournament. As of June 2020, he had 43 caps

with Portugal’s first team. 

8.4.2.2. Maria João Mota Veiga: mother

Born in Lisbon, Maria João Mota Veiga (MJV), Bernardo’s mother, is both

an art and football fan, who throughout childhood attended Sporting CP’s matches

at José de Alvalade stadium with her grandfather. She completed an undergraduate

degree in History with a specialisation in Art History, and holds two postgraduate

degrees: one in Art Curatorship and another in Communication,  Contemporary

Culture and New Technologies. She has been working at Lisbon Fashion School

since  1991,  lecturing  History  of  Fashion,  Art  History  and  Culture,  Fashion

Psycho-sociology,  and  Formation  of  Taste.  MJV  has  also  coordinated  and

produced  fashion  shows,  conducted  historical  research  for  theatre  plays,  and

written scripts for television programmes about fashion. 
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8.4.2.3. Colégio Valsassina: the school (5th to 11th grade)

Located in Lisbon, Colégio Valsassina was first created as a primary school

in 1898 by Susana Duarte. After her marriage with Frederico Valsassina in 1907,

the  school  started  to  welcome  older  students  for  private  tutoring,  but  its

continuous growth was halted due to the economic consequences of World War I.

Since  its  reopening  in  1919,  and  especially  after  moving  to  a  former  palace,

Colégio  Valsassina  became known in  the  Portuguese capital  for  its  innovative

teaching  methods  and  non-religious,  humanistic  philosophy.  Nowadays,  the

educational  project  of  this  private  institution  continues  to  promote  a  holistic

approach, focused not only on the development of cognitive capacities, but also

on  modern  citizenship  and  solidarity,  family  and  interpersonal  relationships,

creativity, environmental sustainability and inquiry learning: “[it is important to]

create a world of adventures, building huts and secret places, or simply going for a

walk and talking under the shade of eucalypti trees. That is also a part of learning

what  real  life  is”  (Valsassina,  n.d.).  In  this  study,  Colégio  Valsassina  was

represented by Bernardo Silva’s former teachers and group coordinators during

secondary school (8th to 12th grade), Dr Maria da Luz Fernandes (MLF) and Dr

José Manuel Marques (JMM).

8.4.2.4. Helena Costa: first coach at SL Benfica

Born in Alhandra (Portugal), in 1978, Helena Margarida dos Santos Costa

(HC) currently works as a professional scout for German Bundesliga (top-tier)

club Eintracht Frankfurt. HC holds a UEFA Pro license, a bachelor degree in Sport

Science (Faculty of Human Kinetics, Lisbon) and a master degree in Performance

Analysis in Football. She joined Benfica in 1998, and for 14 years worked with

the  club’s  non-competitive  football  schools  and  with  its  competitive  teams,

coaching  players  from  under-7  to  under-17.  In  2005/06,  HC  worked

simultaneously as a youth coach at Benfica and first-team manager at Sociedade

Recreativa e Desportiva Cheleirense, an adult men’s team with which she won the

regional league on that season. She then moved to women’s football,  coaching

Sociedade União 1º de Dezembro and Odivelas Futebol Clube, and winning three

national  leagues  (two  in  the  first  division  and  one  in  the  second)  and  two

Portuguese Cups. In 2010, HC left Portugal to become responsible for women’s

football with the Qatar FA and in 2011/12 moved to Iran to take up a head coach
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role with the women’s National team. After one season she started working as a

scout with Celtic FC (Scotland),  and in 2017 joined Eintracht Frankfurt in the

same capacity, where she remains today as Head of International Recruitment.

8.4.2.5. João Tralhão: Bernardo’s coach at Benfica under-19s

Born in Lisbon, in 1980, João Carlos Valado Tralhão (JT) is a UEFA Pro

licensed coach with a Sport Science degree from the Faculty of Human Kinetics –

University of Lisbon. After completing his academic studies in 2001, JT did an

internship  with  SL Benfica,  working  with  the  club’s  non-competitive  football

schools before being hired on a permanent basis. In 2002, he started working with

Benfica’s  under-13s  7  and  11-a-side  teams.  During  the  following  seasons  he

became assistant coach of the club’s under-16 and under-17s, and in 2005 JT had

his first Head Coach role with the under-10s group. He later joined the under-19s

staff as assistant coach, a position that he also held during the season 2007/08 with

Benfica’s first team. Between 2011 and 2018, JT was the Head Coach of Benfica’s

under-19s, reaching the final of UEFA Youth League twice. He was distinguished

by the Portuguese FA as the ‘Best Youth Coach’ in the country in 2017/18. In

2018/19 JT coached Benfica’s under-23 team before moving to French Ligue 1

club AS Monaco in October 2018 as assistant  manager,  where he stayed until

January 2019.

8.4.2.6. Luís Campos: former AS Monaco sporting director

Luís  Filipe  Hipólito  Reis  Pedrosa Campos (LC)  was born  in  Esposende

(Portugal) in 1964. He holds a UEFA Pro coaching license and a degree in Sport

Science from the University of Porto (Portugal). LC started his coaching career as

an assistant at UD Leiria (Portugal) in 1990/91, progressing to the Head Coach

position the year after. In 1995/96 he managed his local club – Esposende – in the

Portuguese third tier, and between 1996 and 2004 worked in the top two leagues,

managing clubs like CD Aves, Leça FC, FC Penafiel, SC Beira-Mar, Gil Vicente,

Varzim,  and  Vitória  Setúbal.  In  2012/13  LC  was  invited  by  manager  José

Mourinho to work as a scout with Real Madrid FC. The season after he joined AS

Monaco (France) as advisor to the president Vadim Vasilyev, signing Bernardo

Silva for the first team in 2014/15. LC joined Lille in 2017, where he advised club

president Gerard Lopez until December 2020.  
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8.4.3. Procedure

After  ethical  approval  was  granted,  Bernardo Silva  and his  family  were

contacted. He was chosen due to being widely recognised as a highly creative

player by myriad stakeholders in football, and had achieved a ‘super-elite’ status.

This made him potentially interesting for a broad audience and particularly for

sporting creativity scholars. There was wide information available about him, and

BS and his family were willing to participate in the study. As a Portuguese citizen

and a football fan and researcher, I had positive feelings about him, albeit not

particularly strong, given that I had not followed his career closely, except for his

participations  with  the  Portuguese  National  Team.  With  regards  to  ethical

considerations, he was deemed eligible because I could not foresee this project

causing him or his family any harm. Nonetheless, given his public exposure, it

was agreed that Bernardo and his family would be kept informed of the progress

of the research process at  all  stages.  They could also review the study before

submission to ensure authenticity of the biographical account.

The  next  step  focused  on  the  identification  of  primary  and  secondary

sources. An initial search for online (news articles, videos, podcasts) publications

about  the  player  was  conducted,  and  those  documents  deemed  relevant,  i.e.

relating to his developmental pathway, were compiled on an electronic database.

Subsequently, primary sources were identified based on four criteria that could

allow for triangulation (Patton, 2002): a) they had close contact with Bernardo for

at least one year and in a relevant institution, i.e. family, club, school; b) they

allowed  for  the  investigation  of  different  stages  of  Bernardo’s  career,  i.e.

childhood and early engagement with sport, youth elite level, professional; c) they

were willing to participate in the project; d) they were recognised by Bernardo as

able to provide authentic accounts of his career. 

This process resulted in the identification of five primary sources beyond

the player himself: Maria João Mota Veiga (Bernardo’s mother, in representation

of the family), Maria da Luz Fernandes and José Manuel Marques (Bernardo’s

former  teachers,  in  representation  of  one  of  Bernardo’s  schools,  Colégio

Valsassina), Helena Costa (early career coach), João Tralhão (under-19s coach),

and  Luís  Campos  (sporting  director  at  Bernardo’s  first  international  club,  AS

Monaco).  After sources were identified,  they were contacted via e-mail  and/or

telephone.  Following  their  agreement  to  participate  in  the  study,  unstructured
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face-to-face  and remote (i.e.  Skype)  interviews were  conducted between April

2019 and May 2020, in settings and dates deemed convenient by the participants.

All  interviews  were  conducted  in  Portuguese  and  lasted  between  25  and  60

minutes.  They  were  audio-recorded  and  transcribed  verbatim,  before  being

translated  into  English  by  me,  a  native  Portuguese  speaker  with  26  years  of

written  and  spoken  engagement  with  the  English  language,  inclusively  at  the

university level. 

8.4.4. Data collection

8.4.4.1. Secondary sources

An online Boolean search using Google engine was conducted to identify

relevant  secondary  sources  (audio,  video,  written)  that  could  provide  further

insight  on  Bernardo  Silva’s  developmental  context  (e.g.  news  reports  and

interviews relative to his sporting, school, and family background. Portuguese and

English  languages  were  included  and thus  the  search  strategy  used  the  terms

“Bernardo+Silva” AND development OR formacao AND futebol OR football OR

soccer, returning 6,490,000 entries. Due to the high number of results, and the

need to ensure the quality of the information, entries were filtered and had to meet

at  least  one  of  the  following  criteria  before  being  included  in  an  electronic

database: a) published by an official, certified, news outlet (e.g. registered with

regulatory  body  like  IPSO  (UK)  or  ERC  (Portugal));  b)  involved  clear  and

verifiable participation of Bernardo (e.g.  podcast or video interview). Potential

issues of authenticity and trustworthiness associated with online research (Hewson

& Stuart,  2016) meant that data found relevant for the aim of this study were

verified with primary sources during interviews and re-confirmed where needed

during the data analysis and write-up stages. 

8.4.4.2. Primary sources

Unstructured interviews are particularly useful  to  gain deep insights  into

people’s lives (Patton, 2002) and allow for participants to elaborate on a given

phenomenon  (in  this  case  Bernardo’s  developmental  pathway  and  creative

learning).  They  can  provide  detailed  accounts  from  an  individual  perspective

without  being  guided  by  the  researcher’s  pre-existing  hypothesis  (Zhang  &

Wildemuth, 2009). Furthermore, as each interviewee had interacted with Bernardo

in  different  settings  and  at  different  points  in  time,  the  use  of  unstructured
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interviews  (loosely  guided  by  provisional  biographical  data  collected  via

secondary research) was deemed more appropriate in order to fulfil the aim of the

present study. 

8.4.5. Data Analysis

An iterative approach, based on abductive reasoning, was adopted in this

study.  Abduction  relates  to  “the  back  and  forth  process  of  constructing  a

hypothesis, carrying that hypothesis into the field of investigation, and revising it

when or if the hypothesis is negated by new discoveries (Tracy, 2019, pp.27-28).

This combination of etic and emic research is compatible with du Plessis’ (2017)

step-wise approach, which suggests that albeit a formal theoretical lens is usually

chosen only at the end of the data collection stage, “in reality theory selection

often takes place earlier in the research process and is determined as much by the

researcher’s familiarity with a specific theorist as it is by the inherent suitability of

the  theory”  (p.225).  In  that  vein,  it  must  be  recognised  that  the  adoption  of

Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model of creative learning as a theoretical framework

to reflect on Bernardo’s creative learning journey may have been influenced not

only by my identification with a socio-cultural conceptualisation of creativity but

also with the demonstration of the theory’s potential to examine creative processes

in sport during study 2. 

Where possible, data was printed into physical copies (e.g. text documents

from  news  and  interviews),  before  being  read  and  re-read  for  familiarisation

(Braun, Clarke, & Weate, 2016) Coding followed a deductive approach, which

meant that upon translation – from Portuguese to English - quotes and episodes

generated through the analysis of primary and secondary sources were underlined

(see Appendix 7) and associated with one of Tanggaard’s (2014) three pillars of

creative  learning,  i.e.  immersion  in  the  topic  of  interest,  traditions  and in  the

subject  matter;  experimentation  and  inquiry  learning,  and  resistance  from  the

material of interest. Subsequently, codes were organised chronologically as sub-

themes under each of Tanggaard’s (2014) pillars (treated as overarching themes),

to form a cohesive, narrative structure, typical of the study of lives: “how one tells

the story of the life directly  affects the story’s persuasiveness” (Schultz,  2005,

p.7).
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8.5. Results

8.5.1. Immersion in the topic of interest, traditions and in the subject matter

This pillar encapsulates my findings regarding Bernardo Silva’s engagement

with the football domain since his childhood up to adulthood, when he became a

professional football player. It refers not only to his development as a player but

also other activities that allowed him to be more familiar with football’s traditions,

e.g. watching live matches with relatives at the stadium, taking up the role of ‘ball

boy’. The section is divided in four sub-themes summarised in table 9.

Table 9: Summary of sub-themes relative to the pillar Immersion in the topic of interest, traditions and in the 

subject matter

Pillar Sub-theme

Immersion in the topic of interest,

traditions and in the subject matter

Early life: football, a family affair

The first steps at Benfica’s recreational

school

Interacting with role models

Peers as key for creative learning

8.5.1.1. Early life: football, a family affair

Bernardo’s connection with football started very early and the sport had

much importance during his early years (see figure 2): “since I recall existing, I

always had a ball next to my feet. At school, on the beach, so a great part of my

[childhood] memories are related to playing football.” (Silva, as cited in Ramires,

2019) Bernardo’s mother, MJV, remembers that Bernardo rapidly developed an

extraordinary relationship with the football, displaying unusual motor skill for his

age:  something that was confirmed by one of his first coaches, Helena Costa:

“When Bernardo was 3, he would be playing at the beach in Sesimbra and

men would stop just to watch him. They would ask me: ‘have you realised

that you have a very talented son?’. And I would say yes, I have.” (MJV)

“I look at Bernardo today and Bernardo has exactly the same things that he

had at the time [aged 7], the way he ran, the way he dribbled, Bernardo had

such a great intelligence. (…) He was always super creative, hardly lost the

ball, everything you see today, the movements he does, really, (…) much of

it already existed back then.” (HC)
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Bernardo’s passion for football was largely motivated by his family’s interest in

the sport. He used to play for hours with his sister Maria (four years older) at their

maternal grandparents’ backyard in Sesimbra (Record, 2018), a municipality of

the Setúbal district in Portugal. His mother and maternal grandfather were keen

Sporting CP fans who usually attended matches at José de Alvalade stadium. In

addition,  his  father  was  a  talented  football  player  (who  never  played

professionally) and just like Bernardo, supported Sporting CP’s rival SL Benfica.

Bernardo credits his family, and especially his mother, with fostering his passion

for the game and for providing him opportunities to develop his skills:

“I have always loved to play football. My parents understood that, and on

my 7th birthday, one of my gifts from my grandfather and my mum, who are

Sporting CP supporters, was to register me in SL Benfica’s football schools.

That’s where it all started.” (Silva as cited in Ramires, 2019)

“I am a liberal mother and always allowed my kids to do some mistakes.

And I would let Bernardo play football inside the house. (…) At a certain

point the ball was like an extra limb in Bernardo’s body, because I always
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let  him play with the ball.  The ball  became another  foot,  another  hand”

(MJV).

8.5.1.2. The first steps at Benfica’s recreational school

Bernardo’s first contact with organised football took place at the age of 7 in

SL Benfica’s football school, a participation-oriented setup of the Lisbon-based

club, open to any child who could afford a monthly membership fee. Bernardo

had requested that his parents allow him to join the school one year earlier, but

they  deemed  it  too  soon.  In  2001,  the  maternal  grandfather  finally  registered

Bernardo in Benfica’s school as a birthday gift. Sessions took place twice a week,

and each year the coaches would make a selection of the school’s best players in

each age group, who were then invited to join Benfica’s competitive youth teams.

Bernardo’s early abilities did not go unnoticed to coordinator António Fonte-Santa

and coaches Miguel Soares and Helena Costa:

“I had two weekends to do that selection. And I remember perfectly having

my final list ready, with just one session to go. I was talking with António

Fonte-Santa and almost at the end I start seeing Bernardo, and I only tell

him: ‘Fonte-Santa, what is this?!!’. And obviously Bernardo was selected,

and since then  he was with  me [for  more  than  a  year]  until  joining the

competition teams earlier than usual. Because he had such a great talent and

ability, we ended up realising that he was at a competitive level that was not

useful to him.” (HC)

After being selected as one of the best within his age group, Bernardo received

personalised attention from the coaching staff, who tried to continuously create

challenging  tasks  and  constraints  that  could  help  the  young  talented  player

fulfilling his potential:

“A 1v1 situation was too easy for Bernardo, so we would create 2v5 or 2v6

games. The team of 6 would have multiple goals where they could score,

Bernardo and his colleague only one. (…) And we would also stimulate the

others through our feedback, so that they wouldn’t allow Bernardo and the

other player to win. So, that competitive spirit, it also fed the sacrifice spirit

of the two [attackers]. We always tried to create this degree of difficulty, so

that things  were not easy,  otherwise training would have no effect  at  all

[even though] with Bernardo it was not really needed. He is one of those
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[players] who gets really  upset  when he loses,  he doesn’t  want  to  talk.”

(HC)

Despite his  high competitiveness,  Bernardo was described by Helena Costa as

having  a  very  calm,  friendly  character.  He  was  extremely  focused  while

competing but often daydreaming when not. Furthermore, Bernardo was punctual,

responsible, and behaved like a normal child, even during matches:

“I remember a day we spent in Setúbal, playing endless matches with on-

the-fly substitutions. And I took Bernardo off so that one of his team-mates

could play. When I look behind, Bernardo was doing little piles of sand on a

nearby pitch, instead of sitting on the bench. So, they were still kids.” (HC) 

While playing with the football school, Bernardo also had the opportunity to

travel around Portugal (including a trip to Azores) and to visit Luxembourg. He

was always accompanied by his mother who, together with Bernardo’s maternal

grandfather,  followed  his  career  very  closely  and provided  him with  constant

logistical support. MJV regularly did 50km round-trips to Seixal (where Benfica

opened its brand-new academy in 2006) to pick up Bernardo from training and

watch his matches.

8.5.1.3. The academy years: the pleasure of practice

Bernardo’s  obsession  with  football  was  also  noticed  by  his  teachers  at

Colégio Valsassina, a private institution in Lisbon which Bernardo attended from

the 5th  to the 11th grade (10 to 17 years), after attending kindergarten and primary

school at an English-speaking institution in the Portuguese capital, Denise Lester

Foundation/Queen Elizabeth School. Teachers at Colégio Valsassina commented

that despite sharing his passion for football, Bernardo’s parents were instrumental

in ensuring he did not overlook his academic path:

“[Bernardo] was absolutely obsessed with his training; everything else was

secondary  in  relation  to  sport.  And  there  the  role  of  the  family  was

extremely important, because his parents were always very balanced people,

both his dad and mum. Although they recognised his talent, his ability, his

commitment his willingness, the pleasure that it [football] gave him, which

was  hard  to  explain  or  describe,  the  feelings  he  had  in  relation  to

football...his  parents always made sure Bernardo completed his academic
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path with quality, regularity, achieving exactly what was expected from a

kid with his [intellectual] abilities.” (MLF)

Bernardo himself recalls how his parents respected his love for football and his

ambition to become a full-time professional, while simultaneously emphasising

the importance of education:

“[My parents] always allowed me to follow my dream, which was to play

for  Benfica  and  practice  every  week.  But  I  can  perfectly  remember  my

parents obviously telling me ‘we allow you to do this, you can play football

which is what you like to do, but you must always continue studying.” (BS)

From  12  to  17  years,  Bernardo  did  not  have  many  opportunities  to  play

competitive  matches  for  Benfica,  mostly  due  to  his  small  body  frame,  but

continued to progress across age groups. He always felt comfortable at the club,

and maintained a love for practice:

“Normally  players  don’t  like  to  practice,  they  like  the  matches.  And

Bernardo loves practising.  (…) [So] he was always very happy there [at

Benfica]. If I thought my son was unhappy there...There was a time when he

was a bit sad because he was often left out [of matches]. Because there were

other players who were double his size, proper men, and Bernardo was tiny.

And it was unavoidable that he would be left out. But we [parents] never

interfered,  because  that  gave  him pleasure  and above  all  he  had to  feel

pleasure. (…) We asked him directly – ‘do you like it?’ and he replied ‘no,

no, I still like it, I just wanted to play more often, that’s all’.” (MJV)

8.5.1.4. Interacting with role models

Although  at  times  disappointed  due  to  a  lack  of  regular  competitive

opportunities  during  part  of  his  youth,  Bernardo  could  always  count  on  the

support  of  his  family,  and also of  former  Portuguese  international  and one of

Benfica’s legends, Fernando Chalana, who was assistant coach in the academy.

Indeed, Bernardo claimed that Chalana was instrumental for him to have patience,

develop self-belief and maintain his ambition of becoming a first-team player:

“When you are not an option for the coach during your youth development

it is complicated. (…) Fernando Chalana was the person who helped me the

most. When I was 16, he gave me the confidence to keep going. I wanted to

leave Benfica, I wanted to play more often, But he came to see me and told
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me: ‘this coach knows nothing about football, you are the best player here,

and one day you will be very important, you will see that you will make it’.

His words gave me much confidence because he was a great player in his

time, a reference for Benfica and for the National team. He is someone very

special  to me (…) He used to call  me ‘little Messi’.” (Silva,  as cited in

Record, 2018)

Simultaneously,  Bernardo  had  the  chance  to  experience  a  top  level

environment from very close, feeling the ambience of big matches. Not only did

he  practice  in  the  same facilities  as  Benfica’s  first  team,  but  he  also  had the

opportunity to watch his idol Rui Costa in action from a privileged position, when

acting as a ball-boy at Estádio da Luz during first-team matches (see figure 3). 
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8.5.1.5. Peers as key for creative learning

After  spending  12  years  with  Benfica,  Bernardo  was  transferred  to  AS

Monaco in 2016, and went from playing in the Portuguese 2nd division to French

Ligue  1,  considered  one  of  the  top-5  leagues  in  the  World.  In  order  to  fully

express the creative potential that led sporting director Luís Campos to pay more

than €15M for his  transfer,  Bernardo had to adapt  to a new, more demanding

environment. In that vein, Campos explains that much of Bernardo’s success and

fulfilment of creative potential at the top level is due to the support he received

from his team-mates and in particular from his compatriot and AS Monaco team-

mate João Moutinho:

“The person who made Bernardo grow the most was not a coach. It was a

colleague called João Moutinho, (…) [who] awakened his creativity. João

stimulated him. For example, Bernardo responds differently to some stimuli

and during training he could be daydreaming. Dazzled with the view from

La  Turbie  [AS  Monaco’s  training  centre]  over  Monaco,  over  the  sea,

admiring  what  others  don’t  value.  And João would  put  him back in  the

game,  telling  him:  ‘look,  you’ve  got  to  sort  this  out  because  we’re  not

managing to’.” (LC)  

“João Moutinho and his wife Ana have been a great source of support for

my son, helping with his adaptation and nowadays still providing him with

encouragement  and  advice.  Almost  like  second  parents  despite  the  age

difference between them not being so significant.” (MJV)

In resume, Bernardo engaged with football since very early, displaying an

unusual level of skill for his age. He developed it through many hours of informal

practice by himself  and with his older sister  Maria before joining a structured

training  environment  at  the  age  of  7.  There,  he  benefited  from  personalised

support, with coaches adapting training drills to fit his abilities. Family support

was  constant,  both  emotionally  and  logistically,  but  Bernardo’s  parents  also

emphasised  school  performance  as  a  non-negotiable  priority.  Despite  having

limited opportunities to play official matches between the age of 12 to 17, due to

his  late  physical  maturation,  Bernardo  maintained  a  love  for  practice,  and

remained confident in his potential. Once again, family support was instrumental,

as were the words from one of Benfica’s legends – Chalana – who was part of the

club’s staff. Additionally, Bernardo’s role as a ball-boy allowed him to experience
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the ambience of top level matches. When he transitioned into the high level, adult

game at Monaco, he continued to develop with the assistance of more experienced

peers, who allowed him to take risks and express his creative potential. 

8.5.2. Experimentation and inquiry learning

This second pillar describes Bernardo’s involvement with multiple activities

beyond the ‘academy bubble’ throughout his childhood and teenage years, as well

as  his  passion  for  other  sports.  Moreover,  it  explains  how Bernardo’s  family

always stimulated his  curiosity  and provided him with many opportunities for

experimentation  and  personal  development  based  on  his  preferences  and

dispositions. The section is divided into four sub-themes, summarised in table 10.

Table 10: Summary of sub-themes relative to the pillar Experimentation and inquiry learning

Pillar Sub-themes

Experimentation and inquiry

learning

Life is more than football: culture and curiosity

School as a source of experimentation

A generalised love for sport

Less pressure, more opportunities for

experimentation

8.5.2.1. Life is more than football: culture and curiosity

Despite  his  intense  passion  for  football,  Bernardo’s  childhood  and

adolescence were filled with a myriad of different experiences and environments,

very  much  influenced  by  his  parents.  Bernardo’s  mother  emphasised  the

importance of stimulating curiosity and intellectual development in diverse areas,

beyond the football pitch:

“Bernardo  was  always  very  stimulated,  very  much  incentivised  to  be

curious.  If  [children]  do  not  have  a  minimum  of  curiosity  to  know

something  else,  they  will  be  in  trouble.  They  won’t  be  able  to  create

anything. (…) Maybe today what is missing in [football] academies is the

intellectual  stimulus,  intellectual  gymnastics,  which  many  times  is  not

available.  Muscular  exercise  is  not  enough.  What  about  the  rest?  (…)

Bernardo is not only a football player and I think that makes his life easier

on the pitch as well.  (…) This  mental  stimulation must  be trained since
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childhood, I really believe in that. (…) The other day [Benjamin] Mendy

described my son as ‘the Picasso of football’ and I found it funny [because]

Picasso already painted by the age of 5. But why did he paint? Because his

parents  gave  him  the  materials  (…)  The  surrounding  environment

conditions a lot.” (MJV)

In  a  similar  vein,  Luís  Campos  contends  that  Bernardo  does  not  fit

stereotypes associated with football players, and stresses the importance of stimuli

for creative expression:

“Bernardo is no ordinary football player. He is not the normal kid. (…) 90%

[of  players]  have  a  profile  and  he  has  a  profile  completely  out  of  the

ordinary. I think Bernardo needs to be stimulated so that we can take all the

creativity  he  has  inside  of  him.  For  him  to  ‘explode’,  he  needs  to  be

stimulated. (…) He is smart and he is so creative, he can appreciate things.

He’s not a normal footballer.” (LC)

Despite being an avid reader herself, Bernardo’s mother explained that as a child

and teenager Bernardo was not particularly enthusiastic about books. She did not

try to force him to read beyond the mandatory texts at school. Instead, she focused

on stimulating the discovery of other cultural areas that appeared to capture his

interest: 

“I  always told him – ‘Bernardo, don’t  stop, keep going, be curious.  You

don’t like reading? (…) Watch series, films, listen to music’ (…) He prefers

jazz and opera to video games. Nowadays, approaching the age of 26 he

suddenly became interested in learning to play the piano and reading poetry.

He needs these stimuli.” (MJV)

8.5.2.2. School as a source of experimentation

Bernardo’s parents’ decision to register him at Colégio Valsassina at the age

of 10 was aligned with their belief on the potential benefits of inquiry learning and

a broad, holistic education for the development of multiple identities:

“We put him in Colégio Valsassina because we believed (…) that the college

would  focus  a  lot  on  teaching  values  and  principles,  and  that  is  very

important (…). And he may not like reading, but he learned how to read

well, he learned economics. The foundations are there. Then it’s only about

awakening them if needed.” (MJV)
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“I dare to say that the college gave him some support to make him believe

that  he  is  not  just  a  football  player.  He  is  also  a  person,  (…)  and  an

individual who has intellectual abilities, who can perfectly have a career as a

manager,  engineer,  teacher,  or  anything  else  if  he  commits  to  it.  (…)

Unfortunately  others  did  not  have  this  level  of  support,  which  is

fundamentally influenced by the family.” (JMM)

At Colégio Valsassina,  Bernardo benefited from a style of education that

placed  equal  importance  on  cognitive,  motor,  interpersonal,  and  cultural

development,  fostering  critical  and  creative  thinking  instead  of  mere  fact

memorisation:

“Kids may not have exceptional results but there is noticeable creativity. For

example  on  how they write  an  essay  in  History.  A few days ago I  was

reading letters that the kids wrote as if they were soldiers in World War I

writing to  their  families.  (…) We promote creativity  in  the most  diverse

areas,  arts,  literature,  languages,  science,  and  maths.  Obviously  it’s  not

creativity  for  the  sake  of  creativity.  It’s  creativity  framed  in  a  learning

process,  as a  process that  leads  to growth,  to  an increase in  knowledge,

skills, competencies.” (JMM)

“We value a lot  and try to stimulate what is  called ‘thinking outside the

box’. But to do that you must have a foundation, a solid departure point. I

can only subvert the rule if I know the rule very well. So I would say that

creativity  will  be  better  stimulated  if  the  learning  of  the  rule,  the

internalisation of the rule, is good as well no matter the area: volunteering,

academic, sporting…” (MLF) 

Nowadays, Bernardo’s close-knit friend group is still mostly composed by friends

from kindergarten and school, who visit him often in Manchester and with whom

he  embarks  on  longer  holiday  trips.  Bernardo  recognises  the  importance  of

experiences beyond the pitch, considering they are instrumental in enabling his

creativity:

“I  believe  that  interacting  with  different  environments  on  a  daily  basis,

dealing with different things, is something helpful for everyone. Not only in

terms of football, but for everything in life. For people to develop and get to

know different things.” (BS) 
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8.5.2.3. A generalised love for sport

While immersed in the football world since very early and investing most of

his time and energy in it, Bernardo enjoyed other sporting activities: skimming (a

sport that involves riding a board on wet sand or shallow water) during holidays

by the  sea  in  Sesimbra;  tennis  and  padel  (a  racquet  sport  typically  played in

doubles on an enclosed court approximately 25% smaller than the size of a tennis

court) with his father during weekends:

“My parents always stimulated me to do different things. Skimming more

from my mother’s side when I was in Sesimbra. With my dad I would play

more tennis. Then when I became older I also played a lot of padel with my

dad.  And obviously having those stimuli  is  something very helpful  too.”

(BS)

“Bernardo entered some skimming championships and he always got the

first place, he was so small. Then when football became more serious, he

had to drop it. (…) But he always played other sports.” (MJV)

8.5.2.4. Less pressure, more opportunities for experimentation

Bernardo believes that  creative learning does not depend exclusively on

extra-sporting activities. He contends that other than parents, academies can also

play a crucial role in fostering creative development in different ways. In his case,

he credits Benfica’s academy with providing him a good opportunity to interact

with young players from multiple cultures and beliefs since a young age:

“In the academy we meet  people from very different  backgrounds,  from

very different countries since very early, and we learn a lot. And I think that

also influences a person’s creativity. I remember since I was 7 interacting

with people from Brazil, Africa, Portugal, the centre of Lisbon, the suburbs,

the  North  of  the  country,  the  South,  and  to  socialise  with  all  these

differences helps a lot [to enhance creativity].” (BS)

Simultaneously, Bernardo argues that academies can promote creativity if

they  manage  correctly  the  level  of  pressure  imposed  on  young  players,  and

combine structured training with flexibility for experimentation throughout the

developmental path, e.g. allowing players to try different positions on the pitch,

instead of focusing too much on early positional specialisation:
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“[Excessive]  pressure  always  takes  a  bit  of  your  freedom and creativity

away. Because a 7 year-old, a 10 year-old, a 15 year-old, they are not ready

to deal with these kinds of pressure right? And that high pressure can come

from parents, from the club, from many places (…). I think players should

be educated to respect the rules but especially when kids have 12, 14, 15

years, they should be given freedom to enjoy themselves on the pitch and

find solutions, because it’s in those occasions that often you discover new

things. For example, a player who thinks he is a centre-midfielder, one day

experiments playing in defense and finds he is much better as a defender.

(…) In those ages, players should have more freedom to explore themselves

a bit more and to learn what they are good at, what they are not so good at,

and what they have to improve. It’s a matter of balance.” (BS)

In summary, although football  had a central role in Bernardo’s life since

very early, his parents tried as much as possible to spark his curiosity by allowing

him to experience other activities and environments. They did so departing from

Bernardo’s dispositions, i.e. probing him to explore areas that he showed interest

in, like cinema, instead of others that he clearly disliked, e.g. literature. Moreover,

Bernardo benefited from attending a school that had a pedagogical project based

on inquiry learning and holistic education. At Benfica’s academy he interacted

with  teenagers  from  multiple  nationalities,  beliefs  and  socio-economic

backgrounds, which in Bernardo’s perspective contributed to further his creative

development. 

8.5.3. Resistance from the material of interest

The last pillar describes how Bernardo’s small body frame simultaneously

limited  and  enhanced  his  process  of  creative  development.  He  reveals  how

experiencing  different  types  of  leadership  and  adapting  his  mind-set  were

instrumental for him to reach the professional game. The section is composed by

two sub-themes summarised in table 11.

Table 11: Summary of sub-themes relative to the pillar Resistance from the material of interest

Pillar Sub-themes

Resistance from the material of interest Size matters? Developing through and

from resistance
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The turning point: a matter of mind-set

8.5.3.1. Size matters? Developing through and from resistance

At Benfica’s academy the developmental philosophy focused on providing

young players with diversified styles of leadership, and various experiences and

challenges across age groups in order to better prepare the future professionals for

the demands of the contemporary game:

“It  was  important,  during  their  [the  players’]  development  to  experience

certain types of leadership, certain types of competition, and certain types of

difficulty  so  that  the  end product  could  be  a  player  that  is  prepared  for

professional football.  And we know well that nowadays the coach uses a

system  one  day,  tomorrow  another,  today  you  are  on  the  starting  XI,

tomorrow you are  out  of  the  team sheet.  (…) We wanted  players  to  be

complete in different dimensions. And for that to happen they have to go

through  different  scenarios,  of  great  difficulty,  of  great  success.  Various

competitions where they are at their limit, others in which they are perhaps

in a different  record.  That is  the difference that  Seixal’s  academy has in

comparison to others”. (JT)

However, during most of his teenage years at Benfica, BS often felt frustrated due

to a lack of playing opportunities, which the now 5’8’’ (173cm) player attributes

to his height and size:

“Between 12 and 17 I  had a tough time,  essentially  because at  the time

people who oversaw Benfica’s youth teams looked more to the results and to

the  physical  side  of  players  rather  than  investing  on  potential,  on  those

players who they thought could one day play for the club’s first team. But

those were the club’s choices, which I always respected.” (BS)

However, Bernardo and his former coach Helena Costa concur in suggesting that

an  important  reason for  the  current  Manchester  City  player’s  success  was  his

ability to think creatively and use his personal constraints in his favour:

“I was really much smaller in comparison to others, skinnier, shorter. So I

had to find other things that balance it out a bit. Because physically I was so

much below the others, I had to be much better in other things to be levelled

with them. And so the thing of trying to think faster, trying to decide better,
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trying to find other solutions on the pitch and position myself better. I had to

develop that so that I could play at the same level of my teammates.” (BS)

“Bernardo  had such  a  great  intelligence,  he  was  always  small,  just  like

today, and I think that brought him other needs and allowed him to develop

other characteristics that today are more visible but that already existed back

then.  Like  the  ability  to  anticipate,  to  avoid  contact,  he  read  the  games

much faster than his colleagues.” (HC) 

Curiously, Luís Campos admitted that Bernardo’s size difference in comparison to

other players was in fact what initially placed the youngster under his radar:

“I noticed him because he was much smaller than the others and extremely

energetic and dynamic in the search for solutions. (…) I noticed that there

was a little kid there, smaller than the others, but he was getting the game

moving. (…) Bernardo is creative because he is a young man who, when

faced with a problem, tries to find solutions.” (LC)

8.5.3.2. The turning point: a matter of mindset

After  five  years  of  limited  opportunities  to  play  in  Benfica’s  academy,

Bernardo  moved  to  the  under-18s,  where  he  started  a  two-year  working

relationship with coach João Tralhão. Albeit maintaining his passion for training

and for the club (which resulted as well in his only tattoo, with Benfica’s motto ‘E

pluribus unum’, i.e. ‘out of many, one’), Bernardo wanted more opportunities to

compete. In turn, João Tralhão explained some of Bernardo’s difficulties not only

with his size, but also with his mind-set at a stage of further specialisation more

aligned with deliberate practice rather than deliberate play:

“Bernardo took the game a bit as a hobby, and rightly so. It’s not that he

took it as a joke, because he always wanted to become professional. But he

associated the game with something playful. And for me that’s one of the

secrets  of  his  success.  Until  a  certain  moment  Bernardo went  through a

phase of total success, he was the best player. And when he gets to a level

where performance becomes more important, things change, right? And that

adaptation is  sometimes the most difficult  (…) The decisive intervention

that I had with Bernardo was to show him the difference between a more

recreational game that made sense until under-17s and what would be the

reality  of  professional  football.  It  was  perhaps  no  longer  the  football  in
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which he could play around during training, where he could go to training

and  have  fun  with  the  teammates,  and  with  the  ball.  It  was  a  different

environment. And that’s where I tried to influence him.” (JT) 

Nonetheless, Bernardo contends that striking a good balanced between his role as

a professional footballer and his personal life is a priority for him. Indeed, BS

believes that is one of the main reasons of his sustained sporting success at the

highest level:

“I have always been someone who tried to live a life beyond football and I

don’t give up on that. I never did and I will not do so, independently of play

with Manchester City at the age of 25 or 26 or playing with Benfica’s under-

17s.” (BS)

At the age of 17, and after another season of intermittent appearances with the

under-18s, Bernardo became convinced he would have to leave Benfica to play

more regularly.  However,  his  coach did not  agree and challenged Bernardo to

rethink his approach:

“Bernardo came to see me with 5 or 6 weeks left until the end of the season,

saying that leaving would be the best for him (...). And I told him: ‘leave?

Are you crazy? I spent the whole season here shaping you, helping you, and

now you are going to quit? No way, you will work even harder. For the next

6 weeks you will give it all during training and then we have an important

tournament in Germany. You will show yourself, not to me, not to me, but to

yourself, that next season you will be the headline of this team.’ (…) And he

did all that. We got to the tournament in Germany and it was incredible!”

(JT)

Bernardo corroborated his  former coach’s account  and explains  why Tralhão’s

words were so important for him to gain confidence and finally express his full

potential:

“I had these negative thoughts that I would never play for Benfica, nor get

the opportunities.  I  thought  they would never  invest  in  me.  And when I

realised that it could change, I think I had a ‘click’ and took a giant leap so

that things would go well in my career. (…) At the time, João [Tralhão] gave

me the necessary confidence for me to do well during the next season, when

we  became  under-19s  Portuguese  champions  and  I  was  called  to  the
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National team. I think that was somehow the beginning of everything, yes.”

(BS) 

In  resume,  Bernardo  appears  to  have  benefited  from  the  developmental

philosophy of Benfica’s academy, which establishes varying levels of challenge

and multiple experiences throughout the player pathway. Furthermore, although

Bernardo’s  small  size  may  have  limited  his  competitive  opportunities  during

adolescence, his coaches credit an important part of his success to his adaptability,

i.e. how he managed to transform a perceived limitation into an opportunity to

enhance  his  creativity.  An  interesting  point  of  debate  was  the  influence  of

Bernardo’s mindset on his transition to the adult game. On the one hand, João

Tralhão  believed  Bernardo  was  not  focused  enough  and  that  endangered  his

transition to the professional level. On the other, the player suggested that having

diversified interests  were key to  his  success in  football  and allow him to stay

engaged with the sport nowadays. Notwithstanding, Bernardo also admitted that

his coach’s support and advice were essential for him during times of doubt and

difficulty, and gave him the self-confidence and motivation to move beyond his

perceived limits and express his full creative potential. 

8.6. Discussion

The present  study aimed to examine the  developmental  path  of  eminent

football  player  Bernardo  Silva  based  on  a  socio-cultural  conceptualisation  of

creativity  as  a  multi-dimensional,  complex,  situated,  distributed,  and relational

phenomenon.  To  date,  conceptualisations  of  genius  and  eminence  have  been

mostly  associated  with  divine  inspiration  (Montuori  & Purser,  1999)  or  intra-

individual characteristics (Becker, 2014). However, in line with Martin and Cox’s

(2016) findings regarding Steve Nash, results of this  study clearly showed the

complex  and  relational  nature  of  creativity  in  the  developmental  pathway  of

Bernardo  Silva.  Interactions  with  significant  others  –  e.g.  family,  teachers,

coaches – across formal – e.g. school, academy - and non-formal environments –

e.g. beach, home - generated affordances for Bernardo Silva to fully express his

creative potential. 

Accounts from family, coaches and a former sporting director reinforce the

pertinence  of  Gagné’s  (2013,  p.5)  proposal  that  although  “untrained  and

spontaneously  expressed  outstanding  natural  abilities”  may  exist,  they  require
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appropriate stimulation in order to be expressed. That is,  as Aggerholm (2015)

suggests, the difference between ‘having a talent’ and ‘being a talent’. Moreover,

as with study 2 (see chapter 7), the adoption of Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model

of creative learning proved a useful lens to investigate sporting creativity,  this

time  with  regards  to  an  individual  player,  retrospective  and  longitudinally.

Bernardo’s developmental path was characterised by a deep immersion in football

and  in  its  traditions,  numerous  opportunities  for  experimentation  and  inquiry

learning in both sporting and non-sporting domains, and episodes of resistance

and frustration that ended up becoming instrumental for his differentiation from

others and subsequent affirmation at the top level. 

Born  in  a  family  that  was  passionate  about  football,  Bernardo  started

acquiring knowledge and expertise in the domain (Tanggaard, 2014) since very

early. This is in line with studies that emphasise the importance of accumulating

hours  of  formal  and  informal  practice  for  creative  development  in  sport  (e.g.

Memmert  et  al.,  2010;  Martin  &  Cox,  2016;  Hendry  et  al.,  2018).

Notwithstanding, it is important to note that although the family connection to

football may have initially triggered Bernardo’s initial interest in the sport, it was

the player’s intrinsic motivation which led him to establish a deeper relationship

with the game and its traditions, e.g. his permanent desire to have a football at his

feet and his frequent requests to join Benfica’s football school, which his relatives

only accepted the age of 7. 

Intrinsic  motivation  has  often  been  associated  with  creativity.  Sstudies

showed  that  “when  individuals  approach  new  concepts  with  high  levels  of

curiosity and interest, information is better learned and remembered” (Hennessey,

2019,  p.376).  Upon  joining  the  football  school,  Bernardo  benefited  from  an

environment where there was a combination of structure and inquiry learning.

Recent  studies  in  education  (Vansteenkiste  et  al.,  2020)  and sport  (Cooper  &

Allen, 2020) have shown that a combination of autonomy and competence support

may contribute to an empowering motivational climate. (see chapter 6 for further

discussion). Considering the positive effect of such approach in Bernardo Silva’s

developmental  journey  described  in  this  study,  it  can  be  speculated  that  this

combination may also enable creative development. 

Moreover, Benfica’s coaches prioritised the design of training tasks based

on a constraints led-approach (Renshaw, Davids, Newcombe, & Roberts, 2019) –
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i.e. with high representativeness and adjusted to players’ individual characteristics

and stage of development, - which have been deemed particularly appropriate for

fostering  sporting  creativity  (Santos  et  al.,  2016;  Vaughan  et  al.,  2019).

Furthermore, the emphasis placed by coaches on healthy competition appeared to

have a  strong impact  on Bernardo with regards  to  his  mood,  even if  at  times

negatively,  i.e.  when  feeling  upset  after  a  defeat.  Baas  (2019)  explains  that

activation, i.e. “increased engagement of basic motivational systems to mobilize

energy to sustain attention and effort toward goal-related activities” (p.258), is a

key aspect for promoting creativity. Therefore, while mood states like happiness

and anger may contribute to the promotion of creativity,  relaxed, sad, or calm

mood states may have no effect on it, or even result in its decline (DeDreu et al.,

2008). 

Another important element in Bernardo’s creative learning journey refers to

the interaction with and support received from role models across his career, i.e.

idols  and peers.  Tanggaard (2014) stresses  that  having close contact  with role

models is “even more influential than the other things to be learned: the subject

matter, skills, and methods” (p.113). In Bernardo’s case, contact with role models

occurred  at  three  different  levels.  Firstly,  when  working  as  a  ball-boy  during

Benfica’s first  team home matches  at  Estádio da Luz,  where he could closely

observe  his  idol  Rui  Costa  in  action,  who  inspired  him to  keep  investing  in

himself, trying continuously to get better. Secondly, when at the under-17 level he

received words of encouragement from Fernando Chalana, a former legend of the

club that was crucial in preventing Bernardo from leaving Benfica and potentially

dis-investing  in  his  football  career.  Thirdly,  when  reaching  top  level  with  AS

Monaco, BS was supported by team-mate João Moutinho on and off the field of

play.  Their  close  relationship  still  persists  nowadays  despite  both  players

representing different clubs within the English Premier League – Manchester City

and  Wolverhampton.  Thus,  in  line  with  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  principle  of

immersion, it is clear that Bernardo’s developmental journey was a challenging

one,  yet  “grounded  in  countless  hours  of  practice  as  well  as  good  help  and

feedback from instructors, advisors, and mentors” (2014, p. 110). Thus, it can be

posited that eminent sporting creativity is also distributed. 

With regards to experimentation and inquiry learning, the second pillar of

Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model, Bernardo was involved in several activities
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during childhood and adolescence.  He played multiple sports  in parallel  – e.g.

skimming, tennis, padel – at a recreational level. This provides further support to

claims that deliberate play and diversification (Côté et al., 2009), in combination

with  other  strategies  like  deliberate  practice,  may  be  positive  for  creative

development in sport (Bowers et al., 2014; Martin & Cox, 2016; Memmert, 2006;

2015; Santos et al., 2016). One of the reasons for fostering diversification is that

“specialized over-training can lead individuals to rely on established knowledge,

which can prevent them from discovering new ideas” (Richard et al., 2017, pp.66-

67).  Bernardo  avoided  over-training  and  excessive  specialisation  through  his

involvement  with skimming and tennis during holidays and weekends,  and by

playing football in informal, unstructured settings during pickup games with his

sister on the grandparents’ backyard.  This approach was not only important to

enhance Bernardo’s motor development and acquisition of expertise (Ericsson et

al., 1993), but also allowed him to maintain psychological well-being and his love

for sport – and particularly football. Even when he struggled for playing time at

Benfica’s academy during adolescence.  Bernardo’s case highlights, once again,

the  importance  of  breaks  and  informal  spaces  for  creative  development

(Tanggaard, 2014). 

Tanggaard  (2014)  stated  that  “creativity  consists  of  relating  curiously  to

situations that demand we respond in new ways” (p.111). In Bernardo’s case, he

responded creatively to the potential limitations associated his small body frame,

developing speed,  anticipation  skills  and a  fantastic  relationship with  the ball.

Furthermore,  his  appetite  for  curiosity  was  fostered  since  very  early  by  his

parents, who made conscious, deliberate efforts to provide him with diversified

experiences  and  opportunities  beyond  the  ‘academy  bubble’.  They  promoted

interactions  with  a  diversity  of  cultural  artifacts  –  e.g.  books,  music  records,

series,  films  -,  and allowed Bernardo to  integrate  a  school  whose  educational

projects  were holistic in nature,  influenced by the institution’s philosophy that

emphasised creativity. Thus, it appears that across Bernardo’s life creativity was a

common theme across multiple environments, not only an end but especially a

means - a ‘developmental resource’ (Rasmussen et al., 2017). 

The relational, interdependent nature of different environments – sporting

and non-sporting – and levels – individual, team, club, country, etc. - has been

highlighted by recent holistic ecological models of talent development (Henriksen
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et al., 2010) and sporting creativity (Vaughan et al., 2019).  The life history of

Bernardo Silva makes it clear how on the one hand, experimentation in different

areas, or the ‘cross-fertilizing of thinking’ (Sternberg & Williams, 2001) may have

some transferability to creative performance on the field of play (Harrison, 2016).

On the other hand, constructive alignment, together with valuing inquiry learning

and the adoption of creativity as a core life value across important milieu  – e.g.

home, school, football academy – and between significant actors – e.g. parents,

coaches,  teachers  -  appear  essential  for  creative potential  to  become fully  and

continuously expressed in  an individual’s  life.  Future studies  of  eminence and

genius in sporting creativity should therefore consider such distributed nature. As

Jensen and Clementsen (2020, p.156) argue, “everyone in the child’s environment

influences it and is important to its upbringing”. 

The  present  study  offered  further  corroboration  to  earlier  studies  that

emphasised the importance of parents for children’s socialisation (Harwood et al.,

2010). Indeed, parental beliefs, goals, attitudes, and feedback have been shown to

impact  children’s developmental  paths  in  sport  (Knight  et  al.,  2016),  not  only

during earlier  stages of involvement but also through the rest  of their  lifespan

(Knight & Newport, 2020). In that vein, Bernardo may have benefited from the

support  and  availability  of  highly  educated  parents,  with  available  time  and

resources  to  draw  and  operationalise  a  conscious,  sustained  strategy  for  his

rearing, very much based on a combination of competence and autonomy support

(Vansteenkiste  et  al.,  2020;  Cooper  &  Allen,  2020;)  adapted  to  their  child’s

personal  constraints  (Renshaw,  Davids,  &  Savelsbergh,  2010).  This  was  also

evident  in  the  high  level  of  emotional  intelligence  (Mayer  & Salovey,  1997)

parents  displayed  throughout  Bernardo’s  involvement  with  football.  They

managed carefully the beginning of his relationship with the sport, and provided

him with  unconditional support  through both successful and difficult times, e.g.

when he was frustrated for not playing regularly. 

While such consistent, purposeful, and tailored support from families may

not  always  be  available  to  young  players  whose  parents  have,  for  example,

difficult economic situations and heavy work schedules, its importance in terms of

the  overall,  and  specific  sporting  development  of  the  child  appears  crucial.

Professional clubs may benefit from creating a parent-positive culture that does

not promote the avoidance or secondarisation of parents, but instead recognises
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their  primary  role  in  healthy  youth  development  (Knight  &  Newport,  2020).

Research on talent development in multiple areas, including sport (e.g. Bloom,

1985) has highlighted the importance of parents’ role for future eminence. With

regards to sporting creativity, this study is one of the only two investigations to

date – together with Martin and Cox’s (2016) LPA of Steve Nash– to extend our

understanding of parental influence, which was also referred in chapters 6 and 7.

Furthermore, this biographical case-study provides original insights into some of

the ways in which the actions,  attitudes and emotions of parents can facilitate

creative development and expression.

The adoption of Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model to investigate Bernardo

Silva’s  developmental  path  contributed  to  a  better  understanding  of  the

importance  of  resistance  for  the  player’s  creative  development.  Tanggaard

suggests that “the experience of being lost,  of being disoriented, of being held

back, or simply being frustrated can prompt a creative opportunity to arise” (2014,

p.111). In Bernardo’s case, his height represented not only a barrier that during a

lengthy period prevented him from performing regularly in competitive matches,

but also became an incentive for creative exploration. Bernardo was well aware

that it would be difficult for him to succeed in football by attempting to interact

with his team-mates and opponents making use of physical attributes like strength

or speed. Thus, he invested in potentiating his personal constraints (Renshaw et

al., 2010) and transforming them into differentiating factors that could allow him

to  be  competitive  and  add  value  to  the  game.  His  passion  for  football  and

persistent  exploratory  behaviour  allowed  him  to  identify  affordances  often

unnoticed  by  his  peers,  which  warrants  reflection  at  varied  levels:  firstly,  it

highlights the importance of creative self-beliefs - e.g. confidence (belief in one’s

ability to think and act creatively) and self-awareness (belief about one’s creative

strengths  and limitations)  –  for  exploratory  behaviour  and creative  expression

(Karwowski et al., 2019). Secondly, it makes evident, once again, the distributed

nature of genius. On the one hand, while Benfica’s academy may have followed a

result-orientation that prevented Bernardo from competing regularly between 12

and 17, the club maintained belief in the player’s potential, otherwise his progress

across all age groups would have been unlikely, and he would have been released.

On the other, he benefited across the whole developmental pathway, from training

activities  aligned  with  a  constraints-led  approach  (Renshaw et  al.,  2019),  e.g.
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when he showed an unusual level of skill at Benfica’s football school, his coaches

adapted  training  drills  to  fit  his  personal  constraints  by  making  him  play  in

numerical inferiority and having less goals/targets to score than his less-skilled

opponents. Furthermore, Bernardo admitted that the advice from role models –

especially Fernando Chalana – added to his determination to overcome difficult

times and fostered his determination to pursue creative affordances.

The  constraints-led  approach  does  not  promote  idealised  techniques  or

physical profiles, but instead considers talent as an emergence from the interaction

between performer, task, and environmental constraints (Hristovski et al., 2012;

Renshaw et al., 2019). It highlights the importance of respecting – and celebrating

-  individual  differences.  As  Renshaw  and  colleagues  (2019)  explain:  “the

challenge for coaches is to understand where on the practice landscape continuum

each learner needs to be, when he or she needs to be there, why he or she is best

placed at that location on the continuum, and what practice activities need to be

designed for an individual learner at that point of the landscape” (2019, p.61).

Furthermore, the interventions of parents and role models in providing emotional

and pastoral support to Bernardo were crucial to maintaining, and boosting his

self-confidence  and  resilience,  when  at  different  points  he  felt  frustrated  and

wanted to leave the academy. Without such a strong network, Bernardo may have

not  learned  from  and  with  resistance,  and  become  disengaged  with  football,

missing the opportunity to fulfil his creative potential at the highest level. 

Similarly  to  study  2,  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  situated  model  has  provided  a

useful lens through which to consider Bernardo’s creative learning journey. My

findings offer further  support  for the model and its  usefulness for research on

creative development. However, it is important to note the interdependence and

inseparability of the model’s pillars: “when all three principles work together, the

chances  that  [athletes]  (…)  develop  their  own  creativity  through  learning  are

high” (p.112).  Therefore,  while  academy systems have tended to focus  on the

development  of  sport-specific  expertise  (EPPP,  2011),  there  appears  to  be

potential  in  more  ecological,  holistic  approaches  that  “do  not  treat  creative

training as an appendix or an isolated section of a session” (Fardilha & Allen,

2019, p.18), but value creativity on a broader scale, as a ‘developmental resource’

(Rasmussen et al., 2017) or a ‘way of living’ (Tanggaard, 2014), shared across the

whole  academy structure  and aligned with relevant  social  agents  in  children’s
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lives,  e.g.  parents,  teachers.  At  a  time  when  algorithms,  Big  Data,  and

performance  analysis  are  gaining  increasing  influence  in  the  sporting  domain

(Memmert & Raabe, 2018), and academy environments appear to be contributing

to player  homogenisation on a grand scale (see studies 1 and 2), creativity has

never been so necessary.  Its adoption as a core value,  used to guide decision-

making within sporting structures and as a compass to orient the broad education

of children and young players, may prove essential for the future of the Game.

And for eminent players like Bernardo Silva to continue emerging in the football

scene to the delight of a myriad stakeholders like fans, coaches, journalists and

even those financially invested in the industry. 

8.7. Conclusion

The present  study was only the second to investigate  the developmental

journey of a highly creative ‘super-elite’ (Rees et al., 2016) player – following

Martin and Cox’s (2016) LPA of NBA legend Steve Nash – and the first ever in

association  football.  Through  the  application  of  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  situated

model of creative learning – which once again proved to be a useful framework to

examine  sporting  creativity  -,  it  became  clear  that  even  football  ‘genius’ is

distributed. Indeed, while it should be admitted that Bernardo Silva could have

some kind of innate predisposition for playing football, he also benefited from a

wide network of support and adequate environments that allowed him to develop

curiosity and express his  full  potential.  Firstly,  his  family – and especially his

mother – provided him with several opportunities to engage in immersion and

experimentation in football, while simultaneously ensuring that he could explore

other activities and interests, thus avoiding to get ‘trapped in the academy bubble’.

Secondly, he attended educational institutions that were strongly oriented towards

the promotion of inquiry learning and creative behaviour. Thirdly, at least during

the earlier stages of his formal involvement with football, Bernardo Silva received

coaching that was adapted to his stage of development and personal constraints,

thus benefiting from optimal levels of challenge and frequent opportunities for

exploratory behaviour, which as discussed in studies 1 (see chapter 6) and 2 (see

chapter 7) are essential for fostering the expression of creative potential. Finally,

in  line with Tanggaard’s  (2014) third pillar,  Bernardo experienced episodes of

resistance and frustration, e.g. having limited chances to play competitive matches
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during adolescence. These may have also contributed to his creative development,

especially because he could count on the support of family, peers, and role models

to navigate these challenges and transform them into experiences of growth. 

In conclusion, this study adds to the growing body of research (e.g. Vaughan

et al., 2019; Rasmussen et al., 2020a) that proposes that creativity in sport should

be conceptualised as a socio-cultural phenomenon that is situated, distributed, and

relational, whose development can benefit from the adoption of transdisciplinary

approaches (Vaughan et al., 2019). 
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Chapter Nine: General Discussion and

Conclusion
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9.1. Introduction

At the beginning of this thesis (see chapter 1) I referred to a perceive decline

of  creative  expression  and  development  in  contemporary  associated  football

embodied by the dearth of ‘number 10s’ reported by high profile coaches and

players,  e.g.  Arsène  Wenger,  Cesc  Fabregas,  and  confirmed  by  scholars,  e.g.

Santos  et  al.,  2016.  Considering  the  importance  of  creativity  not  only  for

successful sporting performances  (Kempe & Memmert,  2018)  but  also for the

development of human potential (Vaughan et al., 2019), I set out to investigate

this  ‘real-world’ issue,  focusing  on professional  football  academies.  These  are

singular environments dedicated to the development of prospective professional

players (Relvas et al., 2010), often characterised by low tolerance for mistakes and

failure (Reilly et al., 2008) and high pressure to perform (Mills et al., 2014).  

Expanding  our  current  understanding  of  creativity  in  football  was  also

important because sporting creativity is  often associated with magical thinking

(Leso  et  al.,  2017),  and  mythological  and  bellicose  analogies  that  compare

successful performers with ‘gods’ and ‘warriors’ (see chapter 3). While research

on sporting creativity has developed at a fast pace during the last 20 years, this

process has been characterised by a largely mono-paradigmatic approach imported

from cognitive psychology and inspired by logical positivism (Fardilha & Allen,

2019). Nonetheless, during the last decade, there have been signs that the field is

starting  to  move  towards  a  ‘We-paradigm’  Glăveanu,  2010a),  with  different

programmes  being  proposed  to  foster  the  creative  development  of  children

(Fardilha & Allen, 2019). Furthermore, there have been suggestions that creativity

in sport should be conceptualised as a ‘developmental resource’ (Rasmussen et al.,

2017) accessible to everyone and a ‘wicked challenge’ influenced by a myriad of

socio-cultural factors (Vaughan et al., 2019). If better understood, these could lead

to a more effective development of human potential. 

However, there are also some obstacles that may condition our ability to

expand our knowledge regarding sporting creativity, especially within the football

domain.  For example,  throughout the research process that led to this thesis,  I

experienced  first-hand  what  Morrow  and  Howieson  (2014)  described  as  the

traditionally closed nature of professional clubs, suspicious of outsiders. At the

beginning of study 1, I contacted several dozens of clubs in different countries (at

the time I had planned to include Germany in the group of nations where I would
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conduct interviews) to invite them to participate in my research, with only one

club  replying  and  refusing  to  contribute.  Without  the  valuable  assistance  of

gatekeepers  and  their  contact  network,  this  thesis  would  have  not  have  been

possible. Nonetheless, this does not mean that practitioners are averse to scientific

knowledge. On the one hand, the increasing ‘commercialisation’ of football has

transformed clubs into businesses  (Morrow & Howieson,  2014).  These aim to

gain competitive advantage over their opponents by creating their own research

and  development  or  ‘insights’ departments  (McCall  et  al.,  2016)  and  closing

themselves to outsiders (Morrow & Howieson, 2014). 

During informal conversations parallel to interviews for study 1, HACs and

HARs  explained  that  they  had  very  busy  schedules  and  did  not  usually  feel

inclined  to  read  academic  research  for  two  reasons:  on  the  one  hand,  they

experienced difficulties in accessing it (paywalls and academic language); on the

other,  they  did  not  feel  that  it  provided  accurate  representations  of  their

environments,  thus  not  adding  value  to  their  day-to-day  practices.

Notwithstanding, after  initial difficulties gaining access to professional football

academies,  participants  proved  not  only  friendly  but  also  knowledgeable  and

cooperative.  They  challenged  my  perspectives  and  added  value  to  this  thesis

through their contributions, which have influenced – and enriched – the following

discussion and conclusions. In that vein, I support Montuori’s (2019) claim that it

is  important  to  bring  scholars  and practitioners  closer  if  we wish  to  be  more

successful in tackling complex, ‘real-world’ problems, like conceptualising and

developing creativity in football. 

Indeed,  after  overcoming initial  suspicions  of  practitioners  (Morrow  &

Howieson, 2014), who earlier saw me as an outsider, I could develop the first ever

study  that  compared  and  contrasted  perceptions  of  creativity  from  Heads  of

Coaching and Recruitment in multiple academies and three different countries.

Thus, expanding previous work by other scholars with coaches in single clubs

(e.g. Leso et al., 2017; Rasmussen et al., 2019). 

Embracing  the  collaborative,  participatory  spirit  that  characterises

integrative  transdisciplinarity  (Montuori,  2019)  also  enabled  me  to  include

hitherto largely ‘unheard voices’ with regards to sporting creativity. For example,

those of young academy players themselves, who could give first-person accounts

of  their  beliefs  and experiences  in  relation  to  creative  development.  Finally,  I
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could gain unusual access to a ‘super-elite’ player like Bernardo Silva, his former

coaches  and  significant  others  (e.g.  mother).  This  resulted  in  the  first  ever

biographical case-study of a top level footballer focused on creativity, extending

the  still  small  body  of  literature  devoted  to  the  lives  of  eminent  players

inaugurated by Martin and Cox (2016). In the next sections, I will discuss the key

findings/contributions from my research.

9.2. Reconceptualising creativity in association football

Participants from all studies that compose this doctoral thesis recognised, to

a large extent, the value of definitions of sporting creativity proposed by scholars,

such as Memmert’s (2011) ‘tactical creativity’, and especially Orth et al.’s (2017)

recent association between motor creativity and adaptability. They also recognised

the importance of developing traits and skills that have been positively correlated

with  creative  behaviour,  e.g.  attention  (Memmert  &  Fuller,  2007;  Memmert,

2011).  Nonetheless,  while  it  became  clear  that  positivist-inspired

conceptualisations of sporting creativity may be relevant for the evaluation of the

‘creativeness’ of  current  performances  (via  traditional  criteria  like  originality,

fluency, flexibility, and surprise), they have limited usefulness with regards to the

explanation of such performances or, more importantly, the prediction of future

potential. Moreover, while such conceptualisations may lead to highly valid and

reliable  assessments  of  creative  performance  in  academic  terms,  they  fail  to

account for contextual variability that in turn, limits their practical applicability in

the ‘real world’.

 Thus,  throughout  studies  1  to  3  (chapters  6  to  8)  it  became clear  that

existing  conceptualisations  of  creativity  in  football  must  be  updated  to  better

capture  the  complexity  of  the  phenomenon.  Indeed,  accounts  from  multiple

stakeholders – e.g. HACs, HARs, coaches, parents, sport psychologists, teachers –

support the idea that  creativity in association football should be framed in line

with Glăveanu’s (2010a) ‘We-paradigm’, i.e. characterised as a dynamic (Corazza,

2016;  Tanggaard,  2019) situated,  distributed,  and  relational  phenomenon

(Tanggaard, 2012; Glăveanu, Tanggaard & Wegener, 2016; Lebuda & Glăveanu,

2019). 
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9.2.1. Creativity in football is dynamic

As shown in study 1 (chapter  6),  creativity  in  association football  is  a

dynamic construct, evolving in line with the metamorphosis of the Game. Football

has undergone a dramatic metamorphosis since it started as an amateur game in

the 19th century to become a multi-billion dollar industry (Morrow & Howieson,

2014) with far-reaching political,  socio-cultural,  and economical influence. The

way  in  which  the  game  is  played  also  evolved  over  time,  namely  due  to

phenomena of ‘blending’ caused by staff (Peeters, Mills, Pennings, & Sung, 2019)

and  player  migration  (Lago-Penãs.  Lago-Peñas,  &  Lago,  2019)  that  affected

traditional national playing styles.

Additionally,  since the creation of football  there have also been relevant

changes in tactical systems used by teams - from the ‘pyramid’ and ‘W-M’ to the

4:3:3, 4:4:2 or 3:4:3 (Wilson, 2008). While the dearth of so-called ‘number 10s’,

i.e. central attacking midfielders mainly focused on the strategic organisation of

the attacking phase,  could be perceived as a  sign of a decline of creativity in

football, HACs and HARs were unanimous in suggesting a perceived increase of

creative performances  by players  in  other  positions  that  were not  traditionally

associated with the construct, e.g. goalkeepers and full-backs. Consequently, in

opposition  to  Memmert  and  colleagues’ (2010)  claim that  creativity  can  only

occur in the offensive phase, practitioners clarified that creativity can occur in any

phase of the game and in any area of the pitch. Moreover, creative affordances

vary in tandem with the evolution of the game and its surroundings. In that vein,

practitioners  across  studies  1  and  2  highlighted  how  societal  change  –

characterised by increasing scheduling and sedentariness across all ages, as well

as urbanisation and digitalisation – negatively impacted motor skill competency of

young players in so-called WEIRD countries (Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010), which

in turn affected their capacity for exploratory behaviour. 

The  dynamic  nature  of  creativity  in  football  should  lead  to  it  being

considered multidimensionally, as I suggested in chapter 6, potentially through the

conjugation  of  four  main  pillars:  a)  ‘what’,  i.e.   the  type  of  action/technical

gesture; b) ‘where’, i.e. the area of the pitch where the action is performed, the

conditions of the pitch (e.g. type of surface, meteorological impact), c) ‘when’, i.e.

the moment of the game in which the action is performed (e.g. phase of play and

or  chronological  time  (beginning/end  of  the  match));  and  d)  ‘who’,  i.e.  the
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type/position of  the  player  performing the  action (e.g.  goalkeeper,  winger).  In

addition to these four pillars, a fifth, all-encompassing pillar – ‘why’ – reflecting

on  the  wider  socio-cultural  context  in  which  the  player  and  her/his  team are

inserted should be considered when assessing creativity in football.   

9.2.2. Creativity in football is situated

Sternberg (2019) suggested that creativity should be evaluated locally, i.e.

taking into consideration local norms and values. Additionally, Rasmussen and

colleagues (2019) explained that perceptions of creativity may be affected by the

personal  biographies  of  coaches.  My  research  supports  these  perspectives:  in

study 1, practitioners reported that varying geographical (e.g. regional, national,

international),  historical,  and  socio-cultural  characteristics  of  clubs  and  their

surroundings  resulted  in  different  valuations  of  creativity.  This  means  that  a

technical gesture that may be deemed common – ‘normal’ – by someone in one

region  or  country  could  be  evaluated  as  very  creative  in  another  area  where

football is not popular nor developed. Consequently, the scope of incentives and

opportunities  for  exploratory  behaviour  could  vary across  locations,  impacting

young footballers’ ability to fully express their creative potential. 

Therefore, although participants in all studies agreed with Gagné’s (2013)

proposal that natural abilities may result in more or less propensity for creative

behaviour,  i.e.  creative potential,  they were also unanimous in  contending that

such abilities require stimulating environments to be expressed fully. In study 1

participants referred that the increasing professionalisation and formalisation of

developmental  environments,  e.g.  academies,  appeared  to  be  contributing  to

player  homogenisation.  In  turn,  study  3  showed  how Bernardo  Silva  had  the

continued support of a liberal family that fostered curiosity and provided him with

the opportunity to experience different environments and sports and engage in

self-initiated,  informal  and  unstructured  play  in  parallel  to  his  competitive

development.  Furthermore,  he  attended  a  school  that  had  creativity  as  a  core

value,  and  benefited  from  coaching  aligned  with  a  constraints-led  approach

(Renshaw et al., 2019) that was adapted to his individual characteristics and stage

of development. Thus, it is evident that conceptualisations of creativity in football

should  no  longer  focus  “on  the  individual  alone,  isolated  from his/her  social,

material, and cultural context” (Glăveanu et al., 2018, p.4).
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9.2.3. Creativity in football is distributed and relational

Although the ‘He-paradigm’ (Glăveanu, 2010a) and the ‘lone genius myth’

(Montuori & Purser, 1999) are commonly associated with medieval and romantic

eras (see chapter 2),  in contemporary sport there are still  frequent accounts of

athlete  ‘deification’ (see chapter  3).  However,  in this  thesis  I  have shown that

conceptualisations of creativity in football should follow the ‘socio-cultural turn’

in ‘general’ creativity research that recognises the phenomenon as “distributed,

collective,  and  socially  embedded”  (Sawyer,  2014,  p.xiii).  The  developmental

pathway of  Bernardo Silva (see chapter  8) offers  a  good example of  how the

development of creative potential, even at the super-elite level (Rees et al., 2016)

emerges  from  a  complex  web  of  longitudinal  and  interconnected  relations

between multiple stakeholders – e.g. player, parents, teachers, coaches, sporting

directors  -  and varying environments  – sporting  and non-sporting,  formal  and

informal.  When  such  constructive  alignment  between  stakeholders  and

environments is  limited or inexistent – e.g.  due to parental  pressure,  focus on

immediate results and financial revenues, lack of opportunities for the acquisition

of domain-specific knowledge and/or informal playing (see chapters 6 and 7 for

further  detail)  -,  creative  potential,  even  at  the  highest  level,  may  remain

unfulfilled.  In  that  vein,  I  concur  with  Morin  (2002;2008)  in  suggesting  that

traditional mono-disciplinary,  lab-based research approaches fail  to address the

complexity  and  interconnectedness  associated  with  creativity,  especially  when

considering such an increasingly globalised and hyper-commercialised (Morrow

& Howieson,  2014;  Howieson & Morrow,  2014;  Giulianotti,  2012)  sport  like

association football, inclusively with regards to youth development (see chapter

4). 

9.3. Developing creativity in youth professional football

The  development  of  sporting  creativity  has  deserved  the  attention  of

scholars  and  practitioners  in  recent  years.  Indeed,  different  programmes  for

enhancing sporting creativity have been proposed by researchers (e.g. Memmert’s

(2015) TCA, Santos et al.’s (2016) CDF and Rasmussen and colleagues’ (2016)

TCSP).  Similarly,  some NGBs – e.g.  English  FA – offer  practitioners  courses

dedicated to  creative development  in  football  (English FA, 2017;  Pain,  2020).

However,  the  vast  majority  of  research  conducted  to  date  has  focused almost
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exclusively on what happens on the playing ground, i.e. on training strategies (e.g.

deliberate  practice,  deliberate  play)  and  programmes  that  may  lead  to  young

players being able to display higher numbers of original, surprising, and adequate

behaviours (Fardilha & Allen, 2019). In the next sections, I explain the importance

of moving beyond these strategies when reflecting on creative development in

football.  

9.3.1.  The  value  of  transdisciplinary  approaches  for  studying  creative

development in football academies

Very  recently,  some  authors  (Vaughan  et  al.,  2019;  Rasmussen  et  al.,

2020b)  have  started  to  pay  attention  to  wider  socio-cultural  factors  that  may

promote or hinder creative development. In this thesis, the adoption of Montuori’s

(2019)  integrative  transdisciplinarity  approach  has  allowed  me  to  identify

important challenges and opportunities for creative development in football that

had not been uncovered before (see chapter 7). These factors – e.g. organisational,

educational, and parental - are not exclusive to individual players nor restricted to

the field of play.  For example, in study 2 I revealed how job insecurity/unequal

salary structures within highly pressurised environments like football academies

may generate ‘cascade effects’ that lead to a focus on immediate results, which in

turn diminish opportunities for experimentation and risk-taking. It enabled me as

well to paint a ‘clearer picture’ of the impact that decisions at one level of a club

(e.g. the board) may have on another (e.g the players). For example, through the

lack of provision of informal spaces for practice when approving the design of a

new academy building or the decision of removing players from external schools

and  bringing  them  to  be  educated  in  the  academy,  involuntary  challenges  to

creative development may emerge. 

Other  than  ‘weaving  together’  knowledge  from  different  disciplines,

integrative  transdisciplinarity  (Montuori,  2019)  aemphasises  the  importance  of

more  collaborative,  participatory  research,  i.e.  closer  dialogues  between

academics  and  practitioners.  Through  interviews  and  informal  dialogues  with

practitioners  in  study  1  (chapter  6)  it  became  evident  that  they  were  largely

unfamiliar  with  academic  research  related  to  their  fields,  something  that  they

justified with a lack of accessibility, e.g. pay-walls and ‘hermetic’ language of

academic articles. Mitigating such scholarly gap is important, given that academy

staff at all levels could benefit, for example, from interacting with a growing body
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of  evidence  regarding  the  promising  impact  of  ecological  dynamics  and

constraints-led approaches on creative development in sport (e.g. Vaughan et al.,

2019). Indeed, Vaughan and colleagues suggest that “practitioners might aim to

design movement environments that encourage the discovery and exploration of

novel  affordances  to  better  foster  creative  moments  for  achieving  potential”

(p.12). That would imply the constant adaptation of training drills to the personal

constraints  of  players  –  as  in  Bernardo Silva’s  early steps  in  Benfica football

school  (see chapter  8) –   instead of a  reliance on pre-determined metrics  and

player profiling (see chapter 7) that can lead to player homogenisation and early

positional specialisation,  thus reducing opportunities for exploratory behaviour.

Furthermore,  these  environments  require,  for  example,  the  development  of

psychologically  safe  environments  where  young  players  feel  motivated  to

experiment and take risks. Indeed, studies 2 (chapter 7) and 3 (chapter 8) proved,

from  different  angles,  how  collaborative  interactions  between  academy  staff,

parents, and schools, are crucial to provide young players with a balanced mix of

autonomy and competence support (Cooper & Allen, 2020), that can consequently

boost exploratory behaviour and creative development.

9.3.2. The importance of breaks, gaps, and extra-football experiences

In line with HACs and HARs suggestions in study 1 (see chapter 6), studies

2  and  3  showed  that  some  of  the  most  important  influences  for  the  creative

development  of  young  academy  players  were  experienced  outside  formal

competitive  environments.  However,  the  increasing  marketisation  of  football

(Morrow & Howieson, 2014)  has affected academies (Christensen & Sørensen,

2009; Relvas et al., 2010) and resulted in the commodification of young players

(Mills et al., 2014). Not rarely, as discussed in chapter 4, clubs may rely on the

revenues  resulting  from  the  sale  of  young  prospects,  for  financial  stability

(Sarmento,  Anguera,  Pereira  &  Araújo,  2018).  Furthermore,  there  have  been

significant investments in the professionalisation of youth football, in both infra-

structures and training conditions (e.g. EPPP, 2011). Nonetheless, well-intended

actions  may have  negative  consequences.  Children are spending an  increasing

amount of time in academies, where they are permanently monitored by a myriad

of coaches and supporting services (e.g. nutrition, sport science, sport psychology,

social-educational support, etc.) and have their progress recorded by ‘performance

clocks’ (EPPP,  2011).  However,  in  line  with  Tanggaard’s  (2014)  findings  in
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educational settings, studies 2 and 3 highlighted the importance of diversifying

activities (e.g. playing different sports, doing arts and crafts) and having breaks

and informal spaces outside of academies for the promotion of experimentation

and risk-taking. Indeed, the focus group conducted in study 2 (chapter 7) revealed

that school breaks were often used by young players to try new tricks and skills

without  the  fear  of  making  mistakes.  This  is  because,  even  if  involuntarily,

participants  associated the academy with constant  surveillance,  evaluation,  and

pressure to perform. Therefore,  increasing ‘professionalisation’ within academy

settings, and consequently, the time young people spend in these environments

(e.g. by bringing school to the interior of academies) may be counter-productive.

It may lead to ‘athletic identity foreclosure’, i.e. to a state in which “nothing else

has  serious  psychological  existence  for  the  young footballers”  (Christensen  &

Sørensen, 2009, p.129). This can affect their psychological well-being and hinder

creative development.

9.3.3. Parental attitudes are ‘key’ for creative development

While still unexplored in sporting creativity research, participants across all

studies (chapters 6 to 8) unanimously considered parental attitudes towards their

children’s football activities as decisive for promoting – or hindering - creative

development. For example, in study 1, HACs and HARs reported cases of parents

who over-emphasised  their  children’s  achievements  from very  early  ages,  e.g.

focusing on immediate results and broadcasting videos of their tricks and skills on

social media. Worryingly, participants in studies 1 and 2 described episodes of

parents who displayed abusive or violent behaviour, e.g. death threats to coaches

(see  chapter  7),  which  were  deemed  unacceptable  by  some  clubs  and  led  to

distance  themselves  from  parents.  This  meant  that  in  order  to  protect  young

players from parental pressure, some clubs limited access to training sessions and

other information relative to player progression.  Such parental behaviours may

prevent the development of creative potential, as shown in study 2, (chapter 7),

with a young player reporting how parental  pressure to become a professional

player resulted in him experiencing increased stress and risk-avoidance. 

Also in study 2,  a parent disclosed an episode in which he involuntarily

pressurised  his  son  before  a  tournament.  In  opposition,  in  study 3 there  were

multiple  examples  of  how Bernardo  Silva’s  parents  supported  his  passion  for

football while keeping a healthy distance, i.e. not intervening when he did not get
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many  competitive  opportunities  during  adolescence,  since  their  son  reported

feeling  happy  at  the  club.  Indeed,  Bernardo’s  parents  acted  as  ‘agents  of

moderation’, helping their child  managing and mitigating eventual situations of

stress and disappointment. Similar behaviours should be encouraged in order to

foster creative development, based on two premises: on the one hand, Harwood

and  colleagues  (2010)  highlighted  the  importance  of  parents  helping  their

children’s dealing with difficult moments in their sporting careers, e.g. premature

release,  that  could  lead  to  early  drop-out  from  sport.  While  this  may  be

problematic  with  regards  to  psychological  well-being,  it  may  also  prevent

extended engagement with sport and the acquisition of specific knowledge, which

Tanggaard  (2014)  deemed  essential  for  creative  learning.  On  the  other  hand,

Tanggaard  (2014)  has  emphasised  the  importance  of  setbacks  for  creative

learning,  suggesting that “the experience of being lost,  of being disoriented, of

being held back, or simply being frustrated can prompt a creative opportunity to

arise”  (2014,  p.111).  This  was  particularly  evident  in  Bernardo  Silva’s

developmental  journey,  given  that  due  to  the  support  of  his  parents  and  role

models, e.g. Fernando Chalana, he was able to persist despite the lack of regular

competitive opportunities during adolescence.

Finally,  it  is  important  to  stress  that  while  very  visible,  ‘over-engaged’

parents are a minority in sport (Knight & Newport, 2020). Furthermore, as shown

in  study  2,  parents  face  multiple  stressors  as  a  result  of  having  to  help  their

children navigate between sporting, school, and family commitments. They also

bear  financial  and  emotional  costs  and  disruptions  to  their  own personal  and

professional  duties  (Harwood,  Drew,  &  Knight,  2010).  Thus,  clubs  could

potentially  benefit  from  establishing  closer  relationships  with  parents,  and

explaining  them  how  their  behaviour  can  impact  on  the  development  and

performance of young players,  including with regards to creative development

(e.g. when parents try to avoid that their kids experience situations of resistance

and frustration). 

9.4. Key findings and implications for applied practice

This thesis contributed, in multiple ways, to improving our understanding

of a complex, multi-dimensional phenomenon like sporting creativity:
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1.  It  questioned  and  complemented  prevalent  conceptualisations  of  the

construct, excessively focused on intra-individual traits and skills - inspired by

logical positivist paradigms. Based on evidence gathered from highly qualified

practitioners  (HACs and HARs)  and other  relevant  stakeholders  (e.g.  parents)

across multiple academies located in different countries, I showed  the benefit of

embracing the ‘socio-cultural turn’ proposed by creativity scholars (e.g.  Sawyer,

2014). Indeed, if scholars and practitioners wish to increase the effectiveness of

training programmes and other strategies directed at the enhancement of creative

expression in association football, it is essential that they look beyond the pitch,

and seek a consistent, constructive alignment between different stakeholders that

play important roles in developmental processes (e.g. players, parents, coaches,

scouts,  academy  directors,  sport  psychologists,  NGBs,  schools,  local  and

government representatives).

2. It showed that creativity in association football is a fluid, dynamic, and

situated construct that evolves in tandem with the Game and the wider society,

and thus should be evaluated locally (Sternberg, 2019). While so-called number

10s may be an ‘endangered species’ due to the way the game is currently played,

there has been a ‘democratisation’ of creativity across different roles which were

earlier devoted to following strict remits, e.g. goalkeepers, defenders. Moreover, it

is  difficult  to  predict  how  the  Game  will  look  like  in  the  future,  therefore

practitioners should remain open-minded and design highly representative tasks

with frequent opportunities for exploratory behaviour. Player-profiling practices

should be questioned and professional academies should aim to adapt, as much as

possible, to the varying personal constraints and developmental stages of young

players. In that vein, the creation and frequent revision of personal development

plans for each academy player could prove fruitful in the long-term.

3. It challenged prevailing conceptualisations of eminence aligned with the

‘lone genius myth’ (Montuori  & Purser,  1999) and the ‘He’ and ‘I’ paradigms

(Glăveanu, 2010a). Instead, I showed that although there may be an important

innate element to sporting creativity, there are multiple stakeholders and socio-

cultural factors that play a key role in the emergence – or suppression – of its

expression, i.e. ‘epigenetics of sporting creativity’, even at the highest level. 

4. It introduced Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model of creative learning as a

meaningful framework to reflect on creative development in association football
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from multiple angles, i.e. not only as a basis for the planning and implementation

of long-term developmental pathways in academies, but also as a useful model to

explain  creative  development  retrospectively  at  the  highest  –  eminent  –  level.

Therefore,  senior  staff  within academies  could benefit  from using Tanggaard’s

(2014) model to evaluate current practices and improve future initiatives aimed at

the promotion of creative development in their environments.

5. It confirmed the promise of transdisciplinary approaches with regards to

the study of sporting creativity,  particularly in professional football academies.

The  participatory  nature  of  integrative  transdisciplinarity  (Montuori,  2019)

allowed  me  to  compare  and  contrast  the  ‘insider’  perspectives  of  multiple

stakeholders  (HACs,  HARs,  coaches,  sport  psychologists,  parents,  etc.)  with

existing literature.  This allowed me not only to present a work with enhanced

‘real-world’ applicability, but also to reveal a web of important connections and

factors  previously unknown to affect  sporting creativity  (e.g.  job insecurity  of

staff,  parental  pressure).  Finally,  while  at  times it  may be perceived as  ‘over-

inclusive’, the spirit of integrative transdisciplinary also allowed me to adapt a

non-sporting theoretical framework from the field of education – i.e. Tanggaard’s

(2014)  situated  model  of  creative  learning  –  and  prove  its  usefulness  for  the

explanation and promotion of creative development. 

9.5. Limitations and directions for future research

While this thesis tried to provide a balanced and comprehensive discussion

of  the  phenomenon  of  creativity  in  professional  football  academies,  there  are

several limitations to my work that require cautious interpretation of its findings

and  recommendations.  Firstly,  while  the  sample  of  academies  visited  may  be

larger  than  other  studies  conducted  to  date,  it  still  represents  a  very  small

percentage of these institutions.  Moreover,  this  thesis  reinforces  the prevailing

body  of  creativity  research  conducted  in  WEIRD  -  “Western,  educated,

industrialized,  rich  and  democratic”  societies  (Henrich,  Heine,  & Norenzayan,

2010, p. 29). Similarly, it  fails to address the worrying under-representation of

women participants in sporting creativity and football-related academic literature,

a gap that future research must address. 

Scheduling and budget limitations meant that interactions with participants

across the three original studies were, in most cases, limited to a single interview.
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This  could  impact  the  trustworthiness  of  findings.  The  same time  and money

constraints  resulted in  a  limited  immersion time in  the academy (1 month)  in

which study 2 took place. However, contact with coaches, senior staff, and head

psychologist  was maintained and allowed for  further  discussions,  including of

preliminary  findings.  Furthermore,  it  must  be  admitted  that  the  scarcity  of

research on sporting creativity – including on professional football academies –

and the subjectivity inherent to qualitative and transdisciplinary research requires

further  investigations  to  confirm  my  findings,  which  to  some  extent  can  be

deemed speculative. Notwithstanding, despite the inherent biases of any inquirer

(as  discussed  in  chapter  5),  I  have  tried  as  much  as  possible  to  support  my

interpretations  of  the  data  with  evidence  provided  by  practitioners  and  peer-

reviewed work authored by other scholars.

By accepting that creativity is a dynamic (Corazza, 2016; Tanggaard, 2019)

situated,  distributed,  and  relational  phenomenon  (Tanggaard,  2012;  Glăveanu,

Tanggaard & Wegener, 2016; Lebuda & Glăveanu, 2019), I must also accept that

the time and contextual-boundedness of my findings, namely in the biographical

case-study of Bernardo Silva (chapter 8). This means that Bernardo’s journey may

be no more  than  an  exception  among ‘super-elite’ (Rees  et  al.,  2016)  players

recognised  as  creative.  Moreover,  while  I  was  able  to  identify  multi-factorial

interactions between different stakeholders, environments, and levels of analysis,

it  is  not  possible  to  guarantee  which  are  the  most  influential  with  regards  to

creative development in youth professional football.  Scholars aiming to extend

our understanding of the field at multiple levels should aim not only for longer

periods  of  immersive  research  in  similar  environments,  i.e.  professional

academies, but also to analyse the lives of other ‘super-elite’ players recognised

by their creative displays.

Nonetheless, the consistency of findings across all studies, together with the

steps taken to enhance their trustworthiness (see chapter 5), suggests there could

be  tentative  transferability  of  my  findings  to  similar  settings,  i.e.  professional

football  academies,  which  future  research  should  evaluate.  Finally,  the  use  of

Tanggaard’s (2014) situated model of creative learning as an analytical framework

was  helped  to  focus  my  investigations  and  more  clearly  illuminate

parallels/consistencies or inconsistencies and uniqueness of the cases. Moreover,
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its flexibility proved useful to extend our understanding of how creativity might

be developed among players in football academies.

9.6. Conclusion

In this thesis I have confirmed the importance of departing from positivist-

informed  conceptualisations  of  creative  development  in  association  football

overly focused on skill trainability. I suggest that, more than a teaching/training

process of natural abilities, creative development is a broader, non-linear learning

process,  dependent  on multiple  interactions  between a myriad of  stakeholders,

across different formal and informal, socio-cultural and material environments. In

that  vein,  I  propose that  creativity  in  football  is  a  socio-cultural  phenomenon,

characterised  by  a  situated,  distributed,  and  relational  nature,  aligned  with

Glăveanu’s (2010a) ‘We-paradigm’. 

Moreover, this thesis resulted in the first application of Tanggaard’s (2014)

situated model of creative learning as an analytical framework in sporting settings.

The use of its three pillars – (1) immersion in the topic of interest, traditions and

in the subject matter; (2) experimentation and inquiry learning; and (3) resistance

from the material of interest – as sensitizing concepts (Patton, 2014) provided a

useful  platform  for  the  identification  and  discussion  of  challenges  and

opportunities for creative development in professional academy settings that, to

my knowledge, had not yet been discussed in the literature, e.g. the impact of

academy’s architecture, job insecurity, role models, and breaks/gaps for creative

development in football. Finally, through a biographical case-study of super-elite

(Rees et al., 2016) footballer Bernardo Silva, I showed how an eclectic, diverse

education may contribute to creative development in association football. Indeed,

parents who act as ‘agents of moderation’ with regards to their children’s career,

i.e.  providing  them  with  a  blend  of  structure  and  autonomy  support,  may

positively contribute for the expression of creative potential at its highest level. 
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